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In 1962 Walter Trobisch, a Lutheran missionary in Cameroon, published a book 
about love, sex, and marriage. By 1974 the book had been translated into seventy 
languages. One million copies were in circulation, and Walter had received 10,000 letters 
from young people around the world asking for sexual advice. The book, J’ai Aimé Une 
Fille, launched Walter and his wife Ingrid into a global marriage counseling ministry. 
Through books, seminars, and personal correspondence, the Trobisches advocated 
western, Christian sexual ethics like premarital chastity, spouse self-selection, 
monogamy, and the intimacy and spiritual equality of husband and wife. This dissertation 
analyzes the economic, political, and religious conditions that facilitated the global flow 
of the Trobisches’ message. 
Global gender relations during this period were in flux, due to the influence of 
colonial encounters, industrialization, urbanization, and new forms of education. Cultural 
chasms often developed between the young, who were open to new family structures and 
sexual norms, and the old, who insisted on preserving traditions like the bride-price and 
  vi 
arranged marriage. While the Trobisches held paternalistic attitudes common among 
western missionaries of their generation, their vision of sexual ethics aimed to provide 
young people around the world with tools to navigate changing sexual norms of the mid-
twentieth century. 
In the 1960s, the Trobisches helped to popularize and shape an African marriage 
guidance movement. However, with the awareness in the 1970s of the church’s 
complicity in colonialism, the Trobisches’ leadership in African marriage guidance 
became increasing problematic. As they lost influence in Africa, they shifted their focus 
to the United States, where their vision of sexual ethics resonated with evangelicals who 
were trying to distinguish their views of sexuality from those of the surrounding culture. 
Although the Trobisches conceived of their work as a way to introduce non-
Christians to the faith, the people most affected by their work were those who already 
considered themselves Christian. Through historical analysis of books, correspondence, 
diaries, articles, and conference proceedings, this dissertation argues that the Trobisches 
played a significant role in shaping a transcultural conversation about the meaning of 
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Chapter 1: Introduction: Global Changes in Gender Relations during the Mid-Twentieth 
Century 
 
In 1962, Walter Trobisch, a German missionary professor at Cameroon Christian 
College, published a book about sex and marriage called J’ai Aimé Une Fille. Within a 
decade one million copies of J’ai Aimé Une Fille were in circulation, and it was available 
in seventy different languages.1 During the late 1960s and 1970s, Walter and his 
American wife Ingrid became internationally recognized Christian authorities on love, 
sex, and marriage. Through personal correspondence, radio shows, books, lectures, and 
seminars, they championed causes like marriage as an equal partnership, the Natural 
Family Planning method of birth control, and reserving sex for marriage. 
The Trobisches’ worldwide popularity stemmed from their ability to help 
Christians respond to global changes in gender relations. Since the eighteenth century, the 
industrial revolution and resultant urbanization had been altering traditional family 
relations in Europe and North America. Young people moved away from family farms 
and settled in towns to work in factories. Their ties to extended kin decreased; they began 
to choose their own spouses and marry for love.2 By the early twentieth century, the 
forces of industrialization and urbanization, not to mention western education, had made 
their way around the world. The result was not surprising. Just as kinship ties had 
                                                 
1 Melvin Arnold to Ingrid Trobisch, 13 June 1969, Ingrid Trobisch Papers, David Trobisch 
Residence, Springfield, MO, “Family Life Mission,” May 1973, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” The 
American Lutheran Church Division for World Mission & Inter-Church Cooperation Missionary Personnel 
Files, c. 1920s-1987, TOO-UNS, Box 39 of 42, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America Archives, Elk 
Grove Village, IL. 
2 Stephanie Coontz, Marriage, a History: From Obedience to Intimacy or How Love Conquered 
Marriage (New York: Viking, 2005), 145-46. 
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decreased in the West, they began to decrease in parts of Africa and Asia.3 Just as young 
people had begun marrying for love in the West, they began to do so in parts of Africa 
and Asia as well.4 Sociologist William Goode was the first to note this global trend. He 
wrote in 1963: 
For the first time in world history a common set of influences—the social forces 
of industrialization and urbanization—is affecting every known society. Even 
traditional family systems in such widely separate and diverse societies as Papua, 
Manus, China, and Yugoslavia are reported to be changing as a result of these 
forces, although at different rates of speed. The alteration seems to be in the 
direction of some type of conjugal family pattern—that is, toward fewer kinship 
ties with distant relatives and a greater emphasis on the ‘nuclear’ family unity of 
couple and children.5 
 
As kinship ties loosened and young people struck out on their own, other changes 
in family relations ensued. Young couples began expecting their marriages to be marked 
by a greater sense of intimacy and partnership than was present in the marriages of their 
parents.6 And if their marriages proved unsatisfactory, these young couples were more 
likely to divorce than their parents’ generation had been, such that by the mid-twentieth 
century divorce was on the rise globally.7  
Gender relations were particularly in flux for twentieth-century women in 
industrializing nations. Increasingly, these women had access to education and 
                                                 
3 William J. Goode, World Revolution and Family Patterns (New York: The Free Press, 1963), 
188-91, 356-58. 
4 Yaw Oheneba-Sakyi and Baffour K. Takyi, "Introduction to the Study of African Families: A 
Framework for Analysis," in African Families at the Turn of the 21st Century, ed. Yaw Oheneba-Sakyi and 
Baffour K. Takyi (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2006), 10, Gail Hershatter, "State of the Field: Women in 
China’s Long Twentieth Century," The Journal of Asian Studies 63, no. 4 (2004): 995. 
5 Goode, World Revolution and Family Patterns, 1. 
6 Kenneth Little, West African Urbanization: A Study of Voluntary Associations in Social Change 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), 149, B.A. Pauw, The Second Generation: A Study of the 
Family among Urbanized Bantu in East London (Cape Town: Oxford University Press, 1963), 193, P. C. 
Lloyd, Africa in Social Change (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1967), 30. 
7 Goode, World Revolution and Family Patterns, 9, 81-86, 262-63, 315-18, Oheneba-Sakyi and 
Takyi, "Introduction to the Study of African Families: A Framework for Analysis," 15. 
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professional employment.8 Education cultivated a sense of individualism and fostered an 
identity apart from that which came from being a wife and mother. Higher education also 
gave women skills that might enable them to obtain a relatively well-paying job. The 
money they earned allowed women who had once been dependent on fathers and 
husbands for financial support to support themselves. Women who were occupied with 
gaining a higher education or holding down a well-paying job could postpone marriage 
and motherhood or forgo these things altogether. Those women who did marry often had 
fewer children than their own mothers.9  
In sum, global gender relations during the mid-twentieth century were beginning 
to be marked by a greater sense of personal choice.10 When and whom to marry, whether 
to get a divorce, whether to seek paid employment, how many children to have—in 
previous generations, these questions had been answered in consultation with one’s 
family. By the mid-twentieth century, however, individual men and women were 
beginning to make their own decisions about marriage and parenthood.      
 
                                                 
8 Goode, World Revolution and Family Patterns, 21. 
9 Ibid., 337-41, Mounira M. Charrad and Allyson B. Goeken, "Continuity or Change: Family Law 
and Family Structure in Tunisia," in African Families at the Turn of the 21st Century, ed. Yaw Oheneba-
Sakyi and Baffour K. Takyi (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2006), 42-45, Miroslava Prazak, "Kenyan 
Families," in African Families at the Turn of the 21st Century, ed. Yaw Oheneba-Sakyi and Baffour K. 
Takyi (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2006), 212. 
10 Goode, World Revolution and Family Patterns, 380. 
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A Western Christian Response 
 Although societies around the world were moving in the direction of the conjugal 
model of family, this shift was not a smooth one. Cultural chasms often developed 
between the young, who were open to new sexual norms, and the old, who insisted on 
preserving cultural traditions like the bride-price and arranged marriage.11 The young did 
have more freedom to shape their own futures, but that new freedom had its own 
constraints. Previous generations knew what was expected of them. They knew what it 
meant to be a man or a woman, they knew what marriage would be like, and they knew 
that having children was the central purpose of marriage. Moreover, as they entered each 
phase of life they knew that there would be elders and kin to guide them. As young 
people began to stretch traditional definitions of marriage and gender relations, they often 
despaired at the inability of kin to understand and advise them.  
The social confusion caused by global changes in gender relations formed the 
context for the enthusiastic reception of the Trobisches’ message about love, sex, and 
marriage. The Trobisches offered a Christian rationale for the kinds of changes young 
people around the world were experiencing, due to the influence of colonial encounters, 
industrialization, urbanization, and new forms of education. For example, in Africa they 
used Genesis 2:24—“Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall 
cleave unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh”—to argue for the primacy of nuclear 
family ties over extended family ties. They also used this passage to argue for women’s 
                                                 
11 The problematic nature of the term “bride-price” is noted on p. 200 of this dissertation. 
However, the word “bride-price” will be used throughout this study because it was the word most 
commonly used during the era under investigation.  
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rights and the fullness of a marriage even without children. They pointed out that 
“leaving” the family of one’s origins was a necessary action for both partners, not just the 
wife, as was the case in so many African societies. “And just as both have to leave, so 
also must both cleave—not only the wife to the husband, but also the husband to the 
wife.”12 They insisted that this uniform message to both spouses “protects the women’s 
rights” and “aims toward partnership between husband and wife.”13 The Trobisches were 
able to connect many of their other values—like premarital chastity, spouse self-
selection, and marital intimacy—to other passages in the Bible and so offer a helpful 
guide for Christians who were struggling to make sense of sexuality in modern Africa. As 
demands for translation of Walter’s J’ai Aimé Une Fille poured in throughout the 1960s 
and 70s, it became clear that the message the Trobisches had developed for Africa was 
also of interest to Christians outside of Africa. 
Interestingly, although the Trobisches’ perspective can accurately be described as 
a “Christian” perspective on sexual ethics, Christians were not the only people to hold 
such a view in the mid-twentieth century. A very similar view of marriage and gender 
relations was being espoused by Orthodox Jews during the same period. For example, in 
his 1966 marriage manual A Hedge of Roses, Rabbi Norman Lamm described how the 
Jewish laws of niddah (separation during menstruation) enhanced marital intimacy. 
Lamm argued that abstaining from sex during menstruation and the seven days following 
menstruation served to protect a marriage from boredom and create the conditions of a 
                                                 
12 Walter Trobisch, The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity 




constant honeymoon.14 Previous generations of rabbis had used “notions of physical 
danger and disgust to vindicate the laws of menstruation,” but such notions were no 
longer palatable to mid-twentieth-century men and women, who found these explanations 
of niddah laws oppressive to women.15  By offering an exploration of how niddah laws 
actually enhanced women’s autonomy, humanity, and rights, Lamm and his 
contemporaries hoped to encourage Orthodox Jews to continue to uphold these laws.16 
Twentieth-century Christians like the Trobisches and Orthodox Jews like Lamm 
based their marital ideals on sacred texts, but their ideals were also clearly related to 
developments in western culture at large. By 1960, what historian Stephanie Coontz calls 
“the Love Revolution” had been thoroughly triumphant in the West.17 Coontz credits not 
only industrialization but also the Enlightenment with giving birth to modern marital 
ideals. Whereas marriage had once been the purview of the state and the church, the 
Enlightenment challenged traditional sources of authority like the king and the church, 
effectively making marriage more of a private affair and less of a public institution. 
Moreover, the criticism of monarchy led in turn to the criticism of hierarchy in 
marriage.18 When combined with the gains of the women’s rights movement in the early 
twentieth century—suffrage and more educational and professional opportunities for 
women—the Enlightenment stress on individual rights successfully transformed western 
                                                 
14 Norman Lamm, A Hedge of Roses: Jewish Insights into Marriage and Married Life (New York: 
P. Feldheim, 1966), 59-62. 
15 Jonah Steinberg, "From a 'Pot of Filth' to a 'Hedge of Roses' (and Back): Changing 
Theorizations of Menstruation in Judaism," in Women, Gender, Religion: A Reader, ed. Elizabeth A. 
Castelli with the assistance of Rosamond C. Rodman (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 370. 
16 Ibid., 379-381. 
17 Coontz, Marriage, a History: From Obedience to Intimacy or How Love Conquered Marriage, 
143ff. 
18 Ibid., 146-48. 
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marriage from a family affair with economic and political concerns to a personal choice 
based on love. According to Coontz, the male-breadwinner marriage of the 1950s was a 
culmination of the prior two hundred years.  
Never before had so many people shared the experience of courting their own 
mates, getting married at will, and setting up their own households. Never had 
married couples been independent of extended family ties and community groups. 
And never before had so many people agreed that only one kind of family was 
“normal.”19 
 
The Trobisches and Lamm merged this 1950s ideal of marriage with biblical and 
rabbinical teaching on the subject. The Trobisches then offered their vision of sexual 
ethics as a way for people in industrializing nations to make sense of the relational 
changes that were engulfing them. By developing a theological defense of the conjugal 
model of family, the Trobisches infused deeper meaning into individual desires like the 
desire to choose one’s own spouse or live apart from extended family. Attaching 
theological underpinnings to these desires strengthened the resolve of young people who 
were clashing with their elders over these matters. 
 
The Trobisches’ Christian Audience  
The Trobisches began their missionary work in Africa, and they envisioned their 
message on marriage as being “a door for the gospel” in Africa.20 That is to say, they 
believed that they could use their marriage counseling work to teach people about Jesus. 
The Trobisches often conceived of their work as being a way to bring non-Christians into 
                                                 
19 Ibid., 229. 
20 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch, “Marriage Guidance Serving Africa,” July 1966, “Trobisch, Walter 
and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
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the faith, and it is possible that this did occur at times. For example, during the late 1960s 
Walter prepared a family life show for Radio Voice of the Gospel, a Christian missionary 
venture based in Addis Ababa.21 This radio show was broadcast widely in Ethiopia, and it 
is not unlikely that some Muslims may have tuned into the show. Perhaps some Muslim 
listeners found Walter’s advice helpful, and perhaps his message cultivated their interest 
in Christianity. Similarly, Walter maintained that half of all the letters he received from 
Africa came “from non-Christians who have never been in touch with any church or any 
Christian message. This correspondence often ends up in requests for Bibles or spiritual 
help—often from Muslims, whom the church has always had a hard time to reach.”22 Be 
that as it may, it is difficult to determine the Trobisches’ impact on Muslims in Africa. 
Most of the people who carried on a lengthy correspondence with Walter were members 
of the Christian community. Thus even if Walter’s advice did help to stir up interest in 
Christianity among Muslims in Africa, it is not possible to track what became of this 
initial interest. We cannot know whether it led to conversion to Christianity or changes in 
ethical behavior, as Walter so often hinted in his efforts to promote his marriage 
counseling work.  
While it would be difficult to determine the Trobisches’ impact on Muslims, there 
is ample data to tell a story about the Trobisches’ impact on the global Christian 
community. In Africa, Walter’s J’ai Aimé Une Fille was published by Christian presses 
and sold at Christian bookstores, and the Trobisches gave seminars at churches and 
Christian colleges. Thus many of the people who heard the Trobisches’ message were 
                                                 
21 “Report of Activities,” p. 3, Box 19, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives. 
22 Trobisch, The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 725. 
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already in some way affiliated with the Christian community and were presumably 
already familiar with the Christian faith. Even if Walter’s estimate was correct and only 
half of the letters he received from Africa were from Christians, many of these Christians 
did not hesitate to continue their correspondence with Walter after the initial contact. 
Thus it is possible to track some of Walter’s impact on their beliefs and behavior. During 
the mid-twentieth century, Christianity was in the midst of a huge global shift. In 1900 
only nine percent of Africans had been Christian, but by 1970 forty percent of Africans 
were Christian.23 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch offered these growing numbers of African 
Christians a compelling vision of Christian sexual ethics.  
A similar story can be told about the Trobisches’ impact in the United States. The 
fact that a secular press, Harper & Row, published several of the Trobisches’ books in the 
United States shows that the Trobisches’ message on Christian sexuality had the capacity 
to reach non-Christians.24 In Norway, too, the secular press Aschehoug published J’ai 
Aimé Une Fille because the editors believed the book would appeal “to the non-Christian 
as well as the Christian reader.”25 However, the data is simply not available to determine 
the Trobisches’ success among non-Christians in the West.  
The data does show that the Trobisches were well received by mid-twentieth-
century American evangelicals. The Trobisches’ seminars were organized by the 
evangelical campus ministry InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, and most of the 
                                                 
23 David B. Barrett, George T. Kurian, and Todd M. Johnson, World Christian Encyclopedia: A 
Comparative Survey of Churches and Religions in the Modern World, 2nd ed., vol. 1: The World by 
Countries: Religionists, Churches, Ministries (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 13. 
24 Harper & Row published I Loved a Girl (the English translation of J’ai Aimé Une Fille) in 1965, 
I Married You in 1971, and The Joy of Being a Woman in 1975. 
25 Ingrid Trobisch to Edward Sammis, 23 November 1964, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
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Trobisches’ books were published by InterVarsity Press. When Walter met with students, 
it was often on Christian college campuses. Many of the letters the Trobisches received in 
the 1960s and ’70s talked about the writer’s long-held Christian faith and desire to 
confess sins, particularly sexual sins.26 The Trobisches’ message resonated with 
evangelicals who were wrestling with changes in American gender relations brought 
about by the decreasing social stigma attached to premarital sex, the availability of the 
birth control pill, and increasing numbers of women attending college. The Trobisches 
aimed to provide these evangelical Christians in the United States with tools to navigate 
changing sexual norms. 
 
Significance of Study 
 This study of the mission work of Walter and Ingrid Trobisch between 1952 and 
1979 is important in a number of ways. Within the field of the History of Christianity, 
this study sheds light on the debate about the role of Christian missionaries as agents of 
imperialism. Secondly, this study contributes to the study of globalization by describing 
the global flow of the Trobisches’ ideas about love, sex, and marriage. Thirdly, it 
contributes to the study of the history of the family by examining the relationship of 
Christianity to changes in family relations during the mid-twentieth century. Fourthly, 
because the Trobisches began their counseling work in Africa and questions about 
marriage and sexuality in Africa always remained central to their work, this study is 
relevant in the field of African Studies. The paragraphs that follow will present some of 
                                                 
26 See chap. 6 of this dissertation, especially pp. 290-93. 
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the relevant discussion in the fields of the History of Christianity, Global Studies, the 
History of the Family, and African Studies.  
First, this study of the Trobisches’ life and work contributes to a debate among 
historians and anthropologists about the relationship among mission, imperialism, and 
domesticity. A number of postcolonial scholars have claimed that missionaries have been 
agents of imperialism and that their cultivation of “Christian homes” was one arena 
where their cultural imperialism was especially visible. 27 According to John and Jean 
Comaroff, “The European colonization of Africa was often less a directly coercive 
conquest than a persuasive attempt to colonize consciousness, to remake people by 
redefining the taken-for-granted surfaces of their everyday worlds.”28 Since the home was 
where much of the “everyday” transpired, the Comaroffs argue, it was here where 
missionaries made significant impact, for example, in rejecting native architecture and 
forcing natives to make their disorderly, round huts square.29 
Many feminist scholars have depicted missionaries not only as imperialists but 
also misogynists. Most scholars are agreed about the fact that Victorian gender roles, 
which idealized women but curtailed their actions to the sphere of the home, were 
                                                 
27 Karen Tranberg Hansen, ed., African Encounters with Domesticity (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 1992), Margaret Jolly and Martha Macintyre, eds., Family and Gender in the 
Pacific: Domestic Contradictions and the Colonial Impact (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1989), Jean Comaroff and John Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution, 2 vols., vol. 2: The Dialectics of 
Modernity on a South African Frontier (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997), Fiona Bowie, "The 
Elusive Christian Family: Missionary Attempts to Define Women's Roles, Case Studies from Cameroon," 
in Women and Missions: Past and Present, ed. Fiona Bowie, Deborah Kirkwood, and Shirley Ardener 
(Providence: Berg, 1993), Modupe Labode, "From Heathen Kraal to Christian Home: Anglican Mission 
Education and African Christian Girls, 1850-1900," in Women and Missions: Past and Present, ed. Fiona 
Bowie, Deborah Kirkwood, and Shirley Ardener (Providence: Berg, 1993). 
28 Jean Comaroff and John Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution, 2 vols., vol. 1: Christianity, 
Colonialism, and Consciousness in South Africa (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), 313. 
29 Comaroff and Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution, chapter 6. 
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oppressive to women. Therefore, missionaries who attempted to introduce “Christian” 
gender roles have been criticized for importing oppressive, nineteenth-century, western 
ideology. For example, Jane Haggis has argued that even though nineteenth-century 
missionary women in India depicted the Christian home as free, “such a picture assumes 
an artificial gloss in the light of the contemporary feminist understanding of the 
nineteenth-century middle-class home and family to be a place of confinement.”30 
Margaret Jolly and Martha Macintyre have argued that while missionaries usually tried to 
improve the state of women, “Without exception these fine intentions were confounded 
by misunderstandings of the ancestral religion and by the patriarchal patterns of 
Christianity itself.”31 Scholars have also criticized missionaries for their fierce rejection 
of polygamy. As Fiona Bowie has said, most missionaries “were as arrogant in their 
enforcement of monogamy as they were blind to the benefits offered by institutionalized 
polygyny.”32  
A number of recent scholars have challenged the depiction of missionaries as 
agents of imperialism by exploring reasons converts themselves may have had for 
accepting western gender roles. Eliza Kent has argued that nineteenth-century, Indian 
Christians accepted the western, nuclear family type of marriage in order to alleviate their 
isolation from non-Christian family members and to set themselves apart from their non-
                                                 
30 Jane Haggis, "White Women and Colonialism: Towards a Non-Recuperative History," in 
Gender and Imperialism, ed. Clare Midgley (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1998), 65. 
31 Jolly and Macintyre, eds., Family and Gender in the Pacific: Domestic Contradictions and the 
Colonial Impact, 12. 
32 Bowie, "The Elusive Christian Family," 146. 
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Christian neighbors.33 Deborah Gaitskell has argued that in nineteenth-century South 
Africa: 
The ideology of domesticity was not simply a missionary imposition, alien to the 
needs of black Christians.  It also embodied meaningful values, which frequently 
resonated both with the pre-Christian family role of African women and their 
post-industrial daily experience. . . The ideology of domesticity accorded prestige, 
respect and power to married homemakers, while Christian associations gave 
them emotional and practical support in their defense of a family form under 
threat of disintegration.34  
 
Elizabeth E. Brusco has also drawn attention to the empowering aspects of Christianity, 
calling evangelical Christianity in Colombia a “strategic woman’s movement,” which 
counteracts the machismo culture and ‘re-attaches’ men to the home.35 By exploring the 
postcolonial, African context in which the Trobisches advocated for monogamous, 
Christian marriage and by examining letters the Trobisches received from people who 
read their books, this study presents some of the reasons Africans had for accepting the 
Trobisches’ message. This study then assesses the extent to which the labels of 
imperialist and misogynist might be applied to the Trobisches.  
Second, this study is important for what it can show about the global flow of ideas 
about love, sex, and marriage in the mid-twentieth century. There are relatively few 
studies that deal with sex and gender in globalization literature, which makes the present 
                                                 
33 Eliza F. Kent, Converting Women: Gender and Protestant Christianity in Colonial South India 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
34 Deborah Gaitskell, "Housewives, Maids or Mothers: Some Contradictions of Domesticity for 
Christian Women in Johannesburg, 1903-39," Journal of African History 24, no. 2 (1983): 255. 
35 Elizabeth E. Brusco, The Reformation of Machismo: Evangelical Conversion and Gender in 
Colombia (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1995). 
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study especially pertinent.36 Most of the globalization literature from the past fifteen years 
has advocated a nuanced view of globalization, using words like heterogeneity, 
hybridization, glocalization, many globalizations, alternative modernities, and 
localization to describe local agency in the face of globalization.37 This study offers 
further evidence that globalization is rarely simply a homogenizing, modernizing force, 
which flows from the West to the developing world.38 As will be demonstrated in 
chapters three and four of this study, although Africans adopted some of the sexual ethics 
the Trobisches advocated, they also created a new hybrid of western, Christian, and 
African sexual ethics.  
Third, this study is relevant to the study of the history of sexuality and the history 
of the family. It describes that unique moment in the history of sexuality, first noted by 
Goode in 1963, when people around the world began to move simultaneously toward a 
conjugal model of family. When Goode first drew attention to this fact, he pointed to 
industrialization and urbanization as the most significant forces pushing people to adopt a 
                                                 
36 “In the steadily growing literature on globalization, a gender perspective is missing.” Tine 
Davids and Francien Van Driel, "Changing Perspectives," in The Gender Question in Globalization, ed. 
Tine Davids and Francien Van Driel (Aldershot, Hants, England: Ashgate, 2005), 3. 
37 See Roland Robertson, Globalization: Society Theory and Global Culture (London: Sage, 
1994), Daniel Miller, Worlds Apart: Modernity through the Prism of the Local (London: Routledge, 1995), 
Kuan-Hsing Chen, "Cultural Studies and the Politics of Internationalization: An Interview with Stuart 
Hall," in Stuart Hall: Critical Dialogues in Cultural Studies, ed. David Morley and Kuan-Hsing Chen 
(London: Routledge, 1996), Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, "Transitions as Translations," in Transitions, 
Environments, Translations: Feminisms in International Politics, ed. Joan W. Scott, Cora Kaplan, and 
Debra Keates (New York: Routledge, 1997), Peter Berger and Samuel Huntington, eds., Many 
Globalizations: Cultural Diversity in the Contemporary World (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 
Tine Davids and Francien Van Driel, The Gender Question in Globalization (Aldershot, Hants, England: 
Ashgate, 2005), Mirjam de Bruijn, Rijk van Dijk, and Jan-Bart Gewald, "Social and Historical Strange of 
Agency in Africa," in African Alternatives, ed. Patrick Chabal, Ulf Engel, and Leo de Haan (Leiden, The 
Netherlands: Brill, 2007). 
38 For the view of globalization as homogenization, see Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and 
the Last Man (New York: New York Free Press, 1992).  
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conjugal model of family. He spent little time discussing the role of religion in either 
aiding or inhibiting social change. Since Goode’s publication, several studies have 
addressed the role of Christianity in changing family and gender relations. However, the 
majority of these studies have looked in depth at only one cultural context.39 There has 
been little analysis of a comparative nature. The present study is significant, first, for 
showing how Christianity influenced global changes in gender relations and second, for 
giving a comparative perspective on the changes in gender relations themselves. 
Fourth, this study contributes to the field of African Studies by looking at the 
changes that occurred in African family life during the mid-twentieth century, such as the 
growth of individualism and monogamy, the decreased authority of parents in choosing 
spouses for their children, and higher rates of premarital sex and divorce. Scholars have 
tended to take one of two positions on social change in Africa. They either blame 
modernization for destroying African culture or they blame African culture for being too 
weak to stand up to modernizing forces. 40 In general, the earliest scholars of African 
family life, like Mair, Little, Pool, and Oppong held to the ‘external-induced’ thesis and it 
was not until more recently that scholars began to discuss the “inherent weaknesses 
                                                 
39 For example, see Jolly and Macintyre, eds., Family and Gender in the Pacific: Domestic 
Contradictions and the Colonial Impact, Gaitskell, "Housewives, Maids or Mothers.", Hansen, ed., African 
Encounters with Domesticity, Fiona Bowie, Deborah Kirkwood, and Shirley Ardener, eds., Women and 
Missions: Past and Present (Providence: Berg, 1993), Brusco, The Reformation of Machismo: Evangelical 
Conversion and Gender in Colombia, Comaroff and Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution, Kent, 
Converting Women, Jessie G. Lutz, ed., Pioneer Chinese Christian Women: Gender, Christianity, and 
Social Mobility (Bethlehem: Lehigh University Press, 2010).  
40 Baffour K. Takyi and Yaw Oheneba-Sakyi, "The Study of African Families: Concluding 
Remarks," in African Families at the Turn of the 21st Century, ed. Yaw Oheneba-Sakyi and Baffour K. 
Takyi (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2006), 274. 
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within African social institutions themselves.”41 By analyzing the changes the Trobisches 
advocated in Africa in the 1960s and ’70s (premarital chastity, monogamy, spouse self-
selection, marrying for love, the independence of a married couple from extended kin) 
and the way in which modernization pushed urban Africans to adopt those same changes, 
this study contributes to the discussion about the causes of social change in Africa. 
 
Chapter Outline 
This first chapter has described global changes in gender relations, which formed 
the context for the Trobisches’ work. Chapter two will situate Walter and Ingrid Trobisch 
within the history of mission, imperialism, and domesticity in Africa. It will discuss the 
Trobisches’ work from 1953 to 1956 as pioneer missionaries in Tcholliré, the capital of 
the Rey Bouba territory in northern Cameroon. The chapter will argue that the 
Trobisches’ approach to mission was deeply entwined with their approach to marriage, 
and both were strongly influenced by nineteenth- and twentieth-century, western gender 
ideals. The chapter will conclude with a description of how the Trobisches’ perspective 
on culture, politics, and mission changed over the course of their first missionary term in 
Africa.  
                                                 
41 Lucy Mair, African Marriage and Social Change, 2nd ed. (London: Frank Cass & Co. Ltd., 
1969), Little, West African Urbanization: A Study of Voluntary Associations in Social Change, I. Pool, 
"Conjugal Patterns in Ghana," Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology 5 (1968), C Oppong, 
"Conjugal Power and Resources: An Urban African Example," Journal of Marriage and the Family 32 
(1970), M. Lockwood, "Structure and Behavior in the Social Demography of Africa," Population and 
Development Review 21, no. 1 (1995), R. Lesthaeghe, "Production and Reproduction in Sub-Saharan 
Africa: An Overview of Organizing Principles," in Reproduction and Social Organization in Sub-Saharan 
Africa, ed. R. Lesthaeghe (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989). 
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            Chapter three will analyze the correlations between modernization, African 
nationalism, and the adoption of Christian sexual ethics in Africa. The chapter will 
describe the events leading up to the publication of Walter’s J’ai Aimé Une Fille and will 
trace the translation of this text into some seventy languages between 1962 and 1973. 
Other than this foray into the translation history of J’ai Aimé Une Fille, the chapter will 
focus on the years 1957 to 1963, during which Walter was chaplain and professor of 
German and Bible at Cameroon Christian College in Libamba, southern Cameroon. The 
chapter will show how urbanization, the transition to a monetary economy, and western 
education caused African young people to wrestle with traditional, African sexual ethics. 
It will postulate that the Trobisches offered relevant advice during a time when the 
traditional wisdom did not seem sufficient, and it will offer an assessment of the role of 
western missionaries in facilitating social change in Africa. 
           Chapter four will describe the Trobisches’ vision of Christian home life as “a door 
for the gospel” in Africa. The chapter will summarize the years 1965 to 1971, when the 
Trobisches lived in Austria and Walter was affiliated with the Lutheran World Federation 
(LWF), first as a student studying at the University of Heidelberg and then as a 
Consultant on Family Counseling to the churches in Africa. The chapter will argue that 
the Trobisches were instrumental in shaping and popularizing African marriage guidance, 
a movement that had been developing in Africa since the 1930s and reached a peak 
during the 1960s and ’70s. Reflection on African marriage also formed a consequential 
part of the African theology of the 1970s, ’80s, and ’90s, which sought to reinterpret the 
relationship between Christianity and African culture. 
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            Chapter five shows how the globalization of Christianity during the mid-twentieth 
century led to the termination of Walter’s contract with the LWF at the end of 1971. The 
chapter argues that although individual Africans continued to find the Trobisches’ 
message helpful, at an institutional level their message was unnecessary and even, to 
some extent, detrimental. In postcolonial Africa, the persistence of missionaries in 
positions of leadership could lend credence to the view that Christianity was bound up 
with colonialism. Indeed, Walter’s inability to accept the LWF’s decision revealed that 
despite years of insisting that African leadership was central to his vision of marriage 
guidance in Africa, unexamined paternalism kept him from embracing that African 
leadership when it became a reality.  
         During the 1970s, the Trobisches began to spend a greater percentage of their time 
and to direct a greater percentage of their theological reflection to the cause of sexual 
guidance in the United States. Chapter six, then, will analyze the North American context 
and will argue that the Trobisches’ message on sexual ethics resonated with evangelicals 
who were trying to distinguish their views of sex, gender, and marriage from those of the 
surrounding culture. For example, the Trobisches’ nuanced perspective on femininity 
helped evangelicals embrace some aspects of second wave feminism without sacrificing 
what they believed to be the God-given distinctiveness of the sexes. Although the 
Trobisches’ message on sex and gender was overshadowed by the conservative sexual 
ethics of the Christian Right during the 1980s, the Trobisches influenced the sexual ethics 
and behavior of American evangelicals during the 1970s.   
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 The final chapter will compare the changes that occurred in sexual norms in 
Africa and the United States during the mid-twentieth century. The chapter will argue 
that the Trobisches played a significant role in shaping global, Christian sexual ethics 
during this period. Moreover, their decision to put marital and sexual counseling at the 




Chapter 2: Mission, Marriage, and Cultural Awareness, 1953-1956  
 
Many missionaries have been drawn to the vocation by evangelical speeches with 
conscience-rousing rhetoric and catchy slogans, but Walter Trobisch was not one of 
these.42 Walter ended up in Africa because he fell in love with Ingrid Joanna Hult, a 
woman he had met while studying in the United States in 1948 and who had become a 
missionary teacher in northern Cameroon. The two married in Germany in 1952 and 
returned to Cameroon a year later. During their first term as pioneer missionaries in the 
town of Tcholliré, the Trobisches’ approach to marriage was deeply entwined with their 
approach to mission, and both were strongly influenced by nineteenth- and twentieth-
century, western gender ideals. It was not until the very end of their three years in 
Tcholliré that the Trobisches began to be able to disentangle Christian teaching from 
mere western biases and to begin to appreciate certain aspects of African culture.  
 
Walter’s Missionary Call 
In 1936, thirteen-year-old Walter Trobisch was listening to Bach’s “St. Matthew 
Passion,” and suddenly he had the overwhelming sense that God was calling him to be a 
missionary.43 His sense of call soon faded, however, as teenage Walter became enamored 
                                                 
42 For example, from the late nineteenth century to the early twentieth, A.T. Pierson’s call for “the 
evangelization of the world in this generation” motivated thousands of students to become missionaries. 
This slogan became the “watchword” of the student volunteer movement (Dana Robert, Occupy Until I 
Come [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003], 150-56). And in the 1990s, Luis Bush called for Christians to 
focus mission efforts on the “10/40 Window,” that area between ten and forty degrees latitude in the 
eastern hemisphere. This slogan, too, motivated many young people. Luis Bush, “The 10/40 Window, 
Getting to the Core of the Core,” accessed 1 August 2012, http://www.ad2000.org/1040broc.htm.   
43 See Trobisch, On Our Way Rejoicing, 98, Walter Trobisch to Sudan Mission Committee, 5 July 
1951, Ingrid Trobisch Papers.  
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of Goethe and Wagner. Growing up in the cultured city of Leipzig, he took every 
opportunity to attend the opera. He dreamed of becoming a director of theater himself.  
Thoughts of mission faded even further when, in 1942, Walter was drafted into 
the Nazi army. Fighting on the Russian front, Walter was wounded during the battle of 
Stalingrad in 1942. He assigned special significance to the fact that he was taken off the 
field just before the Germans were “overrun by the enemy.” He decided that this was 
“proof that God had something in mind with me. His protecting hand became an 
obligation to give him my whole life.”44 Walter returned to the front and was again 
wounded in 1943. He was then taken to Vienna to recover. Eager to begin dedicating his 
life to God, he got permission to study theology at the University of Vienna.45 While at 
Vienna, he was “very nearly the only student.” Walter remembered “times when the 
professors saw him on the street and exclaimed, ‘There goes our student!’”46  
When Walter returned to the front in 1944, he held Bible studies with his fellow 
soldiers.47 However, the call to mission that he had experienced as a thirteen-year-old still 
did not reenter his thoughts. Rather, after the war he decided to continue his study of 
theology at the University of Leipzig. During his three semesters at Leipzig, he also 
worked at the ecclesiastical youth office and served as a Protestant representative to “the 
Leipzig youth council, which included, besides himself, a Catholic and ten 
                                                 
44 Walter Trobisch to Sudan Mission Committee, 5 July 1951, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
              45 Ibid.  
46 Karl E. Mattson, "A Soldier of the Cross," The Lutheran Companion, 9 February 1949, 7. 
47  Ibid. 
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Communists.”48 The day he heard that the council had met without him, he suspected he 
might have done something to offend the authorities. Fearing for his life, he left Leipzig 
the next morning, intending to find a way across the border into West Germany. “At the 
border he was befriended by a farmer. He remained for a time, pretending to work in the 
fields right under the Russian watchtowers. He noticed that every day at noon, the guards 
left their posts to go into a restaurant.”49 One day he simply walked across the border 
while the guards were eating their lunch.  
Once in West Germany, Walter continued his theological education at the 
University of Heidelberg and Theologische Schule Bethel bei Bielefeld.50 In 1948 he also 
got a scholarship to study in the United States. He spent two semesters at Augustana 
Seminary in Rock Island, Illinois, and it was there that he met Ingrid Hult, who had 
graduated from Augustana College in 1947.51 When he met her, Ingrid was in the process 
of joining the Sudan Mission. Walter attended the church service during which Ingrid 
was commissioned to be a missionary. 
Walter returned to Germany in 1949 and eventually became an assistant pastor in 
Ludwigshafen. Ingrid moved to France the same year in order to study French for her 
mission assignment in French-speaking Cameroon. In December of 1949 she received a 
                                                 
48 Ibid., Personal Information Blank,” Evangelical Lutheran Church Board of Foreign Missions,” 
21 April 1957, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives, Ingrid Hult 
Trobisch, On Our Way Rejoicing (New York: Harper & Roe, 1964), 97. 
49 Ibid., 97-98. 
50 He spent two semesters at the University of Heidelberg (1947-1948), one semester at Theol. 
Schule Bethel bei Bielefield (1948). “Personal Information Blank,” 21 April 1957, Evangelical Lutheran 
Church Board of Foreign Missions,” “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA 
Archives. 
51 In 1948, Augustana Seminary broke off from the college. Augustana College, “Eight Presidents 
in 150 Years,” Winter 2010, accessed 3 November 2010, http://www.augustana.edu/x19437.xml, “Personal 
Information Blank” Evangelical Lutheran Church Board of Foreign Missions,” “Trobisch, Walter and 
Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
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letter from Walter, who had found out from her newsletter that she was in France. Walter 
invited her to come speak at a youth rally, which she did in February of 1950.52 The two 
continued to write letters as Ingrid headed off to Poli, Cameroon, and a romance 
blossomed during the coming year.53 
As this romance blossomed, Walter finally did remember his call to mission from 
so many years earlier and told Ingrid about it. However, the Trobisches’ son David 
believes that Walter never did have a missionary call comparable to Ingrid’s.54 Ingrid’s 
parents had been missionaries in Tanzania. She had been born in Tanzania, and 
missionary lore was an integral part of her youth. Four of her ten siblings became 
missionaries. Even if Walter did hear God call him to mission at the age of thirteen, it 
was an isolated experience in a childhood otherwise unconcerned with mission, and as 
Walter continued to grow up he lost this sense of call. Even when he got a renewed 
appreciation for his faith during the war, thoughts of mission do not seem to have entered 
his head. Rather, he earnestly studied theology and expected to serve God through a 
position in the ordained ministry.  
It was only through his relationship with Ingrid that Walter began to consider 
mission as a real career option. After the two married in Germany on June 2, 1952, they 
reflected on the question of whether God was calling them to return to Cameroon. They 
prayed about this decision, listed the pros and cons of returning to Cameroon, and shared 
                                                 
52 Trobisch, On Our Way Rejoicing, 87, 92. 
53 See Trobisch, On Our Way Rejoicing, 89-95, 98-109. 
54 David Trobisch, interview by author, Springfield, MO, 4 September 2010. 
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their lists with each other.55 Ultimately, they decided that God was calling them to return, 
so Walter submitted an application to become a missionary with the Sudan Mission. The 
Sudan Mission accepted him, but there was still a significant obstacle to surmount. The 
Trobisches had heard that no German citizen had been allowed in Cameroon since the 
end of World War I, for it was at that time that it ceased to be a German colony and 
became a mandate-trust of Britain and France.56 Thus when Walter was granted a visa to 
work in Cameroon, the Trobisches took it as divine confirmation of their plans. 
Although the Trobisches were confident in 1952 that God was calling them to 
return as missionaries to Cameroon, Walter’s lack of a missionary call comparable to 
Ingrid’s meant that much of his experience of missionary life would turn out to be largely 
unsatisfying to him. During his decade in Africa, what he would enjoy most was not the 
thrill of evangelizing or the satisfaction of seeing a church grow. Ingrid would appreciate 
these things, but Walter would find the most joy in the few moments he could squeeze 
into his days for intellectual reflection. In Tcholliré he would reflect on the differences 
                                                 
55 Trobisch, On Our Way Rejoicing, 116-17. 
56 Ingrid Trobisch to friends, May 1953, Ingrid Trobisch Papers, Mark W. DeLancey, Cameroon: 
Dependence and Independence (Boulder: Westview Press, 1989), 15. There actually were Germans living 
in Cameroon at this time, though “there were more Germans in the British territory than in the French 
sector.” Emmanuel Chiabi, The Making of Modern Cameroon: A History of Substate Nationalism and 
Disparate Union, 1914-1961, vol. 1 (New York: University Press of America, Inc., 1997), 85.  
The Trusteeship system, as defined in Article 76 of the UN Charter, was meant “to promote 
political, economic, social and educational advancement of the inhabitants of the trust territories and their 
progressive development towards self-government or independence” (quoted in Edward Mortimer, France 
and the Africans 1944-1960: A Political History [New York: Walter and Company, 1969), 115). However, 
as Britain slowly but willingly complied with this objective and granted increasing levels of self-
government to her African colonies, the objectives of self-government and independence “were at complete 
variance . . . [with] the policies implemented by France in Cameroun” (Richard A. Joseph, Radical 
Nationalism in Cameroun: Social Origins of the U.P.C. Rebellion [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977], 340). 
The British policy of Indirect Rule aided the progress toward African self-government, while the ill-defined 
French policies of “association” and “direct-rule” in Cameroon sought to maximize French control of the 
region. Ralph A. Austen, "Varieties of Trusteeship: African Territories under British and French Mandate, 
1919-1939," in France and Britain in Africa: Imperial Rivalry and Colonial Rule, ed. Prosser Gifford and 
Wm. Roger Louis (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1971), 530-32.  
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between Islam and Christianity and the ways in which both interacted with African 
culture. In Libamba he would reflect on Christian and African sexual ethics. That he did 
not have more time for these academic pursuits would turn out to be for him a constant 
source of frustration.  
 
Pioneer Missionaries in Tcholliré 
The Trobisches arrived in the port city of Douala, Cameroon on their first 
wedding anniversary, June 2, 1953.57 From Douala, they traveled by rail to Yaoundé, and 
then by truck and motorcycle the remaining eight hundred miles north to Tcholliré 
[pronounced, cho-li-REY], the French capital of the territory of Rey Bouba.58 The name 
“Rey Bouba” referred not only to the territory in which the Trobisches would be the first 
resident missionaries but also to the capital city of the territory.59 According to Mark 
Nygard, who served as a Lutheran missionary in Rey during the 1980s, the territory of 
Rey 
occupies a large part of the upper watershed of the Benue River, and is bounded 
on the southeast by Central African Republic, on the east and northeast by Chad, 
on the northwest by the department of Benue, on the west by the department of 
Faro, and on the south by the Adamaoua Province centered in Ngaoundéré.60  
 
With the coming of the Fulani in the eighteenth century, Islam became established 
in Rey. At the turn of the nineteenth century, the Fulani leaders Uthman dan Fodio and 
                                                 
57 Trobisch, On Our Way Rejoicing, 119-20. 
58 Ruth Christiansen, For the Heart of Africa (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1956), 
151. When they got within thirty miles of their destination, they reached a river, which the truck could not 
cross. They put Walter’s motorcycle in a canoe and rode it the remaining thirty miles to Tcholliré. 
Trobisch, On Our Way Rejoicing, 122. 
59 Christiansen, For the Heart of Africa, 132-33. 
60 Mark L. Nygard, “Preaching in Rey Bouba: An Analysis of Its Call to Faith in Light of Luther’s 
Church Postil” (M.Th. thesis, Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary, 1988), 1. 
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Modibo Adama went on a jihad through northern Nigeria and northern Cameroon.61 Ardo 
Bouba Njidda, the ruler of Rey, initially surrendered to Adama but in the 1830s fought to 
regain self-rule in Rey.62 When the Germans declared themselves rulers of Cameroon at 
the Berlin Conference of 1884, the ruler in Rey “brokered peaceful relations with the 
Germans” and so retained relative independence.63 During World War I, the ruler in Rey 
shrewdly aided the French and was rewarded with “unprecedented control of his territory 
during the French colonial period.”64  
Missionaries who sought promising mission sites tended to avoid Rey. Not only 
was the historical strength of the rulers intimidating, but also the long journey from the 
coast to northern Cameroon was difficult, as the Trobisches discovered. Moreover, many 
missionaries believed the Muslims in the northern part of the country would be more 
antagonistic to Christian evangelism than the animists in the south.65 Therefore, 
missionaries had been in southern Cameroon since 1842, but it was a century later when 
Walter and Ingrid became the first resident missionaries in the northern, Muslim territory 
of Rey Bouba.66  
The Trobisches’ mission post in Rey was especially meaningful for Ingrid 
because her father, Ralph Hult, had been one of the first missionaries to pass through 
                                                 
61 Mark Dike DeLancey, Rebecca Neh Mbuh, and Mark W. DeLancey, Historical Dictionary of 
the Republic of Cameroon, Fourth ed. (Lanham, Maryland: The Scarecrow Press, 2010), 186. 
62 Ibid., 285. 
63 Ibid., 328.  
64 Ibid. This kind of treatment was unusual for the French, who typically exiled or jailed existing 
chiefs. Chiabi, The Making of Modern Cameroon: A History of Substate Nationalism and Disparate Union, 
1914-1961, 84. 
65 Christiansen, For the Heart of Africa, 19.  
66 Chuks J. Mba and Martin W. Bangha, "Reflections on the Changing Family System in 
Cameroon," in African Families at the Turn of the 21st Century, ed. Yaw Oheneba-Sakyi and Baffour K. 
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Rey. He had been commissioned to survey Africa for the Augustana Synod, which had 
decided at their annual convention in 1917 to open up a mission field in Africa.67 Because 
of World War I, Hult did not reach Africa until November of 1919.68 During Hult’s 
survey of the region he met Jamaha, the ruler of Rey. Upon completion of his survey, 
Hult proposed to the Augustana mission board that they establish a mission site in Rey. 
However, the board chose instead to send him and his wife Gertrude to Tanganyika to 
take over the Evangelical Lutheran Leipzig Mission.69  
For Ingrid, taking up residence in Rey in order to continue the work her father had 
envisioned thirty years earlier, was highly satisfying to her familial and religious 
sensibilities. In 1943, her father had left his wife and ten children and again heeded the 
missionary call to Africa, only to die of malaria. Right before his death, Ingrid and two of 
her sisters decided to become missionaries, and they continued to pursue those plans after 
his death.70 Their poise and faith were considered exemplary by fellow evangelical 
Lutherans. 
In the 1920s, Ralph Hult was not alone in his dream of a mission station in Rey. A 
Norwegian-American named Adolphus Eugene Gunderson, who had spent four years 
with the Sudan Interior Mission in Nigeria, also approached his church with the 
                                                 
67 The Educational Committee of the Augustana Foreign Missionary Society, ed., The Missionary 
Calendar of the Augustana Foreign Missionary Society, vol. 7: In His Name (Rock Island, Illinois: 
Augustana Book Concern, 1927), 51. The Augustana church was founded by Swedish and Norwegian 
immigrants in 1860. For a brief history of the Augustana Church, see G. Everett Arden, "Half a Million 
Swedes," in America's Lutherans, ed. Omar Bonderud and Charles Lutz (Columbus, Ohio: Wartburg Press, 
1958). Initially, the Augustana church focused its outreach efforts on its own immigrant community, but in 
1905 the church sent its first missionaries to China. 
68 The Educational Committee of the Augustana Foreign Missionary Society, ed., The Missionary 
Calendar of the Augustana Foreign Missionary Society, 52. 
69 The German missionaries had been expelled from Tanganyika (present day Tanzania) after 
World War I. Ibid., 59. 
70 Trobisch, On Our Way Rejoicing, 56-57. 
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proposition of a northern Cameroon mission.71 But the Norwegian Lutheran Church of 
America mission decided it was too risky to take on another mission field. Gunderson 
founded the Sudan Mission as a faith mission.72 He traveled through the United States to 
raise funds, and in 1923 he sailed for Cameroon with his wife Anna Marie and two 
deaconesses, Sister Olette Berntsen and Sister Anne Olsen.73 They settled first in 
Ngaoundéré, in west-central Cameroon, then built their first mission station in Mboula, 
south of Ngaoundéré, where they worked with the Gbaya people.74 Gunderson began 
translating the gospel into Gbaya, Anna Marie ran a boarding school in Binako, and 
Sisters Berntsen and Olsen ran a boarding school and dispensary back in Mboula.75 In 
1929, the Sudan Mission opened a mission station in Meiganga and in 1930 a station in 
Abba.76  
It was not until 1933 that Gunderson sent Sisters Berntsen and Olsen into Rey.77 
Like Hult, Gunderson felt a special pull toward Rey. His original interest in this area had 
been ignited while he was a missionary in Nigeria, and that interest was cultivated 
through a steady correspondence with Hult in the 1920s.78 The Sisters approached Rey 
during the rainy season, but the rains held off until they arrived in Rey. They told Chief 
                                                 
71 Christiansen, For the Heart of Africa, 13.  
72 Ibid., 14. This meant the missionaries were not supported by a particular church; instead, they 
raised their own support. The Sudan Mission worked in an area that included parts of Cameroon and parts 
of the Central African Republic. The eventual church organization that formed covered that whole region, 
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73 Ibid., 16. 
74 Ibid., 18-19. 
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Jamaha that their prayers had postponed the rains. According to the Sisters, Jamaha was 
intrigued enough by their self-declared influence with a divine power that he granted 
them permission to evangelize in the region. It is likely, however, that Jamaha was also 
interested in finding out more about the school and dispensary the Sisters ran in Mboula. 
As historian Heather Sharkey has noted, “Muslim communities were generally receptive 
to the educational and medical services that Christian missionaries offered but resented 
Christian evangelism and regarded conversion from Islam as a crime of apostasy.”79  
Sisters Berntsen and Olsen spent some six months in Rey, including a two-week 
stint with Jamaha himself. Following on the Sisters’ heels, Andrew Okland, who had 
become a missionary with the Sudan Mission in 1928, also went to Rey in 1933.80 Both 
the Sisters and Okland tried unsuccessfully to get Jamaha’s permission to build a 
permanent mission station in Rey.81  
In 1945, Jamaha died and his son Hamada became chief. The French government 
also established a new post at Tcholliré during that year. Thus Rev. Lloyd Sand, Director 
of the Sudan Mission in the field, began to petition both the new French Commandant 
and Hamada for permission to establish a mission in Rey.82 In 1952, Sand finally 
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achieved permission to do so.83 The French Commandant was at first opposed to the idea 
because he did not want to disrupt the balance of power the French had achieved with the 
ruler of Rey. Hamada “had heard that when people became ‘religious,’ they would not 
want to do manual labor any more . . . [and] lost respect for their local authorities.”84 
Sand was eventually able to convince the Commandant that Christians made good 
political subjects, and the Commandant then suggested a way to make the mission more 
appealing to Hamada. He suggested the Sudan Mission erect an industrial school to train 
skilled workers for the region.85 Hamada liked the proposition and gave the Sudan 
Mission land on which to build their mission station. Hamada’s positive response to the 
offer of an industrial school is in line with the positive response of African Muslims 
generally to the European offer of technological aid. As John Voll has argued, “The 
Islamic resistance to European conquests was not primarily framed in ‘anti-Western’ 
terminology and was not usually opposed to contemporary ‘modern’ technology.”86 Thus 
even though Hamada had previously refused the appeals from the Sudan Mission to 
construct a mission station in Rey, he acquiesced to their request when they offered to 
construct an industrial school. 
As construction began, Rev. Sand’s wife Beryl joined him in Tcholliré and began 
to treat people’s medical concerns. The Sands then went on furlough, and the Trobisches 
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arrived in 1953 as the first full-time missionaries to reside in Tcholliré.87 In their 
approach to mission, the Trobisches emulated their predecessors in the Sudan Mission. 
They planted a garden, worked at learning Fulani, and ran a dispensary out of their house. 
Each morning they “sorted out [their] patients: those who came for worm medicine, those 
with tropical ulcers, those with veneral [sic] diseases . . . those with sore eyes, and those 
in need of dental care.”88 Ingrid had taken courses in “dentistry, home nursing, and first 
aid” at the Lutheran Bible Institute in Minneapolis, Minnesota and “a course in obstetrics 
at the local hospital” prior to her appointment as a missionary teacher for the Sudan 
Mission.89 It was probably at her suggestion that Walter attempted to study dentistry for 
several months prior to their departure from Europe.90 In the letter they sent out to 
friends, they expressed their joy at the fact that a retiring dentist had donated his 
equipment to them for their use in Tcholliré.91 However, given the fact that neither one of 
them had any serious training in dentistry, it is highly unlikely that they actually used any 
of that equipment. It is more probable that their medical outreach simply consisted of 
distributing medicine sent to them by Dr. Conrad Eastwold, “the first medical doctor to 
the Sudan Mission.”92 
Aware of the need to maintain good relations with Hamada, the Trobisches made 
the twenty-five mile journey from Tcholliré to his court in Rey as soon as the rainy 
season had passed and the rivers permitted crossing. When they arrived, Hamada 
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demonstrated an interest in Walter’s motorcycle, so Walter showed it off by riding 
around the inner courtyard.93 At 6’ 7”, Hamada was an imposing figure for the young 
missionaries, but they forged ahead with their decision to tell the Christmas story with 
their “colored flannelgraph pictures.”94 According to a letter they sent out to friends in 
March of 1954, their visit was a success. Hamada seemed to enjoy the story and told 
them to share it with “all the people of Rey,” some 50,000 people.95  
Whether the Trobisches were at that point unaware of the huge obstacles to 
Muslim conversion or whether they were simply full of hope and optimism is unclear. In 
most parts of Africa, “potential Muslim converts faced harsh familial or communal 
deterrents which typically included abduction, assault and the prospect of losing 
inheritance, property and child-custody rights.”96 Although Hamada, like his father, was 
at first relatively friendly with the missionaries, it would not be long before he changed 
his mind about them. Ingrid credited Hamada’s initial warm welcome in part to the 
meeting between their fathers thirty years earlier. She wrote in a letter to friends that 
Hamada seemed touched by the story she told him “about her father’s visit with his father 
in 1921.”97  He was especially struck by the fact that “both fathers died in the same year.” 
It is possible that the family history paved the way for Hamada’s openness to the 
Trobisches. However, judging by Hamada’s interest in Walter’s motorcycle and the plan 
to open an industrial school in Tcholliré, it seems more likely that Hamada welcomed the 
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Trobisches primarily for their ability to connect him with medicine and technology. 
During the Trobisches’ visit, Hamada probed their medical and technological knowledge, 
asking questions such as: “Are you able to see what is wrong when a person is sick? . . . 
Why are the white children much stronger than the native children? . . . [and] What have 
been your experiences with gardening here?”98  
Although the Trobisches felt genuinely optimistic about Hamada’s openness to 
the gospel message, they also recognized that their “point of contact” had to be “along 
practical lines.”99 Thus on their next visit to Rey, they went with their medicine box. The 
residents of Rey were eager for the medicine they offered, and Hamada himself requested 
a shot of penicillin for his mother.100 In 1955 when they took a missionary nurse with 
them on a visit to Rey, she “treated 250 patients in 3 days.”101 The Trobisches reflected in 
their letter to supporters, “Again it was proven that medical aid is our best means of 
contact.”102 In their recognition that education, medicine, and technology were the most 
useful “points of contact” with Hamada, the Trobisches were in good company. 
Missionaries working in Muslim areas have often incorporated humanitarian aid into 
their evangelistic outreach. Many have even seen “humanitarian service without 
evangelism as the most practical mode of outreach to Muslims.”103 
In addition to their medical outreach to the community, the Trobisches also began 
a small school in their home. During their visit to Rey in 1953, Hamada had given them 
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“permission to begin a reading and writing school in Fulani in preparation for the 
industrial school and promised to send a Fulani language teacher” to help them with their 
language learning.104 When the Trobisches returned to Tcholliré they began to teach 
reading and writing, using Frank Laubach’s methods.105 Walter taught the beginners and 
Ingrid the more advanced, and before they had better materials, they used the wall of 
their house as a blackboard.106 Throughout the next year, they held church services, 
taught baptism classes as people expressed interest in conversion, and made an 
evangelism trip to visit the Laka people, one hundred miles west of Tcholliré.107 
 
Marriage and Gender Roles in Tcholliré 
The Trobisches’ first years as missionaries in Tcholliré were also their first years 
of married life. Consequently, they were learning what it meant to be missionaries at the 
same time as they were learning what it meant to be husband and wife. Ingrid believed 
that their isolation from friends and family was, in fact, a favorable environment in which 
a newly married couple could grow. She and Walter learned to express their needs and to 
meet the needs of the other. They learned to accommodate and to forgive. And they 
simply continued to get to know one another. For example, when Walter noticed that 
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Ingrid had failed to express her own needs during devotions one morning, he urged her to 
do so. And when she expressed a desire to accomplish during a day more than he knew 
she would be able to accomplish, he told her, “I’m not interested in an angelic, but 
exhausted wife.”108  
Walter and Ingrid had a similar commitment to their Christian faith, but in other 
respects they were incredibly different people. Ingrid was patient, sensitive, and affirming 
of others.109 Walter’s personality was more intense. He was fond of jokes but also prone 
to melancholy.110 The two also came from wildly different backgrounds. Walter grew up 
in Leipzig, one of the most cultured cities in Europe. His parents were teachers; he had 
one sister, who died during World War II, and one brother. He loved opera, read the 
German classics, and retained his appreciation of good literature throughout his life. 
Ingrid was born to missionary parents in Moshi, Tanzania. She and her nine brothers and 
sisters spent their youth in the Missouri Ozarks.111 Ingrid’s favorite place was against the 
trunk of an old maple tree, where she could find peace and quiet.112 Entertainment for the 
Hult family was the singing of Lutheran hymns and the telling of stories from their 
parents’ missionary travels.  
In her journals and later in her published books, Ingrid would write about how 
Walter was not the type of man she expected herself to marry, but their marriage was one 
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that she believed God had ordained.113 In spite of their belief that God approved of their 
marriage, the Trobisches’ divergent backgrounds and personalities contributed particular 
challenges over the course of their marriage. For example, Walter never understood why 
Ingrid could not just sit and appreciate the beauty of a Wagner opera but insisted on 
doing needlework or some other task while she was listening.114 Ingrid was often 
frustrated that Walter could not or would not express his emotions.115 Walter spoke 
German to Ingrid, and she spoke English to him.116 No doubt the Trobisches’ early years 
of marriage were frustrating at times, but sharing life stories and getting to know one 
another also kindled the Trobisches’ love and appreciation of each other. 
Besides simply sharing more of their life stories with one another, the Trobisches 
also came up with other strategies for coping with the loneliness and isolation of life in 
Tcholliré. For example, they reserved Friday night as “game night.”  They wound up 
their record player, played one of the three records they owned, and created space for 
relaxation and enjoyment.  The mail typically came on Fridays, so this added to the joy of 
the evening.117 They also made sure their home was a place where they could feel 
comfortable and refreshed after the challenges of the day. As Ingrid wrote in her 
autobiography, 
Walter and I found it important to have a neat and tastefully furnished home in 
which we could relax after . . . exhausting mornings. Our two rooms, with the 
beautiful picture on the wall, the fresh vase of flowers, and even the brightly 
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decorated table, helped to restore us after the heart-rending sight of human 
suffering.118  
 
In their efforts to cultivate marital intimacy and keep a neat and orderly home, the 
Trobisches were doing what generations of missionary couples in rural Africa had done 
before them. For example, nineteenth-century missionaries François and Christina 
Coillard spent two nights a week together in reading and discussion, and Adolphe and 
Adèle Mabille retired to their room every day after lunch in order to pray for their 
children, friends, and workers.119 The Coillards, who never had a stationary home, 
nevertheless made sure the wagon in which they traveled felt as much like home as 
possible. François told his niece: 
After two months’ traveling our traveling home has lost nothing of its freshness. 
Every one is astounded in admiring the taste that has decorated it; people can’t 
believe it is a traveling waggon [sic] it is so fresh and mignon, with its pretty 
curtains, its elegant pockets hung on either side, the leopard skin, the plants.120  
 
The Coillards also made sure to take time each day for rest and refreshment, “Even 
during our long explorations . . . we always had the table laid properly once a day at least, 
and paid each other the compliment of smartening ourselves up,” François told his 
niece.121 
 Historian Dana Robert has observed that missionary attention to cultivating an 
exemplary marriage and home life is itself a distinct missionary strategy. This missiology 
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of the Christian home, she argues, has been a “cornerstone of Anglo-American 
missionary thought and practice.”122 Nineteenth-century missionary societies realized that 
it was good for native peoples to view the interactions between husband and wife and 
between parents and children in a healthy Christian home. In the words of American 
Board Secretary Rufus Anderson, “The heathen should have an opportunity of seeing 
Christian families.”123 Therefore, missionary societies began sending out more married 
couples than they previously had done. Gradually, sending married couples to the field 
became a hallmark of evangelical Protestant mission. Many of these couples sought to 
model in their own marriages the freedom and partnership of husband and wife.124 
Couples developed various ways of handling the division of labor that came with 
married life on the mission field. Some couples worked alongside each other, translating 
the Bible into the local language and traversing the countryside to evangelize.125 Other 
couples maintained the gender roles that were popular in their home countries, whereby 
men occupied the public sphere and women, the private sphere. Among these couples, 
some found the Victorian gender roles completely acceptable. Although they faced 
struggles peculiar to their role—the husband as an itinerant evangelist, away for months 
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at a time, the wife, caring for children at home —each viewed the sacrifices as part of 
his/her missionary commitment.126 Other couples that held to Victorian gender roles on 
the mission field found them oppressive.127  
For their part, Walter and Ingrid did not operate under strictly divided gender 
roles in their early mission career. While they did some gender specific work, such as 
Walter’s preaching and Ingrid’s attending at births, they shared most of the duties of their 
mission life. For example, they both taught, handed out medical supplies from their 
dispensary, and went on evangelism trips to the surrounding area. Part of the reason for 
this was that they were the only missionaries in Tcholliré. Had they been at a larger 
mission station they might have had more gender-segregated work. 
Because they shared so many of their missionary duties, the Trobisches developed 
a highly satisfying sense of marital partnership. This was enhanced by the fact that they 
lacked access to the relational, material, and spiritual resources that were available to 
their peers in Europe and America. Thus they had to depend on one another to a greater 
degree. The Trobisches’ partnership also grew from the fact that they adhered to the same 
value system. Barbara Epstein has pointed out that during the nineteenth-century, couples 
in the United States began to operate under opposing value systems. “In order to succeed 
in the new world of commercial capitalism, men had to learn to separate morality and 
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sentiment from self-interest, while women, in legitimizing their own domestic activity, 
called upon the values of the society that commercial capitalism was engaged in 
destroying.”128 When the Trobisches began their work in Tcholliré in 1953, most of their 
peers in Europe and America were living in separate spheres under opposing value 
systems. The Trobisches, and missionaries like them, did not see a sharp dichotomy 
between the private and the public, between home and work. One result of this was that 
nineteenth- and twentieth-century missionary wives were far more “incorporated” into 
the work of their husbands than nineteenth- and twentieth-century diplomat wives, 
company wives, military wives, police wives, and academic wives. The latter lived in 
urban settings and were constrained by the same division of labor that constrained 
women and men in the industrial West.129   
Being equal partners in mission and in marriage made Walter and Ingrid immune 
to much of the cultural ferment that was building in the West. Since the early nineteenth 
century, the identity of middle- and upper-class women in the West had been shifting 
from producer to consumer. “This loss of function, and of self-esteem that went with it,” 
lead ultimately to the feminist movement of the 1960s and ’70s.130 While their peers in 
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the West were beginning to debate the relative merits of life in the home versus life in the 
public sector, mission life allowed both Walter and Ingrid to participate in the public and 
private sphere and to derive a sense of purpose from each. Ingrid was quite right to 
compare their life to that of her pioneer ancestors in Nebraska: “Our life here has all the 
aspects of good old pioneer life and I think often of our forefathers as they settled out in 
western Nebraska and the parallel of life here.”131 In their ability to pursue a common 
goal, follow the same value system, and avoid a strict dichotomy between the private and 
public spheres, the Trobisches lived in Tcholliré in the manner of Ingrid’s pioneer 
ancestors. And that pioneer life was, in some ways, more satisfying than life in 1950s 
America.  
 
Changes in Tcholliré 
Although the Trobisches shared nearly all the early tasks of mission life in 
Tcholliré, their different personalities and skills began to draw them into more 
specialized work. Of the two, Walter was the intellectual, and the Sudan Mission 
capitalized on this right away. In January of 1954, Walter was asked to deliver a series of 
talks at the annual conference. He chose to speak on what he called soul-counseling (in 
German, Seelsorge).132 Soul-counseling, he argued, should be at the heart of all Christian 
mission. It is the process whereby one person hears a word from God and delivers it 
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humbly but assuredly to another person. Soul-counseling, he argued further, is not only a 
necessary skill for Christians on the mission field but for all Christians. Using his 
knowledge of church history and theology, he contrasted the present world to the world 
of Luther’s day.  
The question of the Atomic Age is not so strongly Luther’s question, ‘How do I 
find a God of grace?’ but, ‘How can man live together with man.’ . . . The answer 
is soul-counselling. That man has a message from God for his fellow men is the 
answer to our field problems, and at the same time the answer to the atomic 
age.133   
 
Walter urged his colleagues to be bold in their soul-counseling. “What is lacking 
today,” he said, “is aggressive soul-counselling.”134 He told his colleagues that people did 
not always recognize their need for it.135 Thus it was imperative that each person 
occasionally approach a colleague with an invitation for counseling. Making sure to 
practice what he preached, he was sure to add that he was thankful when someone at the 
conference approached him in order to give him space to talk about his problems. His 
talks must have been well received because the Trobisches included excerpts from them 
in their station letters of 1954. And Walter was asked to lead a series of Bible studies at 
the next annual conference.136   
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After the annual conference of 1954, André Garba and Paul Darman came with 
their families to live with the Trobisches in Tcholliré.137 The two men had become 
Christians through the work of the Sudan Mission in the south. They aspired to be pastors 
and eventually became the first African pastors in the Sudan Mission. Since the Sudan 
Mission did not yet have a seminary in 1953, the Trobisches agreed to give Garba and 
Darman pre-seminary training in French, Old and New Testament, exegesis, 
hermeneutics, and homiletics.138  
In addition to studying with the Trobisches, Garba and Darman also assisted the 
Trobisches in teaching the baptism classes and evangelizing the surrounding area. Their 
presence in Tcholliré with their families, their decision to sacrifice the comfort, 
familiarity, and kinship networks of home, increased what Ingrid called “the 
effectiveness of our witness.”139 This testimony, combined with the men’s ability to 
understand native customs and communicate to a greater degree than could the 
Trobisches, were likely key factors in the growth of the church in Rey. By the spring of 
1954, over twenty people were coming to the baptism classes in Tcholliré. The 
Trobisches’ relationship with Hamada continued to develop favorably with successive 
visits. Walter, together with Garba, Darman, and fifteen catechumens, developed a play 
based on the biblical story of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15:11-32), which they performed on 
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evangelistic trips to the east and to the south.140 By Christmas of 1954, the Trobisches 
baptized the first Christian converts in Tcholliré.141  
The year 1955 brought some of the first major opposition to the Trobisches and 
the young church in Tcholliré. Firstly, the progress of several of the Trobisches’ 
catechumens and converts was impeded in various ways. One was “called back to her 
home village by her relatives,” one decided to take “a second wife as revenge for the 
unfaithfulness of his first wife,” and a few were summoned by Hamada to work in other 
parts of Rey.142 Secondly, Hamada forbade the Trobisches from making any evangelistic 
trips without first acquiring his permission. The Trobisches noted in their letter to friends 
in 1955, “This does not yet mean that he prohibits our evangelistic activity, but evidently 
he wants to watch it closely.”143 In the years to come, Hamada’s opposition to 
Christianity would grow. By 1967, he would encourage Muslims in Rey to burn chapels 
throughout the area, imprison Christians, and construct mosques.144 In 1955, however, he 
was not yet hostile to the missionaries or their Christian converts. He wanted to reap the 
materialistic benefits the mission could provide and was willing to allow for the spread of 
Christianity, albeit in a manner that he controlled.  
The Trobisches also faced opposition from the French administration in Tcholliré. 
The administration had decided that the industrial school, which the Sudan Mission had 
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been charged with establishing, should come under the French school system.145 If this 
came to pass, it would mean that the Mission could not teach Christianity in the school. 
For missions like the Sudan Mission, establishing schools was a primary strategy for 
evangelism, so the Trobisches strongly opposed the proposed arrangement. Faced with 
conflict from both the French administration and Hamada, Walter searched the Bible for 
inspiration.146 He decided that the predicament of Christians in French West Africa was 
comparable to that of Jesus.  
[Christians] are pressed between the two grinding mill stones of white secular 
colonial power on one side and the Mohammedan African authorities on the 
other. Both colonialists and Africans are naturally hostile to one other [sic], but 
they are united by their hostility against Christianity. . . Biblically speaking, 
mission work in French West Africa finds itself in the same situation as Jesus 
was—between Pontius Pilate, the representative of the Roman colonial empire 
and Herod, the native king. Both were natural enemies, but when it came to acting 
against Jesus, they became friends.147 
 
The opposition the church faced from Hamada also caused Walter to reflect more 
on the differences between Islam and Christianity. In a manuscript called “The Battle of 
West Africa,” he noted that Islam “adjusted itself in a marvelous way to the African mind 
and the African way of life.” Islam emphasized community, while Christianity 
                                                 
145 In other African colonies, France followed a policy of assimilation in which Africans could 
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emphasized the individual. And Africans valued community over the individual.148 Islam, 
unlike Christianity, did not challenge polygamy. And in community-oriented Africa, 
polygamy was “the substitute . . . for orphanages and homes for the aged.”149 Walter 
concluded in his manuscript that while “many more examples could be given . . . these 
two illustrations may suffice to explain why the impression obtained in most parts of 
Africa today [is] that Islam is ‘the religion of the blacks,’ while Christianity is ‘the 
religion of the whites.’”150 
Despite the obstacles of 1955, the year also brought the Trobisches 
encouragement and hope. Two new missionaries Ernest and Helen Johnson arrived to run 
the industrial school. While Ingrid and Walter had learned strategies for dealing with 
their feelings of isolation during their first year in Tcholliré, the arrival of the Johnsons 
reenergized them for the work at hand and increased their sense of both spiritual and 
physical camaraderie. The four gathered every morning for prayer and reflection and 
followed the same routine that the Trobisches had established for themselves. Adapting a 
practice that the reformer Martin Luther had developed, they asked themselves four 
questions: (1) What do I have to be thankful for? (2) What do I have to pray for? (3) 
                                                 
148 The community-orientation of African society is described well by Mbiti: “[T]he individual 
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What am I sorry for? and (4) What is my next step?151 The Johnsons also helped with the 
baptism and discipleship classes. From the Trobisches’ perspective, the Johnsons had 
come just in time, for “the four of us are scarcely enough to teach all those who come 
daily to school for Biblical instruction and on Sundays our chapel will soon be too 
small.” 152 
 
Family Life Education, “An Open Door for Missions”  
One of the most hopeful events of 1955 came on August 22, when Ingrid gave 
birth to their first child, Katrine Herta.153 Like many missionary mothers before her, 
Ingrid found that the women of Tcholliré opened up to her in a new way after she became 
a mother.154 The women observed with interest the way little Katrine grew healthy and 
strong. They also saw how Walter shared the duties of carrying the child. The women 
then questioned Ingrid about these things. Walter’s favorite response, when accused of 
being unmanly by carrying a child, was to note gaily, “Before the baby was born madam 
carried the baby, now monsieur can carry it.”155 Both he and Ingrid were pleased to see 
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when some of the men in the village decided that they, too, could carry around their little 
ones.  
As soon as Walter and Ingrid discovered that Walter carrying baby Katrine was a 
lesson on marital partnership for their observing neighbors, they made a point of having 
Walter carry the baby often. This process, by which unintentional actions become infused 
with theological significance, has a long and fruitful history. Dana Robert has noted that 
making daily life into “object lessons” has been a classic strategy for missionary wives.156 
In fact, it has given missionary wives a deeper sense of integration between their 
domestic and mission work.  
Prior to having a child of her own, Ingrid’s advice was often disregarded when 
she assisted with births in Tcholliré. On one occasion, a woman pregnant with her first 
child went into labor and was refused food and water. Ingrid tried to recommend 
sustenance, but to no avail. “All our objections were in vain,” wrote Ingrid to friends 
later. 157 “Because the labor lasted unusually long, the woman finally died from 
exhaustion.”158 After Ingrid became a mother, she found that her advice gradually gained 
a hearing among the other mothers in the village, and she and Helen Johnson, who was a 
nurse, began leading classes in prenatal care, nutrition, and childcare.159  
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Around this time, one of the men who was baptized the previous Christmas took a 
second wife. Perplexed, Walter asked the man, “Don’t you love your wife?” The man 
told Walter that he took a second wife precisely because he loved his first wife. She was 
pregnant with their first child, and since couples were to abstain from sexual relations 
until the child was two or three years old, he took a second wife. For him, respecting the 
sexual taboo and taking another wife to satisfy his sexual urges was a way of respecting 
his first wife. The Trobisches learned that in many traditional African societies, women 
tended to abstain from sex during pregnancy and lactation, lest the semen poison the 
child.160 They decided that one way of fighting polygamy, then, was to teach people about 
human anatomy in order to show that it was not possible for the semen to come into 
contact with the child.161 Ingrid and Helen began to teach couples everything they knew 
about reproductive anatomy, the biological cycles of a woman’s body, and the process of 
conception. 
Another problem the Trobisches and Johnsons encountered, however, was the fact 
that couples in Tcholliré used this sexual taboo during pregnancy and lactation to space 
out the birth of their children. If a mother got pregnant while she was nursing an infant, 
her milk might be reduced and the newborn child might starve. This is likely why the 
idea developed that semen could poison a child. In their eagerness to correct mistaken 
biological knowledge and fight polygamy, it is doubtful that the Trobisches recognized 
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how the sexual taboo during lactation actually protected both the mother and the newborn 
child.  
What the Trobisches did recognize was that in order for monogamy to become a 
more feasible option, couples would have to be given alternative methods of birth 
control.162 The only method of natural family planning available at the time was the 
rhythm method. The rhythm method was based on the “research of two distinguished 
gynecologists, the Austrian Dr. Herman Knaus and the Japanese Dr. Kaysaku Ogino. 
Their quite separate lines of research led to a similar conclusion that ovulation occurs on 
only one day in the cycle and, in the absence of pregnancy, ovulation is followed about 
two weeks later by menstruation.”163 Based on a twenty-eight day cycle, a woman could 
assume she was most fertile on day fourteen, when she would presumably ovulate. 
Translated to the African context, the Trobisches surmised that couples could simply 
abstain from sex during the woman’s fertile period in the middle of her monthly cycle, 
rather than for an entire two years. The Trobisches hoped the rhythm method of birth 
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control would be helpful both to couples who wanted to avoid pregnancy and to couples 
who were having trouble conceiving.164  
The Trobisches were pleased to be offering useful information to couples in 
Tcholliré, but neither they nor the people in Tcholliré were satisfied with the rhythm 
method. Due to the irregularity of women’s cycles, the rhythm method was not 
completely effective, either for achieving or avoiding pregnancy. Thus began the 
Trobisches’ search for a more effective method. They began to pay attention to the latest 
research on human fertility and natural family planning. They wanted a method “which 
met the following conditions: (a) it had to be reliable; (b) it should be inexpensive; (c) the 
application should not involve any health risks; (d) no doctor’s help or supervision should 
be necessary; (e) it should be applicable and accessible for every couple, even in the 
remote African bush.” 165 It would not be until the 1970s that the Trobisches would find 
such a method and Ingrid would popularize it with her 1975 book The Joy of Being a 
Woman.166  
For both Walter and Ingrid, correcting misconceptions about fertility, conception, 
and childbirth became what they would later call “an open door for missions.”167 Children 
were an integral part of African society and were, in many ways, the glue that held 
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husband and wife together.168 John Mbiti, one of the most prolific of the African 
theologians during the 1970s, wrote in his book on Love and Marriage in Africa that 
“marriage and procreation in African communities are a unity: without procreation 
marriage is incomplete.”169 
In some African societies, marriage is not fully recognized or consummated until 
the wife has given birth. First pregnancy becomes, therefore, the final seal of 
marriage, the sign of complete integration of the woman into her husband’s 
family and kinship circle. Unhappy is the woman who fails to get children for . . . 
her failure to bear children is worse than committing genocide; she has become 
the dead end of human life, not only for the genealogical line but also for herself. . 
. She will suffer for this, her own relatives will suffer for this; and it will be an 
irreparable humiliation for which there is no source of comfort in traditional 
life.170 
 
Couples in Tcholliré who struggled to get pregnant welcomed the fertility information the 
Trobisches delivered. It functioned as a “point of contact,” just as the medicine box, 
Walter’s motorcycle, and the industrial school had functioned as a “points of contact” 
with Hamada two years earlier. And the Trobisches viewed fertility information with the 
same level of optimism that they had earlier viewed medicine and technology. They 
hoped the interest in fertility information would lead to interest in Christian faith. 
Interestingly, despite the fervent hope of the Trobisches and missionaries like them, 
“historians have yet to consider medical missions as having had any religious impact.”171 
Thus it is highly unlikely that the interest of Tcholliré couples in fertility information did 
actually cultivate interest in Christian conversion, as the Trobisches so fervently hoped. 
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However, conversion was not the Trobisches’ sole aim in disseminating fertility 
information. They also believed that helping couples manage their fertility was, itself, 
part of their responsibility as missionaries. Genesis 2:24 called for husband and wife to 
‘cleave’ or ‘be united’ together.172 So enabling couples to ‘cleave’ was, in the Trobisches’ 
eyes, an important Christian aim. Natural family planning helped couples achieve and/or 
avoid pregnancy as each couple desired, and this strengthened marriages. Fertility 
awareness allowed couples to resume sexual relations much sooner than the traditional 
two years, and this, the Trobisches believed, also served to enhance marital 
satisfaction.173  
During their own courtship and early years of marriage, the Trobisches were 
guided in their understanding of marriage by Swiss physician and marriage counselor 
Theodor Bovet. Bovet was both their “counselor and trusted friend.”174 He taught that 
“love should govern the whole field of sexuality, and . . . God should govern the whole 
field of love.”175 This was the heart of the argument he sought to make in his books and in 
his personal counseling with individual couples like the Trobisches. During the 1950s 
one of the most popular conceptions of marriage in German Lutheran circles was that 
marriage was a way of enacting the divine order of creation. Because God made man 
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before he made woman, man was to rule over woman in the church, in society, and in 
marriage.176 Bovet’s understanding of marriage was in some ways compatible with this 
view, for he believed, “Within the family group each member plays a distinctive part . . . 
In this sense a sacred order—a ‘hierarchy’—governs the family: the husband is its ‘head,’ 
the wife its ‘heart.’”177 However, Bovet’s understanding of marriage was also 
incompatible with the understanding of marriage as a hierarchical divine order of creation 
because Bovet emphasized the idea that marriage was a companionship. “Marriage is an 
absolute companionship, not only of husband and wife as they are today but of their 
whole past and future, and not only of husband and wife alone but as they exist before 
God.”178 It was this idea and the idea that “love should govern the whole field of 
sexuality” that Bovet stressed over the notion of marriage as hierarchy.  
As they talked with couples in Tcholliré about natural family planning and 
developed their own ideas on marital partnership, the Trobisches were more deeply 
influenced by Bovet’s teaching than by the German Lutheran idea of marriage as a divine 
order of creation and a hierarchical relationship between husband and wife. Their 
preference for the companionship view of marriage over the hierarchical view was 
reinforced by their observations of the division of labor in Tcholliré.  
The Trobisches believed that the division of labor in Tcholliré was unjust, leaving 
women “completely overburdened:” 
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From 6 a.m. to 3 p.m. they [women] weeded their gardens, sometimes with a baby 
on their back. Then they had to fetch wood and water, take care of the children, 
prepare the food, which included pounding the grain, grinding and sifting it, a 
process that takes two hours time. Meanwhile the husband was already waiting 
impatiently for his evening meal, after which he demanded sexual union, in some 
cases even repeatedly. No wonder that those women often urged their husbands to 
take second and third wives. They looked at polygamy as a possibility to take 
once in a while a ‘vacation from marriage.’179 
 
The Trobisches grew deeply concerned about the way in which traditional, African 
gender roles seemed to prevent women from enjoying marriage. They noticed that men 
seemed to love their siblings more than their wives. Later, an African pastor would 
explain to them that in traditional African society, “a man’s wife is like an ambassador 
from a foreign tribe. He never trusts her like he does his blood brothers and sisters.”180  
The Trobisches began to feel that putting their own marriage on display was the 
best way of proclaiming the gospel.181 They had found that people had difficulty 
believing in Jesus as a loving person. They wondered if this was because love was 
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usually reserved for blood relations. Ingrid said, “The fact that Walter and I could live 
together in love and harmony in our family was perhaps the first way that they could 
believe [in Jesus].”182 Just as natural family planning had proven to be a relevant topic, 
the Trobisches believed that discussing the division of labor and putting their own 
marriage on display would be “an open door for missions” and a way to improve marital 
relationships in Tcholliré. 
 
The Trobisches’ Shifting Perspective on Culture, Politics, and Mission  
A Postcolonial Critique of the Trobisches’ Perspective on African Women  
 Like most missionaries of their day, the Trobisches’ initial assessment of African 
culture was negative. Their observation of the division of labor in Tcholliré led them to 
believe that African culture promoted lazy, demanding men and overburdened, cynical 
women. This observation, however, was based more on the Trobisches’ own conceptions 
of proper gender relations than on the actual testimonies of African couples themselves. 
When Walter surmised that African women were “completely overburdened” and African 
men were demanding, he was not making reference to conversations he had had with 
individual African couples in Tcholliré. Rather, he was interpreting spousal relations in 
Tcholliré through the lens of Theodor Bovet’s theology of marriage, which was written 
with mid-twentieth-century Europeans in mind.  
 Throughout the Trobisches’ years in Africa, they maintained that they were 
arguing for a “Christian” view of marriage, but in reality their view of marriage was 
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strongly marked by western biases and could not therefore be called simply “Christian.” 
Their stress on the partnership of husband and wife was as much a product of changes in 
the economic structure of western society as it was a commentary on Genesis 2:24. And 
yet, the Trobisches preferred to attribute their vision of marital partnership to the Bible 
and not to western cultural and economic developments.  
 Moreover, in their initial assessment of African gender roles, the Trobisches were 
guilty of what postcolonial scholars have described as “silencing” nonwestern women. 
According to Leela Gandhi, scholars like Trinh, Mohanty, and Spivak have been critical 
of western feminists who have attempted to analyze the lives of nonwestern women. 
These critics have argued that western feminist discourse tends to “silence the ‘native 
woman’ in its pious attempts to represent or speak for her.”183 Similarly, there is a way in 
which the Trobisches silenced the women of Tcholliré by speaking for them. In their 
sympathy for African women and in their efforts to free them by teaching a new vision of 
marriage, the Trobisches were essentially saying that they knew what was best for 
African women. And as postcolonial critics have so effectively pointed out, this has been 
the classic stance of the colonialist oppressor.184 
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In their eagerness to fix what they considered cultural patriarchy and oppression, 
the Trobisches were also blind to some of the ways in which the traditional life may have 
appealed to African women. For example, the Trobisches depicted child-rearing, 
housework, and sex as exhausting. But these same activities might be described through 
another lens. Sociologist Sylvia Moena has highlighted the ability of African women to 
integrate their multiple tasks in a satisfying manner. She has argued that women’s “roles 
as wives and mothers were easily accommodated” with the work they did “for the 
survival and subsistence of their families such as tilling the fields, weaving the cloth, 
building homes, milking cows, and generally helping to provide for their families.”185 
Moena goes so far as to argue that women’s roles were empowering in the western 
feminist sense of the word. With the coming of industrialization and men leaving home to 
work in cities, African women “practically ran their communities without the help, 
guidance, and support of their male counterparts. Through this they became independent 
and resourceful, learning to depend on themselves or on each other.” 186 Ester Boserup has 
argued that women in communities relatively unaffected by industrialization have also 
tended to “enjoy considerable freedom of movement and some economic independence 
from the sale of their own crops.”187  
Were the women of Tcholliré oppressed, as the Trobisches suggested, or were 
they empowered, as Moena suggests? Since we do not have the words of the Tcholliré 
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women themselves, it is impossible to answer this question conclusively. It is important 
to recognize that the Trobisches were indeed guilty of some of the same colonialist 
tendencies that plagued other missionaries and expatriates of the day. For example, they 
tended to stereotype the “other” and thereby miss some of the subtleties of marital life in 
Tcholliré.  
However, the Trobisches were not alone in thinking that the division of labor and 
the present state of marriage in Africa discriminated against women. In 1957,  
several African women took part in the international congress of the World Union 
of Catholic Women’s Organizations held in Rome. . . They requested legal 
recognition of woman’s right to the custody of her children in case of her 
husband’s death or of separation of husband and wife; protection for 
monogamous marriage and the gradual suppression of polygamy; the abolition of 
the bride price or at least its limitation to a minimal, symbolic value; courses in 
preparation for marriage for young men as well as for young women.188 
 
In 1958, three hundred African women took part in a congress in Togo sponsored by 
UNESCO and the World Union of Catholic Women’s Organizations.  
Their conclusions were termed a ‘charter of the rights of the African woman.’ 
They declared, among other things, that ‘woman is equal to man by nature,’ . . . 
and . . . that woman must be ‘as free as man to fulfill her personal destiny and to 
choose her state of life.’189 
 
And in 1959, a thousand African women took part in a congress in Mali sponsored by the 
Union of Women of West Africa. Unlike the previous conferences in Rome and Togo, 
this conference was primarily composed of Muslims and animists, rather than Christians. 
Their conclusions, however, were similar to the conclusions reached at Rome and Togo.  
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All opposed child marriage, child betrothal, and polygamy. They urged either that 
the bride price be entirely abolished or again that it have only a symbolic and 
quite negligible monetary value. They all asserted the right of widows to the 
custody of their children and condemned the custom of inheriting widows. They 
asked that the free consent of the spouses be made an obligatory condition for 
marriage and they favored the setting of a minimum age for marriage as well as 
the compulsory registration of marriages.190  
 
In 1962, one hundred and twenty African women took part in a seminar in Nyasaland 
(present-day Malawi) sponsored by the World Federation of Catholic Young Women and 
Girls. They, too, advocated monogamy and the abolition of the bride-price.191 Clearly, 
since African women themselves were calling for changes to African marriage customs, 
the Trobisches’ stance on African marriage was not simply a colonialist perspective.  
Historian Cheryl Johnson-Odim has drawn attention to the way in which many 
West African cultures have “simultaneously oppressed, venerated, and feared women.” 
Her perspective sheds light on the lives of women in Tcholliré: 
Women were (most still are) employed directly in production . . . and they derived 
a certain autonomy and status from their roles as cultivators, traders, artisans, and 
providers of other marketplace services. Yet there is a discrepancy, a 
contradiction, in the autonomous ways women behaved collectively and in 
women's obeisance as daughters in-law and especially as wives. Women are far 
more subordinated to men privately than publicly.192 
 
Since the Trobisches were more interested in the private lives of women, it is not 
surprising that they picked up on the ways in which women in West Africa might feel 
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oppressed by their cultural traditions. And since Moena was more interested in the public 
lives of women, it is not surprising that she highlighted women’s autonomy and freedom.  
African women theologians have also offered helpful reflection on the public and 
private lives of women and the ideologies that govern them. In her response to the 
question of why the request for a husband to take a second wife often comes from the 
first wife, Anne Nasimiyu-Wasike has offered a description of African women that bears 
many similarities to Walter’s description: 
It has always been stated that traditional African women accepted polygamy and 
encouraged their husbands to take a second or third wife. In fact, the taboos 
created by society with regard to husband-wife relationships are the ones that 
encouraged and forced women to ask for polygamy. Society educated women to 
believe that they were subservient to men, and that their purpose was to make 
men wealthy by bearing many children and producing great amounts of food. 
When a woman found herself unable to cultivate, plant, weed, and harvest enough 
food due to physical weakness and not having enough children to help her, she 
was forced to request her husband to bring another or more subordinates.193 
 
Nasimiyu-Wasike argued that far from approving of polygamy, African women were 
forced into it because of cultural ideals. The solution proposed by Nasimiyu-Wasike and 
other African women theologians in the 1980s and ’90s, however, was not simply a 
substitution of western gender ideals for African ones. As Mercy Amba Oduyoye pointed 
out, the oppression of women in traditional African culture was often not ameliorated but 
only “strengthened by Western patriarchal structures.”194 Oduyoye’s suggestion for how 
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to promote women’s autonomy was to ensure that women had equal representation in 
government. She and others also worked tirelessly to combat patriarchy in the church.  
 
Letting the Subaltern Speak 
 
Like Oduyoye, the Trobisches would in later years notice and oppose patriarchy 
in the church.195 However, in the late 1950s they could only see the capacity of 
Christianity to liberate women. This bias that made it difficult for them to see any of the 
good in traditional African gender norms. However, the more they observed and thought 
about spousal relations in Tcholliré, the more they began to see some of the nuances of 
African gender roles and customs. In his seminal book, Edward Said asks the important 
question, “How can we know and respect the Other.”196 Unlike the literary critic, the 
Trobisches did not consciously seek to subvert the connection between knowledge and 
power in colonial Africa. However, the longer the Trobisches lived in West Africa, the 
more they got to know and respect the people they had come to serve. In a sense they 
began to let “the subaltern speak.”197 Doing so enabled them to recognize some of the 
good in African culture and to develop a more critical perspective on western culture.  
Before she had come to Africa, Ingrid’s primary vision of Africans was as 
“innumerable tribes of heathen . . . despairing in the efficacy of their own religions, [and] 
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stretching out their hands to an unknown God.’”198 Although Ingrid would never waver in 
her desire to win Africans for Christ, her respect for aspects of African culture grew over 
her twelve years in Africa. She began to appreciate the strength, gracefulness, and 
optimism of the women of Tcholliré. They had what she called a “we can do it” attitude. 
She learned the wisdom behind the African belief that “a lady does not hurry.”199 Ingrid 
found herself observing with interest the way African mothers gave birth without the aid 
of anesthesia and nursed their children until the age of two.200 By comparison, laboring 
women in the United States in the 1950s often took drugs to reduce the pain of 
childbirth.201 And American women in the 1950s increasingly opted to give their babies 
formula instead of breastfeeding.202  
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These observations about the differences between African and American 
experiences of childbirth and nursing continued to germinate in Ingrid throughout her 
years in Africa and then in Austria. As she became aware of the various childbirth and 
nursing movements that were underway in the West, such as Dr. Fernand Lamaze’s 
natural childbirth teachings, which he began to publicize in 1951, and the La Leche 
League (founded in 1956), Ingrid became a vocal participant in these movements.203 Her 
desire to make evangelicals aware of the natural childbirth and nursing resources 
available to them eventually culminated in the 1975 publication of her book The Joy of 
Being a Woman.204 
 
Walter’s Critique of Western Culture 
Like Ingrid, although Walter was initially critical of African culture, his 
experience in Tcholliré also enabled him to develop a critique of western culture. During 
his talks at the 1954 annual meeting of the Sudan Mission, he drew attention to what he 
called “white” sins, which he defined as “our virtues prefaced by the little word ‘too.’” 
Isn’t this a picture of an ideal missionary—one who is economical, orderly, 
generous, diligent, patient, tactful and time-conscious? But if we are too 
economical, we become stingy; if we are too orderly we become fussy and lost in 
details; if we are too diligent we become over-worked (this is no merit, but a 
white sin); if we are too patient we become lenient; if we are too tactful, we 
become cowardly; if we are too time-conscious, we become nervous.205  
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During their furlough in 1956 and 1957, Walter further developed his critique of western 
culture. He rebuked American Christians for failing to cultivate true “Christian homes”: 
“Most of our Christian homes are just motels, where you gas up, get some food and sleep, 
and then go again.” He argued, “It is sinful to spend more than two evenings a week 
away from your family,” and “your television set does not belong in your living room, 
where you are supposed to receive and meet people.” A home, he said, should be a place 
of “quietness and restfulness,” where the family and guests can find comfort and 
nourishment for their soul and body.206 Walter felt that western Christians neglected 
nourishing their souls. With typical humor, he remarked in one sermon, “I am impressed 
how conscientiously the people of Minneapolis take care of their lawns. But sometimes I 
think, if they would give only half as much care to their souls as they give to their lawns, 
what could happen!”207  
 Walter’s ability to critique his own culture was relatively unique among 
missionaries of his era.208 As Archbishop Desmond Tutu has said:  
Men became missionaries from all kinds of motives, most of which were 
undoubtedly beyond reproach. But they would have to be persons of heroic 
sanctity had they not been tainted by the arrogance which was the almost 
invariable concomitant of a dominant culture. Only the exceptional among them 
would realize that Christianity and Western civilization were not coterminous.209  
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Walter’s ability to separate Christianity and western civilization came from his first-hand 
experience of war, followed by a semester studying abroad in the United States. When 
Walter came to the United States as one of the first German, foreign exchange students 
after World War II, he was repulsed by the happy-go-lucky attitude in American 
churches.210 His experience with suffering during the war, with being near death several 
times, had led him to a deep appreciation of the theology of the cross, the notion that 
Christ has suffered everything humans suffer and can therefore offer comfort to the 
suffering. Walter believed the American churches needed “more preaching that presents 
the great evangelical message of Christianity that centers around the Cross.” 211  
Walter was especially disgusted with the entertaining character of so much of the 
church youth work. He told the president of Augustana Seminary, “If your young 
people’s work becomes merely hayrides and entertainments, then will God send a Hitler 
also to you.”212 Walter’s understanding of Hitler as an instrument of God’s wrath is 
profoundly disturbing, as it exonerates Germans for responsibility in the Nazi atrocities. 
Though he meant his comment to be provocative and to impress on Americans the 
seriousness of their faith, it is important to note that the comment also reveals Walter’s 
ignorance of the fact that it was the Jews, not the general German public, who suffered 
most on account of the Nazi rise to power. It is doubtful that anyone at Augustana 
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Seminary at the time challenged Walter’s interpretation of Hitler. It seems rather that 
people simply accepted his message as the prophetic warning that he intended. 
In the years to come, Walter would continue to see his task in the United States as 
one of urging the American church to overcome its happy-go-lucky approach to faith.  
When he spoke in churches during their furlough of 1957, he deliberately countered the 
triumphalistic style of typical missionary reports. Instead, he told the congregation, “I 
have not reported to you a series of victories. By intention, I have not given you an old 
style report with stories of conversions and Christian happy-end narratives. Instead I have 
given you a very sober description of the situation as it is.”213  
Part of the sober situation, which Walter reported in 1957, was the problem of 
racism in America. American racism, he declared pointedly, “may result in the loss of the 
African continent for Christ.”214 He told of an African man who confronted him on a train 
ride with the question, “Are those whites in the southern states of North America who 
stand against racial integration Christians?” The man’s disgust, said Walter, was clear. 
And so was his conclusion: “Therefore Christianity has no message for us.”215  
Walter told another story about Kwame Nkrumah, the first Prime Minister of 
Ghana, who had studied in America during his student days. On one occasion, when he 
sought a glass of water from a restaurant, the waiter sent him to the spittoon outside. 
Nkrumah declared in his autobiography, “I was so shocked that I could not move. I just 
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stood and stared at him for I could not bring myself to believe that anyone could refuse a 
man a drink of water, because his skin happened to be a different colour.”216 Walter told 
mission sympathizers:  
There are still missionaries in Africa who receive the Africans on the back porch, 
who do not offer them a chair, but have them sit on the floor. . .  Missionaries like 
that do more damage than good. So if you are not ready to eat with an African at 
the same table, to share in case of necessity your guest room or even your 
bedroom with him, you better stay home.217 
 
In a letter to Walter, Ingrid, too, expressed her shock at the racism of one of her 
missionary colleagues.218 Missionary racism was a widely recognized problem. The 
delegates at the first All-Africa Lutheran conference described it as one of the most 
“burning issues facing the African churches today.” They submitted the following 
statement: “It would greatly help the propagation of the Christian faith in Africa if 
missionaries in their relations with Africans showed a better example of fighting all kinds 
of discrimination.”219  
The Trobisches took concrete actions to combat racism in their personal lives. In 
March of 1956, the Sudan Mission asked them to leave their post in Tcholliré and move 
to Libamba, southern Cameroon so Walter could teach German at Cameroon Christian 
College. They remained at Libamba until June, when they left on furlough, and returned 
to Libamba in time for the start of the 1957 school year. They would live in Libamba 
until 1963. Throughout their six years there, they worked hard to develop friendships 
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with the African faculty and students in their community. For example, they made sure 
their children played with all the children on campus, whether African, French, German, 
Swiss, or American.220 They asked one of Walter’s African students to be their son 
David’s godfather.221 The Trobisches also found that because they were an international 
couple (Walter was German, Ingrid was American), they “were often asked to help 
bridge cultural and inter-personal gaps” between people on campus.222 However, despite 
their efforts to combat overt racism in their own lives and in their community, the 
Trobisches struggled with more subtle forms of racism and ethnocentrism. This would 
become especially apparent a decade later when Walter’s anger at losing his job would 
cause him to franticly promote himself at the expense of his African colleague, Josiah 
Kibira.223 When compared with some of their peers in the 1950s, however, the 
Trobisches’ dedication to fighting racism was fairly progressive.   
Another part of Walter’s critique of his western colleagues centered on the typical 
evangelical missionary’s stance on politics and economics. Most of the missionaries the 
Trobisches knew in Cameroon were unconcerned with the political and economic 
consequences of their missionary presence. They considered their task to be spiritual in 
nature and assumed that people who expressed interest in conversion were doing so 
because they had become aware of their sin and wanted to live a holy life. The 
Trobisches in no way disagreed with the evangelical goal of bringing people to a place of 
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confession and redemption. However, they grew wary of this naïve, simplistic 
explanation of conversion.  
While on furlough, Walter shared his observations about some of the economic 
factors that contributed to Christian conversion:  
The missionary who comes to Africa today has not only a lantern, kerosene, 
matches and even a real bed, but also often a car, a radio and a refrigerator. 
Therefore it is almost unavoidable that the native population gets the impression: 
you have to become a Christian in order to possess these wonderful things. The 
Africans are then overcome—not by the power of the Gospel over the world—but 
by the power of the worldly possessions of the missionary.224 
 
Walter’s observation was echoed by his contemporaries. For example, J. B. Schuyler, 
observing conversion in Nigeria around the same period, commented, “Christianity has 
impressed many as being largely a social organization capable of worshipping God and 
mammon simultaneously, and demanding payment for the symbols of membership, the 
administration of the sacraments. Many conversions have been for material reasons.”225  
For his own part, Walter did not seek to convince American missionaries to live 
without beds and refrigerators, only to make them aware of the ways in which they were 
missionaries of things besides the gospel. Walter’s awareness in 1956 of the intersection 
between power, race, wealth, and religion in colonial Africa was nowhere near as 
developed as that of postcolonial theorists of the coming decades.226 He and Ingrid had 
only a dawning awareness of the way in which their identity as white foreigners in Africa 
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affected their interactions with Africans and affected conversion to their religion. Yet 
Walter wasted no time in sharing this dawning awareness with his supporters and 
colleagues. 
Walter told his supporters that missionary presence in Cameroon, complete with 
modern, western appliances, served to ignite consumer desire, that engine of western 
capitalism. Missionary presence created new markets for western goods. This unintended 
result of mission was, argued Walter, not something that served God’s glory. In fact, it—
like racism and inhospitable homes—was something for which missionaries should 
repent. In a sermon on “The Lord’s Prayer,” Walter preached that missionaries had been 
“hallowing” western culture instead of hallowing God’s name, and for that, God was 
punishing them by bringing about the end of the colonial era.227 He interpreted current 
events like the Mau Mau Uprising and the Suez Crisis as “God’s judgment of the white 
race.”228 In the case of the Mau Mau Uprising, nationalist sentiments in Kenya had led the 
Kikuyu people to take violent action against the British colonial government.229 In the 
case of the Suez Crisis, it was Britain who took military action against Egypt in order to 
gain control of the Suez Canal. Although the operation was successful, Britain was 
criticized by the international community and was forced to withdraw troops from the 
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region.230 The Mau Mau Uprising and the Suez Crisis significantly weakened British 
colonial power and stimulated nationalist movements across Africa. Walter’s 
interpretation of these events as “God’s judgment” was bound up with his own growing 
support of the nationalist movement in Cameroon. 
 
Walter’s Support of African Nationalism 
The nationalist movement in Cameroon was well under way during the 
Trobisches’ first term there.231 During their three years in Tcholliré, the Trobisches did 
not give it much thought because it was essentially irrelevant to the lives of the 
inhabitants of Rey. However, during the three months they spent at Cameroon Christian 
College prior to leaving on furlough, Walter had numerous conversations with students 
that caused him to become sympathetic to the nationalist cause.232 Among the students at 
Libamba, nationalism was on everyone’s mind.233 In April and May of 1955, the Union 
des Populations du Cameroun (UPC), “the first true nationalist party” in Cameroon, held 
a number of political rallies which were disrupted by anti-UPC groups or by French 
forces.234 Between May 22 and 30, several of these incidents turned violent. Each side 
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maintained that the other had initiated the violence.235 Judging by their letter to friends, 
the Trobisches thought the UPC had initiated the riots, but they also thought the French 
had crushed the riots with “unwise and unnecessary harshness.”236 In all, “some twenty-
six people had lost their lives and hundreds were wounded.”237 And on July 13, 1955, the 
French government banned the UPC. The incident increased nationalist fervor across 
Cameroon, the UPC went underground, and civil war began.238 
Most of Walter’s fellow missionaries in Cameroon tried to stay neutral in the 
nationalist struggle, but Walter criticized neutrality as a cowardly stance. He recognized 
that western missionaries were in a delicate position. “If we turn against an out-of-date 
colonialism . . . our attitude is easily interpreted as hostility to the French government and 
we risk the refusal of our visas.”239 Nevertheless, he argued that it was more important for 
missionaries to support the nationalist movement than to protect their own interests. In a 
sermon delivered during furlough in America, he said: 
We should not hesitate to show the Africans our sympathies in their efforts to 
become independent, regardless of the consequences. It must be stated clearly by 
us on the mission field as well as by you in the home church: ‘Colonialism is sin.’ 
If we do not have the courage to make that statement, our prayer, ‘Thy will be 
done on earth’ is meaningless and empty talk.240 
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Walter knew that most missionaries who opposed the nationalist movement did so 
on the grounds that many of its leaders were Communists. Whether or not the leaders 
truly were Communists was at the time and continues to be a matter of debate.241 Um 
Nyobé, “the architect of the U.P.C. movement,” maintained that the party was “neither 
pro-communist nor anti-communist.”242 Nyobé argued in 1955 that the French 
government deliberately labeled the UPC Communist so as “to prevent the U.N. from 
taking [our protests] into consideration.”243 The French, with the help of the United 
States, had just spent seven years battling against Communist forces in the first Indochina 
War, so the Communist threat was for them more than mere political maneuvering. 
However, in the Cold War context, labeling the UPC Communist was also, as Nyobé 
pointed out, a sure way of predisposing the anti-Communist member countries of the 
U.N. to oppose the nationalist aims of the UPC. This, in turn, facilitated France’s goal of 
extending her colonial rule in Cameroon.  
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Whether or not the UPC was in fact Communist, most of the missionaries Walter 
affiliated with in the country believed the party to be Communist.244 For his part, Walter 
did not think atheistic Communism was the best answer for Cameroon; he believed that if 
Cameroonians adopted a Communist system of government, they would in essence be 
exchanging “one form of colonialism for another.”245 But Walter also realized that simply 
voicing opposition to Communism would cause Africans to “immediately suspect that we 
are secretly in alliance with the colonial powers and against their longing for 
independence.”246 His conversations with students at Libamba had shown him that for 
many Cameroonians, Communism was simply the only option besides colonialism that 
was being discussed.247 Thus, argued Walter, the task for Christian missionaries was to 
help Cameroonians come up with another option.248 In 1956, Cameroonian nationalism 
was “still neither anti-white nor anti-western . . . only anti-French,” but the Trobisches 
knew that in other parts of Africa all foreigners were associated with imperialism.249 They 
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hoped that getting missionaries to support the nationalist movement in Cameroon would 
help to keep the movement from turning against all foreigners.  
 
Walter’s Developing Postcolonial Mission Theory 
  
In addition to supporting African nationalism, Walter also supported postcolonial 
trends in mission theory. Through sermons given on furlough, he spoke of the need to 
abandon the notion of mission as “a one-way street . . . from us to Africa” and to think 
instead about “a missionary exchange among the Christian churches of the world”250 He 
said that many European and American churches would benefit from hearing an African 
speak from the pulpit, and he challenged the western congregations, “Would you be 
humble enough to accept him? . . . Only if we overcome our superiority feelings can we 
honestly pray: 'Thy Kingdom come.’"251 
Walter’s reference to the end of mission as “a one-way street” was a direct 
reference to the report of the 1952 meeting of the International Missionary Council in 
Willingen, Germany. The introduction to the published Willingen report states “that 
‘foreign’ missionary work ought increasingly to become two-way traffic between East 
and West.”252 The body of the report elaborates on this new framework for mission: “The 
mission of the Church will always transcend boundaries, but these can no longer be 
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identified with national frontiers, and certainly not with any supposed line between the 
‘Christian West’ and the ‘non-Christian East.’”253  
The Trobisches read the Willingen report in 1954, just after their first trip to the 
annual conference of the Sudan Mission. In a letter they wrote to their missionary 
colleagues the following December, they shared some of the insights from Willingen. 
They pointed to Willingen’s declaration of “the end of the colonial period of history” and 
the simultaneous growth of indigenous churches around the world.254 The Trobisches 
continued to reflect on the postcolonial reality of the mission context during their next 
two years in Tcholliré and then during their three months in Libamba. When they went on 
furlough in the middle of 1956, Walter realized that one of his furlough tasks would be to 
communicate the new mission context to mission supporters back home. 
The notion of mission as “two-way traffic between East and West” was not the 
only aspect of Walter’s developing postcolonial mission theory to be influenced by 
Willingen. His interpretation of the Mau Mau Uprising and the Suez Crisis as “God’s 
judgment” also resembled the response of delegates at Willingen to events earlier in the 
1950s. At Willingen delegates had referred to “the mighty political and social movements 
of our time” as places in which to discern “the sovereign rule of Him who is Saviour and 
Judge of all men.”255 They had said, “The Church is bidden in its mission to seek out the 
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moments of opportunity and to interpret the catastrophes as the judgments of God which 
are the other side of His mercy.”256  
Mission theory at Willingen began to coalesce around a less church-centric view 
of mission, and in the late 1950s the Trobisches’ own perspective of mission was 
compatible with the developing paradigm. Instead of thinking of mission as proceeding 
from God to the Church to the World, delegates at Willingen argued that mission 
proceeded from God to the World to the Church.  
The Church’s words and works, its whole life of mission, are to be a witness to 
what God has done, is doing, and will do in Christ. But this word ‘witness’ cannot 
possibly mean that the Church stands over against the world, detached from it and 
regarding it from a position of superior righteousness or security. The Church is in 
the world, and as the Lord of the Church identified Himself wholly with mankind, 
so must the Church also do. The nearer the Church draws to its Lord the nearer it 
draws to the world. Christians do not live in an enclave separated from the world. 
They are God’s people in the world.257 
 
With this more world-centric view of mission, it became increasingly appropriate to see 
God’s hand at work as much in current events like African nationalism as in the life of 
the church.258 Similarly—and this was a point the Trobisches would develop more fully in 
years to come—it was essential for Christians to address that most worldly of all topics, 
the topic of human sexuality.    
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The Trobisches’ understanding of marriage, mission, and culture expanded 
rapidly during their first three years in Africa. Initially, their efforts at marital intimacy 
were directed toward their own marriage. After they had their daughter, Katrine, they 
began to conceive of their marriage as a way of teaching people in Tcholliré about the 
love of Christ. Eventually this interest in African gender relations as an “open door for 
missions” would become the central tenant of the Trobisches’ work. For the time being, 
however, reflecting on African gender relations became one of the ways the Trobsiches’ 
learned to think critically about their own culture. This growing cultural awareness 




Chapter 3: J’ai Aimé Une Fille and the Appeal of Christian Sexual Ethics for Young 
People in Post-Independence Africa 
 
Prior to leaving on furlough in the middle of 1956, Walter had taught for three 
months at Cameroon Christian College in Libamba and had grown passionate about the 
need for western Christians to support African nationalist movements. When he and 
Ingrid returned to Cameroon in 1957, they continued to be affected by the political 
independence movement, but they also learned about a different kind of independence 
movement. For the students at Cameroon Christian College (also referred to as Libamba), 
independence was more than a political battle cry. When they talked with Walter, 
students often spoke about their desire for independence in interpersonal relationships. 
Some wanted to be able to choose their own spouses, rather than having their parents 
choose for them. Some wanted to abolish the African tradition of the bride-price. Others 
did not understand why the church would forbid premarital sexual relations. Walter 
addressed their questions in a little book called J’ai Aimé Une Fille, which offered a set 
of guidelines to help Christians navigate the changes in gender relations in mid-twentieth- 
century Africa. The book spread rapidly not only in Africa but around the world. It 
launched the Trobisches into a global marriage counseling ministry.  
 
Life at Libamba during the Cameroonian Independence Movement 
The Cameroonian independence movement was gaining momentum in October of 
1957 when the Trobisches returned to the country after a year of furlough.259 On June 23, 
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1956, the French National Assembly had passed Loi Cadre, which aimed “to provide an 
institutional framework for the gradual evolution of overseas territories toward self 
rule.”260 Nationalist movements in other parts of the French empire (French Indochina, 
Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria) and in British West Africa (Ghana, Nigeria) had paved 
the way for the Loi Cadre. Realizing that it could not keep its colonies from being 
infected with nationalist sentiments, the French National Assembly passed the Loi Cadre 
as a way of granting just enough independence to its African colonies to avoid the bloody 
conflict that France had experienced in Indochina and was in the midst of in Algeria.261 
At the same time, as France’s Minister of Overseas Territory Gaston Defferre said, the 
Loi Cadre was also a way “to maintain and reinforce for many years to come the 
necessary union between metropolitan France and the peoples of the overseas 
territories.”262  
Cameroonian politicians effectively pressured the French government to do more 
for Cameroon than what was stipulated in the Loi Cadre, and the French National 
Assembly passed Statut du Cameroun, which granted to Cameroon the position of being 
an “Associated Territory.”263 The Statut granted Cameroon control over local affairs, but 
Cameroon’s military and her involvement in foreign affairs remained under French 
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control.264 On February 22, 1957, the new Assemblée Législative du Cameroun ratified 
the Statut du Cameroun.265 On May 10, the French appointed Andre-Marie Mbida to be 
the first prime minister in a self-governing Cameroon.266  
Despite the strides towards independence, however, a civil war had been raging in 
Cameroon since 1955. The Union des Populations du Cameroun (UPC), a radical, 
nationalistic political party that had been declared illegal in July of 1955, had gone 
underground at that time and had in December of 1956 turned violent in its opposition to 
French rule.267 Victor Le Vine, who was the first to chronicle the UPC insurgency, has 
described 1958 and 1959 as the “height of the insurrection.”268 The Trobisches lived in 
the midst of insurrection territory in a small town called Libamba. In one of their first 
letters to friends and supporters, they wrote that the UPC revolutionaries “hid in the huge 
virgin forest which surrounds us here, raided villages at night, killed and kidnapped 
people, mostly those who collaborated with the government.”269  
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The UPC considered Prime Minister Mbida a French puppet.270 While the UPC 
had always advocated immediate independence from France, Mbida held that Cameroon 
would not be ready for another ten years.271 In February of 1958, Mbida’s government 
failed, largely because of pressure from the underground UPC, and Ahmadou Ahidjo 
became the prime minister of Cameroon.272 Ahidjo adopted the two major goals of the 
UPC, reunification with British Cameroon and immediate independence from France.273 
He also offered amnesty to those UPC revolutionaries who agreed to stop fighting. 
However, he fought harshly against those who would not surrender. And at least in some 
cases, his tactics turned out to be as violent and unethical as those employed by the UPC.  
The Trobisches and their colleagues and students at Cameroon Christian College 
in Libamba were very aware that the political unrest was causing untold suffering.274 
They heard reports from people in Libamba that Ahidjo’s government was conducting 
“questionings under application of electric current . . . and nightly executions without 
trial.” These reports “reached a point where we could no longer keep silent.”275 The 
twenty faculty members at Libamba, a diverse group of Africans and Europeans, 
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Catholics and Protestants, wrote a letter to the UPC and the French government, decrying 
the unjust actions on both sides and proposing a few solutions. They proposed “an 
amnesty for all, the reinstatement of the UPC as a legal political party and the 
maintainence [sic] of a well-controlled police force to prevent acts of personal 
revenge.”276 Their letter, unsurprisingly, had no perceptible effect on either the 
government or the revolutionaries. However, it allowed the faculty to feel they had at 
least tried to do something to improve the situation.  
 By December of 1959, with Cameroon’s full political independence only a month 
away, Walter wrote in their family journal, “In the last month the political situation has 
gotten worse. . . We have packed our most valuable possessions . . . In case of danger we 
could leave in an hour.”277 Ingrid had gone by way of plane to the mission hospital at 
Ngaoundéré to await the birth of their fourth child. Their second child, Daniel Martin, 
had been born on furlough in Germany on November 5, 1956. Their third child, David 
Johannes, had been born in Cameroon on August 18, 1958. Ingrid traveled alone to the 
hospital in Ngaoundéré, leaving Daniel, David, and their older sister, Katrine, in Libamba 
with Walter and Walter’s mother. Just ten hours after Ingrid’s layover in Douala, the 
UPC revolutionaries attacked the airport there.278 Walter heard that another attack would 
occur on January 1, the day of independence, so he advised his wife to stay in 
Ngaoundéré until things settled down.279 Ingrid gave birth to Stephen Walter on January 
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25. From back home in Libamba, Walter wrote, “Politically the constructive struggle for 
independence is changing fast into a destructive tribal warfare.”280 He contacted Ingrid 
and proposed taking the entire family up to Ngaoundéré to join her, as it was safer there 
than in Libamba. But by the second week of February, the political situation had 
stabilized enough for her to come home. 
The seven weeks of separation were difficult for the Trobisches. Seven weeks was 
the longest amount of time they had been apart since being married, and they had to deal 
with the added stress of an unstable political situation, unreliable mail service, and the 
uncertainty of when they would next see one another. Moreover, Walter was not enjoying 
his position as chaplain and professor of German at Libamba. He found it disheartening 
to spend hours preparing sermons for the college chapel when so many of the students 
could not even be there, due to the political instability. In desperation, he wrote to Ingrid, 
“One cannot preach without a congregation—and can a student body ever be a true 
congregation?”281 Teaching German was exhausting for him because he had some two 
hundred students. What is more, he had to teach in French and had only a “modest 
knowledge of French.” As they wrote in a letter to friends, “He [Walter] has sometimes 
to work harder than his students, especially if it comes to translating Goethe and Schiller 
into French.”282 It was not unusual for Walter to rise before dawn and stay up until 
midnight to finish his work.283 As chaplain, Walter also felt that his door should always 
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be open to those who needed counsel. While this open-door policy was important to his 
self identity as a pastor, it also meant that he had even less time for his other duties. 
The Evangelical Lutheran Church mission board had sent Walter to Libamba to 
see whether it was the kind of place they would want to duplicate in their own mission 
efforts. Prior to the Trobisches’ furlough, Walter had reported back, “There is no doubt 
that the importance of this institution will grow, not only for the Camerouns, but also for 
the whole French-speaking West Africa.”284 Libamba was the only school of its kind in 
French-speaking West Africa—a Christian College, which brought students to the 
Baccalaureate level on par with the French system.285 It was founded in 1946 by 
American and French Presbyterians.286 Teachers’ salaries came from the mission 
organizations to which the teachers belonged.287 As “the first and largest Protestant 
Christian college in French-speaking Africa at that time,” Libamba was “the darling” of 
the PCUSA mission.288 Students at Libamba took the same exams that were given in 
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France.289 And because a diploma was their ticket to the best jobs the newly independent 
country had to offer, the students worked extremely hard at their studies.290  
However, because Libamba did not have much money, it could not hire all the 
staff necessary for its functioning. For that reason, the faculty members were required to 
help out with a number of the general tasks associated with life at a boarding school. The 
faculty helped in the kitchen and business office, they supervised meals and study 
periods, lead worship, drove to the post office, and took sick students to the mission 
hospital.291 Since the school also offered work-study positions, the faculty also oversaw 
these students.292 According to David Gelzer, Walter’s fellow professor of German at 
Libamba, Walter was particularly bothered by having to help supervise meals. On one 
occasion, Walter exclaimed angrily, “I have important things to do.”293 That he would be 
required to supervise mealtimes when he had so many more pressing duties—writing 
sermons, grading papers, counseling students—frustrated him to no end.  
Walter was also dissatisfied at Libamba because he did not have time to do more 
creative work, like writing articles and books. When the head of the E.L.C. Mission 
Board requested a report of Walter’s work at Libamba, Walter described the endless 
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duties laid on him as a teacher.294 In 1960, Walter’s frustration had reached a peak; he 
complained to Ingrid, “This has been one of the hardest weeks of my life.” 295 Ingrid tried 
to comfort him:  
There are times when you feel imprisoned—choked—bound and not free to be 
your own creative self. . . it’s my prayer for you that the feelings of frustration 
that you might be tempted to have will be melted away in the greater light of what 
you are really accomplishing in your day by day ‘father’ role.296 
 
She pointed out that the work he was doing at Libamba, overseeing the development of 
his students, was truly godly, creative work: 
Just this is the most creative work we shall ever be called to do—far more 
creative than building a monument, making speeches, or even writing a book! To 
be partners with God in forming and shaping these ‘living stones’ is a task 
humbling and yet the greatest. It’s down to earth drudgery and at the same time it 
opens the door to heaven.297    
 
Walter was not convinced. And as the years went by he grew more exhausted and 
frustrated by life at Libamba.  
Ingrid had her own share of exhaustion from raising their four young children, 
keeping house, sewing, mending, washing, shopping, gardening, and cooking. 
Fortunately, she had help from Walter’s mother, Gertrude (whom everyone called Mutti). 
Mutti lived with them from August of 1958 to June of 1961.298 Hildegard, an African 
woman who ran a kindergarten at Libamba, also lived with the Trobisches for a number 
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of years. Mutti liked to say that Hildegard was “the oil that keeps things running 
smoothly,” and, as Ingrid wrote in a letter to their friends, “when all four children start 
screaming at once, we need a little oil to tone things down!” 299 Mutti returned to 
Germany before the Trobisches’ fifth and last child, Ruth Ingrid, was born on September 
12, 1961. However, Hildegard still offered Ingrid her help with the children. Although 
Ingrid would later testify that the years of having young children were “among the 
happiest in my life,” there were certainly days when she did not feel so cheery and 
optimistic.300  Probably her most difficult time came in July of 1962, when Walter went to 
teach a pastors’ ‘Refresher Course’ at Makumira Theological Seminary in Tanzania.301 
He was gone for a total of nine weeks.302 After a month, Ingrid wrote in her journal: 
I’ve been struggling to keep sane and even-tempered surrounded as I am by my 
five children—Ruth just 10 months up to Kathy not quite seven. Often I’ve failed 
miserably and would like to do nothing quite as much as sit down in a desolate 
corner and weep.303  
 
The Trobisches lived in a tin house on stilts, necessary in the damp, humid 
climate of the primeval forest of southern Cameroon.304 In the rainy season, it was 
especially difficult for Ingrid with her five children. Lonely and fed up from being house-
bound, due to rain, she wrote, “There are . . . days (today for example) when I wish it 
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would be evening before we even eat breakfast.”305 Mealtimes were the most difficult. 
Ingrid wrote to Walter, ”I just wish you could . . . live through an hour here about supper-
time. I don’t know whether to scream or laugh when things get too involved with the 
children. I usually end up doing some of both.” 306 She then proceeded to give an update 
on each of the children. In doing so, her delight in her children displaced the more 
melancholy tone with which she had begun her letter:  
Ruthy gives us the most laughs these days as she learns by imitating. . . I too am 
amazed at all the sentences and descriptions that David brings forth. Today it was 
drizzling . . . and David said to me, ‘Look Mommy, it’s ‘wrink-el-ing.’ He meant 
sprinkling. . . Stephen loves anything on wheels. . . He’s very proud that he can 
say Tanganyika and Kilimanjaro.307  
 
Ingrid also took comfort on difficult days from the fact that they had been able to have 
children at all. For four years they had been unable to get pregnant “to our great 
sorrow.”308 This gave her perspective and made her grateful for her present life as a 
mother of five healthy children.  
During their three years in Tcholliré, the Trobisches had done most of their work 
side by side. They had had no children, so both of them could be fully engaged with the 
daily work of evangelizing, teaching, and distributing medicine. Even when they had 
their first child, it was possible for either Walter or Ingrid to carry baby Katrine around 
with them wherever they went. Life at Libamba was different. They had two children, 
Katrine and Daniel, when they arrived in 1957. David was born in August of 1958, 
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Stephen in January of 1960, and Ruth in September of 1961. Having five children in six 
years took all of Ingrid’s energy. She still felt a call to public missionary work, but she 
had no time to devote to it. At one point she did teach a course at Libamba, but in general 
she had to give up her public mission work in order to raise her children and provide “a 
haven of rest for my busy husband.”309  
Ingrid knew her work as a mother and housewife was necessary and important, 
and she would not have traded her five children for the opportunity to be more heavily 
involved in public mission work at Libamba, but the constant task of subsuming 
missionary fervor in domestic duties was not easy for Ingrid. Generations of missionary 
mothers have had to go through the same painful process of figuring out how to channel 
missionary energy into domestic duties. Some have been successful and have found 
fulfillment, but others have found far more frustration than joy. In her account of 
nineteenth-century, missionary wives in Hawaii, Patricia Grimshaw offers numerous 
accounts of domestic duties thwarting women’s missionary ambition.310 Dana Robert has 
told a slightly different story about the same frustrated missionary wives in Hawaii, 
arguing that they developed a “mission theory of the Christian home” in order to turn 
their domestic duties into mission work. “By interpreting family life as a mission agency, 
the mission wives sacralized the myriad activities that ate up their strength and their 
days.”311 In her account of missionary women in China, Jane Hunter has also drawn 
attention to the painful process of balancing work and family, though Hunter points out 
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that “the often painful tension of the middle years between family loyalty and personal 
ambition paid off in an accumulation of resolve that propelled missionary wives and 
mothers into energetic, expansive, and fulfilling old ages.”312 This pay-off was certainly 
evident in Ingrid’s later life, as she went on to write numerous books and to become a 
celebrated speaker in her own right.313  
Had they stayed in Tcholliré rather than moving to Libamba, the Trobisches 
might have been able to maintain the more equitable division of labor that they had 
initially established there. They might have been able to work out an arrangement that 
would have allowed Ingrid to continue to share in the public mission work and Walter to 
spend more time caring for the children. In her autobiography, Ingrid reflected, “As a 
German he [Walter] had observed that the care of infants was predominantly the mother’s 
domain, as were kitchen duties and household chores. Yet, he was never one to be 
trapped into acting a certain way if it didn’t make sense.”314 Had they stayed in Tcholliré, 
it might not have made sense for Ingrid to take over the sole care of home and children. 
However, in Libamba it did make sense. The children needed care, and Walter’s job took 
so much time that it was not possible for him to be involved in the daily care of the 
children. That task fell to Ingrid, and it consumed her so fully that she rarely took part in 
school-related activities. A fellow missionary suggested that it was Walter’s patriarchal 
“German background” that kept Ingrid from participating in the life of the school, but the 
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truth of the matter is that both Walter and Ingrid were simply too tired.315 Neither had the 
energy that it would have taken to get Ingrid more involved in the life of the school.  
The hectic pace of the Trobisches’ life in Libamba and their gender-separate 
division of labor took a toll on their marriage. Walter spent so much time doing his 
school work that Ingrid ended up feeling neglected and, according to her husband, 
worked herself into a “crisis.” Ingrid wrote of these episodes in her journal: “Walter’s 
accusation—Every 14 days I make a crisis and forget about all the good things – No 
wonder he [Walter] gets exasperated. These are tests for me—always when he’s absorbed 
in something else—writing project, soulcare + then I come under this attack.”316 One of 
the Trobisches’ closest friends, Ruth Nyquist, believed Ingrid was especially vulnerable 
to feelings of neglect because she was a child of missionaries. Such children often feel 
that their parents are more interested in being missionaries than being parents. According 
to Nyquist, Ingrid also “admitted to a distant relationship with her mother and she 
idealized her father who abandoned (my term!) them during WW2.”317 For these reasons, 
Ingrid tended to expect Walter “to compensate for all her needs,” and Walter “found her 
needs bewildering.”318 Ingrid knew that she needed to learn how to manage her feelings 
better. In her journal, she encouraged herself to avoid self-pity, to depend on God, and to 
be disciplined. Lastly, she realized that it would be helpful to “have a creative project of 
my own.”319 
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The Beginning of the Trobisches’ Writing Ministry 
In 1961 Ingrid did embark on a creative project of her own, and it was a project 
that gave her great joy and helped her feel like she could again fulfill a bit of her public 
missionary vocation. For a long time, Ingrid had wanted to write the story of her father 
and his missionary work. In 1961, she wrote to Harper & Row to see if they would be 
interested in her story. Melvin Arnold, Director of the Religious Department, replied and 
told her to send a sample chapter and an outline. Since the only time she had for writing 
was “an hour after breakfast when the older children were rested, fed, and content while 
the baby took her morning nap,” Walter agreed to watch the children for two hours in the 
afternoon.320 After two weeks of writing, Ingrid mailed off her sample chapter and 
outline. A few weeks later she received a letter from Arnold, offering her a contract and 
inviting her to come to New York City to discuss the book. Ingrid was ecstatic. Over the 
course of the next year, she corresponded with Edward Sammis, the contractor Harper & 
Row had appointed to be her editor, and began working on her book. 
Although neither Walter nor Ingrid realized it at the time, Ingrid’s book contract 
with Harper & Row in 1961 marked a turning point in their missionary career. Until this 
point, the Trobisches fit the stereotypical image of a western, missionary couple. In 1952, 
they had married, left the comforts of Europe, and moved to a remote village in Africa. In 
1957, Walter had taken the teaching post at Libamba and Ingrid had withdrawn from the 
public mission work in order to take care of their five children. In the history of mission, 
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most missionary mothers have not had time to write a book.321 Ingrid not only wrote a 
book, but her book facilitated the Trobisches’ transition to a different sort of mission 
work. In the late 1960s and 1970s, writing, rather than itinerant evangelism or college 
teaching, became their primary ministry. As Ingrid wrote later in her autobiography, the 
publication of On Our Way Rejoicing in 1964 “was the beginning of our writing ministry, 
with its ever-widening circles.”322 Ingrid and Walter both learned a tremendous amount 
about writing from working with Ingrid’s editor, Edward Sammis. “For both of us, this 
experience of working with Ed Sammis was a valuable apprenticeship. Walter said that 
he had learned more about effective writing in [their] week with Uncle Sam than in any 
university course he had taken.”323 Moreover, Ingrid’s relationship with Sammis and 
Melvin Arnold at Harper & Row was helpful in getting several of their future books 
published.324 Furthermore, as the Trobisches worked out contracts with Harper & Row, 
they learned the ins and outs of the publication process. This knowledge helped them 
negotiate contracts with other publishing houses. It also helped them when they later 
formed their own publishing house, Editions Trobisch.  
Around the time that Ingrid began working on her book, the Trobisches also 
began experiencing doubts about their work at Libamba. In 1956, when Walter had 
agreed to take the position, he and Ingrid had been proud to be part of the institution that 
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would supply “the future teachers, lawyers, doctors and pastors” in Cameroon.325 They 
also saw the strategic importance of their post as missionaries at Libamba. They believed 
that giving the young people of Cameroon a Christian education would influence the 
future of Cameroon. However, by October of 1961, the Trobisches were more 
pessimistic, even cynical, about what they were doing at Libamba. They came to believe 
that the only reason many students were Christian was because the students saw it as the 
best way of becoming wealthy and prestigious. Walter explained the logic in a letter to 
their friends: 
For the African who thinks by nature in religious terms, there is only one answer 
possible: The God of the whites is the most powerful and rich. Consequently, for 
reaching the level of the whites, the acceptance of their God is imperative. Being 
‘white’ and being ‘Christian’ becomes the same thing. . . This explains the ‘open 
door’ for Christianity, rush for baptism and the Lord’s Supper, which they 
interpret as a concrete way of appropriating the power of the God of the whites by 
bread and wine.326  
 
This view of Christianity frustrated the Trobisches for a variety of reasons. For 
one thing, seeing Christianity as a means to wealth, power, and prestige violated the true 
heart of the gospel of Christ, who “made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a 
servant.”327 Secondly, equating Christianity with being white violated the principal that 
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the gospel is for “every nation, tribe, people and language.”328 The Trobisches did not 
blame Africans for viewing Christianity in this manner. They blamed themselves:  
What burdens us are the hours when we feel that by teaching here at this Mission 
School we are not only not fulfilling the Great Commission, but are actually 
working against it. Are we not advancing materialism instead of the Gospel? Are 
we not falsifying the image of God instead of witnessing to it?329 
 
The Trobisches had first become aware of the tendency for missionaries to spread 
“materialism instead of the Gospel” at the end of their first term in Tcholliré. On their 
furlough in 1956, they had spoken to supporters about the need to be aware of the way in 
which missionary presence in Africa ignited the desire for western goods.330 At the time, 
however, this tendency had not bothered them to the extent that it did five years later. In 
fact, the association of missionaries with materialism actually worked in their favor in 
Tcholliré. The Muslim ruler of Tcholliré, Hamada, had opened his territory to the Sudan 
Mission not because he was interested in Christianity but because the mission promised 
to bring material goods like medicine and an industrial school.331 The Sudan Mission 
welcomed the opportunity to enter Hamada’s territory since they had been barred from 
entering for so long previously. For their part, while they were in Tcholliré the 
Trobisches did not worry so much about the reasons for peoples’ decisions to convert to 
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Christianity. They were simply pleased that the church was growing, and they embraced 
every means they could to increase that growth, whether it be teaching English, 
distributing medicine, or talking about natural means of birth control.   
Five years later, however, the Trobisches were far more troubled by the 
materialist reasons for Christian conversion. The gravity of the situation was highlighted 
for them when Walter preached a number of sermons on the Incarnation—the notion that 
God “became flesh and dwelt among us.”332 Walter urged the students to let God dwell 
among them by using African styles of worship in church.333 Instead of “amens” he 
received a constant stream of loud clicks, “the sign of uttermost disapproval.” When 
questioning a student about it after the service, the student told him, “If you say, ‘Don’t 
imitate us!’ that means to us as much as if you would say: ‘I do not want you to reach our 
level of learning and living, but wish rather that you remain uncivilized savages.’”334 To 
many of the students at Libamba, Christianity was simply part and parcel with becoming 
civilized. These students did not care about indigenization because, to them, it was the 
very “whiteness” of Christianity that made Christianity desirable.335  
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 As Walter continued to interact with students at Libamba and learn more about 
the Protestant churches in Cameroon, he realized that he was looking for indigenization 
in the wrong places. African Christians were hesitant to use African music in church, but 
there was a different kind of indigenization going on, nonetheless. When Walter looked 
at the widespread use of church discipline (excommunication, prohibition from taking 
communion, fines, and mandatory confession) in African churches, he saw something 
peculiar to the African church. “Church discipline in Africa,” he wrote, “has become 
articulus stantis et cadentis ecclesiae” [the doctrine by which the church stands or 
falls].336 Walter argued that while paternalist missionaries were partially to blame for the 
widespread use of church discipline in Africa, the extensive use of church discipline also 
developed because it fit well with African conceptions of authority. As Walter saw it, the 
parish priest had replaced the tribal chief. The community gave the priest ultimate 
authority to dispense judgment and punishment, rather than leaving this to God.337  
That church discipline was an indigenization of Christianity in Africa was not, 
Walter believed, a good thing. Walter urged his students to use African styles of worship 
in church, but he advocated indigenization only as far as it fit with his own conceptions 
of proper Christian belief and practice. Because Walter could not find biblical support for 
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withholding the Lord’s Supper as punishment for misconduct, he suggested that this kind 
of indigenization might actually be heretical: 
Sometime in the history of the church the question will be raised whether the 
church discipline which is now being exercised in Africa, and which is even 
claimed to be an essential mark of the church, may not be the first really 
significant heresy which African churches were in a position to produce, not of 
course without the complicity of the mother churches and their missionaries.338 
 
 Walter’s examination of church discipline led him to an important discovery. He 
found that “95 percent of all punishments meted out by the church are for adultery.”339 
Clearly, Christian marriage in Africa was not as it should be. As Walter thought about the 
problem, he realized that missionaries rarely preached sermons about marriage. If they 
mentioned marriage at all, it was to preach against polygamy.340 Moreover, Walter 
realized that missionaries and Africans often had opposing ideas about love and sex. 
“Whereas for the African love spends itself in sex, for the pietistic missionary sex is often 
identified with sin.”341 Walter knew of no missionary or African pastor who had tried to 
address this issue. When missionaries and African pastors spoke about sex, it was in 
order to condemn adultery. No one had tried to articulate a positive view of sex from a 
Christian perspective. “What Africa needs today,” wrote Walter, “is a positive message 
about marriage.”342 
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Marriage Counseling at Libamba  
Walter’s beliefs were reinforced by conversations he had with students. As 
chaplain, he had been discussing issues of love, sex, and marriage with students since he 
had arrived at Libamba. While teaching German, preaching in chapel, and supervising 
meals had brought him endless frustration, individual conversations with students had 
brought him great satisfaction. Unlike the students Walter had worked with in Europe, 
these African students were not shy about discussing their personal lives and were 
receptive to the counsel he offered.  
Never will an African refuse to come if you invite him for a counseling talk. An 
American or European boy would feel hurt. For an African boy there is nothing 
humiliating about it. It is natural for him to be counseled. Having grown up in a 
society which took notice of him only as a member of a collective group, it is an 
honour for him to be invited personally, to be taken . . . as an individual. He will 
not miss that chance and he will bring two things along which occidental youth 
normally does not have: time and readiness to listen.343 
 
Walter had long been passionate about counseling. His first set of lectures for the annual 
conference of the Sudan Mission back in 1954 had been on soul-counseling. These had 
been so well received that he had sent out excerpts in the form of letters to his fellow 
missionaries the following year. But it was not until Libamba that Walter really had a 
chance to put his passion for counseling into practice. And by doing so, he changed the 
course of his and Ingrid’s life.  
The more Walter met with students, the more he and Ingrid came to believe that 
“one of their greatest needs today—and perhaps at the same time the greatest contribution 
the Christian church can make to Africa—is for help in the realm of home and family 
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life.”344 Ingrid had first realized the evangelistic potential of sexual guidance while they 
were living in Tcholliré. She and her missionary colleague Helen Johnson had begun to 
teach the women in the village about the biological processes of conception and 
childbirth.345 In Libamba, the students were less interested in childbirth and more 
interested in questions about dating and spouse-selection. “What is most important—sex, 
love, or marriage? Which one comes first in a relationship?” they asked.346 The 
Trobisches began gathering materials that would help them answer the students’ 
questions.347 Ingrid later wrote in her autobiography, “Together we would sit by the 
kerosene lamp of our dining table and discuss for hours how these questions might best 
be addressed. How could we make abstract concepts real and practical?”348 A missionary 
linguist and fellow lecturer at Libamba, William D. Reyburn, also remembered 
discussing the questions with Walter: 
We spent many hours together, particularly in the company of some of his 
students, talking about and searching the significance of polygamous marriages, 
bride-price payments, arranged marriages, circumcision, and many other social 
practices that impinged on his students’ lives. We traveled together spending days 
on the roads, never tiring of the topics of our conversations.349 
 
The Trobisches decided to develop a course on marriage to explore Christian and 
African concepts of love, sex, and marriage. Walter taught the upper-level boys, in 
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groups of “not more than fifteen in number.”350 Ingrid taught the girls. They used a book 
by the Swiss marriage counselor Theodor Bovet.351 As the students in Walter’s marriage 
class discussed the meaning of the word “love” in African society, Walter discovered that 
most of his students associated “love” with sexual intercourse, but not with romance or 
marital intimacy. For example, his students said things like, “By nature one loves all 
women and women love all men.”352 Another student remarked after taking Walter’s 
marriage class, “Until now, I always thought of love as something cruel.” In an article, 
Walter clarified: “What he [the student] meant was, ‘Until now I thought that love was 
identical with sexuality, and sexuality had only an egotistical and utilitarian purpose.’”353  
Walter came to believe “there was a longing among them for something more, 
something deeper,” but that this desire for romantic love and marital intimacy “had to be 
awakened, nurtured and unfolded.”354 Moreover, there were several cultural factors that 
made the cultivation of romantic love difficult in African society. For one thing, young 
men and women had no place to casually get to know one another prior to marriage.355 
Without that time to develop a mutual respect for each other prior to marriage, it was 
consequently more difficult to cultivate intimacy within marriage. In addition, couples 
tended to trust their own blood relatives more than their spouses.  
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Walter thought the bride-price system was one of the greatest obstacles to marital 
intimacy in Africa. Originally the bride-price had constituted a sum of cattle and other 
goods and services, which the groom gave to the bride’s family.356 It compensated her 
family for the children she would bear, cemented the relationship between the two 
families, and gave “public recognition to the marriage.”357 The bride-price was a 
standard, known quantity of goods, which would not typically change from generation to 
generation.358 The bride-price was also originally a safeguard against divorce. In the event 
that a marriage did not work out, the bride’s family had to return the cattle and goods to 
the groom.359 Thus the girl’s family had a vested interest in helping the young couple to 
work out their differences and stay married. In the modern economy, however, the bride-
price was increasingly a sum of money, rather than goods or cattle.360 Furthermore, the 
amount was not regulated. 361 Often, especially for educated girls, fathers demanded so 
much money that a young man was either forced to go into massive debt or simply not 
marry.362 No longer was the bride-price primarily a means of building community and 
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sustaining marriage. Instead, for many families, it had turned into a quick and easy way 
of becoming wealthy.363 
 
J’ai Aimé Une Fille 
After discussing the bride-price with his students and colleagues at Libamba, 
Walter concluded that something needed to be done. “What was needed in Cameroun was 
to give the word ‘love’ a new meaning and to do something effective against the abuse of 
the custom of bride-price.”364 He thought it would be helpful to have something “in 
writing so we could hand it out to those who came asking for advice.”365 Walter knew of 
no such pamphlet or book, so he began to write one.366 He had been corresponding by 
letter with a former student, and the two of them had been discussing love, sex, marriage, 
and the bride-price. He used this correspondence as a basis for his book.367 Walter called 
his little booklet J’ai Aimé Une Fille (I Loved a Girl), deliberately choosing the word 
Aimé because it could be used to mean “love” or “sex.” 
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While Walter was working on J’ai Aimé Une Fille, one of his students, Guillaume 
Oyono Mbia, was writing a play to address some of the same issues that Walter was 
dealing with, namely the bride-price and the desire of young people to marry for love. 
Mbia’s play, Trois Prétendants . . . Un Mari, described the negotiations of a young 
woman’s family with two suitors who could both pay a hefty bride-price for the young 
woman, Juliette. In the story, Juliette has already become engaged to a schoolmate and is 
outraged at her family’s negotiations on her behalf. In a speech that constitutes a climax 
of the play, Juliette demands to be consulted in her own marriage plans: “Suis-je donc à 
vendre, pour que vous vous croyiez obligés de me donner au plus offrant? Ne puis-je 
donc pas être consultée pour un marriage qui me concerne?” (Am I to be sold to the 
highest bidder? Can I not be consulted about my own wedding?).368 Ultimately, Juliette 
and her fiancé have to trick her family into accepting their union.  
Walter’s J’ai Aimé Une Fille opened with a young man being fired from his 
teaching position for having premarital sex. In the story, the young man, François, writes 
about the situation to his former chaplain, Walter Trobisch. “Last Friday, I loved a girl—
or, as you would put it, I committed adultery—at least that’s what the whites call it and 
the Church, too.”369 François argues that he is blameless since “the girl wasn’t married, 
nor had any bride-price been paid for her.”370 Walter disagrees, pointing out that “sexual 
union fulfills its purpose only when it is an expression of love.”371 The two embark on a 
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long discussion about love, sex, and marriage. In the course of their correspondence, 
François meets a young woman on a bus (Cecile), falls in love with her, and the two 
begin to make plans to be married. However, their dreams are dashed when Cecile’s 
father demands a bride-price of four hundred dollars. The story ends with a letter from 
François, bitterly decrying the bride-price system and the fact that Walter has led him to a 
dead end: “Four hundred dollars! For me this is altogether out of the question, an 
impossible amount. You have made me dream. But reality is cruel and destroys that 
dream. I’ve ceased to hope.”372 Walter said of his booklet that it was “a pamphlet against 
the bride-price and a plea for the beauty of marital love.”373 The same could be said of 
Mbia’s Trois Prétendants. 
Walter assigned both J’ai Aimé Une Fille and Trois Prétendants as reading for his 
marriage class during the 1959-1960 school year.374 He hoped the texts would help get a 
conversation started about love, sex, and marriage in modern Africa. Walter’s “plea for 
the beauty of marital love” made such an impression on one of the students in the class, 
Pierre Oko Mengue, that Mengue wrote to his brother to ask him to find a spouse for 
him.375 Mengue’s brother selected a woman by the name of Jacqueline Ernestine Bengue 
Dimodi, who was a classmate of his at the Adventist college in Nanga Eboko, some two 
hundred kilometers away from Libamba. Mengue and Dimodi exchanged letters and 
photographs for two years before finally meeting in person in Yaoundé.  
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When Mengue began to correspond with Dimodi, he immediately told Walter 
about it. Mengue viewed Walter as a spiritual guide. The two had been meeting together 
since Walter first arrived at Libamba in 1957. Mengue had grown up in a Christian 
household. His father was an evangelist with the American Presbyterian Mission, and his 
mother was a deacon and had been secretary of the Christian women of her parish for 
fifteen years. Mengue’s grandmother had been the first Christian in her village. Mengue 
was thus well prepared for the kinds of conversations Walter liked to have with students 
about faith, family, sexuality, sin, and the like. Mengue and about five other students 
attached themselves to Walter as his “disciples,” and Walter trained this group of 
disciples to be “sensitive to the slightest sin.”376 Thus when Mengue told him about his 
correspondence with Dimodi, Walter wanted to ensure that the young man was not about 
to fall into sin. He asked Mengue to show him all the letters he intended to send to 
Dimodi. He then urged Mengue to change the letters if they did not correspond with the 
strict moral code the two had been cultivating for the last several years at Libamba. For 
example, on one occasion, Mengue concluded his letter, “I kiss you baby.” Walter told 
him it would be better to sign the letter, “Your brother in Christ.” Mengue did not 
appreciate this particular suggestion since “Your brother in Christ” did not effectively 
communicate his passion for his fiancé, but overall Mengue felt that the practice of 
showing his letters to Walter was a good one.377 He appreciated the interest Walter took 
in his spiritual development, and a few years later he appreciated how Walter intervened 
with his family on his behalf. Mengue and Dimodi were from different tribes. Their 
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families, particularly Mengue’s mother and Dimodi’s brother, were not in support of an 
intertribal marriage. Walter, however, was strongly in favor of the match and did all he 
could to convince the families that it was a good match.378   
During the time that Walter was reading all of Mengue’s letters to Dimodi he was 
also continuing to revise his own little booklet J’ai Aimé Une Fille. It is likely that he 
incorporated some of the content of Mengue and Dimodi’s letters into his own book. In 
fact, many years later when Mengue and Dimodi were telling the story of their marriage 
during a Moral Re-Armament conference in Caux, Switzerland, a German couple 
approached them and asked whether they were the couple that Walter Trobisch had 
written about in his little book J’ai Aimé Une Fille. Although J’ai Aimé Une Fille was 
not a straightforward retelling of their story, Mengue and Dimodi feel that Walter drew 
some of his inspiration for J’ai Aimé Une Fille from walking beside them during the first 
year of their engagement.379 It is also likely that Walter drew inspiration from Mbia’s 
Trois Prétendants and from conversations he had with other students at Libamba.380 
Walter finished another draft of J’ai Aimé Une Fille in 1961. He sent the 
manuscript to a friend of his in Germany, who offered to donate the paper if Walter 
would pay for the printing. The friend printed three thousand copies of the booklet.381  
The copies of J’ai Aimé Une Fille arrived in Cameroun the summer of 1962. Walter was 
in Tanzania teaching on one of his favorite topics: how to use soul-counseling rather than 
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church discipline to solve marital problems.382 He had arranged for a friend from the 
Dutch Bible Society to receive the shipment of booklets. The friend “opened one of the 
packages because he was curious about what was in it. Then he began to sell J’ai Aimé 
Une Fille along with his Bibles in his tiny store.”383 When Walter returned from Tanzania 
and inquired about the booklet, his friend told him that all the copies had been sold. 
Moreover, people had already asked if the booklet could be translated.  
The Trobisches quickly made arrangements for a second printing of J’ai Aimé 
Une Fille. This time, they printed ten thousand copies.384 They began to work on 
translating the booklet into English and to correspond with Jim Sutton of the United 
Society for Christian Literature (USCL), to see whether USCL might publish the booklet 
for English-speaking Africans. Walter also began to work on a sequel to J’ai Aimé Une 
Fille, which would tell “the girls’ side of the story.”385 
 
From Libamba to Mannheim 
The unexpected success of J’ai Aimé Une Fille, just like Ingrid’s book contract 
with Harper & Row, served to facilitate the Trobisches’ transition into a new kind of 
mission work. The Trobisches were scheduled to go on furlough in 1963. Walter asked 
Dr. Syrdal, the Executive Secretary of the ALC Board of Missions, if his one-year 
furlough salary could be spread over two years. This would allow him to spend some 
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time studying marriage counseling at the University of Heidelberg.386 Increasingly, it was 
becoming clear to Walter that marriage counseling, not teaching German and Bible at 
Libamba, was his true vocation. This had become evident through the years of teaching 
his marriage course at Libamba and had been confirmed when he taught on Christian 
marriage at Makumira Theological Seminary in July of 1962.387 In a letter to Dr. Syrdal, 
Ingrid wrote of Walter that he considered his teaching “only as a means to the end of 
reaching the students in a wider ministry of soul-counselling and evangelism.”388 
Teaching German and Bible was exhausting to Walter. Counseling and writing about 
love, sex, and marriage in the African context energized him.  
In the summer of 1962, Walter’s poor health was another sign that the Trobisches’ 
work at Libamba might be coming to an end. Ingrid had long been worried about her 
husband’s ill health at Libamba. In a letter drafted but never sent to Dr. Syrdal, she 
described Walter’s poor state of health: 
More than ever before he’s been burning the candle at both ends, in an attempt to 
 keep up with his school obligations as well as all the correspondence and writing 
 tasks awaiting him. . . I was afraid he couldn’t keep it up past Christmas. . . And 
 then this week it happened. Walter simply said that he could not teach another 
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 class at Libamba, and he stayed in bed—and that’s where he’s been the last four 
 days. . . All desire and will to continue here has left him.389 
 
The nature of Walter’s work at Libamba and the sheer workload had bothered him since 
he had started at the school in 1956, but each time he and Ingrid had discussed the matter 
they had decided to acquiesce to the mission board and stay at Libamba. Even when 
Walter felt he lacked a personal ‘call’ to the work at hand, he and Ingrid had managed to 
summon the strength to go on, for the sake of the mission and for their own sake, lest 
they “jeopardize our mid-term furlough.”390 But between Walter’s breakdown in the 
summer of 1962, his growing desire to explore African marital issues, and the 
opportunity that had arisen to study at the University of Heidelberg, he and Ingrid no 
longer felt any resolve to stay at Libamba.391 
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 The Libamba School Board agreed to release Walter from his teaching contract in 
January of 1963, and the ALC mission board granted Walter a two-year study leave for 
1963 and 1964.392 Walter happily devoted himself to writing projects in January of 1963. 
In February he went to Kitwe, northern Rhodesia to serve as chaplain and to represent 
Cameroon at the All-Africa Seminar on the Christian Home and Family Life.393 Like the 
other forty delegates, Walter contributed to discussions on the following subjects: 
customary marriage, bride-price, polygamy, Christian marriage, family planning, the 
unmarried life, work for Christian home and family life, church discipline, divorce, and 
prostitution.394 He reported on “the state of family life” in Cameroon and described “what 
was being done in the service of the family by the Church, by Government, [and] by 
social agencies.”395  
 Meanwhile, Ingrid flew to Frankfurt, Germany with their three youngest children. 
One of Walter’s former students, Jean Banyolak, went with them and stayed on to study 
marriage counseling in Germany.396 Ingrid left four-year-old David with Walter’s mother 
in Mannheim and three-year-old Stephen with another family. Taking two-year-old Ruth 
with her, she flew to London, where she met with Jim Sutton of the United Society for 
Christian Literature (USCL) to discuss whether the USCL might publish J’ai Aimé Une 
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Fille in English for English-speaking Africans.397 From there, she went on to New York 
to discuss her own book with Edward Sammis and Melvin Arnold of Harper & Row. 
Finally, she flew to Springfield, Missouri, where she hoped to finish her book while 
staying at her mother’s house.  
The Trobisches planned to reunite as a family in Germany on May 1.398 “But then 
everything went wrong.”399 Little Stephen cried for two weeks straight after Ingrid left. 
Rosemarie, the mother who was caring for him, broke her arm. Rosemarie’s husband 
wrote to Ingrid to say Rosemarie could no longer take care of Stephen; Ingrid would have 
to return to retrieve him.400 But Ingrid had just had an operation and could not travel.401 
Stephen could not go to stay with Walter’s mother because she had the flu. So Stephen 
was taken to a children’s home in the Black Forest.402 As Ingrid wrote in a letter to 
friends, “What a paradox—Walter lecturing on Christian family life at the All-Africa 
Conference in Rhodesia and I trying to write a story which would be a testimony of how 
one family lived out their Christian faith—and our own little family had to pay the 
price.”403  
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Walter ended up leaving the All-Africa Conference early.404 He picked up their 
two oldest children, Katrine and Daniel, at their school in Garoua-Boulai, Cameroon.405 
Then he flew to Germany, where he picked up David and Stephen. Then they flew to 
Springfield, via Chicago.406 The Trobisches were together as a family in Springfield from 
April to September of 1963.407 Energized by the fact that the second edition of J’ai Aimé 
Une Fille was “going just as fast and reaching into all parts of French-speaking West 
Africa,” Walter continued worked on the sequel, which he decided to call I Love a Young 
Man.408 Ingrid tried to write three pages of her book each day, though this was difficult 
with the five children to care for.409  
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In September of 1963, Walter went to Germany to find an apartment for the 
family, to enroll their oldest son in school, and to begin his own studies at the University 
of Heidelberg.410 Six months later, in March of 1964, the rest of the family joined Walter 
and Danny in Germany.411 It was an exciting time for the Trobisches. Both Ingrid and 
Walter had a book in print.412 Their family was together again, settled for the time being 
in a four room apartment in Mannheim.413 And demands for the translation rights to J’ai 
Aimé Une Fille continued to pour in. 
 
Interlude: Translations of J’ai Aimé Une Fille 
Between 1962 and 1973, J’ai Aimé Une Fille was translated into seventy 
languages and one million copies of the book were printed.414 The French edition of the 
text, first published in 1962 by a friend of Walter’s, went through several printings.415 In 
the first two years, thirty thousand copies of the book were sold in French Cameroon 
alone.416 The United Society for Christian Literature and Lutterworth Press published J’ai 
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Aimé Une Fille for English-speaking Africans in 1963. In 1965, Ingrid wrote a summary 
of the translations of J’ai Aimé Une Fille. She noted that at that time both the English and 
French editions were “in their fourth printing,” suggesting that demand for the text was 
continuing to surpass supply.417 By 1969, Lutterworth Press had made sixteen printings of 
the text for English-speaking Africans.418  
Many of the earliest translations of J’ai Aimé Une Fille were into various African 
languages. In her summary of the translations of J’ai Aimé Une Fille, Ingrid listed the 
following African translations, occasionally noting the number of copies that had been 
printed: 
Swahili (25,000), Luganda (5000), Runyankore (3000), Sessouto (5000), Shona 
(5000), Zulu (?), Bulu (Cameroun), Bassa (Cameroun), Lingala (Congo), 
Chinvania (S. Rhodesia). A Burakeye translation has been printed in serial form 
in Burundi and the same is true of Yoruba where it was printed in the “Yoruba 
Challenge” in Nigeria. Both of these will be printed in a booklet form at a later 
date.419 
 
Several other African translations were in the process of being published in 1965. Among 
these were: 
Xhosa in South Africa. . . Tvi (Northern Nigeria), Silozi (Zambia), Sechwana (N. 
Rhodesia), Nyanja, Tonga, Bemba, Gbaya (Cameroun), Kihaya (Bukoga area of 
Tanzania), Lokele (Congo), Losi (N. Rhodesia), Sepidi (N. Sotho), Congo-
Swahili (Congo), Malagasy (Madagascar), Afrikaans (South-West Africa), [and] 
Amharic (Ethiopia).420 
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The translation of J’ai Aimé Une Fille into these African languages came about in 
a variety of ways. Sometimes Christian publishing companies and missionary societies 
discovered the text independent of the Trobisches’ initiation and contacted the Trobisches 
for permission to translate the text. Sometimes the Trobisches asked friends and 
acquaintances within the missionary community to help with the translation and 
production of the text. The Gbaya translation was made by Rev. Paul Darman, a man the 
Trobisches had known throughout their years in Cameroon.421 Darman had come to live 
in Tcholliré in 1954 and had studied French, Old and New Testament, exegesis, 
hermeneutics, and homiletics with the Trobisches. He and André Garba, who had also 
come to Tcholliré in 1954, became the first African pastors in the Sudan Mission.422 The 
Luganda and Runyankore translations were made by Rev. John Poulton, a missionary in 
Uganda.423 Given that both Rev. Poulton and Walter published articles in the 
International Review of Missions during the early 1960s, it is likely that Walter knew of 
Poulton and asked him to make the translations for Uganda.424  
Walter used the missionary infrastructure in Africa to get his book on the shelves 
of Christian bookstores and into the hands of young readers. For example, when Elsie 
                                                                                                                                                 
Multimedia Publications in 1981, a Swahili edition called Nilimpenda msichana: barua za siri (Dodoma, 
Central Tanganyika Press, 1964), a Tswana edition translated by S. R. Mothupi called Ke ne ka rata 
kgarejwana (Rustenburg [South Africa]: Hermannsburg Mission Book Depot, 1966), and a Burundi 
translation called Twabengukanye n' umukobga: ivyete vy' akabanga (Gitega, Burundi: Centre 
Evangélique), 1969.  
 421 “Contracts granted – books received,” Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
422 See p. 43 of this dissertation. 
 423 “Contracts granted – books received,” Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
 424 John Poulton, "Like Father, Like Son: Some Reflections on the Church of Uganda," 
International Review of Missions 50, no. 199 (1961), Walter Trobisch, "La Mariage En Afrique Noire," 
International Review of Mission 51, no. 204 (1962), Walter Trobisch, "La Condition de L'africaine En 
Afrique Noire," International Review of Mission 51, no. 203 (1962). 
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Suh, an 18-year-old in English-speaking, West Cameroon wrote Walter requesting a copy 
of J’ai Aimé Une Fille in English, he took the opportunity to ask whether she would help 
him make the book more readily available in West Cameroon. Suh had presumably read a 
copy of the book owned either by a friend or by her school, Saker Baptist College in 
Victoria. Walter asked her to  
go to a Christian bookstore in Victoria or talk to your missionaries and those 
especially who are in charge of literature, and urge them to order that booklet in 
great quantities. They can get quite a reduction and then make even some profit 
on it. I sold already close to 30,000 booklets over there in French Cameroun, and I 
am very surprised that so far nobody actually has reacted in the English speaking 
side of Cameroun. Please, show your missionaries this letter, your literature 
secretaries may be African or European. See whether you find a Christian 
bookstore in Victoria, and tell them what this booklet meant to you, and urge 
them to make a bulk order.425 
 
Suh presumably complied with Walter’s request because a subsequent letter told him, 
“The book is now available in the Basel Mission Bookshop Victoria.”426  
What is most interesting about Walter’s J’ai Aimé Une Fille is that it found a 
readership far beyond Africa. According to Ingrid, six publishing houses requested rights 
to publish J’ai Aimé Une Fille in German. The Trobisches finally chose the press “who 
fought the hardest for it and whom we felt understood its inner message,” Vandenhoeck 
und Ruprecht.427 Ruprecht had sent a copy of the book to his daughter, “a librarian in 
Hamburg, in her late twenties, very cynical and critical. He [Ruprecht] made no judgment 
of the manuscript until he had tried it out on his daughter whose reaction of praise and 
                                                 
 425 Elsie Suh to Walter Trobisch, 25 June 1964, Box 15, Folder S, Walter Trobisch Collection, 
ELCA Archives. 
 426 This message is scribbled at the bottom of a letter from Dot Dolly Kofo Anjolin to Walter 
Trobisch, no date, filed with Elsie Suh, Box 15, Folder S, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives. The 
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acclaim even surprised him.”428 It seems that Ruprecht’s daughter was not the only 
German to embrace the book, for Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht sold 17,000 copies of Ich 
liebte ein Mädchen in two months and immediately rushed through “a second printing of 
20,000 paper-backs.”429 By 1966, the Trobisches could proudly write in their newsletter 
that “160,000 have been printed to date in Germany, putting it at the head of the list as far 
as religious paper-backs are concerned.”430 Between 1964 and 1968, there were nine 
printings of the text.431 By 1969 there were 300,000 copies of the book in Germany.432  
In her summary of the various editions of the text in 1965, Ingrid wrote about the 
positive response in Germany: 
It has been reviewed widely and received favorably by critics here. One youth 
group in Stuttgart ordered 3000 copies for distribution among their members and 
in their youth rallies, for as their leader expressed it: “It contains everything that 
the youth should know on this subject.” B. Martin in the “Neue Schau” concluded 
his very warm review with the following sentences: “This book came to my desk 
with the remark, ‘translated into 33 languages.’ However I wish that it would 
soon be published in a hundred and would be accepted and used by millions of 
people.”433 
 
German author Ruth Heil read the book when she was a teenager in the 1960s. “It was the 
first book in all the Christian bookstores around, which talked very clearly in a wonderful 
way about the thinking of man and woman,” she remembers.434 Walter argued that part of 
being a man was learning how to control sexual urges: “If you want to prove that you are 
                                                 
 428 Ibid. 
 429 List of all the editions of J’ai Aimé Une Fille either published or in progress, Box 12, 
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 430 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to Dear Ones, 10 May 1966, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
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a man—not merely a male animal—then, as in driving a car, you must learn first of all 
how to use the brakes and the steering wheel. The gas pedal is easy enough to 
manipulate. The brakes are something else. Not to let go, but rather to control is the sign 
of true manhood.”435 He talked about how part of being a woman was being unable to 
separate sex from emotional connection: “A girl cannot separate the sensations of her 
body from her heart and soul as a young man may do. Emotionally, she is moved much 
more deeply, and the impression of the first man to whom she has given herself will 
remain with her.”436 Heil and other young people like her found the book immanently 
helpful as they contemplated their own sexual feelings and choices. According to Heil, 
“The Trobisches were for sure the first people in Germany doing marriage counselling.”  
The German edition of J’ai Aimé Une Fille led to the Danish, Norwegian, 
Hungarian, and Nabak (a language of Papua New Guinea) editions. Johannes Kaas 
translated the German text into Danish and it was published as Jeg Elskede en Pige in 
1965.437 The Norwegian edition, Jeg Elsket en Pike: En Brevveksling (Oslo: Aschehoug) 
came out in 1965 largely because of the support of Dr. Max Tau, a Jewish author and 
winner of the German Nobel prize.438 Tau managed one of Norway’s leading publishing 
houses, Aschehoug. After he read the text, he was so excited about it that he “practically 
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embraced Walter when he met him at the Frankfurt Book Fair.” Although Aschehoug 
rarely published religious texts,  
Dr. Tau said they would make an exception and contract for the book, because 
“with the debate on sexual ethics which is going on in Scandinavia, this story has 
a real contribution to make.” Dr. Tau’s wife, who is a scientist, wrote the criticism 
of the book herself urging Aschehoug to publish it. “It’s sound reasoning as well 
as literary value would appeal to the non-Christian as well as the Christian 
reader.”439 
 
Most editions of J’ai Aimé Une Fille were published by religious presses. With 
sexual norms being in such a state of flux and the church scrambling to make its stance 
on premarital chastity clear and convincing, religious presses jumped at the chance to 
publish a book that advocated a distinctly Christian view of love, sex, and marriage and 
that had already proved popular among young people in other contexts. It was thus a new 
and exciting experience for the Trobisches to have the secular press Aschehoug interested 
in their book. They could count on Christian editors to endorse their book, but they took 
special pride in the endorsement from Dr. Tau and his wife. It confirmed their belief in 
the missionary potential of marriage counseling. Mrs. Tau herself had pointed out that the 
“sound reasoning” and “literary value” of J’ai Aimé Une Fille appealed “to the non-
Christian as well as the Christian reader.”440 This conviction, perhaps first recognized by 
the Trobisches in their conversations with Aschehoug, later became central to their 
understanding of marriage counseling as “a door for the gospel” in Africa. For Walter, 
the Taus’ endorsement also validated his own conviction that J’ai Aimé Une Fille had a 
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high literary quality, which was just as important to its success as the thematic material 
he dealt with.  
The Hungarian edition of J’ai Aimé Une Fille, titled Szerettem egy Leányt: 
Bizalmas Levelezés, appeared in 1966. The first edition was published by Evangéliumi 
Iratmisszió.441 A later edition was published in 1982 by Evangéliumi Kiadó, a missionary 
press. The major administrative offices of Evangéliumi Kiadó were in West Germany at 
that point, so it is possible that one of Evangéliumi’s editors read the book in German and 
decided that it would be a good way to further the work of the mission in Hungary and 
other parts of Eastern Europe.442 Since missionaries were forbidden from entering 
Communist Hungary at that time, copies of the book were smuggled in, stored in peoples’ 
houses, and then passed on to people “who transported the books to churches and other 
intermediates.”443 Because of the Hungarian population spread throughout much of 
Eastern Europe, Szerettem egy Leányt was also distributed in Slovakia, Ukraine, 
Romania, Yugoslavia, and Croatia.444 According to Peter Vohmann and Robert 
Lemperger, current editors at Evangéliumi, Szerettem egy Leányt was popular in the 
1980s and continues to be to this day.445 The Evangéliumi Kiadó bookstore, one of the 
                                                 
 441 Walter Trobisch, Szerettem egy leányt bizalmas levelezés ([Stuttgart]:Evangéliumi Iratmisszió, 
1966) listed on WorldCat, accessed 6 August 2012. 
 442 Another possibility is that someone was aware of the Hungarian edition by Evangéliumi 
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few Christian bookstores in Hungary, carries the book, and many online bookstores do as 
well.446  
During the 1960s and ’70s, J’ai Aimé Une Fille appeared in every major 
European language. When she wrote her summary of the various editions of the text in 
1965, Ingrid noted, “Negotiations are in progress for the Finnish, Swedish, Danish and 
Dutch editions.”447 The Finnish edition, Rakastin Tyttöä, was published by Suomen 
Lähetysseura, the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission.448 The Swedish edition, Ung 
Kärlek I Africa, was published by Diakonistyrelsens Bokförlag, the Deaconess Board 
Publishing Company.449 J.B. Fabery de Jonge translated the text into Dutch, and it was 
published as Ik Had een Meisje Lief: Een Vertrouwelijke Briefwisseling (Wageningen: 
Zomer & Keuning) in 1966.450 An Italian edition of the book was prepared by Paideia.451 
And a Polish edition, Kochałem młoda dziewczyne, came out sometime around 1970.452  
 J’ai Aimé Une Fille was also translated into several Semitic languages during the 
1960s and ’70s. An Amharic translation was completed by Yemissrach Dimts Literature 
in Addis Ababa.453 A Hebrew edition, Ahavti na‘arah, was translated by A. Tavor and 
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came out in 1969.454 A Tigrinya edition, Ḥānti gwāl ʼāfqira, was produced by the 
Swedish Evangelical Mission and came out in 1967.455  
Joaquín García Carrasco translated J’ai Aimé Une Fille into Spanish and it was 
published as Yo Quise a una Chica: Correspondencia Confidencial (Salamanca: 
Sígueme).456 A Spanish edition for Latin America was published by River Plate Christian 
Literature Commission in Argentina. It appears that the Argentine edition was not at first 
readily available outside of Argentina, for several missionaries “working in other parts of 
Spanish speaking South America” wrote to the Trobisches to request permission to 
translate the text.457 The Trobisches “referred them all to the Argentine edition.”458 The 
text was translated into Portuguese in Brazil. Sometime before 1965, the Trobisches 
signed “an agreement for its publication . . . with the Unevangelized Fields Mission.”459 
The text was also translated into Portuguese in Mozambique, where the Trobisches made 
plans for it to be published by the Christian Council of Mozambique.460 
In the United States J’ai Aimé Une Fille was first published in serial form in HIS 
magazine (circulation 20,000), a publication of the campus ministry InterVarsity 
Christian Fellowship. According to HIS editor Paul Fromer, the magazine “received more 
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reader response from this series than from any material published in that year in HIS.”461 
Owing to this positive response, Harper & Row published the first combined edition of I 
Loved a Girl and its sequel I Loved a Young Man in 1965.462  
As in North America, it was common for J’ai Aimé Une Fille to first appear in 
serial form in a religious magazine and, if it was well-received, to be printed in book 
form. This was the case in Korea, where it was first published in New Life magazine 
sometime before 1965.463 It was then published in book form, first by the Korean 
Lutheran Mission and later by World of Life Press, the leading Christian publisher in 
Korea.464 The World of Life edition was translated into Korean by Yang Eun-soon, who 
“has been widely recognized in Korea as an iconic figure of family ministry and as one of 
the first authorities in this field.”465 Yang had an M.A. in Cross-Cultural Studies from 
Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California, so it is possible that she read the 
English edition of J’ai Aimé Une Fille while she was studying for her degree at Fuller. 
She went on to get a Ph.D. in Intercultural Education and Family Ministry from Biola 
University and to found HIS University in Corona, California with the mission of training 
Christian family life counselors.466 Other Korean translations of J’ai Aimé Une Fille were 
made in 1991 and 1996.467  
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In her summary of the various editions of the text in 1965, Ingrid described 
several other organizations that had expressed interest in publishing serial editions of the 
text. She wrote that the Christian and Missionary Alliance’s magazine, Bible Torch, had 
already printed a serial edition, and “an Italian student magazine” was in the process of 
doing so. In addition, she said that “serial rights have been granted for the African 
Challenge (Nigeria), Target (Kenya), Lengo (Swahili), [and] Christian Messenger 
(Ghana). . . Todays Teacher has also run it in serial form in Northern Nigeria as well as 
Champion in French speaking West Africa.”468 In South Africa, it was run in Immanuel, a 
publication of the Rhenish Mission, prior to being published by Bücherlager.469 
During the mid-1960s, the Trobisches received requests for Braille, Indonesian, 
Philippine, Telagu, and Oriya (another Indian language) translations of the text.470 The 
Indonesian edition was eventually produced by the Overseas Mission in Djakarta.471 A 
Hindi edition was prepared by Chotanagpur Christian Publishing House.472 An English 
edition was prepared for the Philippines by the Lutheran Church in the Philippines, and a 
Tagalog translation was made by Alberto Aquino and was published by the Lutheran 
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Literature Center in Manila.473 A Thai edition was prepared by Alliance Literature 
Department in Bangkok.474 In 1980 a translation was made for Fiji.475  
They Trobisches received two requests for translation into Chinese. The first 
came from Hong Kong.476 It is likely that this text was translated by D  a w  e i   L i u  and first 
appeared sometime between 1965 and 1972.477 The other request for translation into 
Chinese came from a missionary by the name of Anders B. Hanson. Hanson must have 
encountered the text in English because he wrote to the United Society for Christian 
Literature (USCL) in 1967, requesting “permission to do a Chinese edition of I Loved a 
Girl.”478 James Sutton at the USCL forwarded the request to the Trobisches.  
Working with the United Society for Christian Literature proved to be an 
especially effective way to increase translation and distribution of the text. The Society 
seems to have handled the negotiation for a number of the African and Asian translations, 
including Tonga, Santali, Gujerati, and Urdu.479 It is unclear whether the Society initiated 
these translations or whether individuals or publishing houses in various regions of Africa 
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and Asia contacted the Society to begin negotiations for translation, but the Society was 
clearly an important component of the global flow of the text.  
Walter told the story of how the text came to be translated into Japanese in a piece 
called “What Happened When I Wrote I Loved a Girl:” 
Once I had a phone call in Mannheim, Germany. I thought it was either an 
American or a British girl. “I’m Japanese,” she said. “May I see you?” 
She came to our home, put down her briefcase, and pulled out 200 pages 
in Japanese script. “Mr. Trobisch,” she said, “here is your book in Japanese. I 
have translated it.” 
One of her questions was that she didn’t have the word for love. She had 
studied six years in the United States so she wasn’t quite sure of her Japanese 
anymore. “We have different words for love in Japanese,” she said, “nature love, 
animal love, mother love, father love—it just doesn’t fit.” 
We went to the University of Heidelberg and asked if they could direct us 
to a Japanese couple. It was a funny situation. We rang the doorbell and I 
introduced myself as Pastor Trobisch and Miss So-and-So, and we would like to 
know what love is! But the ladies discussed this and they found the solution.480 
 
The Japanese translation was then published by the Lutheran Literature Society sometime 
around 1965.481  
 The Nabak translation came about because of the work of  E d m u n d and Grace  
 F  a b i a n, Wycliffe Bible translators in Papua New Guinea between 1969 and 1993  . The 
Fabians worked “in the Western Huon Peninsula, Morobe Province, Papua New Guinea,” 
where “approximately 12,000 people” spoke the Nabak language.482 Edmond was 
German and had read J’ai Aimé Une Fille in German.483 He and Grace decided that the 
book “would be very helpful for the Nabak people to have,” so they set about translating 
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it. With the help of Nabak-speaker Kondo Singgema, they translated the book from a 
Pidgin edition of the text that had been translated by John F. Sievert in 1972.484 This 
Pidgin edition was called Mi Laikim Wanpela Meri Na Mi Pren Long Em, which, 
according to Grace Fabian, can be translated as “I loved a woman and I was her 
friend.”485 After the Fabians and Singgema translated the text into Nabak, two other 
native-speakers, Kwebok Pepenu and Zumbek Molong, helped correct the translation, 
and it was then published as Nen imbi nembip nengat tiknan nâmti notn notn mpeyap by 
the Summer Institute of Linguistics in  U  k a r  u m p a ,   Papua New Guinea  in 1976.486    
 
Marriage Guidance Service for Africa  
In 1962, when Walter first wrote J’ai Aimé Une Fille, he had no idea that it would 
reach such a wide global audience. In 1964, when the Trobisches relocated to Mannheim, 
Germany, they were beginning to get a sense of a wider interest in the book, but their 
primary focus remained on Africa. They had come to Mannheim so Walter could spend 
some concentrated time studying African marriage. As he did so, a constant stream of 
letters from Africans who had seen his address on the back of J’ai Aimé Une Fille 
reminded him of the pressing nature of his work.487 In April of 1964 he told a friend that 
                                                 
 484 Walter Trobisch and John F Sievert, Mi Laikim Wanpela Meri Na Mi Pren Long Em (Madang, 
P.N.G.: Kristen Pres, 1972) is the only version of the Sievert translation listed in WorldCat, but the version 
referred to in the front matter of the Fabians’ translation was from 1974. WorldCat also lists a version of Mi 
Laikim Wanpela Meri Na Mi Pren Long Em published in Madang, Territory of Papua-New Guinea by 
Luther Press in 1967, likely the original version of the Pidgin translation. WorldCat accessed 6 August 
2012. 
 485 Grace Fabian, email to author, 30 July 2012. 
 486 This edition listed on WorldCat, accessed 6 August 2012. 
487 When Walter had made arrangements for the various African editions of J’ai Aimé Une Fille, 
he had included two addresses on the back cover of the book, one in Yaoundé, Cameroon and one in Kitwe, 
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he was receiving letters “from over 20 different countries.”488 He would later reflect that 
“Africans drew three conclusions from the book: (1) Walter Trobisch must be a man who 
reads letters; (2) he takes them seriously; (3) why couldn’t he answer me too?”489  
By 1965, Walter had received “more than one thousand letters.”490 Walter and a 
team of “four part-time secretaries” answered the letters.491 One of these secretaries, 
Hans-Joachim Heil, played a particularly important role in the work. As a theology 
student, proficient in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek, he functioned as a kind of 
“Melanchthon for Marin Luther.”492 That is to say, he helped Walter think through some 
of the theological questions he encountered in his work. Walter also trained him to 
answer the letters, eventually trusting Heil to write the letters and sign them with 
Walter’s name.493 At this point J’ai Aimé Une Fille had been published in English, 
German, and other European languages, so while Heil answered the letters from Africa, 
Walter answered the letters that came from Europe and America. Handing over the Africa 
correspondence also freed Walter to work on further books for the African context, to 
                                                                                                                                                 
Zambia. After he and Ingrid moved their family to Mannheim, Germany he arranged to have the letters 
forwarded to him there. Jean Banyolak, "Africa Needs Marriage Counsellors," All Africa Conference of 
Churches Bulletin, February 1965, 69. 
488 Walter Trobisch to John Beunde, 14 April 1964, Box 14, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA 
Archives. 
489 Trobisch, The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 725.  
490 Banyolak, "Africa Needs Marriage Counsellors," 67. 
491 Walter Trobisch to John Beunde, 14 April 1964.  
492 Ruth Heil, email to author, 21 March 2010.  
493 “Walter had trained me by some teaching sessions and by some sample letters he had written. 
So I knew what kind of problems occurred in the correspondence and how the proper answer should be. 
Only at the beginning Walter read through all the letters I wrote. After I had got some routine, he 
authorized me to sign letters in his name and to send them directly to the recipients. I kept one copy for my 
files and Walter got another copy for his files. So he could read what I had written. Now and then he had an 
idea what could have been mentioned too in a special case, and he let me know so I could do it in further 
correspondence.” Hans-Joachim Heil, email to author, 22 November 2011. 
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travel to speaking engagements, and to work on his degree at Heidelberg.494 Heil 
remembers feeling strange the first time he signed a letter in Walter’s name, but he 
ultimately believed that “since Walter had trained me and since he read and approved the 
copies I sent him, these were indeed ‘his’ letters.”495  
The Trobisches, Jean Banyolak (Walter’s former student who had come to Europe 
to study), and the various part-time secretaries who helped with the work named their 
project Marriage Guidance Service for Africa (MGSA).496 Walter and Banyolak were 
able to convince other Christian organizations that their letter-writing ministry was 
successful because they received grants from “the World Council of Churches, LWF 
Missions Department and “Bread for the World” of the German Churches.”497 In the 
spring of 1965, the Trobisches moved from Mannheim to the Lichtenberg, a region of the 
Austrian Alps. The father of a friend of Walter’s from his years serving in World War II 
had promised to give Walter land someday.498 Walter had contacted the friend’s father 
when he first returned to Germany. The man gave the Trobisches a beautiful plot of land 
with a breathtaking view of the Alps. The Trobisches erected a simple prefabricated 
home there among the homes of four farmers.499 This became the headquarters of MGSA, 
and the one salaried secretary for MGSA, Ruth Kamerzell, lived with them in their 
                                                 
494 Hans-Joachim Heil, email to author, 22 November 2011. 
495 Ibid. Heil ended up marrying Ruth Katzenmaier, the nursing student who lived with the 
Trobisches for a year in Mannheim. The Trobisches were the Heils’ counselors and role models. When they 
married, they dreamed of becoming missionaries in Cameroon, just as the Trobisches had been, but Hans-
Joachim got sick so they were unable to go. They did, however, later help the Trobisches with the work of 
Family Life Mission and, when Walter died, Hans-Joachim became the first president of FLM. Ruth Heil, 
email to author, 31 March 2010. 
496 Banyolak, "Africa Needs Marriage Counsellors," 69. 
497 Ibid. 
498 Sieglinde Danzer, interview by author, Minneapolis, MN, 18 August 2012. 
499 Walter to John Beunde, 7 June 1966, Box 14, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives.  
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home.500 During their first year in the Lichtenberg, Walter kept his office near the 
University of Heidelberg, where he was studying for his doctorate and writing a 
dissertation on African marriage.501 But being separated from his family was “not good 
either for our marriage or for marriage guidance work.”502 Thus in the spring of 1966, 
Walter built a little office for himself over the barn on the property next to their home in 
the Lichtenberg.503  
Soon after the Trobisches moved into their home on the Lichtenberg, they began 
inviting people out to visit them there. On one occasion, a young Austrian named 
Sieglinde Danzer visited with a group of young people from her church. As soon as 
Walter discovered that Sieglinde was a secretary and was fluent in English, he inquired 
whether she would be interested in helping him with the MGSA correspondence. 
Intrigued, Sieglinde agreed and began coming to the Lichtenberg periodically on 
weekends to type the correspondence to English-speaking counselees. Walter recorded 
his responses in advance, using a Dictaphone. When Sieglinde arrived, she typed up the 
responses, addressed each letter, and gave them back to Walter to sign. As the volume of 
correspondence grew, she developed an elaborate system of filing to keep track of the 
                                                 
500 Walter’s mother, Mutti, also lived with them until her death in 1967. “The Lichtenberg-Ten” to 
“Dear Ones,” 10 May 1966, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. The Trobisches also usually had someone living with 
them as “Haustochter and Kinderschwester” (house daughter and nanny). In Mannheim, nursing student 
Ruth Katzenmaier had been this person (Ruth Heil, email to author, 31 March 2010). In 1966, Barbara 
Koch was this person (“The Lichtenberg-Ten” to “Dear Ones,” 10 May 1966, Ingrid Trobisch Papers). In 
1969, Heidrun, a German voice student, was this person. Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, November 
1969, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
501 He did not end up finishing his thesis. He was not satisfied with the program at Heidelberg. 
Ingrid Trobisch to Mother, 28 November 1965, Ingrid Trobisch Papers, David Trobisch, interview by 
author, Springfield, MO, 4 September 2010. 
502 Ingrid Trobisch to Walter Trobisch, 13 February 1966, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
503 “The Lichtenberg-Ten” to “Dear Ones,” 10 May 1966, Ingrid Trobisch Papers, Sieglinde 
Danzer, interview by author, Minneapolis, MN, 18 August 2012. 
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counselees, many of whom would write several times in order to converse about the 
various issues they were facing.504 
From the founding of MGSA in 1965 until Walter’s sudden death in 1979, the 
Trobisches and the various others who were involved in MGSA and its successor, Family 
Life Mission, carried on a significant marriage counseling correspondence ministry with 
Africans. When they began the work of MGSA in 1965, Walter had received one 
thousand letters from twenty African countries.505 In 1971 Ingrid told a friend that they 
had “received about 7000 letters from 32 different African countries.”506 In 1973 they had 
received 9,000 letters, and in 1974 the Trobisches told a Minneapolis newspaper that they 
had received 10,000 letters.507 While some of these letters came from people who had met 
the Trobisches in person, most of them came from people who had read J’ai Aimé Une 
Fille and had decided to write to Walter about personal problems of their own.  
 
The Appeal of J’ai Aimé Une Fille Among Young People in Post-Independence 
Africa 
The Africans who picked up J’ai Aimé Une Fille and gave it to their friends were, 
for the most part, young, urban, and educated. They had witnessed enormous change in 
                                                 
504 Sieglinde Danzer, interview by author, Minneapolis, MN, 18 August 2012. Sieglinde left her 
lucrative job with the Chrysler Corporation in the cosmopolitan city of Salzburg and moved to the 
basement of the Trobisches’ prefabricated house in the Lichtenberg in 1969. There she lived and worked as 
a secretary for MGSA until she married an Ethiopian friend of the Trobisches, Getahun Teklemariam 
Getahun, in 1973. Walter officiated at the Getahun’s wedding.  
505 Banyolak, "Africa Needs Marriage Counsellors," 67.  
506 Ingrid Trobisch to Mrs. Johnson, 25 August 1971, Box 19, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA 
Archives. Walter saved most of the letters he received. He and his secretaries saved carbon copies of the 
responses they wrote. They kept files on each sender, which they could refer to if the sender wrote again. 
Some files contained a string of correspondence that took place over several years. 




the course of their lifetime. Many of them were born in rural villages to polygamous 
parents. As little girls, they helped their mothers pound millet for the evening meal. As 
little boys, they went on hunting trips with their fathers, and some attended the village 
school. They underwent the traditional coming-of-age rituals. But as they grew older, 
they began to feel the lure of the city. Some of them went looking for work, others for 
education, others for adventure.508 Once there, some of them did find work, education, 
and adventure, but others found only unemployment, loneliness, and poverty. All of them 
experienced a dizzying sense of alienation from parents and kin. They found themselves 
caught between an old world and a new world, neither of which they could fully 
inhabit.509 
Urbanization in Africa occurred rapidly. “Between 1950 and 1985, the urban 
population in Africa increased from 20 million to 127 million, and by 2005, about 34 
percent of Africans lived in cities.”510 Africans had to adapt to modern, industrial life in a 
single generation.511 Those who were born in the 1940s and went to the cities in the 1960s 
                                                 
508 Not all left home because they wanted to. Some of them went because they were “forced 
directly or indirectly to go and work in gold mines, industry, [and] Europeans [sic] farms and houses 
(Mbiti, African Religions, 219). Often, a family had money for only one child’s education, so they selected 
their most promising son and sent him to school in the city. Other times, a missionary helped to fund a 
promising student. In either case, the child who was sent for education attained an elite status, which eluded 
his/her siblings (P.C. Lloyd, “Introduction” in The New Elites of Tropical Africa, ed. P.C. Lloyd (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1966), 28). Several African novelists have vividly narrated this history of urban 
migration, education, and interactions between elite, educated Africans and their families. See Camara 
Laye, The Dark Child (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1954), Tsitsi Dangarembga, Nervous 
Condition (Banbury: Ayebia Clarke, 2004). For a thorough description of the reasons young people left for 
the city, see the first chapter of B. A. Pauw, The Second Generation: A Study of the Family among 
Urbanized Bantu in East London (Cape Town: Oxford University Press, 1963).  
509 Welbourn and Ogot, A Place to Feel at Home, 129.  
510 Oheneba-Sakyi and Takyi, "Introduction to the Study of African Families: A Framework for 
Analysis," 15. 
511 The rapid speed of industrialization in Africa was a result of the European colonization of 
Africa during the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. Rather than arising organically out of the 
innovations of Africa’s own people, industrialization was forced on Africa by outsiders. Eager to make 
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found themselves in a completely different world from that of their parents. Whereas 
traditional African society was marked by “corporate existence,” urban life was marked 
by individualism. 512 Whereas in traditional society, the elders of the community 
essentially controlled the community’s economy, the modern, free-market economy 
encouraged young people to obtain a job without the aid of their family.513 In traditional 
African culture, young people were constantly surrounded by kin who would provide for 
them, protect them, and simply enjoy life with them. They could count on family 
members to defend them or bail them out when they got into trouble. Siblings were 
readily present who could run an errand for them or investigate a potential spouse’s 
family. In the city, young people had none of these benefits of corporate life. Mbiti 
argued in 1970 that this separation from the corporate life of traditional African society 
caused young people to “float in life like a cloud.”514 
Young people in urban Africa faced numerous social situations for which they 
were unprepared. Social norms they had grown up with in the village did not seem to 
apply in the city, and parents and elders could offer little by way of advice.515 As young 
people abandoned traditional ethics, they increasingly found themselves alienated from 
their parents. And their parents were often frustrated with the children for failing to 
uphold traditional values and customs. The entire family system was in jeopardy. “The 
                                                                                                                                                 
their colonies profitable, Europeans quickly erected plantations, mines, and factories throughout Africa. 
“By various devices, especially the head tax, young men were either persuaded or forced to leave their 
villages” in order to work in these industries. New urban centers then sprung up around these industries. 
Goode, World Revolution and Family Patterns, 171. 
512Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy, 225, Mba and Bangha, "Reflections on the Changing 
Family System in Cameroon," 184-85. 
513 Goode, World Revolution and Family Patterns, 171. 
514 Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy, 219. 
515 Ibid., 224.  
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extended family is currently at the receiving end of unbridled and consistent social and 
economic changes that weaken it and threaten its continued existence.”516 Chuks J. Mba, 
Deputy Director of the United Nations Regional Institute for Population Studies, made 
this statement in 2006, but it could equally have been made in the 1960s.517  
 
An Offer of Guidance 
Urbanization and the consequent alienation of young people from traditional 
sources of authority formed the context for the enthusiastic response of African young 
people to J’ai Aimé Une Fille. When they read the text, they felt understood. Twenty-
one-year-old C. Tanmi of Cameroon told Walter, “The whole book seems to be dealing 
with my personal difficulties.”518 A. Mitchell from Liberia wrote to Walter after reading 
J’ai Aimé Une Fille, “Please have this in mind dear Pastor, don't think that the advice you 
and your wife give to François and Cecile were just for the both of them. I can say this I 
was really in need of those advices.”519   
Many readers of J’ai Aimé Une Fille wrote to Walter not only to express thanks 
but also to express the desire to confess. “By reading your book 'I love a young man' and 
                                                 
516 Mba and Bangha, "Reflections on the Changing Family System in Cameroon," 180. 
517 To be clear, it was not always the case that urbanization caused the deterioration of kinship ties. 
A study conducted in Cameroon by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development in 1973 
found that extended family households were still very common in urban settings, likely because they 
facilitated childcare for working parents and provided housing for newly-migrated relatives. However, this 
study also found that “respondents felt that their children differed from them (in material life style, values, 
and other ways besides education), and that this was often a source of conflict between the generations.” 
Winifred Weekes-Vagliani, Family Life and Structure in Southern Cameroon (Paris: Development Centre 
of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1976), 28, 37.  
518 C. Tanmi to Walter Trobisch, June 1965, Box 15, Folder T, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA 
Archives. 
519 A. Mitchell to Walter Trobisch, 15 August 1966, Box 15, Folder M, Walter Trobisch 
Collection, ELCA Archives. 
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starting on 'I loved a girl,' I am convinced that you are the person whom I so long longed 
to confess to,” wrote E. Prince.520 “I am writing to you with a heavy and anguished heart. 
I am writing to you because I hope you would understand, because I cannot keep it to 
myself any longer and I cannot trust anybody with it; because it is too shameful,” wrote 
R. Lomotey of Ghana.521 “I am perplexed and don't know what to do. I need your help,” 
wrote another Ghanaian woman.522 “I've been long burning with problems, not knowing 
to whom will I find advice. But God has heard my call and has brought you to my 
rescue,” wrote G. Mashaba of South Africa.523 
Walter did not belittle his counselees or the readers of his book by suggesting that 
there were easy answers to their problems. On the contrary, J’ai Aimé Une Fille ended 
with François’s despairing words, “I do not expect an answer, for there is none.” Even 
when Walter wrote the sequel to J’ai Aimé Une Fille, the book ended in tragedy. In the 
story, Cecile’s father accepts the bride-price from another suitor.524 Since François and 
Cecile have not yet accumulated the money for the bride-price, they choose to elope so 
that Cecile will not be forced to marry the other suitor. The story ends with Cecile being 
sick in bed, having “caught a bad cold the night we ran away.”525 François and Cecile 
cannot find a way to balance their desire to marry for love and their desire to honor kin. 
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They have to choose one ideal over the other. This kind of bittersweet ending validated 
the emotions many young Africans felt about the relational problems in their own lives.  
J’ai Aimé Une Fille did not simplify the problems of modern Africa because 
Walter had lived in modern Africa and knew the problems could not be simplified. His 
colleague, William Reyburn, wrote that Walter helped other missionaries “to see the 
deeper aspects of African social customs.”526 Rather than simply opposing polygamy and 
the bride-price like many other missionaries did, Walter took the time to investigate the 
reasons behind these cultural practices. He believed that he could only offer guidance 
after he had fully immersed himself in the issues that individuals faced. Walter used the 
image of swimming to describe his approach: 
The work of the counsellor can be compared best of all with swimming. The time 
is past when a counsellor could stand on a solid hilltop and give prefabricated 
rules and commandments to the counsellee. The counselor has to descend from 
the hilltop and go into the water. Counsellor and counsellee have to swim 
together.527  
 
In some ways Walter failed to live up to his own ideal of counseling. Although he 
was eager to engage his students in conversation about sexual issues, once he formed his 
opinion about what was best for someone he usually behaved just like the missionaries he 
criticized, who “stood on the hilltop” and shouted their rules at those in the water. For 
example, his student Pierre Oko Mengue did not appreciate how fiercely Walter opposed 
the bride-price. Mengue “pointed out to him with great courtesy that it was not good to 
                                                 
526 Reyburn, "My Pilgrimage in Mission," 118-19. 
527 Walter Trobisch, "Congregational Responsibility for the Christian Individual," in Addis Ababa: 
A Record of the Third All-Africa Lutheran Conference, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Oct. 12-21, 1965, ed. 
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condemn something that characterizes a people without having studied it well.”528 No 
doubt Walter responded that he had studied it well and he still did not like it. Walter was, 
of course, not alone in his dislike of the bride-price. Mbia, one of Mengue’s fellow 
students at Libamba, wrote his play Trois Prétendants in order to expose the injustices of 
the bride-price system in modern Africa. Still, it appears that on several occasions Walter 
crossed the boundary between offering advice and imposing his views on his African 
students. In the years to come, Walter would increasingly cross that boundary and his 
offer of guidance would become more paternalistic and imperialistic.529 
Interestingly, the letters Walter received from those who read J’ai Aimé Une Fille 
give no sense that the readers found the book to be condescending or its advocacy of 
western sexual ethics to be imperialistic. On the contrary, the readers of the book 
welcomed it because they felt that Walter understood the issues young Africans faced, 
and they appreciated his willingness to give them more than “prefabricated rules and 
commandments.” The readers of J’ai Aimé Une Fille could discern the authenticity of its 
characters. This was no moralistic text written for them by a naïve missionary. This was a 
correspondence between a frustrated young man and his pastor, based on the numerous 
conversations Walter had had with students at Libamba.  
The extent to which both Walter and Ingrid Trobisch wanted to understand 
African culture was rare among missionaries of the period. According to Annie Reyburn, 
the daughter of Walter’s colleague, William Reyburn: 
                                                 
528 Translated from the French: “Je lui faisais remarquer avec beaucoup de courtoisie qu’il n’était 
pas bon de condamner quelque chose qui caractérise un people sans l’avoir bien étudié.” Pierre Oko 
Mengue, email to author, 8 December 2012. 
529 See pp. 248-58 of this dissertation.  
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What was (and sadly today still IS) the common approach by Christian 
missionaries was one which did not acknowledge culture and had little sensitivity. 
The work of a handful - like the Trobisches - was quite different. . . . The 
Trobisches were accepting of the African culture and concerned with the main 
tenet of Christianity - love. Their message and behaviour was like a breath of 
fresh air. The African KNEW he/she could knock on their door, as it were.”530 
 
A bishop of the Lutheran Church in Liberia would later write of Walter, “He is one of the 
few non-Africans who can communicate and have a dialog with the African.”531 A doctor 
in Congo expressed the same sentiment: “As a physician I see numerous cases where 
your books have been useful. I have tried to distribute and to recommend these booklets 
to several young people and the response has been invariably one of great interest and 
sometimes astonishment that a European could understand so well the basic problems of 
growing up in African society.”532 Walter’s children would later point out that many who 
read his book simply assumed he was African.533  
 
Premarital Chastity 
One of the issues that arose frequently in the letters Walter received was the 
question of how to express sexual feelings prior to marriage. Pauw has argued that 
traditionally “a woman’s procreative powers were ‘fenced in’ by marriage to guard the 
rights of the patrilineal kinship group.”534 However, the process of urbanization and the 
separation of young people from the ethical norms that governed rural life led to an 
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increase in premarital sex and, consequently, an increase in the rate of illegitimate 
births.535 Walter believed that many young Africans were not content with the new sexual 
norms in modern African society. In J’ai Aimé Une Fille, he advocated the Christian 
ethic of premarital chastity and argued that this ethic could lead to a more satisfying life. 
That some African women, at least, were not content with the new sexual norms 
in modern Africa is evidenced by the conversations that took place at a series of seminars 
organized by the World Federation of Catholic Young Women and Girls (WFCYWG) in 
East and Central Africa in the early 1960s. The topic of the seminars was “women in 
modern Africa,” and the report of these seminars contains several personal accounts from 
women attuned to the problem of sexual ethics in modern Africa. The report states, 
“Dancing and drinking were quoted in all groups as being a source of great danger to 
girls, leading to immorality. Beer halls were unanimously condemned.”536 One woman 
gave a detailed description of the beer hall phenomenon:  
In town here the environment is a big obstacle for us. We are not obliged to 
follow immorality, but it is so big that a lot of us are attracted to it and for that 
reason we think it is better to marry the first man who presents himself because he 
will help us not to go with other men, there are so many around us. The greatest 
danger is the beerhall, where girls get drunk and become pregnant.537  
 
The letters Walter received from people who had read J’ai Aimé Une Fille offered 
further confirmation that many young people were disillusioned with the sexual practices 
in modern Africa and were interested in pursuing a stricter ethical code. Fourteen-year-
old E. Mudido wanted to know whether Christians were allowed to kiss. “Here in 
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Uganda, older Christians say that kissing is one of the sins,” she wrote. But Mudido had 
noticed that in Walter’s J’ai Aimé Une Fille, “François and Cecile expressed their love by 
kissing.”538 Who, she wondered, was right. M. Chulu of Zambia had the same question: 
“Am I allowed to do kissing with my boyfriend or not? I have asked this because I know 
that perhaps if I do it, it may lead to sexual desire for the boy but not for me.”539  
E. Prince wrote an anguished letter about masturbation. Completely unaware that 
other people struggled with masturbation and that there was even a word to describe it, 
she asked Walter for moral clarity: “Although a doctor may prove that I am a virgin and 
although I had no intercourse yet, I am not certain if God looks upon me as a virgin.”540 
Prince told Walter that people in her community saw her as a “good example” to her 
peers and praised her for being chaste. However, “Although I did not commit the deed 
[sex], I am really just the same as those girls to whom it is natural to allow men to do 
what they like.”541 Prince felt she did not deserve the respect of her peers and elders 
because no one knew how much she depended on self-stimulation for sexual satisfaction. 
She seems to have believed that if her community knew about her habit, they would 
consider it sinful. She thus told Trobisch, “I so much want to be redeemed of this habit. I 
feel so very very guilty.”542  
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E. Suh, an eighteen-year-old from Cameroon, also wrote to Walter about her 
strong sexual temptations. She then thanked him for the advice he offered in J’ai Aimé 
Une Fille on how to stay chaste.543 A. Mitchell thanked Walter for coming down hard on 
the African idea that young men should prove their sexual virility before marriage, lest 
they be considered a “dishcloth.” She wrote, “What happened to François is the same 
things that go around here but instead of calling the boy a dishcloth they call him a 
boyscout.”544  
When R. Lomotey wrote to Walter, she was in a state of despair about the fact 
that she had lost her virginity. “The harm that can never be repaired is done already,” she 
wrote.545 Lomotey went on to describe how she had met a man at the home of her uncle 
and aunt. She liked the man and accepted his invitation to “be his friend,” even though 
she already had a boyfriend.546 When she went to visit him at his house, however, the 
man raped her. She told Walter, “I hate him as I have not hated anybody before. When I 
think that I am no more a virgin, I feel like committing suicide.”547 In fact, several of the 
young women who wrote to Walter mentioned that they had contemplated suicide.548  
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When Walter replied to Lomotey, he offered little by way of recognition that 
Lomotey had been wronged. He said only, “The one who raped you is guilty. The Lord 
will deal with him.” 549 The majority of Walter’s letter aimed at urging Lomotey to 
confess whatever guilt was hers. “You know very well what it means when a man invites 
you to his house. Never run again into a trap like that,” Walter told her.550 Indeed, it does 
appear that Lomotey felt she owned some of the guilt for what happened, for when she 
first wrote to Walter she said, “I know I have been a fool. Oh! fool that I was that 
night.”551 For that reason, despite Walter’s disturbing lack of empathy for Lomotey as a 
rape victim, his invitation to confess sin may have actually helped Lomotey to process 
and move on from her rape experience. In her letter, Lomotey told Walter that she was so 
preoccupied by her lost virginity that study and sleep were difficult. Perhaps being able to 
confess the little guilt that she had in the rape experience helped her to regain a sense of 
control over her life. 
Perhaps, too, the redefinition of virginity that Walter offered Lomotey in his letter 
helped her to regain a sense of her own self. Walter told her: 
Virginity is not a physical virtue only, it is much more a matter of the 
heart. There are girls, who still have their hymen, but in their heart, I 
would say, they are not virgins any more. There are others, who have no 
hymen anymore, but still in their heart, they are virgins. From your letter, I 
have the impression that you belong to the latter kind of girls.552 
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In this redefinition of virginity, Walter communicated the virtue at the heart of the 
Christian commitment to premarital chastity, namely a sense of dignity and self-respect. 
Because there are no further letters from Lomotey in the archives, we do not know 
whether Walter’s letter did in fact help restore Lomotey’s sense of dignity and self-
respect or help her deal with the trauma of rape.  
However, testimonies from women who attended the WFCYWG seminars around 
the same time do attest to the impact of Christian teaching on women’s sense of dignity 
and self-respect. When the WFCYWG seminar planners sent out a survey to ask 
participants what issues they struggled with most in the modern world, many of the 
participants mentioned women’s “inferior status and lack of self respect.” 553 During the 
seminars, these issues were discussed at great length and with great interest. According to 
the moderator, “Neither wife nor husband has any conception of the dignity of woman, or 
her rights as a human person equal in importance to men. Indeed these ideas were new to 
many members of all the seminars.”554 For women at the WFCYWG seminars, part of the 
appeal of Christianity was that it proclaimed an attractive message about women’s self-
respect, dignity, and equality with men. In a similar way, the message about self-respect 
that Walter wove throughout J’ai Aimé Une Fille likely struck a chord with the women 
and men who read it.  
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Spouse Self-Selection and Marrying for Love 
As Walter had discovered while teaching at Libamba, another message of J’ai 
Aimé Une Fille that struck a chord with those who read it was its advocacy of spouse 
self-selection. In traditional African culture, a person would marry the spouse whom the 
family had carefully selected. Interaction with a potential spouse was strictly monitored 
by custom and family oversight. This was not the case in the city, since most young 
people in the city did not live within the shelter of family communes. A young man in the 
city did not have a mother in the hut next door, who would come and check on him to 
make sure he was behaving himself.555 A young man in the city might work beside, live 
next to, or attend class with a woman who struck his fancy. He might casually get to 
know her, invite her over to his place, have sexual relations with her, and decide to marry 
her, all without his parents’ consent. Numerous studies from the mid twentieth century 
noted the increasing numbers of young people arranging their own marriages.556  
The desire to choose one’s own spouse was a result not only of the conditions of 
urban life but also of a western education, which emphasized individualism. According to 
Mba, “The acquisition of modern education leads to changes in values and intellectual 
development across generations as younger people place greater emphasis on self-
fulfillment as individuals rather than on their responsibilities toward relatives.” 557 As 
increasing numbers of men and women gained access to education and encountered each 
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other in the school environment, it was natural for romantic relationships to develop. A 
study conducted in Cameroon in the early 1970s found that one-third of women under the 
age of thirty and almost one-third of men under the age of thirty spoke about the 
importance of love in male-female relationships. This was significant, considering the 
fact that only one-tenth of the women over the age of thirty spoke about the importance 
of love.558 
This growing interest in love as a basis for marriage was something that Walter 
had noticed while teaching at Libamba. His own description of love in J’ai Aimé Une 
Fille had appealed to his students, and it continued to appeal to those who later read the 
book. Walter stressed the difference between love and sex. In response to François’s 
comment that he “loved a girl,” Walter wrote the following:   
You did not love that girl; you went to bed with her—these are two completely 
different things. You had a sexual episode, but what love is, you did not 
experience. . . Let me try to tell you what it really should mean if a fellow says to 
a girl, ‘I love you.’ It means: ‘You, you, you. You alone. You shall reign in my 
heart. . . I will give everything for you and I will give up everything for you. . . I 
want to share with you my thoughts, my heart and my body—all that I possess. I 
want to listen to what you have to say. There is nothing I want to undertake 
without your blessing. I want to remain always at your side.559 
 
This definition of love resonated strongly with those who read it. It empowered readers to 
pursue or keep pursuing love as a basis for marriage. F. Tekele from Ethiopia told Walter 
that she had faced the same situation as the characters in J’ai Aimé Une Fille. “When I 
reached the age of nineteen I met my first love (my husband) we use to love and 
understand each other very deeply, we were very very much in love that we thought we 
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couldn't be apart from each other.”560 Because her parents did not approve of the 
marriage, the two eloped. “My parents didn't know about it, all the world was against us, 
but we were still happy and faithful to each other, because there was love between us, so 
every thing was bearable.” 
Walter believed that marriages based on love were essential for full human 
flourishing.561 Most of the young Africans who wrote to him wholeheartedly agreed.562 C. 
Tanmi of Cameroon wrote to Walter about how she was “in love with a class-mate” of 
hers, but was engaged to a man her parents had chosen for her.563 “When I was only 17 
my parents influence me to like a certain young man,” she wrote. “It was later decided 
that we should become married in future but sorry that I have not even a grain of love for 
this young man.” A. Suh of Cameroun told Walter that while her peers wanted “to marry 
either a rich man or a well educated man,” she wanted to marry George simply because 
she loved him and believed he was “the one God has chosen for me.”564  
Even if they had not experienced romantic love themselves, many young African 
women desired to do so and refused to acquiesce to marital arrangements that did not 
originate with romantic love. One of the issues that was “mentioned again and again” 
during the WFCYWG seminars in East and Central Africa in 1961 and 1962 was “the 
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lack of freedom of choice in marriage.”565 According to the moderator, the participants 
expressed “hope that from outside as well as from themselves there would be pressure for 
these things to be changed.” 566  
The experience of M. Bekele from Ethiopia, who carried on a lengthy 
correspondence with Walter in the 1960s, is illustrative of the widespread desire for 
freedom of choice in marriage. Seventeen-year-old Bekele met a thirty-five-year old man 
while she was visiting a relative. Her relative simply introduced her to the man, “nothing 
more.” However,  
the next day he sent me a letter saying that he wanted to marry me. Well, 
how could I say ok while I know that I have to finish high school and do 
something before I decide to marry. To his letter my answer was 'No'. But 
he sent elder men to my father. My father said "ok" and they fixed the date 
for the engagement. I just ignored their decision because at that time I was 
working. . . At last my father told me that they have fixed the date and I 
was going to be engaged to the man who even didn't date me once! I 
immediately sent a telegram to my brother who lives in Harar. He came to 
Addis the next day and asked me everything. What do you think my 
parents did? They just went mad! My father said that I have made him a 
liar and such things and mother seconded his idea. Anyway I was not to be 
moved. Before my brother left for Harar, he begged my mother and father 
to promise not to force me to be engaged or propose marriage.567  
 
Because of the intercession of Bekele’s brother, her parents did break off the 
engagement. Bekele’s letter shows how strongly young people of her generation and 
education opposed the traditional practice of parental spouse-selection and desired to be 
in control of their own decisions. That Walter strongly backed the sexual ethic of spouse 
self-selection contributed to the appeal of J’ai Aimé Une Fille. 
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The Role of Western Missionaries in Facilitating Social Change in Africa 
There is no doubt that Walter’s endorsement of spouse self-selection and other 
western, sexual ethics contributed to the appeal of J’ai Aimé Une Fille in Africa. What is 
less clear is the extent to which Walter, through his book and counseling correspondence 
ministry, may have actually contributed to the westernization of sexual ethics in mid-
twentieth-century Africa. Scholars have tended to take one of two positions on social 
change in Africa. They either blame modernization for destroying African culture or they 
blame African culture for being too weak to stand up to modernizing forces.568 Those 
who blame modernization for destroying African culture often describe missionaries as 
cultural imperialists.569 In an article about family life in South Africa, Sylvia Moena has 
argued, “The Christian gospel became a destructive agent used to propagate the 
expansion of capitalism or cultural imperialism.”570 John and Jean Comaroff have argued 
that missionaries were especially successful in enforcing their model of family because 
they were able to colonize consciousness: “The European colonization of Africa was 
often less a directly coercive conquest than a persuasive attempt to colonize 
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consciousness, to remake people by redefining the taken-for-granted surfaces of their 
everyday worlds.”571  
In some ways the preceding discussion about Walter Trobisch and his little book 
J’ai Aimé Une Fille confirms the image of the missionary as a “colonizer of 
consciousness.” Like most western missionaries, Walter favored the nuclear model of 
family over the African kinship model of family. He approved of spouse self-selection, 
and marrying for love and used what power and influence he had to enforce these sexual 
ethics on his students and the readers of his books. For example, he encouraged Pierre 
Oko Mengue to pursue his relationship with Jacqueline Dimodi, even as the couples’ 
parents opposed the match.572 Walter also constantly worked to extend his influence in 
Africa. For example, he got Elsie Suh to go to her local bookstore and request that the 
store “make a bulk order” of J’ai Aimé Une Fille.573 
However, there is also a sense in which the image of the missionary as a 
“colonizer of consciousness” obscures what was happening in mid-twentieth-century 
Africa. Africans during this period had to sort through their entire cultural heritage on 
one hand and the entire colonial heritage on the other. They had to figure out what to 
keep and what to jettison as they tried to make their way in modern, independent Africa. 
That they sought help in this process is no wonder. To call the help they received from 
missionaries “cultural imperialism” is to undermine the agency of the African.574 He/she 
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was surely competent enough to weigh the advice gleaned from missionaries against the 
advice gleaned from kin and classmate. Moreover, seeking advice about sex and marriage 
was an entrenched part of African culture, most often handled during the traditional 
coming-of-age rituals.575 Walter’s offer of counsel in this arena was therefore not in itself 
colonialist. His own interest in offering sexual and marital advice had grown out of talks 
with students at Libamba, students who were struggling to make sense of their sexuality 
in light of the shifts that were occurring in modern, African society. The order is 
significant. Walter did not begin with a message about sex for Africa, which he sought to 
impose on the people around him. First came his meetings with students, who presented 
him with their concerns, and second came his advice.  
It would be inaccurate to label Walter as a cultural imperialist, but it would also 
be inaccurate to go to the opposite extreme and say J’ai Aimé Une Fille had no effect on 
Africans who read it. The fact that people took the time to write to Walter after reading 
J’ai Aimé Une Fille demonstrates that the book did have an effect on them. Walter and 
Jean Banyolak claimed people wrote to them for three major reasons: (1) to thank Walter 
and to request additional literature, (2) to obtain forgiveness for something they regretted 
doing, or (3) to ask Walter’s advice.576 Walter and his team of secretaries responded with 
advice, forgiveness, and pamphlets.  
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It is impossible to measure exactly how people may have changed their behavior 
as a result of Walter’s advice.577 However, circumstantial evidence suggests that people 
did change as a result of reading J’ai Aimé Une Fille. His sons claim that on every trip 
they have made to Africa in the last thirty years, a customs agent, taxi driver, or hotel 
clerk tells them something along the lines of “I’d be dead from AIDS, if it weren’t for 
your father’s book.”578 Furthermore, the letters he received often offered testimonies of 
how people had changed their actions after reading J’ai Aimé Une Fille. For example, 
prior to reading J’ai Aimé Une Fille, H. S. Muhemebet of Ethiopia had been fairly 
enamored of one of her classmates, even though when the two of them were “alone he 
tries to induce me to have sexual relations with him.”579 Reading J’ai Aimé Une Fille, 
however, made Muhemebet reconsider her affection for the young man. In her letter, she 
asked Walter, “Do you think that this boy wanted my company in order to satisfy his 
need whenever it is convenient for him?” At the close of the letter she wrote, “After I 
read your book I decided not to keep company of any men who want to have a sexual 
relation with me.” Reading the letter, it is clear that Walter’s endorsement of premarital 
chastity in J’ai Aimé Une Fille had caused Muhemebet to gain a new sense of her own 
self-worth and to change her mind regarding the classmate. Thus it should be said that 
missionaries like Walter Trobisch did facilitate social change in Africa. 
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In order to obtain the fullest picture of social change in Africa, it is helpful to 
consider the reasons Africans themselves had for adopting the sexual ethics the 
Trobisches recommended (premarital chastity, monogamy, spouse self-selection, 
marrying for love, and cultivating marital intimacy and equality).580 It has already been 
argued that premarital chastity appealed to those young people who had grown frustrated 
with the lack of sexual morality among their peers or with their own disappointing 
experiences of sex in the modern world. It has also been argued that spouse self-selection 
and marrying for love made sense, given the increasing access of young people to 
education, the individualistic orientation of that education, the modern free-market 
economy, and living arrangements in the city. 
 
Monogamy, Marital Intimacy, and Equality 
There are other structural reasons for why many Africans in the mid-twentieth 
century began to adopt what was basically a western model of marriage. Firstly, as Mba 
has argued, “modernization renders living in extended family households . . . less 
essential and economically less viable and therefore facilitates the transition to conjugal 
or nuclear family living arrangements.581 In the village, large families provided more 
people to help with the daily tasks of grinding millet, fetching water, and tending the 
fields. But in the city, the daily tasks of running a household did not take as much time 
and household goods were more expensive. In addition, rent and school fees had to be 
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paid. Even if a man wanted to be polygamous, he would often find he could not 
financially support more than one wife.582 In the 1960s, when Walter published J’ai Aimé 
Une Fille, most Africans still lived in conjugal groupings, but young, urban Africans 
were increasingly opting for the nuclear family model.583 As Ingrid told reporters in 1965, 
“Polygamy is on the retreat, not because of the progress of Christian morality, but 
because of the progress of industrialization. It becomes a liability instead of an asset in 
today’s Africa to have more than one wife.”584  
Interestingly, a study conducted in Cameroon by the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) found that only “15 percent of the men [and] 
virtually none of the women” surveyed mentioned financial considerations as their 
primary reason for favoring monogamy over polygamy. In all, the survey found that 69 
percent of women and 56 percent of men opposed polygamy. 585 The opposition to 
polygamy was stronger among 14-20-year-olds, of whom eighty percent opposed 
polygamy.586 The most common reasons respondents gave for opposing polygamy were 
their Christian faith and their fear of conflict between co-wives. The third major reason 
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given for favoring monogamy over polygamy was “the search for the harmony and trust 
felt possible only between one man and woman.”587   
In traditional African culture, emotional intimacy was not the primary purpose of 
marriage, but increasingly young couples in Africa began to be interested in a marriage 
with more emotional intimacy, as well as a sense of equality. In 1961, Kenneth Little 
conducted a survey among college students in Freetown, Sierra Leone. He wrote, “What 
emerges from these data is that overall both Creole and non-Creole young men and 
women regard marriage as a companionate relationship. . .  marriage is to be a true union 
of husband and wife, as well as an economic partnership.588 In looking at the Bantu in 
New London, South Africa, Pauw found that the “de-segregation of conjugal roles” was 
most common among the educated, upper strata of society.589 In 1966, P.C. Lloyd looked 
broadly at all educated young couples across Africa and concluded, “Within the elite 
nuclear family the pattern of relationships between husband and wife tends towards one 
of shared roles, greater intimacy, and equality.”590 The letters sent to Walter during the 
1960s and ’70s also attest to the fact that most young Africans during this period found 
monogamy more attractive than polygamy because monogamy was more conducive to 
marital intimacy and equality. 
While young African couples intentionally pursued marital intimacy, many older 
Africans fell into it because of the conditions of urban life. The living arrangements in the 
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city facilitated more contact between spouses. In the village, a wife would have her own 
hut, which she would share with her children, while the husband would have a hut of his 
own. In the city, husbands and wives lived together. While this arrangement did not, in 
itself, cause an increased intimacy and equity between spouses, many of the people who 
wrote to Walter expressed problems that he believed an increase in marital intimacy and 
equity would help solve. Goode, who summarized changing family patterns in the 1960s, 
also observed that the increased isolation of spouses from extended kin networks led to 
increased intimacy. He wrote, “To the extent that husband and wife choose each other, 
without becoming involved in a full kin network, they are more dependent on one another 
for emotional satisfaction and their relationship becomes more important to each 
other.”591 And Pauw noted that among urban couples in South Africa, “consultation 
between husband and wife on matters of household economy, children’s education, and 
the performance of ritual are common.”592  
Walter went as far as to argue that an equal relationship between men and women 
in marriage would help the political independence movement:  
Man cannot be free as long as there is no free woman at his side. Political 
independence is not possible without independent and responsible couples. But 
there will be no independent couples as long as love is not the supporting 
foundation of marriage.593 
 
Walter’s argument seems rhetorical more than anything. And it is unlikely that Africans 
adopted a western model of engagement and marriage so as to facilitate their 
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independence movement. However, the fact that independence was underway and that 
young, urban Africans were poised to become the future leaders of their countries does 
have something to say about why these same individuals began marrying for love and 
treating their spouse as an equal. Educated, urban society was infused with the longing 
for and the language of political and economic freedom. It was natural for this longing to 
infiltrate the arena of personal relationships. And it was natural for young men and 
women to begin to use the language of rights to describe their personal relationships. For 
example, when several African women attended an international congress of Catholic 
women in October of 1957, “They insisted upon recognition of their equality with men as 
human persons, their equal dignity and their equal fundamental human rights . . . before, 
during, and after marriage.”594 In 1958, African women held congresses in Ibadan 
(Nigeria), Nkongsamba (Cameroon), and Lomé (Togo) and in each case “asked that the 
free consent of the spouses be made an obligatory condition for marriage.” 595 In addition, 
they sought “legal protection for monogamous marriage, establishment of the legal right 
of monogamous couples to acquire joint property and the right of their children to inherit 
this directly.”596  
In sum, many young, urban Africans decided to marry for love, to marry only one 
spouse, and to develop an intimate relationship with that spouse because these behaviors 
made the most sense in modern, independent Africa. Young people experienced life as 
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individuals in a way their ancestors had not. The structural conditions of modernization 
made polygamy more difficult and monogamy more desirable. The political movement 
for independence carried over into peoples’ personal lives. Factors like these made 
Africans in the middle of the twentieth century increasingly choose an urban, western 
model of marriage over a rural, African model. For some of them, Walter’s J’ai Aimé 
Une Fille served to stimulate, clarify or validate their choice. 
 
Conclusion 
During the mid-twentieth century many young Africans were wrestling with 
sexual and marital norms. Traditionally, young people received sexual guidance during 
their coming-of-age-rituals, but neither those rituals nor a modern education prepared 
them for the sexual and marital issues they faced in the modern world.597 The young 
Africans who read J’ai Aimé Une Fille found concrete advice for how to deal with the 
situations they faced. Many of them appreciated Walter’s theological defense of the 
conjugal model of family. It infused deeper meaning into the various changes that were 
already well underway in their society. Other readers of J’ai Aimé Une Fille were likely 
more interested in the material benefits of Christianity than in the meaning it could impart 
to life. Like the students at Libamba who viewed Christianity as a means to wealth, 
power, and prestige, these readers looked to J’ai Aimé Une Fille as a way to learn about 
how to access the world of western materialism.  
                                                 
597 Pauw, The Second Generation: A Study of the Family among Urbanized Bantu in East London, 
111-12, Mbiti, Love and Marriage in Africa, preface. 
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Whether they were idealists or pragmatists, the young Africans who were already 
appropriating the values of modern individualism and self-fulfillment found these values 
explained and defended in J’ai Aimé Une Fille. And those who were frustrated by the 
new ethical system that had developed in modern, urban Africa could find a critique of 
this system in J’ai Aimé Une Fille. The book did not simply advocate western values over 
traditional, African values. Many of Walter’s values—like his support of spouse self-
selection and the nuclear model of family—were closely tied to a western value system. 
However, some of his values—like his opposition to premarital sex—corresponded with 
African values.598 In those instances, J’ai Aimé Une Fille helped to retie some of the 
bonds that had been severed by the conditions of modern life. 
The Trobisches’ initial interest in marriage counseling had been piqued during 
their years in Tcholliré. It had grown as Walter had counseled students at Libamba. 
However, it was the instant success of J’ai Aimé Une Fille that really launched the 
Trobisches into marriage counseling as their primary ministry. In 1962, Walter wrote in 
his Curriculum Vitae that he was a marriage counselor, “although unofficially and in my 
                                                 
598 In traditional Cameroonian society, among the Akan of Ghana, and among the Nupe of West 
Africa all premarital sex was frowned upon (Mba, “The Changing Family System in Cameroon,” 186, Eric 
O. Ayisi, An Introduction to the Study of Africa Culture, 2nd ed. [London: Heinemann, 1979], 6, Lucy 
Mair, “African Marriage and Social Change” in Survey of African Marriage and Family Life, edited by 
Arthur Phillips [London: Oxford University Press, 1953], 11, 118). Among the Xhosa of South Africa, the 
Gikuyu of Kenya, the Pondo, Venda and Zulu of Southern Africa, and the Hausa of West Africa some 
premarital sexual activity was allowed, but young people were to avoid becoming pregnant (B. A. Pauw, 
The Second Generation: A Study of the Family among Urbanized Bantu in East London [Cape Town: 
Oxford University Press, 1963], 121, Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya [New York: Vintage Books, 
1965], 149, Mair, “African Marriage and Social Change,” 11-12, 118). In some African societies—for 
example among the Ganda, Luhya, Hehe, Kipsigis, Birwana, Sumbwa, and Gikuyu of East Africa—female 
virginity upon marriage was praised, even though premarital sex was allowed (Mair, “African Marriage and 
Social Change,” 50). It should also be mentioned that some African societies—for example, the Junam of 
East Africa and the Korongo and Mesakin of West Africa—had no problem with premarital sex (Mair, 
“African Marriage and Social Change,” 49, 118). 
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spare time.”599 In the years that followed, marriage counseling became the Trobisches’ 
official, full-time work. 
                                                 
599 Walter Trobisch, “Curriculum Vitae,” 4 September 1962, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” 
Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
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Chapter 4: The Trobisches’ Role in the Twentieth-Century, African Marriage Guidance 
Movement 
 
 The success of J’ai Aimé Une Fille and the growing correspondence ministry of 
MGSA established the Trobisches as leaders in the African marriage guidance 
movement, a movement that had been developing in Africa since the 1930s. With roots in 
the International Missionary Council and the East African Revival, marriage guidance in 
Africa was a joint project of western missionaries and African Christians, which reached 
a climax in the 1960s and ’70s. The Trobisches were instrumental in garnering 
ecumenical support for this movement, extending its influence, and shaping the 
theological discussion about Christian family life in Africa.  
 
Walter’s Contract with the Lutheran World Federation 
In October of 1965, Walter shared about his marriage guidance work at the All-
Africa Lutheran Conference in Addis Ababa. The third such meeting of Lutherans in 
Africa, the conference in Addis Ababa was a unique opportunity for Walter to publicize 
his work. Some two hundred representatives from all over Africa were in attendance, as 
well as representatives from the Lutheran World Federation (LWF) in Geneva.600 Walter 
gave the third plenary address. He titled it “Congregational Responsibility for the 
Christian Individual.” In it, he issued several provocative and memorable statements. He 
challenged the church’s position on polygamy, saying: 
                                                 
600 Lutheran World Federation Dept. of World Mission, Addis Ababa: A Record of the Third All-
Africa Lutheran Conference, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Oct. 12-21, 1965 (Geneva: Lutheran World 
Federation, 1966), 152-63.  
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Maybe our mistake is that we want to establish a general law for all cases. We 
want to be like God, knowing what is good and evil, and have decided that 
monogamy is “good” and polygamy “evil” while the word of God clearly does 
not say so. The Old Testament has no outspoken commandment against polygamy 
and the New Testament is conspicuously silent about it. Instead of dealing with 
polygamy, the Bible has a message for polygamists.601 
 
Ultimately, Walter did believe monogamy was preferable to polygamy. He told a 
colleague two years earlier that he could “not well imagine a Christian marriage in the 
deepest sense of the word as a polygamist marriage.”602 And in 1967 he would chastise 
the Lutheran Church in Liberia for failing to communicate to people that polygamy was 
sinful.603 At Addis in 1965, however, Walter wanted to stretch the church to be more 
flexible in its position on polygamy. He had written to a friend that he believed it was 
necessary to “deal with every single case separately” instead of dealing with polygamy 
“in a general way.”604 He had said that the church should “discern between moral and 
unmoral polygamy as well as between moral and unmoral monogamy.” This was 
essentially the message he offered at Addis, and it was a fairly progressive message for 
the time. 
At Addis Walter stressed the moral ambiguity of the church’s position on 
polygamy. “Our dilemma is that we want monogamy and we do not want divorce. Yet we 
cannot have one without the other.” Walter then appealed to Luther: 
There are situations in life where we have the choice between two sins and where 
the next step can only be taken in counting on the forgiveness of our crucified 
                                                 
601  Trobisch, "Congregational Responsibility for the Christian Individual," 103. 
602  Walter Trobisch to Paul Hansen, 14 December 1963, Ingrid Trobisch Papers.  
603 Walter Trobisch, “Report about two Pastors’ Refresher Courses held in Addis Ababa and 
Monrovia, October – December 1967,” p. 7, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
604  Walter Trobisch to Paul Hansen, 14 December 1963, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. It is likely that 
Walter’s perspective had grown out of his experience participating in the discussions at Kitwe. See pp. 190-
91 of this dissertation. 
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Savior. It is in such situations where Luther gave the advice in all evangelical 
freedom: “Sin bravely!” – being guided by the love to your neighbor and by what 
is most helpful to him.605  
 
Ultimately, Walter argued that there was a great need for pastoral soul-counseling in 
African congregations. His catchy statement, “What is needed in Africa are not church 
disciplinarians, but marriage counselors” was quickly picked up by Religious News 
Service and forwarded around the world.606 
Walter’s address was well received at Addis. The delegates who drew up a report 
in response to his paper recommended “that the LWF investigate ways and means of 
training marriage counselors in Africa.”607 In addition, they recognized that “the heavy 
response to Pastor Walter Trobisch’s counseling by mail . . . indicates that a widespread 
need is being met.” They resolved, “that we encourage Pastor Walter Trobisch and his 
staff to continue in cooperation with the various regional churches of Africa the fine work 
which they have begun.”608 The emperor of Ethiopia, Haile Selassi I, even “heard reports 
of [Walter’s] lecture over the radio [and] called the station personally expressing his 
interest and desire that this work of marriage counseling for Africans be continued.”609  
                                                 
605 Trobisch, "Congregational Responsibility for the Christian Individual," 105.  
606 “Pastoral Counseling Held Great Need in Africa,” Religious News Service, 21 October 1965, 
“Rev. Walter Trobisch College Evangelique Par Makak,” Clergy Biographical Files, ELCA Archives, Ibid., 
95. This is essentially the same argument Walter had made five years earlier in response to the second All-
Africa Lutheran Conference in Madagascar (The article was published as “Church Discipline in Africa,” 
Practical Anthropology 8, no. 5 [1961]. See pp. 99-100 of this dissertation for a discussion of the article). 
In 1961, Walter’s work on African church discipline had led him to take a deeper look at marriage. Now, 
his work on marriage led him to revisit the issue of church discipline. 
607 "Reports Relating to Plenary Paper III," in Addis Ababa: A Record of the Third All-Africa 
Lutheran Conference, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Oct. 12-21, 1965, ed. Lutheran World Federation Dept. of 
World Mission (Geneva: Lutheran World Federation, 1966), 124. 
608 Ibid. 
609 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch, “Marriage Guidance Serving Africa,” July 1966, “Trobisch, Walter 
and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
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Walter’s experience at Addis confirmed his growing conviction that marriage 
counseling, with the aim of leading people to a closer relationship with Christ, was his 
life’s calling. Therefore, in the summer of 1966, Walter and Ingrid Trobisch took what 
they considered a giant step of faith. Rather than returning to Africa as missionaries of 
the American Lutheran Church, they took “an extended leave of absence without 
salary.”610 Their furlough salary had supported them from 1963 to 1964 and a couple of 
scholarships had funded Walter’s studies at the University of Heidelberg from 1964 to 
1966, but in June of 1966 they began to live simply off the income from their books.611 
They stretched this income to fund both living expenses and the growing ministry of 
MGSA.612 
Walter’s experience at Addis also communicated to him that the church at large, 
specifically the Lutheran Church in Africa, felt that marriage guidance in Africa was a 
pressing need and that Walter’s MGSA was doing a commendable job of meeting that 
need. This gave him and Ingrid the confidence they needed to step out in faith and live 
without a guaranteed salary. In actuality, they only had to live for about two years 
without a guaranteed salary because in November of 1968, the LWF Department of 
World Missions invited Walter to serve as Consultant on Family Counseling to the 
                                                 
610 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch, “Marriage Guidance Serving Africa,” July 1966, “Trobisch, Walter 
and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
611 “Report of Activities” in Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to Dr. Morris Sorenson, 23 August 1971, 
“Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
612 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, July 1966, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary 
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churches in Africa.613 This was a direct result of the fine response to Walter’s work that 
was given at the All-Africa conference in Addis in 1965.  
Walter’s contract with the LWF required him to make two trips to Africa per year 
and to give a weekly address on Radio Voice of the Gospel, a Christian radio program 
based out of Addis Ababa. The LWF considered Walter’s position a two-year “pilot 
project,” but he ended up holding the position for three years.614 Since he was only part-
time, his salary was not enough to fully support his family, but it did give the Trobisches 
a welcomed financial respite after their two years without a salary. The position with the 
LWF was a good fit for Walter. It allowed him to continue making trips to Africa. It 
funded these trips and facilitated the contacts he was able to make in Africa. It also 
enhanced Walter’s status as a marriage counselor and, through contacts at the LWF and 
the WCC, opened up doors for Walter to present in countries outside of Africa.  
 
The Trobisches’ Marriage Seminars: Presenting as a Couple to Couples 
One of the most significant ways the Trobisches shaped the marriage guidance 
movement in Africa was through Ingrid’s active involvement in marriage seminars. The 
Trobisches believed “that the most effective way to teach a marriage course is by a 
couple to couples.”615 Although only Walter was officially employed by the LWF, as 
often as she could, Ingrid arranged for someone to care for the children so that she could 
                                                 
613 See “Employment Agreement,” “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, 
ELCA Archives, “Africa Family Counseling Consultant is Appointed,” Clergy Biographical Files, ELCA 
Archives, Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, November 1968, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
614 The LWF allowed Walter to work half time for two years, from November of 1968 to 
November of 1970. In October of 1970, his half-time contract was extended for one year. “Report of 
Activities: 1953-1971,” Box 19, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives. 
615 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, November 1968, Ingrid Trobisch Papers.  
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accompany Walter and present by his side. Not only was it more enjoyable for them to 
present as a couple, but they also believed presenting as a couple demonstrated their 
message about gender roles in a very concrete way: “If we want to dethrone 
patriarchalism in Africa, and at the same time make marriage guidance a matter where a 
man talks exclusively to men, we defeat our own purpose.”616 
Some of the Trobisches’ seminars lasted only one week and others lasted three to 
four weeks. Participants would usually attend a couple of class sessions each morning, 
with an afternoon reserved for reading, recreation, and individual consultations with 
Walter. The Trobisches often arranged for a library to be prepared in advance at the 
seminar site with books that would complement their lectures.  
The Trobisches’ message on marriage centered on one verse in the Bible: 
“Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: 
and they shall be one flesh.”617 The Trobisches elaborated on each element of this verse. 
They called “leaving” the legal, public declaration of marriage and described how 
necessary it was for the new couple to make a clean break from their kin. They described 
“cleaving” as the personal, emotional side of marriage and “becoming one flesh” as the 
physical side of marriage. They stressed how important it was for a couple to “share 
everything they have, not only their bodies, not only their material possessions, but also 
their thinking and their feeling, their joy and their suffering, their hopes and their fears, 
                                                 
616 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, November 1969, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. See also Paul 
Darman to Carl Hellberg, Box 19, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives. 
617 Genesis 2:24, King James Version. 
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their successes and their failures.”618 The Trobisches also drew attention to the fact that 
children were not mentioned in Genesis 2:24, which meant that children were not a 
necessary but rather an enhancing part of marriage.619 Children were “an additional 
blessing.”620 
When giving marriage seminars, Walter would often draw a triangle on the board 
to represent what he called “the biblical concept of marriage.” In the angles of the 
triangle he would write “leaving,” “cleaving,” and “one flesh.” He would then talk about 
how “the biblical concept of marriage” contradicted “the garden concept of marriage,” 
which was prevalent in much of the world. He had gotten “the garden concept of 
marriage” from reading Marriage East and West, a book by marriage counselors David 
and Vera Mace. “The garden concept of marriage,” he said: 
conceives of the man as the sower of the seed and of the woman as the soil. . . 
Man plants his seed in the woman. The woman’s body nurtures the seed as the 
soil nurtures the grain of rice. Just as the plant grows out of the grain, so the child 
grows out of the man’s seed.621 
 
According to the Maces and Trobisches, there were many problems with “the garden 
concept of marriage.” In short, it propagated a misunderstanding of biology, the 
inequality of the sexes, the bride-price, polygamy, and divorce. Furthermore, it depicted 
unmarried people and childless marriages as pointless. “The biblical concept of 
                                                 
618 Trobisch, The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 383. 
619 This perspective reflected the Trobisches’ Lutheran heritage. While Catholics have traditionally 
viewed procreation as the primary purpose of marriage, Lutheran theology has since the sixteenth century 
highlighted the capacity of marriage to satisfy the spouses’ desire for love and companionship. According 
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in the sixteenth century.” When Fathers Ruled: Family Life in Reformation Europe (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1983), 99. 
620 Trobisch, I Married You, 25-26. 
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marriage,” on the other hand, fit well with an accurate understanding of biology and 
supported monogamy and the equality of the sexes. 
While leading seminars in Africa the Trobisches also addressed other elements of 
family life besides marriage. In a report on one trip to Africa, Walter wrote that he 
covered “difference in male and female sexual response; biology of fertilization; 
pregnancy and birth; conception control; circumcision and clitoridectomy, [and] sex 
education of children.”622 To facilitate the discussion about male and female sexual 
response, the Trobisches often showed slides of the pubococcygeus muscle and talked 
about the exercises gynecologist Arnold Kegel had developed. These “kegel” exercises 
strengthened the pelvic floor and improved female sexual response.623 To facilitate the 
discussion on birth, they occasionally showed Naissance, a film prepared by Dr. Pierre 
Vellay, who was Dr. Lamaze’s assistant.624 The film not only highlighted the natural 
method of childbirth, which the Trobisches advocated, but it also showed how the father 
could take an active role in childbirth.625 To facilitate the discussion about the sex 
education of children, the Trobisches often showed a couple of films prepared by 
Concordia Publishing House.626 In their discussion about birth control the Trobisches 
                                                 
622 Walter Trobisch, “Report about two Pastors’ Refresher Courses held in Addis Ababa and 
Monrovia, October – December 1967,” p. 2, Ingrid Trobisch Papers.  
623 Copies of these slides can be found in the Ingrid Trobisch Papers. The Trobisches also 
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624 Elaine Zwelling, "The History of Lamaze Continues: An Interview with Sunnye Strickland," 
Journal of Perinatal Education 10, no. 1 (2001). Article published online at: 
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625 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, February 1976, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
626 Walter Trobisch, “Report about two Pastors’ Refresher Courses held in Addis Ababa and 
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always imparted the latest information about natural family planning, their preferred 
method of birth control.627 
The Trobisches often had the sense that what they were doing was something 
completely new.628 They got that impression when they gave seminars and found that 
there were not even words in the indigenous language to describe the concepts they were 
discussing. During a seminar in Addis Ababa, Walter discovered that the pastors did not 
know “the biology of fertilization.” He wrote in his report of the event, “It became so 
evident to the class that simple biological information could have prevented many a case 
of adultery, divorce and even polygamy”629 The Trobisches also got a sense of the 
novelty of their work when participants repeatedly stressed their surprise about “the fact 
that ‘God and sex had something to do with each other’” and when participants were 
shocked to hear Ingrid, a woman, discussing sex and childbirth to a public audience of 
both men and women.630 As Josiah Kibira, a Bishop in the Evangelical Lutheran Church 
of Tanzania, told Walter after the Trobisches gave a seminar in his diocese, “Could you 
please pass my very sincere love to your wife whose service to us will be remembered for 
the whole future of our Pastor's services. Yours also, of course, but they have heard men 
teachers and not so many women clever and loving lecturers as your wife.”631 The 
Trobisches also realized the pressing need for their work when African pastors lamented 
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the lack of suitable literature for leading seminars on Christian family life with their 
congregations.632  
In leading seminars and composing literature on a Christian view of sex, 
marriage, and family, the Trobisches felt they were doing important work and answering 
a need in African churches. The positive response they received in letters and seminars 
confirmed their feeling. After the Trobisches’ seminar in South Africa, Rev. Larry Scalf 
wrote, “I can say, unequivocally, that this has been the most practical and helpful 
conference held at Umpumulo in the four years I have been here.”633 After Walter’s 
seminar in Liberia, Bishop Roland Payne went so far as to argue that the LWF should 
“set up a department on marriage counseling to be headed by Pastor Walter Trobisch.” In 
a letter to the LWF, Payne wrote, “All our missionaries and national pastors expressed to 
me that Walter Trobisch’s visit to Liberia was the best thing that has ever happened to 
our Church.” Payne said his suggestion for a department of marriage counseling was “not 
based on sentimental reason, or [on] my personal regard for Pastor Trobisch. My 
suggestion is based on the fact that I am an African and I know what my people want.”634 
Another African who strongly supported the Trobisches’ marriage guidance work 
in Africa was Ezra Gebremedhin, Pastor of the Mekane Yesus Church in Addis Ababa. 
Both Gebremedhin and the Trobisches shared a particular interest in the capacity of 
marriage guidance to reclaim the attention of Christian youth, who tended to abandon the 
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church when they grew up. During the 1960s, Walter often spoke about the need for the 
church to develop a ‘positive’ message on marriage if it hoped to retain the youth.  As he 
wrote in his introduction to the American edition of I Loved a Girl, “If the Church 
continues to be merely a disciplinary institution, confronting African society with a 
negative message concerning its most urgent problem, it will lose the young generation 
and finally fall apart.”635 Gebremedhin drew attention to the youth problem in his address 
at the third All Africa Lutheran Conference at Addis Ababa in 1965.636 After Walter came 
to Addis in 1967 to lead a Pastor’s Refresher Course, Gebremedhin praised Walter’s 
ability to reach the youth.637  
Despite their love of the work, the Trobisches were always glad to return to their 
little home in the Lichtenberg. They found the quiet, isolated environment of Lichtenberg 
suitable for family living and conducive to writing..638 According to the Trobisches’ 
friend, Hans-Joachim Heil, Walter kept “a strict and rigid time schedule” while they were 
home. “He took a nap regularly. He needed it because he often worked late in the night. . 
. When being alone in his study or walking the road, he was absorbed in thought because 
there was always plenty of work. It happened that he didn’t recognize family or friends 
when he was not prepared. His work caught him so much.”639 According to another of the 
Trobisches’ friends and coworkers, Sieglinde Danzer, Walter often began his work 
around 4:00 a.m. He would stop for breakfast and then head back to work, often not 
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stopping again until dinner.640 Despite his long hours, Walter did find time to teach his 
children to ski.641 And in the summer, they went on long hikes. 
During the school year, the younger children walked to the village school four 
miles away.  The older children attended a boarding school in Salzburg, coming home a 
couple weekends a month.642 To the children, it seemed that their parents were always 
just getting back from a trip or just about to leave. Stephen remarked later that when he 
was a child, “It was one of the hardest things for me to see [Father] and Mother leave. . . I 
can well remember how [Father] asked me once what would make me happy. I said, ‘The 
coming back home.’” Walter’s response was not exactly comforting: “How can you come 
back home if you have not been away from home?”643 The Trobisches did feel bad about 
leaving the children and “would not dare [to do it] if it were only for adventure’s sake.”644 
Ingrid also found the preparations for their travels tiring. She had to constantly remind 
herself, “When God gives us a commission, He also gives us the strength to fulfill it.”645 
It was this belief that God had called them to give marriage guidance in Africa that made 
the Trobisches press on, despite the exhaustion it caused and the negative effects it had 
on their children. The Trobisches interpreted the many “open doors” for their message as 
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confirmation of God’s call. Further confirmation came each time they gave a message 
and felt energized by it. As Walter wrote after speaking in Liberia at the end of 1967, “I 
was filled with deep joy—a joy that can only be felt when you do the work God gives 
you and stand at the place God puts you.”646 
 
Marriage Guidance as “A Door for the Gospel” 
 
Since Walter was only employed part-time for the LWF, he spent the rest of his 
time directing the work of Marriage Guidance Service for Africa (MGSA), the 
organization the Trobisches and their African protégés, Jean and Ernestine Banyolak, had 
founded in 1965. The Trobisches, Banyolaks, and the volunteers who assisted them in the 
work of MGSA believed that their work was on the cutting edge of missionary work in 
Africa. They wasted no time in promoting their work within Lutheran circles and 
ecumenical circles in Africa. The same year Walter gave a paper at the All-Africa 
Lutheran conference in Addis, Jean Banyolak wrote an article for the All Africa 
Conference of Churches Bulletin titled “Africa Needs Marriage Counsellors.” In it he 
proclaimed, “Marriage counseling has a tremendous evangelistic opportunity. It may be 
the most vital contribution African Churches have to make to the life of their nations and 
at the same time a most promising door for the Gospel to advance.”647 In 1966, the 
Trobisches wrote a letter to friends who had supported their work in the past, presenting 
their plans for the work of MGSA and concluding with what sounded like the mission 
statement of their organization: “For us marriage guidance is not an end in itself, but a 
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door for the Gospel of Jesus Christ. We believe that in Africa it is a very promising door. 
It is our goal and our task to use it.”648 
The Trobisches and Banyolaks conceived of MGSA as having essentially two 
goals. First, there was the goal of giving marriage guidance through answering the letters 
that arrived on Walter’s doorstep. The Trobisches and Banyolaks knew this “marriage 
guidance by mail” was only a “preliminary ‘service,’ a help, a substitute until a better 
solution can be found.”649 The long-term goal of MGSA was to train African pastors, 
teachers, and doctors in marriage guidance. In order to do this, MGSA proposed 
developing “correspondence courses on the topic of marriage and the family,” holding 
“regional workshops and seminars in different African countries,” writing literature for 
these seminars, and training African teachers to help lead the seminars. Jean and 
Ernestine Banyolak were the first such African leaders being trained for the work. Jean 
had come to Germany with the Trobisches in 1963 and had attended the Institute for 
Protestant Marriage Counsellors in Berlin. Ernestine had come later and was enrolled in a 
“course in kindergarten training, home economics and nursing care.”650 Despite the 
professional, western training of the couple, the Trobisches were sure to tell their friends 
that the purpose of MGSA was not “to create in Africa the new profession of a marriage 
counselor. The immediate goal should be rather to enable those who are already in touch 
with people (pastors, teachers, doctors, etc) to give first-aid in marriage problems.”651 
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Between 1965 and 1970, Walter and Jean Banyolak worked on a five-book series 
called “Here is My Problem.”652 Each booklet dealt with an issue that was of special 
interest to Africans. The first booklet, “My Wife Made Me a Polygamist,” was the 
reproduction of Walter’s conversation with Omodo, a man who claimed “to be a 
Christian without the church.”653 Walter agreed with Omodo, who said the church had an 
“illogical, contradictory and arbitrary” stance on polygamy, but in the bulk of the booklet 
Walter described why a monogamous, Christian marriage was the most desirable. In the 
second booklet, “My Wife has Lost Interest in Sex,” Jean Banyolak reproduced and 
addressed some of the questions about sex, which he had received from Africans. The 
third booklet, “My Parents have Become Impossible,” was the reproduction of Walter’s 
correspondence with Elsie, whose father disapproved of her choice of marital partner. In 
this booklet Walter argued that the lack of communication between the generations in 
Africa was one of Africa’s most pressing concerns. The fourth booklet, “The Person I 
Married Does Not Obey Me,” was the reproduction of Walter’s correspondence with 
Joseph, who wrote to Walter complaining about his wife.654 Walter confronted Joseph for 
viewing his wife as a servant and encouraged him to treat her with more respect. In 
subsequent letters, he and Joseph discovered that Joseph’s marital troubles stemmed from 
their observing the traditional sexual taboo during lactation. Walter advised them to use 
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the sympto-thermal method of conception control instead.655 The fifth booklet, “Can Sex 
Hurt Love?” contained a number of meditations on the fact that “love is a feeling to be 
learned” and premarital sex is not a true expression of love.656 The Trobisches published 
the five booklets through their own publishing house, Editions Trobisch, and distributed 
them throughout Africa. They had founded Editions Trobisch in 1964 with their friend 
Volker Gscheidle, who became the business manager of the venture. The goal of Editions 
Trobisch was “to publish and distribute books with a biblical message about marriage and 
family in English and French in the countries of the Third World.”657 
 
The Centrality of the Christian Home for Missions and Theology in Mid-Twentieth-
Century Africa 
Much about the Trobisches’ work was unique. In providing concrete, detailed 
guidance for some of the particular sexual and marital problems faced by mid-twentieth-
century Africans, Walter and Jean Banyolak’s “Here is My Problem” series was unique. 
As a popular exposition of Christian sexual ideals in the context of modern, urban Africa, 
Walter’s J’ai Aimé Une Fille was unique. As a woman speaking publicly about sex to 
mixed audiences in Africa, Ingrid was unique. However, in their efforts to encourage the 
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indigenization of the gospel in Africa through contemplation of African marital practices, 
Walter and Ingrid Trobisch were not unique. They were also not unique in their 
insistence that cultivation of Christian family life should be central to the mission of the 
church in Africa. 
 
The IMC, the African Marriage Group, and Tambaram 
Since the 1920s, mission-minded Christians had been arguing that the disruptive 
impact of modernization on family life in Africa made it imperative to devote significant 
time and funding to theological reflection on African Christian marriage.658 With the 
founding of the International Missionary Council (IMC) in 1921, official channels for 
reflection on African Christian marriage began to develop. At Edinburgh House, the 
headquarters of the IMC in London, the Africa Education Group was formed, and by the 
late 1920s and early 1930s African marriage became one of the most pertinent issues 
discussed by members of the group.659 The issue was of such importance that a subgroup 
on African Marriage was formed. As planning for the 1938 Tambaram meeting of the 
IMC ensued, members of the African Marriage Group urged planners of the conference 
to include African marriage on the agenda at Tambaram.660 
One of the questions that interested the African Marriage Group was the question  
                                                 
658 Natasha Erlank, "Strange Bedfellows: The International Missionary Council, the International 
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of “what was truly Christian about marriage” and whether polygamy might be considered 
a valid form of Christian marriage.661 This was the same question that interested a number 
of the African delegates to the IMC conference in Tambaram in 1938. According to 
Frieder Ludwig, Tambaram was the first IMC conference “in which a significant number 
of Africans took part. It offered, therefore, a unique opportunity for the fifteen delegates 
from the continent.”662 Prior to the conference, the delegates had hoped that the 
conference might offer them the opportunity to discuss polygamy and the appropriateness 
of related church policies, such as denying communion to polygamists. It appears that at 
least some of the delegates did not think polygamy was inherently antithetical to 
Christian faith and wanted the church to begin admitting polygamists to communion. 
Tambaram gave these delegates a chance to bring the church’s policy on polygamy to the 
attention of the international missionary community. As historian Natasha Erlank notes, 
“Discussions of this issue [polygamy] are replete in the regional, African Christian 
literature of the period, but Tambaram was the first opportunity for an international 
airing.”663 
 Both the African delegates and the African Marriage Group from Edinburgh 
House were disappointed with the results of Tambaram. Instead of issuing a fresh 
perspective on the question of polygamy in their reports of Tambaram, the IMC 
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organizing committee simply published a previously prepared position paper.664 Nothing 
of the intensity of the debate between delegates who favored allowing polygamists 
communion and those who opposed it came through in the official records of the 
conference.  
Nevertheless, conversations with African delegates at Tambaram did provoke 
Merle Davis, the Research Director of the IMC, to began working on a way to investigate 
family life in Africa.665 In December 1939, “partially at the instigation of Davis,” the 
IMC held a conference in New York on the same topics that had interested African 
delegates at Tambaram, namely polygamy, church union efforts, and witchcraft.666 After 
World War II, Davis began working in earnest on a project which eventually became The 
Survey of African Marriage and Family Life, planned and published with the cooperation 
of the International African Institute, a British anthropological organization. In his 
forward to the published results of the survey, E. J. Waddington said, “It has not been the 
intention of the sponsoring bodies, in organizing this survey, to suggest solutions for the 
problems of African marriage arising from the rapidly changing conditions of today. The 
aim of the survey has been to present a factual account of the existing situation against 
the background of indigenous social organization and custom.”667 Nevertheless, said 
Waddington, “It is the hope of the sponsoring bodies and of the Executive Committee 
that the present volume will be of service to those responsible for administrative, 
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educational, and religious work in Africa.” Indeed, the survey did become an important 
reference book for missionaries and African church leaders, who used it in their own 
reflection and pointed others to it.668  
 
Family Life Work within the IMC 
When Walter Trobisch wrote J’ai Aimé Une Fille in 1962, he had no idea that 
mission-minded Christians had been urging the ecumenical church to address African 
Christian marriage since the 1920s and ’30s. Besides the Survey of African Marriage, 
another result of the Tambaram meeting of the IMC was that the IMC began to give more 
attention to family life work in all mission contexts. Since the 1920s, North American 
missionary women had been working to bring the Christian home to the attention of the 
ecumenical missionary community.669 In preparation for Tambaram, these missionary 
women gathered information about Christian home life in North America, India, China, 
Japan, and Africa and drafted a report on The Christian Home, which they delivered at 
Tambaram. In their report, they stressed the deleterious effects of industrialization on 
homes around the world and argued that Christianizing the home was essential for the 
future of both church and society.670 They urged the IMC to encourage local churches to 
earnestly pursue the cultivation of Christian family life. They also urged the IMC to 
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conduct studies “of the problems which are confronting the Christian home” and to offer 
seminars to train church leaders in how to address these problems.671 After Tambaram, 
they published a more complete form of their findings in the book Christian Home 
Making.672  
The call for the IMC to devote significant attention to family life work also came 
from the National Christian Council of China (NCC). The NCC had been pursuing an 
official missionary program of Christianizing the home for the ten years prior to 
Tambaram. It had formed a Home Committee, which had directed a number of projects to 
improve Christian home life in China. Since 1930, the Home Committee had produced 
literature on the Christian home, had offered educational opportunities for Chinese 
parents, had trained church leaders to address issues of family life, and had organized an 
annual “Christianizing the Home Week.”673 After presenting their successes in improving 
Christian home life in China, the NCC urged the IMC to make funding available for 
similar programs elsewhere and to offer seminars for church leaders from other nations to 
be trained in family life work.674 
With the onset of World War II in 1939, the IMC was unable to take immediate 
action on the recommendations from the North American church women and the NCC. 
The Ad Interim Committee of the IMC had appointed Anna Swain, president of the 
Woman’s American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, to “feel responsible for pushing the 
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Madras Findings on the Home,” and despite war conditions she did just that.675 In 1943, 
when she perceived that the war was nearing an end, Swain called a meeting of several 
IMC and mission society representatives to discuss the future of the Christian home 
missionary project. The delegation decided that one way to proceed would be to create a 
“manual on the Home.”676 Although the delegation discussed many people who might be 
qualified to write such a manual, it seems that no one was immediately selected and the 
project did not get off the ground.  
In 1947, however, a Methodist missionary in China by the name of Irma 
Highbaugh published a Source Book on Home & Family Life.  Highbaugh had been 
working in China since 1917 and had been particularly interested in the evangelistic 
potential of Christian home life.677 She was a member of the NCC’s Home Committee 
and had in the 1930s and ’40s helped to establish “standards for Christian Homes,” write 
literature addressing Christian home life, establish nursery schools for children, and 
develop courses for youth and adults on topics like health, marriage, maternity welfare, 
parenting, homemaking, and “religious education in the home.”678 Highbaugh’s Source 
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Book began with “a philosophy of home and family life work.”679 In the succeeding 
chapters, Highbaugh gave examples from India, Africa, and China of ways people were 
seeking to develop courses, liturgies, and programs to teach a Christian view of the home.   
 In the late 1940s Highbaugh became the NCC’s Secretary for Home Work. In 
that capacity she traveled to Bangkok in 1949 for a meeting of the Eastern Asia Christian 
Council. Although China had been the only country with a developed program on the 
Christian Home back in 1938 for the meeting of the IMC at Tambaram, by 1949 all the 
delegates at Bangkok expressed the opinion that the Christian home was “the primary 
center of Christian nurture and evangelism” in East Asia. To further develop family life 
work in East Asia, delegates at Bangkok recommended that a “regular exchange of 
personnel” in the field of family life work be carried out in the years to come.680 Many of 
the delegates specifically invited Highbaugh to visit their countries and help them 
develop their family life programs.  
Because of the Chinese Revolution, it was not possible for Highbaugh to return to 
China, so she was open to the possibility of spending the next few years visiting the 
countries of East Asia and helping to develop their programs. She wrote a letter to Dr. 
Glora Wysner, Secretary of the IMC, to see whether the IMC might be willing to 
facilitate communication between various Christian councils and to contribute financially 
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towards the cost of her travel and workshops.681 Wysner was thrilled with the idea. “I do 
not think that any letter has reached me in a long time that has cheered me more than 
your letter,” she wrote exuberantly.682 The IMC proceeded to handle the negotiations for 
Highbaugh’s “loan” from the NCC to various Christian Councils in Asia and to foot the 
bill for her travel.  
In her new position as IMC field representative for Home and Family Life, 
Highbaugh traveled to the Philippines, Japan, Burma, Korea, Thailand, Indonesia, and 
Ceylon promoting family life and urging churches to “set up organizations to foster better 
family life.”683 In the 1950s the IMC, in conjunction with various national Christian 
Councils, began to offer regional family life training seminars for local church leaders in 
various parts of the world.684 The first of these in 1954, held in Manila in conjunction 
with the Philippine Federation of Christian Churches, was a training seminar for East 
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Asian Christians.685 A more extensive training seminar for East Asia was held in 
Chiengmai, Thailand in 1958.686 Family life training seminars were held in Kitwe, 
Zambia in 1963 and in the Caribbean in 1964.687   
 
 
The All Africa Conference of Churches 
Walter Trobisch was a keynote speaker at the family life seminar in Kitwe, 
Zambia in 1963, a seminar jointly organized by the IMC and the All Africa Conference 
of Churches (AACC). By participating in the theological discussion at Kitwe, Walter 
helped to shape the marriage guidance movement in Africa. Before describing this 
seminar in detail, however, it is important to note that Christian reflection on family life 
was integral to the AACC since its first meeting in Ibadan in 1958. The Ibadan 
conference was organized jointly by the IMC and the Christian Council of Nigeria under 
the theme The Church in Changing Africa.688 The IMC’s new emphasis on the Christian 
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Home was strongly reflected in the program for Ibadan. The very first item on the agenda 
was “The Church, Youth and the Family,” and the very first address was entitled 
“Christian Home Life.” In his address, Obadiah Kariuki first described “Christian Home 
Life as It Ought to Be.” He referred to Christ’s death as the highest bride-price that had 
ever been paid and urged husbands to love their wives in a similar manner. He argued 
that husbands and wives should “work together to make their home a center of peace and 
joy and love.”689 He then described “Christian Home Life As It Often Is,” giving 
examples from several unhappy, Christian homes in his own region of Kenya, in which 
spouses argued and acted selfishly. Then he identified several issues the church should 
address if it wanted to improve Christian home life in Africa. For example, pastors should 
provide marriage counseling for young Christian couples, Christian young people should 
be encouraged to marry someone who “share(s) a common loyalty to our Lord,” 
seminaries should offer pastors training in marriage counseling, Christian couples should 
consider using birth control, and a study should be made of how the bride-price adversely 
affected family life.690  
The impetus for making “The Church, Youth and the Family” the first item on the 
agenda at Ibadan may very well have come from the IMC. However, the background for 
Kariuki’s particular approach to family life came from another source, namely his 
involvement in the East African Revival of the 1930s, ’40s, and ’50s.691 The Balokole 
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(saved ones) stressed the importance of harmony in the home. Husbands and wives were 
encouraged to talk about their problems with one another, to resolve conflict before it 
erupted into greater conflict, and to forgive one another so as to restore the peace in the 
home.692 Unlike many Christian mission churches in Africa that had advocated the 
abolition of the bride-price, the Balokole “respected the traditional marriage system and 
considered it beneficial for domestic and social cohesion.”693 Nevertheless, the Balokole 
sought to mediate the aspects of the bride-price that had become oppressive, namely its 
inflation and its being used to trap young people in marriages that were not healthy for 
their spiritual development. The Balokole often helped young people find suitable mates, 
negotiate marital arrangements with the prospective families, and even acquire the funds 
for the bride-price.694 The Balokole believed young people should marry “within the 
clan,” which is to say within the “New Clan” of fellow Balokole.695 
Kariuki’s address at Ibadan on “Christian Home Life” was a way of sharing with 
delegates from other parts of Africa the kinds of conversations that had been transpiring 
in East Africa as a result of the East African Revival. It was an invitation for Africans 
from other geographical regions to pick up the torch and carry the discussion on African 
marriage forward. The delegates at Ibadan accepted the invitation. When they drew up 
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their report on Home and Family Life, they included further issues the church should 
address, for example, the sexual taboo during lactation. The delegates felt this practice 
should be discouraged because it was “contrary to Scripture,” it “leads to wide-spread 
promiscuity on the part of the husband, and is a major instrument used to justify 
polygamy.”696 The delegates affirmed Kariuki’s demand for marriage counseling and also 
recommended that the Church “teach, clearly and repeatedly, that Christian marriage 
involves full co-operation between husband and wife in the financial support and 
management of the home.”697 They included these recommendations in a document 
entitled, “The Church’s Program for Fostering Christian Home and Family Life,” which 
was voted on and accepted by the Conference at large.698  
The demand for marriage guidance was so great at Ibadan that the provisional 
committee, in consultation with the IMC, began to plan a seminar, which would be 
specifically devoted to discussing issues of Christian home and family life.699 This was 
the seminar held in Kitwe, Zambia in 1963 at which Walter Trobisch was one of the 
primary speakers. The delegates discussed customary marriage, bride-price, polygamy, 
Christian marriage, family planning, the unmarried life, work for Christian home and 
family life, church discipline, divorce, and prostitution.700 Their conclusions about the 
bride-price and polygamy were especially noteworthy. Christians had typically 
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condemned both practices, but Kitwe took a more moderate stance. Regarding the bride-
price, “We recommend that the system be not condemned in itself because of its 
acknowledged abuse . . . [but rather] that the traditional exchanges be ‘Christianized’ into 
a token of the covenant between the partners and their families.” Regarding polygamy, 
“We recommend that a pagan polygamist upon conversion be received into the Church, 
he, his wives and children.”701  
Kitwe gave Africans a platform for shaping their own theology of Christian home 
life and issuing their own recommendations about how best to cultivate Christian home 
life in Africa. African delegates at Tambaram had hoped to do as much in 1938, but 
“European missionaries dominated the conversation.”702 In the late 1940s and early 
1950s, the European missionaries and anthropologists involved with the Survey of 
African Marriage and Family Life had been ready to listen to an African perspective but 
found that there was a “paucity of information as to what Africans themselves think and 
feel with regard to these matters [marriage and family life].”703 The Director of the 
Survey, Arthur Phillips, noted that  “questions concerning marriage are very frequently 
discussed in the correspondence columns of African newspapers,” but there were no 
official documents or studies produced by Africans on the subject of marriage.704 At 
Kitwe, Africans discussed controversial issues like polygamy and the bride-price and 
produced official statements on these issues. Delegates at Kitwe also called for the 
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Christian Councils in their home countries to set up Home and Family Life Committees 
to train pastors and others in marriage guidance and to hold seminars on issues of 
Christian family life.705 The delegates also urged the AACC, which would soon be 
meeting in Kampala, to set up a Department on Home and Family Life, which could 
coordinate family life work throughout Africa.706 
When the AACC met at Kampala, the delegates heeded the request made at Kitwe 
for a Department on Home and Family Life. Kampala was the inaugural meeting of the 
AACC. There, the delegates planned and approved the structure for the future operation 
of the AACC. They established five Commissions, with several subdivisions. 
Cooperation of Men and Women in Church, Family and Society was one of the 
subdivisions of the second commission, which covered the Social, National and 
International Responsibility of the Church. It was hoped that the members of the 
subdivisions would meet annually to reflect on what the church was doing in that area 
and to initiate new action.707 One of the major themes discussed at Kampala was 
“Freedom and Unity in the Family.” The conclusions reached resembled those at Kitwe. 
In fact, the majority of the report from Kampala is simply a summary of the report from 
Kitwe. Delegates affirmed monogamy as the Christian ideal, described marriage as an 
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“intimate companionship between husband and wife,” and called for Christian marriage 
counseling.708  
 The attention given to family life at Kampala was augmented by the presence of 
delegates who had just attended a Consultation on the Responsibility of Christian Women 
in Africa Today, sponsored by both the AACC and the WCC’s Department on the 
Cooperation of Men and Women in Church, Family and Society. The consultation 
brought together fifty-four women from across Africa to discuss issues of home and 
family life.709 The WCC had sponsored a similar consultation immediately prior to the 
AACC’s meeting at Ibadan in 1958. At that Consultation, twenty-five women and six 
men from different parts of Africa had met “to discuss the many problems concerning 
family life, changing relationships between men and women, problems of child education 
and related subjects.” Many of the attendees had also attended the AACC conference.710 
The presence of these delegates at the AACC meetings enlivened the discussion of home 
and family life. 
As the Trobisches developed their own perspective on African Christian marriage, 
they were influenced by African theological reflection on this theme. For example, 
Walter and Jean Banyolak’s “Here is My Problem” series incorporated many of the 
opinions and conclusions reached at Ibadan, Kitwe, and Kampala. The series gave 
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practical, Christian marriage guidance to young couples, it discussed birth control, and it 
advocated equality between spouses. It taught monogamy as the ideal but suggested a 
more moderate approach to polygamy. Whether Walter and Jean Banyolak consciously 
incorporated conference material into their “Here is My Problem” series is doubtful. Still, 
it is likely that Walter’s experience at Kitwe and his knowledge of Ibadan and Kampala 
helped to frame the message he conveyed in each booklet. 
After Kampala, the WCC’s Department on the Cooperation of Men and Women 
in Church, Family and Society together with the AACC’s department by the same name 
began planning a series of Leadership Training Seminars on Marriage and Family Life. 
The first seminar, held in 1967 in Zambia, was for Southern Africa. The second, held in 
Kenya in January of 1968, was for East and North Africa. The third, held in Cameroon in 
August of 1968, was for French-speaking Africa. The fourth, held in Nigeria in January 
of 1969, was for English-speaking West Africa.711 
David and Vera Mace, Consultants on Family Life for the WCC, led the seminar 
in Kenya.712 Twenty-one Christian leaders from Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, 
Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania, and Uganda, who had been chosen by the Councils of 
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Churches in their countries, attended the seminar.713 Through lectures, independent 
reading, workshops, and individual consultations with the Maces, participants learned 
some “elementary skills in the three areas of sex education, marriage preparation, and 
marriage counseling.”714 It was expected that the participants would take what they had 
learned and share it with their home churches and communities. In follow-up interviews, 
nearly all of the attendees said they found the seminar helpful.715 “It was their deep 
conviction that African family life is passing through a critical phase, and that the need 
for qualified family counselors and educators is urgent and desperate.”716 
Immediately following the seminar in Kenya, several participants met in Nairobi 
to make further plans for how to address the issues of family life in East Africa. A similar 
consultation took place in Nigeria. In both consultations, the participants recommended 
to the AACC that it hold annual Leadership Training Seminars on Marriage and Family 
Life for the next five years.717 The participants also recommended that the AACC make 
the Department of Family Life its own department, rather than being included in the same 
department with Women’s Work. The participants felt “that if these two lines of work are 
combined, it signifies a general opinion that family questions are more or less a women’s 
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affair. The real problem is to get the men to take their part in this connection in a 
responsible way.”718 
Following the consultation in Nigeria, Miss C. M. van Heemstra, the AACC 
representative responsible for planning the Family Life seminars, began to invite 
participants to the two seminars that would be held in West Africa. She invited Walter 
Trobisch to lead the seminar for French-speaking West Africa, which would be held in 
Cameroon.719 Walter originally accepted the invitation, but in the summer of 1968, the 
Trobisches “cancelled all speaking appointments and invitations” so that they could be 
“family egoists” and spend the summer with their children. According to their newsletter, 
“We felt that we had no authority to give messages on family life if we neglect our 
own.”720 The lectures Walter would have given at the seminar in Cameroon were covered 
by a variety of speakers.721 At the end of the seminar, the delegates drew up a list of ten 
resolutions relating to Christian family life in French West Africa. They hoped the AACC 
would approve their resolutions when it met in Abidjan in September.722 
It is not clear whether the AACC took the time to approve the various family life 
resolutions drafted at seminars and consultations in 1967 and ’68. It is clear that when the 
AACC met in Abidjan in September of 1969, family life was not an item of particular 
emphasis. Considering that discussions about family life had been central to the AACC 
Assemblies at Ibadan and Kampala, it is surprising that Abidjan did not give any 
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significant attention to the topic. The first working group at Abidjan hashed through 
questions like: “What is the Church’s role in national development?”723 Among the issues 
discussed by the second and third working groups were African theology, Muslim-
Christian relations, and how to improve relations with African Independent Churches. 
The fourth working group deliberated on how to restructure the AACC so as “to respond 
more effectively to the Africa of the ‘seventies.”724 Apparently it was decided that family 
life was not a key issue for “the Africa of the ‘seventies” because the Department on 
Church, Family and Society ceased to exist after Abidjan. There was a Department of 
Christian Training, a Department of Youth, a Department of Communication, and a 
Department of Women, but no longer any department specifically dedicated to the issues 
of home and family life.725   
There are several possible reasons for the sudden abandonment of family life 
issues within the AACC. Given the involvement of the IMC and WCC in family life 
consultations in Africa, it is possible that the emphasis on family life issues was always 
more of a western-based initiative than an African-based one. Indeed, the AACC 
conferences that gave the most attention to family life were ones planned in conjunction 
with the IMC or the WCC. Immediately prior to the AACC Assemblies at Ibadan and 
Kampala, the WCC Department on the Cooperation of Men and Women in Church, 
Family and Society held family life consultations. In each case, the family life 
consultation took place on the same site where the AACC Assembly met immediately 
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afterwards.726 Many of the family life delegates stayed to attend the AACC Assemblies, 
thus augmenting the attention given to family life issues at Ibadan and Kampala. There 
was no WCC-sponsored family life consultation immediately preceding the AACC 
Assembly at Abidjan. Consequently, there were no delegates at Abidjan eager to bring 
the family life emphasis to the Assembly. When the next AACC family life consultation 
was held in 1972, it was again held in collaboration with the WCC.727 It does appear that 
the impetus for a discussion on family life within the AACC came significantly from the 
IMC and WCC.  
However, the conference addresses given by African churchmen like Ezra 
Gebremedhin and Obadiah Kariuki suggests that even if the original initiative for family 
life work came from elsewhere, Africans approved of and embraced it.728 The policy of 
the IMC Christian Home and Family Life Committee was to begin family life work in a 
given location only after it had “received definite invitations from national Christian 
councils asking for the program.”729 During the late 1950s, the IMC had received “several 
letters . . . from national Christian councils in Africa asking that the IMC develop the 
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[family life] program there as soon as possible.”730 Thus the family life work in Africa 
was never merely a western-based initiative.  
Abidjan was also likely impacted by the recent WCC World Conference on 
Church and Society in 1966 and the WCC General Assembly at Uppsala in 1968. Both 
meetings pushed the WCC to engage more fully in socio-political events and to take a 
stand for liberation and justice. At the WCC Conference on Church and Society, one of 
the most moving speeches came from a Nigerian lawyer, ‘Bola Ige, who decried the 
economic injustice of ‘neo-colonialism. “There can be no peace in the world where 75 
nations have their economic (and therefore their political) future dictated by the narrow 
self-interest of Europe and America,” he proclaimed. This kind of neo-colonialism, said 
Ige, was “more vicious than its parent — colonialism.”731  
           Awareness of neo-colonialism permeated the AACC assembly at Abidjan. Eteki 
Mboumoua argued that Africa needed a cultural revolution “if she is to free herself from 
the political, economic and social domination of the former colonial powers.”732 
Delegates were also highly critical of the relationship between the church and 
colonialism. Seth Nomenyo said that many Africans saw the church “as a close 
collaborator with the colonial power.” 
Christianity is seen as an arm of the colonial power which has had as its policy the 
civilizing of the African continent. This policy led to a systematic destruction of 
the African culture, the African civilization, the imposition of alien values on the 
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African society, the destruction of the communal life and the introduction of 
western individualism.733  
 
During the late 1960s and early 1970s, in an effort to break the image of Christianity as 
“an arm of the colonial power,” members of the AACC issued a call for a “moratorium 
on foreign missions.”734 
The sudden abandonment of family life issues within the AACC may have been 
related to the AACC’s increasing desire to separate Christianity from colonialism. It is 
possible that the planners of Abidjan felt that Christian family life, as it had been 
advocated at previous seminars, was unduly aligned with western civilization. Insistence 
on monogamy, the abolition of the bride-price, marrying for love—things that previous 
AACC conferences had affirmed, could also be painted as the “the imposition of alien 
values on the African society, the destruction of the communal life and the introduction 
of western individualism.”735 Indeed, in 1973, theologian John Mbiti would give his 
qualified endorsement to arranged marriages, the bride-price, and polygamy and would 
show how these practices helped to preserve the communal focus of African life.736 It is 
possible that the planners of Abidjan chose to avoid discussing family life issues because 
they, like Mbiti, saw how endorsing the missionary perspective on these issues had led 
Africans to become less African and more western.   
 However, at the All-Africa Lutheran Conference at Addis Ababa four years 
earlier, the call for Christian family life had not conflicted with the call for a distinct 
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African identity. In his keynote address, Kibira had sounded a strong call for the 
theological and ecclesiological independence of the African church.737 Yet the delegates 
at Addis had still affirmed Walter’s family life work. And they had also responded 
positively to a call from Ezra Gebremedhin for Christian home life. In response to 
Gebremedhin’s paper on “The Nurture of the People of God,” the delegates had drawn up 
the following recommendation: “That in the preaching and teaching strong emphasis be 
laid on the fact that the home is the local point of Christian nurture, and that the daily 
example of both father and mother is basic in all such nurture.”738  
The most likely reason for the neglect of family life issues at Abidjan is that the 
AACC judged that there were more pressing issues than those of family life. By the late 
1960s and early 1970s, most African countries had been independent for a number of 
years and were facing huge economic and political problems. Civil war had broken out in 
Sudan and Nigeria. Apartheid oppressed the people of South Africa. Refugees streamed 
out of war-torn lands. The AACC aided the refugees, condemned apartheid, took up the 
cause of the oppressed, and sought “to bring the message of reconciliation where brothers 
were murdering each other.”739 If family life was neglected during this period, it was 
largely because the AACC was focused on listening “to the cries of despair and distress 
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which arise in different parts of our continent and which call for immediate action and 
advice.”740 
At the third AACC assembly at Lusaka in May of 1974, family life was again 
discussed, though it was not one of the primary foci of the conference, as it had been 
during the 1960s. The interest in at least mentioning family life at Lusaka may have been 
related to an event called Familia ’74, which was held in Tanzania in June of 1974. 
Familia ’74 was co-sponsored by the World Council of Churches and the Catholic 
International Confederation of Christian Family Movements. According to the published 
report of the event, Familia ‘74 “brought together in Tanzania from 54 countries about 
250 men and women for 15 days of meeting” to discuss family life in various global 
contexts.741 It is likely that some of the delegates at Lusaka were some of the same people 
who would attend Familia ’74 the very next month. Thus they were keen to discuss 
African family life.  
According to the Lusaka report, delegates at the third AACC assembly defined 
marriage both as “a covenant between two individuals, a man and a woman” and as “a 
communal affair—a contract between two families.”742 They felt that the idea of marriage 
as “a covenant between two individuals” was “largely connected with the Western 
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practice of marriage,” but they saw the communal nature of marriage as a distinctly 
African contribution to marriage and one that should be emulated around the world.743 
Deliberations on marriage at Lusaka reflected the growing desire of African church 
leaders to develop and publicize their own perspective of African Christian home life. 
 
John Mbiti and African Theology 
The desire at Lusaka to articulate a distinctly African theology of marriage was 
part of the overall mission of the AACC during this period to stimulate African 
theological reflection, to separate African theology from undue western influence, and to 
reexamine the insights of traditional African religion and culture. In 1966, the AACC had 
held a consultation in Ibadan on “Biblical Revelation and African Beliefs” at which 
participants had drawn connections between aspects of African traditional religion and 
Christian theology.744 Although marriage was not one of the particular topics discussed at 
this consultation, several African theologians in the years to come did offer a theological 
assessment of traditional African marital practices. John Mbiti wrote an entire book on 
the subject of Love and Marriage in Africa. Through previous publications like African 
Religions and Philosophy (1970), Concepts of God in Africa (1970), and New Testament 
Eschatology in an African Background (1971), Mbiti had become one of the first 
articulators of contemporary African theology.  
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In Love and Marriage in Africa (1973), Mbiti’s interest in affirming and elevating 
the aspects of African culture that were compatible with Christianity was evident. Mbiti 
advocated most of the same sexual ethics that western missionaries like the Trobisches 
did.745 However, he made more allowances for African tradition than had previous 
missionaries and African church leaders. For example, he approved of arranged 
marriages and the bride-price. He said arranged marriages showed “the social importance 
of marriage, especially as it concerns the families and relatives of the couple.”746 He 
pointed out that the “custom would have been discontinued if the rate of failure of such 
marriages were greater than the rate of success.”747 In regards to the bride-price, he first 
chastised missionaries for their decision to call the exchange of marital gifts a bride-
price: “The exchange of betrothal and marriage goods and services is not an act of 
purchase, and most African words for this custom are different from words used for 
buying and selling goods. It is absolute nonsense to call the exchange bride-price or 
dowry.”748 
Mbiti expressed a sentiment felt by many Africans. Walter had encountered this 
perspective at Libamba. While teaching his marriage class in 1960, one of his students, 
Pierre Oko Mengue, had rebuked Walter for so adamantly opposing the bride-price 
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without having a deep understanding of its purpose.749 However, it should also be noted 
that in that same Libamba marriage class were students who felt, as Walter did, that the 
bride-price tradition had deteriorated into a form of buying and selling. As the heroine in 
Guillaume Oyono Mbia’s play Trois Prétendants declared, “Am I to be sold to the 
highest bidder? Can I not be consulted about my own wedding?”750 African women had 
also been calling for the abolition of the bride-price since at least the 1950s.751 And 
during that time several studies had found that “the educated African increasingly 
disapproves of the custom.”752 
Mbiti’s perspective on the bride-price was deeply affected by his desire to 
separate African Christianity from western influence. Thus even though there were many 
Africans who saw more negatives than positives in the continued use of the bride-price in 
modern Africa, Mbiti chose to pin that perspective on western missionaries and to stress 
the positives of the bride-price system. Using the theologically-charged word, covenant, 
Mbiti called the betrothal gifts “symbols of the marriage covenant.” He argued that 
betrothal and marriage gifts helped to convey the idea that “marriage is a process rather 
than an event which takes place on the wedding day. It is a process which starts with 
betrothal or even courtship . . . and . . .  may not end until, in some societies, the wife has 
given birth to one or more children.” Mbiti argued that there was no reason that the 
western view of marriage as an event sanctioned on one day in the church had to be the 
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way African Christians viewed marriage. He believed the exchange of gifts had “a great 
value and meaning socially, emotionally, symbolically, morally and economically.”753  
In 1963, delegates at the AACC seminar on Christian home and family life at 
Kitwe had called for the “Christianization” of the African tradition of bride-price. Mbiti’s 
explanation of the bride-price in Love and Marriage in Africa was the first developed 
attempt to do just that, to affirm betrothal gifts as a potentially Christian practice. He 
recognized that the bride-price was abused in modern Africa, but like the delegates at 
Kitwe, he advocated reforming rather than abandoning it.754 This decision demonstrated 
the desire at the heart of African theology, namely the desire to contribute to the 
indigenization of Christianity in Africa by affirming African culture and incorporating it 
into Christian practice. Mbiti advised young men to embrace the tradition of the bride-
price and to give their fiancé’s family “as much service as your time will allow you—it is 
one way of showing that you value the relationship which is being established; and it will 
also give you an opportunity to understand her and her people better, and for them to 
understand you and your people better.”755 
Mbiti’s more open stance toward African marital customs was also evident in his 
attitude toward polygamy. Like Walter Trobisch and the delegates at Kitwe, Mbiti 
distinguished between the institution of polygamy and individual polygamists: 
I do not wish to confuse either system [monogamy or polygamy] with the 
individuals involved. The individual stands above the system whether that system 
is good or evil, right or wrong. I fear that the Christians and the Church have 
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confused both the polygamous system of marriage with the individuals who 
contract it or happen to find themselves born in it.756 
 
He said that he, as a Christian and as someone living in the modern world, saw 
“polygamy as becoming increasingly unworkable, outdated and a social deficit.” 
Nevertheless, he affirmed the practice “in the context in which it has evolved and become 
a normal way of life in our traditional setting.”757 He therefore criticized missionaries for 
making polygamy a “test of churchmanship,” for forcing polygamist converts to 
Christianity to divorce all but one wife.758 Like the delegates at Kitwe, he argued that 
polygamists should be accepted into the church, even if the church continued to preach 
monogamy as the ideal form of Christian marriage.  
Mbiti’s acceptance of polygamy went even further than Kitwe, however, in that 
he did not condemn polygamy as a sin for Christians after conversion to Christianity. 
Delegates at Kitwe had held that polygamy was “a sin in itself” but that it should not be 
singled out as a greater sin than others. Thus a “lapse into polygamy” should not be 
reason to deny a Christian access to Holy Communion. The delegates at Kitwe believed 
that while polygamy was “a sin in itself,” it was not always possible to conclude “that a 
polygamist is necessarily a sinner.” They recognized that “there may have been social or 
other pressures which were very hard for him to resist, and which therefore might 
mitigate to some extent his fault . . . [so] each case must be judged on its merits.”759 
Mbiti, however, refused to say polygamy was a sin. He believed that even though the 
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Bible did not recommend polygamy as “the ideal form of marriage,” neither did it 
condemn polygamy.760 Thus society should “accept couples who have polygamous 
marriages . . . [and] assist them in making their marriages a success.”761 He said that the 
church should bless the marriage of a man with a barren wife to another woman, if the 
first wife agreed to the marriage.762 He also thought the church should allow a man who 
worked far from home to have “one wife looking after the family on the land, while the 
other is with him in the distant town or city where he works.” Such an arrangement, he 
argued, was “a very plausible, practical and understandable way of facing the situation of 
life honestly and fairly. It is more sensible and moral than chasing after prostitutes.”763  
Although Mbiti’s pronouncements on polygamy were far more liberal than the 
positions taken by the AACC at Ibadan and Kampala, they were relatively representative 
of where the AACC had come by 1973. During the 1980s and ’90s, a number of African 
theologians took an increasingly relativistic approach to polygamy. An example of this 
approach can be found in “Problems of Marriage and Family Life in an African Context, 
Viewed from the Perspective of the Christian Pastor as Counselor,” a dissertation by Rev. 
Festus Ambe Asana completed at Boston University in 1990. Asana drew on works by 
both Walter Trobisch and John Mbiti, but he came to a conclusion on polygamy that was 
more liberal than either Trobisch or Mbiti. Asana argued that it was not helpful to 
describe monogamy or polygamy as being morally preferable. “The issue . . . is not that 
of determining which type of marriage is worthy or unworthy. Rather, the success or 
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failure of any marriage depends on the individuals concerned and the circumstances 
surrounding them, whether in a monogamous or polygynous union.”764  
 
The Circle of Concerned African Women Theologians 
Interestingly, as African women increasingly got involved in the task of 
theological reflection on African culture, they swung the pendulum back towards 
opposition to polygamy. In 1989, seventy African women formed the Circle of 
Concerned African Women Theologians to foster theological research and writing by 
African women.765 Although the impetus for the Circle came from the Christian 
community, a few Muslims and practitioners of African traditional religions have 
participated in the Circle since its inception.766 At their inaugural meeting in Accra, 
Ghana, Catholic Sister Anne Nasimiyu-Wasike expressed an opinion shared by most 
members of the Circle when she argued, “The feminist interpretation of polygamy differs 
from a man’s interpretation. The system exploits women for the benefit of men.”767 
Nasimiyu-Wasike showed how polygamy was connected to a man’s desire for 
immortality. In traditional African culture “it was believed that those who die are reborn 
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in their children,” so a man “had the strongest possible manifestation of immortality” if 
he had many wives.768 Having many wives also increased his chances of having a male 
heir and enabled him to accrue wealth since more wives could cultivate more fields. She 
concluded that polygamy had the effect of increasing men’s status and “reducing that of 
women to subservient and inferior status. The whole system supported and enhanced 
men’s power and domination over women.”769  
Nasimiyu-Wasike and the other African women theologians of the 1980s and ’90s 
considered monogamy a better option for women. They rejected the assertion put forward 
by male theologians that affirming polygamy was a way of affirming the inculturation of 
the gospel in Africa. “To use polygamy as a criterion for inculturation is to miss the 
whole point of inculturation.”770 Inculturation, argued Nasimiyu-Wasike, is the process 
whereby “Christ gives meaning to [one’s] culture by purifying, sanctifying, elevating and 
restoring it to wholeness.” Since Christ “denounced whatever enslaved people and 
rejected anything that kept people from appreciating their basic human dignity,” and 
since “polygamy is one of those systems that legalize the inferiority and subordination of 
women to men,” then a truly inculturated African Christianity would reject polygamy.771  
 Female African theologians were not interested in simply abolishing polygamy 
and replacing it with monogamy. Far more important to them was fighting the deeper 
issue undergirding the practice of polygamy, namely the patriarchal attitudes inherent in 
both African and Christian culture. These female African theologians sought to improve 
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the status of women. As Mercy Amba Oduyoye noted, “It is not whether a marriage is 
polygynous or monogamous that defines the status of women; rather it is the dependence 
and domination mentalities of the woman and men sharing marriage that need 
transformation.”772  
The work of Walter and Ingrid Trobisch can be seen in some ways as anticipating 
the aims of both male and female African theologians during the 1970s, ’80s, and ’90s. 
The Trobisches sought to aid the process of Christian inculturation in Africa by providing 
theological reflection on African sexual and marital practices. They also considered the 
liberation of women to be one of the primary goals of their work. In the 1960s, the 
Trobisches were instrumental in shaping the theological conversation about African 
marriage. However, by the 1970s African theologians were leading the theological 
conversation. As they did so, their work challenged some aspects of the Trobisches’ 
marriage guidance work and affirmed other aspects. For example, Mbiti’s reflection on 
the bride-price showed the extent to which Walter had misunderstood the practice and 
had written it off before many Africans would have done so. On the other hand, 
Nasimiyu-Wasike’s critique of polygamy corresponded with the Trobisches’ perspective 
on the topic.   
 
Roman Catholics and African Christian Marriage 
Sister Anne Nasimiyu-Wasike, who played a leading role in the Circle of 
Concerned African Women Theologians, was but one voice in a growing community of 
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African Catholics interested in offering a thoroughly African and thoroughly Christian 
account of African marriage. Between 1971 and 1975, Catholics together with Anglicans 
and several other mainline Protestant representatives (including a Presbyterian, a 
Congregationalist, a Mennonite, and several Lutherans) conducted the Churches’ 
Research on Marriage in Africa (CROMIA). The project was “an attempt by Africa to do 
her own socioreligious research and to respond theologically to her own social 
problems.”773 The final report, published in 1977, offered case material, theological 
reflection, and models for pastoral action for the following topics: marriage, divorce and 
remarriage, polygamy and the care of widows, husband-wife relationships, parent-child 
relations, and birth control.774 CROMIA was an enormous project, involving 200 
researchers, 2 theological colloquiums, 2,500 interviewees, and 16 churches.775 
According to the authors of the final report, “No programme of research on Christian 
marriage and family life in Africa, before or since, has come anywhere near to rivaling in 
scale or scope the Churches’ Research on Marriage in Africa.”776  
CROMIA brought family life to the forefront of African Catholic theological 
reflection and pastoral action. The Symposium of Episcopal Conferences of Africa and 
Madagascar (SECAM) spent a great deal of time discussing African family life at its fifth 
assembly in Nairobi in 1978. The African bishops chose “Family Life and Marriage” to 
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be the theme of their sixth assembly in Yaoundé, Cameroon. From 1979 to 1986, the 
Association of Episcopal Conferences in Eastern Africa (AMECEA) ran a “Family in 
Community Catechesis” program. In 1986, AMECEA held a plenary study conference in 
Moshi, Tanzania on the theme “Families Truly Christian and Truly African.”777 
A primary goal of Catholic theological reflection on family in Africa was to give 
African bishops concrete, pastoral guidelines for dealing with the various issues they 
faced in their dioceses. However, through their theological reflection on family life 
African bishops also realized the unique opportunities inherent in such theological 
reflection for indigenizing the gospel in Africa. Unlike many ecumenical Protestants at 
the time, most African Catholics continued to advocate a relatively negative stance 
toward polygamy, rather than offering a Christian reinterpretation of this particular 
African practice.778 However, they demonstrated more openness to the African tradition 
of marriage in stages, a tradition that had been given the misnomer “trial marriage.” In 
many African societies, marriage was regarded as occurring over a period of time rather 
than on a specific wedding day, as was the case in the West. In modern Africa, the 
marriage process took even longer as young people worked to gather the funds necessary 
for the rising bride-price and the establishment of their home together. Because the 
official sacrament of marriage would not usually be performed until the bride-price had 
been paid in full—and by this point the union had often already produced children—most 
priests found the practice of marriage in stages problematic. Some even referred to it as 
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“concubinage.”779 During the 1970s, several African bishops began to challenge this 
interpretation of marriage in stages and to argue that the practice could be Christianized. 
At the 1980 Synod of Bishops in Rome, African bishops tried to bring the African stages 
of marriage into the discussion about family life, but the official document produced by 
the Synod “did not appear to reflect African concerns to any marked degree.”780  
Thus when the African bishops met at the sixth assembly of SECAM in 1981, 
they “advocated pastoral approaches to the celebration of marriage by stages.”781 And 
when the AMECEA Plenary Study Conference on “Families Truly Christian and Truly 
African” took place in 1986, the bishops again gave special attention to the issue of 
marriage by stages. In a perspective reminiscent of Mbiti’s approach to the bride-price, 
Fr. Peter Lwaminda described the way in which Catholic canon law did “not respect the 
African mind which sees marriage as a growing, developing process, and not as a 
contract concluded at once on a certain day through a short ritual before a priest.” He said 
that for Catholic priests in Africa to continue to describe the early stages of marriage as 
“trial marriage” and to describe these stages as “concubinage” was “to an African mind 
very insulting.”782 John Njenga, in his talk “Marriage in Successive Stages,” argued, “We 
should not aim at destroying these [marriage] stages as long as they can be 
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christianised.”783 He then proposed various pastoral strategies for bringing the marriage 
stages into the arena of acceptable Christian practice.784  
 
The Association of Evangelicals of Africa and Madagascar 
African evangelicals during this period also demonstrated an interest in reflecting 
on Christian marriage and family life. The Association of Evangelicals of Africa and 
Madagascar (AEAM), founded in 1966, made “The Christian Home” the theme of its 
third assembly in Bouaké, Ivory Coast in 1977.785 The 320 African evangelicals who 
attended the assembly declared monogamy the “way to happiness in the home.”786 They 
made no allowances for polygamists, saying instead that “the essence of the new nature 
in Christ is that ‘old things pass away.’” But like the Catholic bishops at the AMECEA 
Plenary Study Conference on “Families Truly Christian and Truly African,” evangelicals 
at Bouaké seemed more interested in discussing issues besides polygamy. They were 
especially interested in asserting the importance of family devotions, premarital 
counseling, natural family planning, the education of children, and how to help 
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monogamous couples to more deeply live out the biblical call for the husband to be “head 
of the wife” and for the wife “to submit herself to her husband.”787  
Walter Trobisch and Jean Banyolak were among the people invited to give several 
lectures at the Bouaké assembly. Walter’s role as a visionary in African marriage 
guidance had earned him the invitation to the assembly. However, by the end of his 
presentation it was clear that he was no longer at the forefront of African marriage 
guidance or adept at reading his African audience. For example, when he showed 
Naissance, a graphic film about a woman giving birth, many of the delegates chose to 
avert their eyes rather than view the film.788 Two years earlier, Walter had shown the film 
during a seminar in Papua New Guinea to a largely appreciative audience. Ingrid had not 
been present, but the Trobisches’ son Daniel had introduced the information about 
“fertilization, pregnancy, and birth” and had helped attendees process the film.789 The 
Trobisches told their friends that the New Guineans “couldn’t get over the fact that a 
young, unmarried man was allowed to know all these ‘secrets’ and talk about them. And 
this in the presence of his father!” The Trobisches concluded, “Daniel’s testimony said 
more about sex education than a long lecture on our part would have done.”790 The 
Trobisches were invited back to give another seminar in August of 1979. Half of the 
couples at the 1979 seminar had attended the 1975 seminar. Pastor Eoko gave a glowing 
report of his experience in 1975: 
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Before we participated in the Family Life Seminar in Asoroka in 1975 my wife 
and I were filled with fear. . . Even when we joined in sexual union we were filled 
with fear. . . During the course in Asoroka in 1975 our eyes were opened for 
God’s way. The fear has passed away and I have become now really one flesh 
with my wife.791 
 
Another couple, the Mantaris, had been unable to conceive a child prior to the course in 
1975. Afterwards, they gave birth to two children.792 
The film Naissance was a helpful part of the Trobisches’ seminar in Papua New 
Guinea in 1975, but that was not the case at the Bouaké meeting of the AEAM in 1977. 
For one thing, while married couples attended the seminar in Papua New Guinea, at 
Bouaké the delegates were almost entirely male.793 The film had stimulated conversation 
for the couples in Papua New Guinea, but it had the opposite effect on the men at 
Bouaké. Most of the delegates at Bouaké were also already familiar with the basic 
concepts the Trobisches dealt with in their seminars. Some of the delegates were, in fact, 
highly educated.794 For them, being shown a graphic film about childbirth by a middle-
aged missionary probably felt not only out of place but insulting.  
It was shortsighted of Walter to fail to tailor his message to the audience at 
Bouaké. However, Walter’s experience at Bouaké also pointed to the success of his 
vision for mission in Africa. When the Trobisches had begun their work in the early 
1960s, their articulation of what they called “a positive view” of sex and marriage was 
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unique in the Christian community.795 Many people in their seminars expressed surprise 
that “God and sex had something to do with each other” and were were pleased to be 
given information about the biological processes of reproduction.796 African church 
leaders were in the initial stages of embracing the importance of family life for mission. 
In 1966, the Trobisches had spoken emphatically about marriage guidance as “a door for 
the Gospel of Jesus Christ.” They were not the only people saying this in 1966, but they 
were certainly among the influential people pressing the vision forward.  
By 1977, however, family life was on the agenda, evidenced by the fact that the 
Bouaké assembly was devoted to the theme of “The Christian Home.” As churches 
commenced giving premarital counseling, as the AACC’s Department on Home and 
Family Life began coordinating family life work throughout Africa, and as books like 
John Mbiti’s Love and Marriage in Africa came out, more and more African Christians 
were conversant in both the biology of reproduction and a Christian view of sex and 
marriage.797 In the 1970s, the Trobisches’ influence in African marriage guidance was 
less significant because it was no longer necessary to insist on marriage guidance as “a 
door for the gospel.” The African church had accepted this truth and had its own 
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Among evangelicals in Africa, one of the people most dedicated to the cultivation 
of Christian home life was Byang Kato, the AEAM’s general secretary from 1973 to 
1975.798 Kato has been described as “the founding father of modern African evangelical 
theology.”799 He is usually remembered for his advocacy of evangelical higher learning 
and his polemic against universalism, syncretism, and African theology, as expressed in 
his book Theological Pitfalls in Africa.800 However, Kato’s impact on African 
evangelicalism through his theology of the Christian Home is no less important.801 Of 
special interest to Kato was not so much marriage arrangements or questions about sex, 
topics that concerned mainline Protestants and Catholics of the period. Kato was more 
interested in getting evangelicals to have family devotions that would presumably train 
up the children in the faith. Since his marriage in 1957, Kato and his wife Jummai had 
“put an emphasis on prayer and Bible reading in their home.”802 Their efforts to raise their 
children in the faith were fruitful, for all three children professed personal Christian faith 
at a young age.803  
Knowing from his own experience how integral family devotions were to the 
flourishing of a Christian home, Kato later used his position in the growing evangelical 
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movement to promote the importance of family devotions. At the first assembly of the 
AEAM in Limuru, Kenya in 1969, he gave a lecture on “The Youth in the African 
Church.” In this lecture he lamented that “in many Christian homes family worship, joint 
family devotions, and prayers are not observed,” and he argued that “a good Christian 
home should be the foundation of youth work.”804 When he was elected General 
Secretary of the AEAM in 1973, he immediately suggested that the theme of the next 
General Assembly be The Christian Home.805 At some point prior to his sudden death in 
1975, he authored a series of articles on “The Christian Leader and His Family,” which 
were published posthumously in the journal Today in Africa.806 The message of these 
articles on male headship and female submission in marriage was essentially the same 
message conveyed in the first four of seven Bible studies prepared for use at Bouaké in 
1977.807 It is probable that the Christian Education Commission, which prepared the Bible 
studies for Bouaké, had access to Kato’s articles and used them to write the studies.   
Given that Kato obtained his doctorate from Dallas Theological Seminary and 
that discussion on male headship and female submission in marriage was a topic of 
particular interest for American evangelicals during this period, it is likely that Kato 
derived much of his theology of the Christian home from his evangelical professors and 
colleagues at Dallas. However, Kato’s theology of the Christian home was not a mere 
insertion of American theology into the African context. To him, reflecting on how to 
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Christianize African home life was a task particularly suitable for African evangelicals to 
undertake. Much his frustration with the contemporary African theology of his day was 
that it allowed “the culture to take precedence over Christianity.”808 Kato believed it was 
important to be culturally relevant but that one should never allow culture to take 
precedence over Christian truth. A better method of doing African theology, in his mind, 
was to “Scratch where it itches.” That is to say, he urged African theologians to address 
the questions that Africans were asking about topics like “polygamy, family structure, 
spirit world, [and] liturgy.” By writing about the Christian home, then, Kato believed he 
was articulating a form of African theology that respected cultural concerns without 
separating “African Christianity from historical Christianity.”809 
 
The Christian Home in African Theology 
“African theology” is generally defined as reinterpreting one of two things, the 
relationship between church and state in Africa or the relationship between Christianity 
and African culture.810 Most of the initial African theologies that reinterpreted the 
relationship between Christianity and African culture addressed the same doctrines that 
had occupied western theologians, namely the doctrine of God, doctrine of Christ, and 
doctrine of salvation. African theologians simply used concepts from African traditional 
religion to illuminate these abstract theological doctrines. However, very soon into the 
theologizing process, mainline Protestant, Catholic, and evangelical theologians in Africa 
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began to devote more of their theological reflection to concrete topics like marriage and 
family life.811 African Christian marriage was never one of the major topics addressed at 
conferences devoted entirely to “African theology,” like the consultation of African 
theologians held in Ibadan in 1966 and the Pan-African Conference of Third World 
Theologians held in Accra in 1977.812 However, many individual African theologians did 
address the topic of African Christian marriage during this period.  
African Christian marriage was also a topic of several All-Africa church 
conferences that were not specifically dedicated to “African theology,” such as the 
seminar on Christian Home and Family Life in Kitwe in 1963, the third assembly of the 
AEAM in 1977, and at the 1986 AMECEA Plenary Study Conference on the theme 
“Families Truly Christian and Truly African.” Thus an African theology of the Christian 
home became a key part of the development of indigenous African theology during the 
mid-twentieth century.  
The Trobisches and African theologians who reflected on the Christian home 
during the mid-twentieth century were part of an overall effort of mainline Protestants, 
Roman Catholics, and evangelicals to bring the Christian gospel into conversation with 
people’s everyday lives. Marriage and family life lay at the heart of people’s lived 
experience. To help people understand the teachings of the Christian faith regarding 
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home and family life was a way of deepening people’s faith, educating children in the 
faith, and drawing other people into the faith. From the 1960s to the 1980s, cultivation of 
Christian family life was a key task for the church in Africa. 
 
Conclusion 
When Walter announced at the 1965 meeting of the All-Africa Lutheran 
Conference in Addis Ababa, “What is needed in Africa are not church disciplinarians, but 
marriage counselors,” this statement was relatively novel. Since the 1920s and ’30s, 
North American church women and the National Christian Council of China had been 
working to bring the Christian home to the attention of the global, ecumenical missionary 
community, but even after the IMC developed an official Christian Home and Family 
Life program in 1950, its emphasis had been on Asia. The Seminar on Christian Home 
and Family Life held in Kitwe in 1963 was the first seminar in the IMC tradition to be 
held in Africa. Walter’s announcement at Addis Ababa in 1965 about the need for 
marriage counselors was thus perfectly timed. He carried with him both the momentum 
from Kitwe and the evidence from his thriving personal correspondence with thousands 
of Africans, each showing that the time was ripe for marriage guidance in Africa. Not 
only did delegates at Addis commend Walter’s work, but three years later the LWF also 
offered him a job as Consultant on Family Counseling to the churches in Africa. 
During the 1960s, the Trobisches were leaders in the African marriage guidance 
movement. They popularized the movement and shaped the theological discussion about 
Christian family life. At least among ecumenical Protestants and evangelicals, the 
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Trobisches’ theology of the Christian home, as expressed at Kitwe in 1963, at the All-
Africa Lutheran Conference of 1965, and in their various seminars and publications 
helped set the stage for African-led theological refection on the Christian home, which 
developed in the 1970s. 
The African-led theological reflection on the Christian home soon made the 
Trobisches’ message obsolete. This was evident at the 1977 meeting of the AEAM in 
Bouaké, where Walter’s distasteful showing of the film Naissance caused many delegates 
to avert their eyes. It was also evident as John Mbiti’s understanding of African marriage 
came to characterize the general opinion of the AACC. Mbiti found much to admire 
about arranged marriages and the bride-price and even advocated lifting the church’s ban 
on polygamy. Although later theologians like Anne Nasimiyu-Wasike would reassert a 
negative position on polygamy, during the 1970s the Trobisches increasingly found that 
the African church had moved on without them. 
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Chapter 5: The Globalization of Christianity and the Termination of Walter’s Contract 
with the Lutheran World Federation, 1968-1971 
 
The Trobisches were instrumental in stimulating, shaping, and popularizing the 
marriage guidance movement in Africa during the early 1960s, but by the late 1960s their 
importance as leaders in the movement was beginning to fade. Enough African church 
leaders like Mbiti and Kato had become advocates of marriage guidance that it was no 
longer necessary for western missionaries like the Trobisches to be at the forefront of the 
movement. In fact, in postcolonial Africa continued missionary leadership was not only 
unnecessary but actually in some cases detrimental because it leant credence to the view 
that Christianity was bound up with colonialism. Recognizing this, the Lutheran World 
Federation terminated its contract with Walter. This decision, bitterly protested by 
Walter, offers a glimpse into the kinds of issues that surfaced as Christianity became a 
truly global religion and western missionaries like the Trobisches were asked to hand 
over leadership to church leaders in the global south.  
 
The Termination of Walter’s Contract with the Lutheran World Federation 
 
In the fall of 1970, the Lutheran World Federation (LWF) notified Walter that his 
position as Consultant on Family Counseling to the churches in Africa would be 
terminated as of December of 1971.813 The Trobisches were shocked. For one thing, they 
had always received extremely positive feedback from both Africans and western 
missionaries who had attended their seminars, as well as from people within the ranks of 
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the LWF, ALC, and WCC who had observed their work from afar.814 For another thing, 
even as the contract was being terminated, the Trobisches had enough “invitations from 
the African churches that we could easily keep busy until 1975.”815 Thirdly, the 
Trobisches, were finally feeling fully “equipped from the point of view of experience and 
literature to begin our Marriage Guidance work effectively.”816 Why the LWF would drop 
them at the moment their work was really starting to take off was a mystery to them. 
They spent the rest of 1970 and 1971 trying to figure out why the LWF was terminating 
their contract, whether another arrangement within the LWF might be acceptable to them, 
and/or whether another church body would be able to take them under its wings.817  
In the course of Walter’s negotiations with the LWF, Carl Hellberg, head of the 
Department of World Missions, suggested that perhaps Walter could join the staff of the 
LWF. It is unclear why this did not, in fact, occur. Hellberg maintained that Walter was 
not interested in a position in Geneva because it would have meant that the LWF would 
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have gained publishing rights for the Trobisches’ books.818 Walter maintained that he had 
accepted the position in Geneva and that “book rights were never discussed.”819  
At one point, Hellberg suggested that perhaps the Trobisches’ work might become 
a “joint project” of the “three Lutheran missions in the States.”820 Hellberg approached 
Arne Sovik, the head of the LCA Board of World Mission with the idea, but it appears 
that at least some of the parties involved did not find the idea satisfactory, as the 
Trobisches did not become a “joint project.” In August of 1971, the Trobisches 
approached Morris Sorenson, head of the ALC Department of World Mission, in order to 
see whether they could continue their marriage guidance work as missionaries of the 
ALC.821 While Sorenson thought the Trobisches’ work was important, he felt the ALC 
could only support the Trobisches if they were connected with a local Lutheran church in 
Africa or if Walter joined the staff of the ALC Division of World Missions.822 Neither 
suggestion was satisfactory to the Trobisches, who wanted to be free to relate with all the 
churches in Africa and who did not want to leave Austria.823 Another possibility, which 
Sorenson suggested, was for Walter to join the staff of Radio Voice of the Gospel in 
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Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.824 Walter discussed this possibility with his family, but again 
decided that it would be best to remain in Austria.825 In the end, the Trobisches concluded 
that although they felt “left in the lurch by the ‘official’ church,” they simply had to trust 
that God would provide for them and for the continuation of their work.826 
 
New Trends in Mission 
 
When the Trobisches explained to their friends why the LWF was terminating 
Walter’s contract, they said it was because the LWF was more interested in social justice 
work than in evangelism. They wrote to friends: “A new theology which places the 
emphasis on man’s deeds instead of God’s deeds is spreading fast. It is in line with this 
thinking that when a choice had to be made, a work with an ultimate evangelistic and 
missionary goal such as ours was dropped.”827 Evangelism was, indeed, central to the 
Trobisches’ work. The message inherent in all their marriage counseling was the fact that 
“no human problem, including marital problems, can ever be solved without tapping the 
resources of faith.”828 Those who heard the Trobisches speak heard this message loud and 
clear. As one student said to Walter, “Am I not right in thinking that for you, the subject 
of marriage is a pretext for evangelization?”829 Walter answered in the affirmative. He 
always referred to his marriage counseling work with the German word, “Seelsorge,” 
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which he defined as “spiritual counselling with the goal to lead people to Christ.830 And 
he always maintained that “marriage guidance is not an end in itself, but a door for the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ.”831  
Although the Trobisches’ assessment of the new trend in mission was overly 
simplistic and defensive, there was definitely truth in their assessment. It was mentioned 
in the last chapter that delegates at both the WCC World Conference on Church and 
Society in 1966 and at the WCC General Assembly at Uppsala in 1968 pushed the WCC 
to engage more fully in socio-political events.832 As Norman Goodall wrote about 
Uppsala,  
The most obvious and widely acknowledged feature of the Assembly was its 
preoccupation—at times, almost its obsession—with the revolutionary ferment of 
our time, with questions of social and international responsibility, of war and 
peace and economic justice, with the pressing, agonizing physical needs of men, 
with the plight of the underprivileged, the homeless and starving, and with the 
most radical contemporary rebellions against all ‘establishments’, civil and 
religious.833 
 
The Trobisches were right to sense that during the late 1960s and early 1970s evangelism 
was not the focus of the WCC.  
As the Trobisches retained a traditional emphasis on evangelism, mainline 
Protestants in the late 1960s and early ’70s continued to widen their understanding of 
mission. Instead of seeing missions as an act of the church, they began to see mission as 
something that God was doing in the world. Delegates at the 1968 WCC assembly at 
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Uppsala spoke about looking to the world “to provide the agenda for the churches.”834 In 
a report drawn up prior to the assembly, a group of Europeans wrote, “What else can the 
churches do than recognize and proclaim what God is doing in the world?”835 According 
to missiologist David Bosch, by the late 1960s, “mission became an umbrella term for 
health and welfare services, youth projects, activities of political interest groups, projects 
for economic and social development, the constructive application of violence, etc. . . The 
distinction between church and world [had] for all intents and purposes, been dropped 
completely.”836 Delegates at ecumenical conferences began to describe mission as “a 
contribution toward the humanization of society.”837  This mission theory of 
humanization championed the ability of mankind to rectify social ills through committed 
and united action. Led by the youth and by delegates from Africa and Latin America, 
ecumenical conferences drew up resolutions to “ensure human rights in a just world 
community,” to “seek to overcome racism wherever it appears,” and to “work for 
disarmament and for trade agreements fair to all.”838  
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This radical view of mission had its roots in missio Dei theology, which was first 
articulated at the 1952 meeting of the IMC in Willingen.839 There delegates discussing 
“The Missionary Obligation of the Church” made the following statement: “There is no 
participation in Christ without participation in His mission to the world.”840 Delegates 
emphasized the need for the church to pay close attention to “the events of our time.”841 
Missio Dei theology took the focus off the missionary and put it on God. It also changed 
the job description of the missionary. Instead of seeing himself as the bearer of the gospel 
to the pagan world, the missionary increasingly found himself being told to find out what 
God was doing in the world and join in. Mission theorists thought this would moderate 
the ethnocentric, paternalistic tendencies of western missionaries, who still thought of a 
‘Christian West’ and a ‘non-Christian East’ even though that distinction no longer held 
true.842  
Ironically, back in 1954 when Walter had read the report from Willingen he had 
been excited about the changing trends in mission theory. He and Ingrid had become 
proponents of mission as “two-way traffic between East and West.”843 They had 
supported African nationalist movements and had loudly proclaimed, “Colonialism is 
sin.” By the late 1960s, however, the Trobisches were “burdened” with the direction 
mission theory was heading. They called the social justice work “horizontal thinking” 
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and lamented that there was not more attention to the “vertical dimension.” “The more 
this ‘horizontal’ thinking becomes the modern theological fashion, the more we are 
challenged to withstand and to fight for the vertical dimension in our work,” they wrote 
to friends in 1969.844 The Trobisches always prided themselves on their ability to separate 
Christianity from western culture. However, their discomfort with where mission theory 
had come by the late 1960s illustrates the limits of their ability to see things from the 
perspective of another culture. Much of the push within the WCC and LWF for a deeper 
engagement in socio-political events came from Africans. They understood, in ways the 
Trobisches could not, how the church was still implicated in the colonialist legacy and if 
she truly wanted to break free of it she would have to take a strong stand against global 
systems of injustice.  
Within the ranks of the LWF, there was a strong desire to fight global injustice 
and to pursue what the Trobisches dismissed as a “horizontal” approach to mission. In 
1967, the LWF Commission on Stewardship and Evangelism asked Herbert Neve to lead 
a study of “The Structures of the Congregation in Mission.”845 When Neve published his 
findings in 1968, missio Dei theology was at the heart of his analysis. Neve spoke about 
mission as “participation in the societal processes in cooperation with non-Christians.”846 
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He urged the LWF away from “one-sided concern for the salvation of one’s own soul” 
and towards an active interest in world events.847  
The new emphasis on social justice work concerned some people within the LWF, 
who shared the Trobisches’ belief that evangelism should always be the primary goal of 
mission. Heinrich Meyer wrote: 
The mission of the church must remain the mission, i.e. obedience to the divine 
mandate to win unbelieving men for faith in Christ Jesus, God and man, through 
the proclamation of the Gospel. This mission cannot be replaced by service, inter-
church aid, humanitarian activities, dialog, human identification or whatever else 
has been suggested during recent years as substitute for the mission.848 
 
Sigurd Aske wrote with a wry irony when he talked about the sidelining of evangelism:  
Not long ago the missionary was the main problem in mission. Today mission 
itself is drawing cross-fire. Not all in mission is wrong, of course. Relief is still 
called for. Health and education are respectable activities. Development is an ‘in’ 
word. Mission becomes problematic when Jesus Christ is proclaimed as the 
Savior and Lord of men.849  
 
Peter Beyerhaus and others drew up a document called the Frankfurt Declaration, which 
expressed concern over the WCC’s neglect of evangelism.850 They requested a meeting 
with officers of the WCC and the LWF to discuss their concerns, but both organizations 
refused to meet with them.851   
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Western churchmen were not the only critics of the LWF’s new emphasis on 
social justice work. The Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus (EECMY), the 
largest Lutheran Church in Africa, also issued a strong critique. This was ironic, 
considering the fact that it was delegates from Africa who had led much of the push 
toward social justice work in the WCC in the late 1960s. In 1971, the EECMY sent a 
letter to the LWF in which they confronted western churches for being more willing to 
fund social justice work than evangelism:  
It has become evident over the last few years that the churches and agencies in the 
West are readily prepared to assist in material development while there seems to 
be little interest in helping the church meet her primary obligation to proclaim the 
gospel. From the African point of view, it is hard to understand this division.852  
 
Just as earlier African ecumenists had faulted the global ecumenical community for 
giving too much weight to evangelism at the expense of social justice work, so the 
EECMY faulted the global ecumenical community for swinging too far in the other 
direction. The EECMY proposed holding these two poles in tension, pursuing them 
simultaneously, an action that “from the African point of view” simply made sense.   
The EECMY also pointed out the irony in the fact that western churches thought 
social justice work was a way of making amends for colonialism, but really it was simply 
a newer form of colonialism. The new emphasis on social justice came from “trends in 
the western societies and churches,” rather than from any real understanding of African 
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needs.853 The letter from the EECMY sent shock waves through the LWF and helped to 
swing the pendulum back towards evangelism.  
The Trobisches must have smiled when they read the letter from EECMY in 
Lutheran World in 1973. Ezra Gebremedhin, Pastor of the Mekane Yesus Church in 
Addis Ababa and General Secretary of the national EECMY from 1963–1966, was one of 
Walter’s good friends. The two had met at the All-Africa Lutheran Conference in Addis 
Ababa in 1965, where both had presented papers. At Addis, Walter and Gebremedhin had 
discovered that they shared a similar vision of what was important for mission in Africa. 
Both stressed the importance of Christian home life. Both saw marriage guidance as a 
way of reclaiming the attention of Christian youth, who tended to abandoned the church 
when they grew up.854 And both had a keen interest in and dedication to evangelism.  
Gebremedhin continued to be interested in Christian family life and evangelism, 
even as other Christian leaders in the AACC and the LWF were shifting their interest 
away from family life issues. Because of that and because of his friendship with Walter, 
Gebremedhin sympathized with Walter when his contract with the LWF was terminated. 
Gebremedhin went so far as to take up Walter’s case with Carl Hellberg and Josiah 
Kibira, members of the Executive Committee of the LWF, when they met in Indonesia in 
1972. But Gebremedhin’s attempt to reestablish Walter’s contract with the LWF was no 
more effective than Walter’s own. 
 For its part, the LWF gave three major reasons for terminating the contract with 
Walter: lack of funds, the desire to fund African churches directly, and the belief that the 
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Trobisches’ work would fit better under an ecumenical organization like the WCC. Since 
Walter drew a very modest salary for the amount of work he and Ingrid conducted, it is 
unlikely that the financial reason was the paramount reason for the termination of his 
contract. The Trobisches were quite frustrated that the LWF would even give this as a 
reason for Walter’s termination. They wrote to Arne Sovik of the LCA that the LWF had 
actually offered Walter a raise in September of 1970. Thus, “It seems to us a . . . paradox 
that first a higher budget is offered to us and then this higher budget is used as a reason 
for dropping the program entirely.”855 Walter also took issue with the argument that his 
work would fit better under the WCC. He pointed out that since he was only employed 
part-time for the LWF, he presented to Lutherans during half of his time and to non-
Lutherans the other half of the time. He made sure to emphasize that when he and Ingrid 
presented to non-Lutherans it was “at our own expense without any contribution by the 
LWF.”856 Walter maintained that the real reason he was being dropped was that the LWF 
favored social justice work over evangelism, and his own work was predicated on the 
latter. However, this argument fails to take account of what was perhaps the biggest 
question being asked by the world Christian community at this time, namely what does it 
mean to be the global church. The discussion about whether to emphasize evangelism or 
social justice work was only one part of this larger discussion about what it meant to be 
the global church. This conversation, which unfolded throughout the 1960s and ’70s, led 
the LWF to conclude that funding African churches directly was a better reflection of the 
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global nature of the church than funding a western missionary to conduct marriage 
guidance in Africa. 
 
What Does It Mean to Be the Global Church?   
The termination of Walter’s contract with the LWF was a reflection of the fact 
that by 1970 Christianity had become a truly global religion. Just sixty years earlier, at 
the Edinburgh world missionary conference, representatives from various missionary 
societies came together to strategize how to accomplish “the evangelization of the world 
in this generation.”857 The representatives came overwhelmingly from the global north. In 
fact, “only seventeen of the 1400 participants [came] from the global south.”858 By the 
1960s, the Edinburgh hope for “the evangelization of the world” had largely been 
fulfilled. Numerically significant Christian communities existed in all parts of the 
globe.859 The old era of mission from the West to the rest was over; the new era of 
mission was one in which the “younger” churches would play an equal role in the 
mission of the global church. In 1961, the merger of two ecumenical organizations that 
had developed in the years after Edinburgh—the International Missionary Council 
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(founded in 1921) and the World Council of Churches (1948)—was a concrete way of 
signifying that the old era of mission had passed. The numerical dominance of the global 
north at ecumenical church gatherings was over, and soon their dominance in shaping 
ecumenical conversations also began to come to an end. As they grew in numbers and in 
confidence, leaders from the global south began to challenge western leadership and to 
propose new ways of conducting mission and organizing the church.  
 
The Critique of World Confessional Families 
One of the significant ways that representatives from the global south began to 
shape the ecumenical conversation was through their critique of World Confessional 
Families like the LWF.860 The LWF was founded in 1947, but most World Confessional 
Families were founded in the late nineteenth century or early twentieth century.861 The 
movement to found World Confessional Families had developed in tandem with the 
ecumenical movement. According to Robbins Strong, as  “churches that had a long 
tradition and an established history began to enter into conversation with other such 
churches it was quite natural that they would become increasingly conscious of their own 
‘family’ history. And thus parallel to and interlocking with the conciliar development 
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there developed a pattern of world ‘confession bodies.’”862 The founding of the WCC in 
1948, which was a crowning achievement of the ecumenical movement, also stimulated 
the confessional movement.  As the WCC necessarily had to emphasize theological 
consistencies and minimize theological differences, many World Confessional Families 
felt the need to restate their own particular beliefs after the WCC was formed.863 WCC 
Secretary Visser’t Hooft, despite his commitment to the confessional movement, 
nevertheless recognized that the confessional movement had the capacity to “lead to a 
deadlock in the ecumenical discussions between the churches.”864  
Several prominent leaders of the ecumenical movement in the global south did 
believe that World Confessional Families detracted from efforts for church unity on a 
regional level. D.T. Niles, who helped found the East Asia Conference of Churches in 
1957, believed that because Christianity in East Asia was a minority religion, the various 
denominations should unite into one regional church in order to have a stronger 
witness.865 He found that as they did so they often experienced resistance from the 
denomination to which they belonged. The local churches worried that by participating in 
regional efforts for unity, they would be forced to give up membership in their World 
Confessional Family and to surrender the opportunities for fellowship and financial aid 
that such membership provided. This dilemma, said Niles and others in the global south, 
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was severely crippling efforts for church unity and mission.866 Despite his own personal 
loyalty to the Lutheran tradition, Josiah Kibira criticized the theological control of the 
LWF over the church in Africa when he gave the keynote address at the third All-Africa 
Lutheran conference: “Are we allowed to criticize and think independently without the 
threat (and consequent fear) of losing our traditional and universal connection, our 
financial aid, and in some cases, our theological dialogue with other churches; especially 
those from which we have emerged?”867 
At its meeting in Bangalore in 1961, the East Asia Christian Conference issued a 
particularly strong rebuke of the World Confessional Families: “However good the 
intention, it seems that the expression of world confessionalism, in increasingly complex 
institutional structures, results in the perpetuation and reinforcement of patterns of 
paternalism and continued exercise of control.”868 Niles had long pointed out that in much 
of East Asia, Christianity was already associated with western colonialism.869 The 
continued control that World Confessional Families exerted on local churches 
perpetuated this kind of image. He argued that regional interdenominational churches, on 
the other hand, could begin to break this image. A united church, free from the 
constraints of the West’s denominational divisions, could focus more directly on the task 
of the indigenization of the gospel in India. Niles argued this would demonstrate that 
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Christianity was not simply a vestige of western colonialism.870 For Niles, the emphasis 
on national unity over denominational unity grew from a concern for evangelism. As he 
said at the inauguration of the East Asia Conference of Churches in 1959, “[T]he true 
context for the church union movement is not denominations but nations . . . 
Denominations and confessions have only a tangential relation to the missionary nature 
of the Church.”871 That others agreed with his emphasis on the regional church is 
evidenced by the founding of several regional church bodies throughout the 1960s and 
’70s.872 
As representatives from the global south issued a critique of the World 
Confessional Families, the leaders of World Confessional Families responded by 
emphasizing the ability of World Confessional Families to enhance the ecumenical 
movement. They argued that while the foci of the World Confessional Families and the 
WCC differed, their primary goal was the same. World Confessional Families focused on 
uniting churches with a common heritage, and the WCC focused on uniting churches 
with different heritages, but both World Confessional Families and the WCC sought to 
foster unity and partnership among the world’s churches. Many World Confessional 
Family executives were also active in the WCC. In the case of the Lutheran World 
Federation, many of the founding members at Lund, Switzerland in 1947 were also 
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present at the founding of the WCC in Amsterdam in 1948. In the case of the World 
Alliance of Reformed Churches, John A. Mackay was both President of the Alliance in 
1954 and a member of the WCC’s Central Committee. Because of his missionary 
background, Mackay sympathized with the critique from the global south and recognized 
the fact that mere confessionalism would “break the Ecumenical Movement.”873 Rather 
than abandoning the confessional movement, however, he and other World Confessional 
Family leaders sought to harness the confessional movement’s unifying potential and link 
it to that of the ecumenical movement.874 One of the ways they did this was by holding 
annual meetings for the presidents of the World Confessional Families at which the 
leaders could discuss the relationship between confessionalism and ecumenism.875  
Emphasizing the capacity of the World Confessional Families to enhance the 
ecumenical movement did not ultimately answer the global south’s critique that World 
Confessional Families were perpetuating “patterns of paternalism.” Nevertheless, as 
Harold Fry pointed out in his analysis of the period, the critique from Bangalore “deeply 
penetrated the consciousness of leaders of the confessional bodies.”876 As this happened, 
the East Asia Christian Conference softened its critique. The statement presented by the 
East Asia Conference of Churches to the global church in 1965 recognized that local 
churches often hesitated to join regional united churches for fear that they would lose the 
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support of their World Confessional Family. But rather than simply chastise the World 
Confessional Families for impeding inter-church unity and mission, the statement issued 
a call: “Wherever Churches in Asia are involved in negotiations for church union, they 
need help and encouragement . . . from the confessional families to which they belong . . . 
They also need assurance that such union will not be regarded as disloyalty to their 
specific confessional tradition.”877 The statement also acknowledged that the World 
Confessional Families could mitigate the risk that regional united churches would 
become overly focused on national or ethnic concerns, to the neglect of global 
concerns.878  
By 1970, when the LWF executives voted to discontinue Walter’s contract, the 
debate over whether World Confessional Families helped or hurt the ecumenical cause 
had largely been resolved.879 Nevertheless, the allegation that World Confessional 
Families perpetuated “patterns of paternalism” was still likely in the back of the minds of 
the LWF executives in 1970. The issue of the church’s complicity in colonialism had, in 
fact, just been raised afresh at the LWF Assembly at Evian.  
 
The LWF Assembly at Evian 
As the LWF prepared for its fifth assembly, the question of what it meant to be 
the global church was central. The assembly was scheduled to take place in Pôrto Alegre, 
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Brazil in July of 1970. It would have been the first time that an assembly was held in the 
global south. However, due to human rights violations in Brazil, the general secretary 
decided to move the assembly to Evian, France.880 This decision and the deliberations 
leading up to it led to a huge discussion about the relationship between the global north 
and the global south. The general secretary defended his decision to change the venue by 
pointing out the host church in Brazil had said that the president of Brazil would want to 
make a speech at the assembly, and this would have made it look like the LWF condoned 
the government’s violations of human rights. Furthermore, a number of delegates had 
said they would not come if the meeting were held in Pôrto Alegre. Delegates from the 
southern churches complained that only delegates from northern churches had opposed 
going to Pôrto Alegre.881 Southern churches, they said, had not been consulted about the 
decision. Youth delegates accused the LWF of maintaining a “North Atlantic 
ecclesiastical colonialism.”882 They argued that holding the meeting in Pôrto Alegre 
would have allowed the LWF to speak out about the injustice occurring there and to 
express solidarity with the poor and oppressed around the world. Delegates pointed out 
that the theme of the conference was “Sent into the World,” but instead of meeting in the 
world they were at “a spa on the shores of Lake Geneva.”883 
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The effect of Evian on the direction of the LWF was phenomenal. This assembly 
“had a greater impact on the development of the Federation than any previous or 
subsequent assembly.”884 During the 1950s and ’60s, the LWF had been primarily 
concerned with theology, but after Evian the LWF was primarily concerned with 
“sensitive and controversial issues in social, political, and economic arenas.”885 The 
theme of Evian, “Sent into the World,” had already implied that the conference would be 
interested in discussing the relation of the church to secular events and socio-political 
issues, but the upheaval caused by the choice to meet in Evian instead of Pôrto Alegre 
brought an urgency and lasting power to these discussions.886  
At Evian it was decided that southern churches needed greater representation on 
the Executive Committee. Prior to the conference, the Executive Committee had already 
been discussing how to restructure the LWF to reflect a more equitable relationship 
between northern and southern churches. In a similar vein to the merger of the IMC with 
the WCC in 1961, the Executive Committee pondered changing the name of the 
Department of World Mission to the Department of Church Cooperation.887 Although 
some at Evian contested this decision, pointing out that mission might get overshadowed 
by other concerns, the majority of the delegates supported the change. They felt it was a 
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concrete way for the LWF to oppose the “the historical alliance between the missionary 
movement and Western imperialism or colonialism.”888 As Stefano Moshi, then Presiding 
Bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Tanzania, said, “Mission, being Western 
mission domination, belongs to the past. The churches in Asia and Africa are equal 
partners to the churches in the West. We, therefore, want the name ‘Church 
Cooperation.’”889 At Evian, it was also decided to double the size of the Executive 
Committee, so as to accommodate more southern church members.890  
With Evian framing all LWF decisions after July of 1970, it is not at all surprising 
that the LWF decided to terminate Walter’s contract. According to LWF General 
Secretary Andre Appel, Evian had so shaken the LWF that “some people even questioned 
whether this 25-year-old organization would survive.”891 Even though the LWF felt that 
Walter was doing good work (this was repeatedly stressed in the correspondence with 
him), after Evian the LWF simply could not continue to fund a western missionary to do 
marriage guidance work when African churches could use those same funds to “train 
their own counselors and also send their own people for scholarship training abroad.”892  
The mandate of the new Department of Church Cooperation (DCC) was “to assist the 
churches as they endeavor to carry out the mandate for mission.”893 When the DCC 
therefore chose to discontinue Walter’s contract, it was taking the action that best 
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corresponded with its new mandate. Instead of funding a European marriage counselor, 
the DCC voted to set aside a pool of funds from which African churches could draw “for 
the setting up of seminars around family counseling and for the training of their own 
personnel for such programs.”894 
According to LWF former president Mikko Juva, it was at Evian that the LWF 
finally began to think of itself as a “global partnership.” Prior to Evian, he said, “Most 
initiatives in the area of human rights and international justice came from Europeans and 
North Americans.”  
After Evian this is no longer the case. In the discussion going on in the LWF we 
have experienced how . . . the churches of the developing countries have seized 
the initiative. In the Executive Committee, in commissions, consultations, 
seminars and periodicals the representatives of Africa, Asia and Latin America 
have spoken to our community in a clear and distinct voice. There is no need to 
wait for some progressive theologian from the West to analyze the abuses and 
defects of our world and put the grievances into words. All our member churches 
now speak for themselves strongly and convincingly as full partners.895  
 
When the LWF was founded in 1947, there were “official delegates from only two 
countries . . . outside the European and North American orbit.”896 The LWF was a “Euro-
American movement,” which sought to build a sense of unity and common mission 
between Lutherans in countries that had recently been at war with one another.897 Even as 
delegates from the global south became more numerous at LWF assemblies, the need for 
a shift in identity and structure within the LWF did not really become apparent until 
Evian. “Prior to the Evian Assembly . . . the involvement of persons from the South in the 
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‘inner circles’ of the LWF was primarily of a symbolic nature, a token gesture of good 
will on the part of the churches of the North.”898 After Evian, representatives from the 
global south were finally given the capacity to truly shape the organization.  
 
Josiah Kibira 
The capacity for the global south to shape the LWF was especially realized at the 
sixth assembly of the LWF in Dar es Salaam in 1977, when Josiah Kibira became the 
first person from the global south to be elected president of the LWF.899 After he was 
elected, he noted that his election was “an expression of the Assembly’s confidence in the 
host church as a mature and equal partner in the task of our global ministry.”900 Kibira 
had been a significant shaper of the ecumenical conversation since 1965, when at the All-
Africa Lutheran Conference he criticized western control of denominations and urged the 
African church to develop its own voice. “There is a need to change the Church’s 
ecclesiological foreign image and make it more indigenous,” he declared.901 He called for 
Africans to strive for “theological independence” from the West: “Theologically, there is 
a lack of freedom of mind. With the exception of a few cases, we can hardly think 
independently. We depend mostly on advisors from Europe and America. . . how long 
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must we depend on the European churches to do our thinking in the very things we wish 
to do?”902 
At Evian in 1970, Kibira was elected to chair the new Commission on Church 
Cooperation, the very commission whose task it was to either renew or terminate 
Walter’s contract. Given Kibira’s passion for the theological independence of the African 
church, it made sense that he would opt to terminate the contract. However, in actuality 
Kibira’s choice was not that straightforward. Walter and Kibira had known each other 
since at least 1965, when Kibira gave the keynote and Walter gave a plenary paper at the 
All-Africa Lutheran Conference in Addis Ababa. That Kibira approved of Walter’s work 
is evident from the fact that at some point after Addis, he invited Walter to give two 
marriage seminars in his diocese of Bukoba, Tanzania.903 This Walter and Ingrid did in 
October of 1971.904 Kibira wrote them a note of sincere thanks.905 Clearly, then, Kibira 
felt that marriage guidance work was important to the church in Africa and was 
something that Walter and Ingrid did well. It is, therefore, interesting that despite his 
friendship with the Trobisches and his support of their work, he did not advocate for the 
continuation of Walter’s contract with the LWF when it was discussed at meetings of the 
Commission on Church Cooperation in 1970 and 1971.906   
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Walter also found this puzzling, so he raised the issue with Kibira during the two 
weeks the Trobisches spent in Bukoba in October of 1971. It seems that Walter hoped to 
find out why Kibira had not defended him at the meeting of the Commission on Church 
Cooperation in Tokyo the previous spring and to enlist his help in advocating for the 
reinstatement of his contract. He told Kibira that several African church leaders, upon 
finding that Walter’s contract had been terminated, felt “they were deprived of the 
Service which they want and need.”907 Kibira apparently showed some concern about the 
situation, for he wrote “some of [his] thoughts” to Carl Hellberg, the previous head of the 
LWF Department of World Missions.908 Kibira also asked Walter “to leave the matters to 
me and let me speak and hear what my own pastors think about your work.”909 
Presumably, after he had spoken with his own pastors, Kibira would then have gotten 
back in touch with Walter or would have written another letter to Carl Hellberg or LWF 
secretary Andre Appel. 
Walter, however, was impatient. Rather than waiting for Kibira to proceed in the 
manner he saw fit, Walter used his conversation with Kibira to bolster his own position in 
a letter he sent to secretary Andre Appel on October 26, 1971. Walter apparently 
remembered Kibira telling him that he would not have voted to end Walter’s contract if 
he “would have fully grasped the consequences.”910 Whether Kibira fully meant this, 
whether he was simply trying to commiserate with Walter and offer solace in the face of 
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disappointment, whether Walter was remembering the conversation incorrectly, or 
whether Walter deliberately misrepresented Kibira is not clear. In any case, Walter told 
Appel that Kibira was in favor of the reinstatement of his contract with the LWF. Appel 
then showed the letter to Kibira during Kibira’s visit to Geneva later that year. 
Understandably, Kibira felt betrayed. After seeing the letter, he wrote to Walter, “I don't 
agree with the way you have patched up pieces of sentences and phrases from our talks at 
different moments and make them appear to sound like a sequential discussion.”911 He 
called Walter’s letter “malicious” and said it made him seem like “a schizophrenic if not 
completely absent minded type of person.”912  
 
Missionary Paternalism 
The correspondence between Walter and Kibira not only illuminates the way in 
which Walter betrayed Kibira’s trust. It also demonstrates the extent to which Walter held 
severely paternalistic attitudes. In comparison with many of their peers during the 1950s 
and ’60s, the Trobisches had been relatively progressive in their views of mission, their 
efforts to combat racism, and their sensitivity to African culture.913 However, Walter’s 
inability to accept the decision of the LWF to terminate his contract and his efforts to 
manipulate Kibira demonstrate the sharp limits of his cultural sensitivity. Because so 
many Africans had given the Trobisches positive feedback in response to their marriage 
guidance work, the Trobisches simply could not see the other issues at stake in the 
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decision of the LWF to terminate Walter’s contract. Rather than take a moment to 
wonder if the decision might really be in the best interest of Christian mission in Africa, 
Walter tried desperately to get the LWF to reinstate his contract. In doing so, he revealed 
that ten years in Africa had done little to supplant his own deeply rooted paternalism. 
In January of 1972, after the heat of previous correspondence had subsided, 
Walter wrote to Kibira in order to explain his actions in a way he thought Kibira would 
find more acceptable. He told Kibira that one of the reasons he initially wrote the letter to 
Secretary Andre Appel of the LWF was that he wanted  
to protect you. You see, Josiah, you see yourself and your position only in the 
light of Geneva and of the Commission. But I see you in the light of the African 
Church Leaders who criticise you because they feel that at Tokyo they were 
deprived of the Service which they want and need.”914  
This desire to “protect” Kibira—who was then the Bishop of the North Western Diocese 
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Tanzania—and Walter’s audacity in claiming to 
know the African church better than Kibira did must have struck Kibira as frustrating, to 
say the least. But there was more: “From our talks,” wrote Walter, “I got necessarily the 
impression that at Tokyo you were manipulated and used for certain goals and 
theological trends of which you yourself were not fully aware.”915 Again, this 
paternalistic attitude must have been trying for Kibira.   
Evidence of missionary paternalism is also evident in a letter Walter sent four 
years earlier, congratulating Kibira on the birth of twins. He wrote: 
You suddenly have now a large family and that means also a very large 
responsibility. I pray that you may be able to take this responsibility before God 
                                                 





and that in this way your family may become a silent witness not only of the 
Lord's grace but also of what it means to be a father and a mother in Christ. There 
is no other way to teach effectively what Christian marriage means than the 
example of life. I pray that you may be able to give with your wonderful wife, 
whom I also know, this testimony in order that through it many troubled families 
may be helped, not only in your church, but all over Africa.916  
 
The letter reads as if it were written from a father to his child. Walter had no ill intentions 
in composing it. On the contrary, he truly felt that Kibira and his “wonderful wife” were 
powerful examples of Christian family life and he wanted to encourage them in this 
calling. The problem was that Josiah and Martha Kibira already knew the responsibilities 
associated with parenthood, as well as the responsibilities of being leaders of the church 
in Africa. They did not need Walter to preach to them about these responsibilities. That 
he did preach likely suggested to them that he did not as yet fully respect them as his 
equals in the global church. And it was this persistent attitude of missionary paternalism, 
this arrogance often cloaked in kindness, which African church leaders like Kibira 
detested.  
 The Kibiras had long known that their family life was part of their Christian 
testimony to non-Christian friends and relatives. They did not need Walter to tell them so. 
Both Josiah and Martha Kibira had been active in the East African Revival in the 1940s 
and ’50s. Revivalists not only affirmed the Christian sexual ethics the Trobisches later 
championed—premarital chastity, monogamy, marrying for love, spouse self-selection, 
                                                 




and cultivating marital intimacy—they also recognized the way in which upholding these 
sexual ethics offered a powerful testimony to those who were not yet saved.917 
Josiah and Martha were two of the first Balokole (saved people) in their area to 
decide to marry.918 Their decision to do so had the strong approval of the Balokole 
community, but it challenged various aspects of traditional African culture. As Josiah 
Kibira noted, “According to Customary Law I had no right to marry this woman as she 
was of a royal family and I came from a quite simple fisherman's family. I had myself 
obtained the consent of my wife.”919 Fortunately for the Kibiras, Martha also had 
“permission from her father to marry a young man whom she would choose.” The couple 
perceived their wedding in 1951 as a testimony of the power of Christ to bring people 
together despite potential cultural barriers.920 Their wedding offered a further testimony to 
Christ when Martha proceeded to smile throughout the ceremony instead of crying, as 
was customary for a bride to do at her wedding.921 In traditional African religion a bride 
would lament leaving her blood relations, but the Balokole believed that their ties to one 
another transcended the ties of blood relations. They saw themselves as a “new clan” 
with ties based on “blood brotherhood in Jesus Christ.”922 As a symbol of their 
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membership in a “new clan,” many married Balokole even chose to “call each other 
‘Brother’ and ‘Sister’ instead of husband and wife.”923 
Throughout their married life together the Kibiras made a point of cultivating a 
healthy relationship. For the Kibiras and other Balokole, healthy marital life included 
confessing sins to one another and forgiving each other when one was sinned against.924 
Martha testified to the strength of their relationship at her husband’s funeral in 1988: 
She told the crowd of people without fear or hesitation how much she wanted to 
thank God for everything: ‘I and my husband have stayed well together loving 
each other and sharing everything since we were young. Jesus has been with us in 
both the easy and difficult things we have experienced. We could do everything 
together. We could confess our sins to each other when Satan wanted to come into 
our lives.925 
 
The Kibira’s solid marital partnership—from their initial decision to marry for 
love to their efforts to cultivate marital intimacy over the course of their life together—
was exactly the kind of marriage the Trobisches advocated. Thus on the one hand, Josiah 
Kibira had reason to support the work the Trobisches were doing. But on the other hand, 
he had reason to find it superfluous. That is to say, as long as there were Africans like the 
Kibiras, for whom Christian faith led them to pursue marriages based on love, intimacy, 
and partnership and to encourage other Africans to do the same, then there was not a real 
need for westerners like the Trobisches to be doing marriage guidance work in Africa. 
Moreover, people like the Kibiras found themselves fighting a war on two fronts. They 
defended their Christian faith against the critique leveled against them by some of their 
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African peers that Christianity was part and parcel with western colonialism. At the same 
time, they knew that Christianity was still in some ways bound up with colonial 
structures, so they confronted these colonial structures and attitudes in the church of the 
global north and called the church in Africa to break free. 
 Walter had always maintained that his goal was to train Africans to do marriage 
guidance work in Africa. However, it seems that he was not able to accept the fact that 
the marriage guidance work in Africa might actually be able to continue without him 
overseeing it. As he wrote in a letter to Kibira after it was clear that his contract with the 
LWF would not be reinstated, “I only want to inform you that, unless another 
arrangement is found, the work which has begun in many churches - as it did in your 
church - will probably come to an end.”926 It did not occur to Walter that the work might 
actually continue, even if he were not a part of it. One reason for this was that he was so 
invested in it. He and Ingrid had been advocating monogamy and marital partnership 
since 1953, when they first arrived in Tcholliré. Ever since Walter took the post at 
Libamba in 1957, they had been developing courses and writing books to help young 
people in modern, urban Africa stay chaste before marriage and marry for love. While 
Walter was employed as the LWF’s Consultant on Family Counseling to the churches in 
Africa, the Trobisches gave numerous family life seminars in different parts of Africa. 
That their message was necessary and unique was confirmed time and again by their 
positive reception at seminars, as well as by the rapid spread and popularity of Walter’s 
J’ai Aimé Une Fille. 
                                                 




However, church leaders like Kibira, Carl Hellberg, and the many delegates from 
the global south who supported the renaming of the Department of World Mission at 
Evian could see things that Walter could not. Because Walter had experienced first-hand 
how novel the work had been ten years earlier and because he had derived such pleasure 
from being an instigator in putting family life on the agenda of the LWF, Walter was 
blind to some of the changes that, by 1970, had made his work less necessary. He 
realized that his message about marital intimacy and partnership had been accepted by 
most of the African church’s elites, who were advocating it in their churches. As he wrote 
to his friend Ezra in 1972, “10 years ago the idea of Family Life Work within the African 
churches was still a completely new one. Today everyone talks about it. But at that time it 
was unheard of.”927 What Walter could not understand was that the very success of his 
message guidance work meant that ten years later it was not seen as important and 
relevant. At least within the LWF, family life was not seen as a pressing concern in the 
same way that it had been pressing and novel in the early 1960s. This was in part due to 
the progress of urbanization and the way in which urbanization led to some of the same 
sexual ethics that Walter advocated.928 Walter’s marriage guidance work was also not as 
pressing because other concerns, like the need to give greater autonomy and institutional 
leadership to the “younger” churches, had come to the fore. Because Walter was so 
focused on the individual needs for marriage guidance in Africa—as expressed to him in 
the letters he continued to receive from Africans—he could not see that at a national and 
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international level his work was no longer as pressing as it had been earlier in the decade. 
Moreover, since African church leaders themselves were advocating monogamy and 
marital partnership, his own continuing determination to do so undercut the very claim he 
had been making about ultimately wanting to turn the work over to Africans. 
 It is doubtful that Kibira ever confronted Walter about his underlying paternalism. 
To do so would have meant a long and difficult conversation, and Kibira was a busy 
man.929 He had also been severely hurt by Walter.930 Thus he likely did not have the 
energy or desire to confront the western hubris lurking within his colleague. However, 
Kibira did in other arenas challenge the western church to ponder its paternalistic 
assumptions about mission. For example, at the meeting of the Commission on Church 
Cooperation in 1972, he asked his colleagues in the LWF to stop assuming that the most 
serious forms of heathenism were in Africa. He urged his colleagues to spend more time 
thinking about the need for mission in the West: “How are we going to reinitiate a 
missionary zeal for Europe and North America? Heathens in those countries are just as 
heathen as those anywhere else where they are found. Our problems are common”931 
 
Conclusion 
 The termination of Walter’s contract with the LWF offers a glimpse into the 
myriad issues that surfaced as a result of Christianity becoming a truly global religion. 
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During the 1960s and ’70s, the identity and structures of World Confessional Families 
changed to accommodate grievances from the global south. Some northerners, like the 
Trobisches, felt they had been betrayed by the church. But as northern and western 
delegates at global church meetings yielded the floor to southern and eastern delegates, 
the conversations had to change and with them, the financial distribution of resources and 
the theological emphases. In the Trobisches’ case, the LWF opted to fund African 
churches directly instead of funding a western marriage counselor.932  
Because there was simultaneously developing within the global church a new 
emphasis on the socio-political responsibility of the church, the Trobisches maintained 
that their pursuit of marriage counseling as “a door for the gospel” was no longer 
welcome. In reality, however, it was not so much their method as it was their insistence 
on their own self-importance that was a problem. The correspondence between Kibira 
and Walter demonstrates the way in which the African church in the 1960s and ’70s had 
come of age and was no longer willing to let westerners speak for it. Jens Holger 
Schjorring has pointed out that African delegates at the first All-Africa Lutheran 
conference in Marangu in 1955 “hesitated to present open, critical statements because of 
possible reactions from either the colonial powers or the missionaries and their 
agencies.”933 After the conference, Dr. Emmanual Abraham wrote a letter to the Emperor 
of Ethiopia in which he said that many African delegates had been “reluctant to repeat in 
the Conference what they told us plainly outside. We understood this was because they 
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did not trust one another or were unwilling to offend the whites who paid for them to go 
to the Conference.”934 By the 1960s and 1970s all this had changed. Africans like Josiah 
Kibira and Asians like D.T. Niles were shaping the ecumenical conversation and calling 
for more Africans and Asians to join them.  
Ironically, the independence of African nations and African churches was the very 
thing Walter had called for at the beginning of his missionary career. Back in 1957, 
Walter had urged his missionary colleagues and supporters in the United States to take an 
active interest in African nationalist movements. He had argued that God was at work in 
such movements.935 The Trobisches’ marriage counseling work took off in the wake of 
African independence. It was argued in chapter three that African independence and 
modernization facilitated the reception of the Trobisches’ message in Africa. This chapter 
has demonstrated that African independence also had an adverse affect on the 
Trobisches’ work. International organizations like the LWF became hesitant to fund 
western missionaries like Walter Trobisch, lest it appear that they were being insensitive 
to independent African nations and churches.  
Walter’s desperate attempts between the fall of 1970 and the spring of 1972 to get 
his contract reinstated demonstrate the limits of his own support of African nationalism. 
But persistent missionary paternalism is not the only reason Walter fought so hard to 
have his contract reinstated. Several times in his correspondence with Kibira, he made an 
effort to distinguish between his own “personal situation” and “the continuation of the 
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Family Life Work in Africa.”936 He argued that his deepest reason for fighting for his 
contract was that he wanted to ensure that the people who had expressed to him such 
anguished need for marriage guidance would be answered. In the Spring of 1972, he 
began to see a new way of answering this need.
                                                 




Chapter 6: The Trobisches’ Appeal Among Evangelicals in the United States, 1972-1979 
 
As the Trobisches surrendered their leadership in the African marriage guidance 
movement, they took up a new mantel as leaders in North American marriage guidance. 
While the Trobisches’ identity as white westerners had, during the late 1960s and 1970s, 
compromised their message in Africa, their identity as missionaries never detracted from 
their message in the United States. On the contrary, their knowledge of African culture 
and experience contextualizing the gospel in Africa enhanced their ability to conduct 
marriage guidance in the United States and increased their appeal. The Trobisches’ 
message resonated most with young, American evangelicals, who were struggling to 
make sense of the sexual revolution and second wave feminism in light of their 
evangelical faith. The Trobisches gave these young evangelicals tools to navigate 
changing sexual norms and to express their faith through their sexual practices. 
 
Evangelicals and the Sexual Revolution 
During the 1960s and ’70s, American sexual norms were changing rapidly. This 
was due to increasing numbers of women in the paid workforce, increasing numbers of 
women attending college, the availability of the birth control pill, and decreasing social 
stigma attached to premarital sex.937 According to historian Nancy Woloch, “During the 
1960s, the number of women college students doubled.” During the 1970s, “when almost 
44 percent of the college-age population went to school, one-third of college-age women 
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were enrolled.”938 The birth control pill came on the market in 1960. By 1962, 1.2 million 
women in American were taking the pill, and by 1965 that number had risen to 6.5 
million.939 Although some states prohibited distributing the pill to unmarried women, 
most women “who wanted birth control could usually find a way to get it.”940 The 
availability of the birth control pill facilitated a growing acceptance of premarital sex.941 
The abandonment of in loco parentis rules at colleges and universities also 
facilitated the growing acceptance of premarital sex. Prior to 1965, most college officials 
in the United States could enforce curfews, dress codes, dorm visiting hours, and the like. 
In the early to mid 1960s, students began protesting these in loco parentis rules in 
earnest. They demanded to be given a role in deciding the rules that bound them. “A 
1964-65 survey of 850 colleges, including the 50 largest public universities, 
demonstrated that students felt the most important issues on campus were various in loco 
parentis rules.”942 In 1965, the administration at Michigan State University gave in to 
several of the students’ demands; as the decade wore on, school after school abandoned 
in loco parentis rules.943 Although in loco parentis rules had not stopped students from 
being sexually active, the rules had at least given a semblance of restriction on sexual 
activity. If girls had to be in their dorm by midnight, with boys strictly off the premises, a 
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school could give the impression that its students were moral, orderly, and self-
controlled. Once curfews were abolished, that vision was compromised, and young 
people had one less external structure deterring premarital sex.   
Evangelical colleges held onto their in loco parentis rules longer than many state 
schools. However, evangelicals were not immune to the social ferment all around them. 
While their fundamentalist forbearers had withdrawn from mainstream American culture 
after losing the modernist controversy of the 1920s, evangelicals in the 1960s and ’70s 
were far more willing to engage American culture. George Marsden has described how 
several leading fundamentalists during the 1950s became a “force for renewal and 
broadening of fundamentalism” and gradually reversed the separationist policies of 
fundamentalism.944 According to Marsden, one strong sign of the success of these “neo-
evangelicals” was the flourishing of evangelical colleges during the 1960s and ’70s.945 
Many fundamentalists during the 1930s and ’40s had viewed intellectual pursuits with 
suspicion.946 The willingness on the part of numerous evangelicals during the 1960s and 
’70s to send their children to college—albeit evangelical colleges—showed how much 
they had departed from their fundamentalist roots. 
 Evangelicals in the 1960s and ’70s encouraged college attendance, and the G.I. 
Bill made it economically feasible, but nothing really prepared young, college-bound 
evangelicals for the experience of relating modern youth culture to evangelical identity. 
Evangelical colleges like Wheaton and Westmont worked hard to assert their distinct 
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Christian identity. They required their faculty to be Christian and their students to sign 
pledges pertaining to proper behavior. Nevertheless, mainstream American youth culture 
made its way onto these campuses. Young evangelicals knew about Helen Gurley Brown, 
who in her 1962 bestseller, Sex and the Single Girl, unabashedly encouraged career 
women to enjoy sex with whomever they pleased whenever they pleased. Like their non-
evangelical peers, evangelicals felt themselves being swept up in the spirit of the times, a 
spirit of “uninhibitedness, open discussion, self-fulfillment, and sexual free enterprise.”947 
During the 1960s the rate of premarital sex rose among non-evangelicals, and it is likely 
that this trend was mirrored in the evangelical community.948 At the very least, 
evangelical attitudes towards premarital sex loosened during the 1960s and ’70s.949  
Within Christian circles, the publication of Bishop John Robinson’s book, Honest 
to God, contributed a fatal blow to the taboo against premarital sex.950 Robinson argued 
that the Christian ethic best suited to the age was one in which “nothing [was] 
prescribed—except love.”951 This “love ethic” could be used in all ethical situations, but 
among college students it became especially associated with sexual morality. Robinson 
argued that it was inappropriate to simply assume that “‘sex relations before marriage’ . . 
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. are wrong or sinful in themselves. They may be in 99 cases or even 100 cases out of 
100, but they are not intrinsically so, for the only intrinsic evil is lack of love.”952  
According to Letha Scanzoni, an evangelical writer at the time, after Robinson’s 
Honest to God came out, “Suddenly it seemed everyone was talking about ‘relativism,’ 
‘situational ethics,’ ‘freedom from legalism,’ ‘the love ethic,’ ‘the new morality,’ ‘the 
relationship ethic,’ and so on.”953 Robinson caused such an uproar that a “conference on 
the sexual and marital aspects of the new morality” was held at Harvard Divinity School 
in the Spring of 1965 and was attended by some five hundred Christian pastors and 
professors.954 Most of the attendees followed Robinson’s lead and embraced “situational 
ethics” and the “love ethic.” They argued that as long as “love for the neighbor is 
safeguarded, any type of behavior agreed upon by two adult persons is acceptable.”955 
They suggested that young people should be educated on the use of contraceptives and 
should be encouraged to talk openly about the sexual component of their relationships. 
This open communication, it was thought, would help to dissipate misplaced guilt that 
was the result of an upbringing that prohibited premarital sex.956 After the Harvard 
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conference, the evangelical editors of Christianity Today expressed their disgust with the 
general tenor of the conference. Most of the attendees at the conference had supported the 
perspective of the “new morality,” but the editors of Christianity Today embraced the 
opposing perspective: “The so-called new morality is as old as human evil and its 
advocacy at least as old as the classical pagan writers.”957  
 
The Trobisches’ Debut in the United States 
Alarmed by the growing acceptance of the new morality among college students, 
evangelical campus ministries began to devote themselves in earnest to the task of 
promoting premarital chastity. Campus Crusade for Christ (CCC) had always expected its 
faculty and students to abide by a “fairly strict behavioral code,” which entailed 
abstinence from “smoking, drinking, and premarital sex.” 958 Prior to the 1960s, however, 
CCC did not spend much time addressing these issues in its ministry to college students. 
As talk of the new morality spread, however, one of CCC’s popular speakers began 
giving talks on “Sex, Love, and Marriage.”959 He highlighted the importance of saving 
sex for marriage and argued that premarital sex would hurt one’s future marriage. The 
campus ministry InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF) addressed premarital sex and 
the new morality in its student magazine, HIS in such articles as “How Does a Girl 
Decide” and “Dating: With or Without Petting.”960  
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In 1964, IVCF published an English edition of Walter’s J’ai Aimé Une Fille in the 
March and April issues of HIS. In response to the article, Walter received a stream of 
letters from exuberant college students, requesting the book in paperback form. A reader 
from Wisconsin wrote, “Premarital relations are a major point of discussion and concern 
among students today. Rarely is a strong, articulate word such as this spoken for the 
standards God has set for us.”961 The editor of HIS wrote to Ingrid, “I Loved a Girl has 
probably been the highlight of the year for HIS . . . Your husband seems to have the 
wave-length of American college students and we want more from his pen.”962 
Ingrid contacted Melvin Arnold, Director of the Religious Department at Harper 
& Row, whom she knew from her own book contract with Harper & Row. Arnold wrote 
to Lutterworth Press in London to obtain the American rights to publish I Loved a Girl. 
When I Loved a Girl came out in the United States in February of 1965, it was the first 
time that I Loved a Girl and its sequel I Love a Young Man appeared together in the same 
volume. The book sold well. In 1966 and 1967, Harper sold about two thousand copies 
per month.963 In 1969, Melvin Arnold wrote to congratulate the Trobisches. “I noticed a 
few days ago another big reprint going through,” he wrote. “This brings us to 95,000 
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copies in print in this country alone. With 300,000 in print in Germany you must be either 
approaching the million mark or beyond it already.”964  
I Loved a Girl was, by far, the Trobisches’ most successful book.965 However, 
three of Walter’s other books were also well received by evangelical college students in 
the early 1970s: Spiritual Dryness (1970), Love is a Feeling to be Learned (1971), and 
Love Yourself (1975).966 All three books were published by InterVarsity Press (IVP), the 
printing arm of IVCF. Although Harper & Row had been willing to publish I Loved a 
Girl, a book that had already proven a bestseller in other contexts, the secular publishing 
house was not interested in publishing the more devotional, less sexy Spiritual Dryness 
and Love is a Feeling to be Learned. These books, however, fit perfectly with the mission 
of IVCF.967 According to Andy Le Peau, Associate Publisher at IVP, “[Walter’s] books 
were among our better selling books for the era. In fact, Love Yourself was our number 1 
book for the year in which it was released.”968 
Because of the success of the Trobisches’ books, in 1972 IVCF invited Walter to 
lecture at a number of North American colleges, most of which were small, Christian 
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colleges.969 This lecture tour left Walter feeling “physically exhausted but spiritually 
refreshed.” 970 He got to see first hand how “the booklets which we originally wrote for 
Africans were so widely read among American college students.”971 This energized him.  
All his life, Walter struggled with feelings of depression and doubt about his own 
self-worth. The termination of his contract with the LWF at the end of 1971 had not 
helped his propensity toward malaise. The trip to the United States in February of 1972 
turned out to be a real ego-booster. At nearly ever school he visited, “I was presented 
with a list of students who asked for an appointment even before my first lecture.”972 
Although he would draw theological significance from this in his letters to friends and 
supporters, he also drew a certain amount of personal pleasure from his apparent 
popularity among American college students. Moreover, he increasingly began to think 
of himself as a kind of celebrity.973   
 
The Founding of Family Life Mission 
Throughout the year 1971, the Trobisches had been anxious about the future of 
their marriage counseling work. Walter’s contract with the LWF would expire at the end 
of the year, and although they had been without official sponsors before and had lived 
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without a guaranteed salary, they did not look forward to doing so again.974 It was 
customary for the Trobisches to send one or two Rundbrief (circular) letters to friends 
each year, but during the year after they received notification that Walter’s contract 
would be terminated they wrote four such letters. In September of 1971, they asked their 
friends, “If any of you feel the inner commission to help us as your contribution to the 
growth of God’s kingdom, please drop us a line.”975 In January of 1972, they wrote to tell 
their friends that “nothing has changed since our last letter.”976 Although they did not 
explicitly ask for money, the subtext of need was clear.  
When they next wrote, in March of 1972, they wrote to say that something had 
changed. While Walter had been in the United States speaking to college students, he had 
met with the Mission Director of the ALC, who suggested that he and Ingrid form their 
own organization.977 It would then be possible for the ALC to make a financial 
contribution to their organization. The Trobisches were quick to act on the suggestion. 
They contacted Lutheran pastors in Bavaria to ask for help in forming an organization. 
They asked Augustana Lutheran Church in Minneapolis to process contributions to the 
Trobisches’ work and issue tax receipts.978 They changed Walter’s clergy status with the 
ALC to “On Loan” to the Bavarian Lutheran Church.979 They developed a steering 
committee for their organization, which was composed of four pastors who were 
                                                 
974 From 1966 to1968, they had lived solely off the income from their books.  
975 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, September 1971, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
976 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, January 1972, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
977 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, 9 March 1972, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
978 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, December 1972, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
979 “Roster Information,” Ingrid Trobisch Papers, “The American Lutheran Church Application for 




“responsible for budgeting of our time and funds.980 They called their organization 
“Family Life Mission.”981 In brochures they drew up later, they expanded on the 
significance of each of these three words: “We conceive of this work as MISSION 
because we believe that the renewal of the FAMILY is possible only through the One 
Who has said, ‘I am the LIFE.’”982  
 Ingrid sent out the Trobisches’ next Rundbrief in December of 1972. Her letter 
was full of hope. The future of Family Life Mission (FLM) seemed secure. The 
Trobisches expected both the ALC and the Bavarian Lutheran Church to contribute to 
FLM. Although the ALC did not contribute to FLM that first year, the Bavarian Church 
Mission Department did contribute “two-thirds of our personal support.”983 In addition, 
the LCA contributed two thousand dollars, and a number of the Trobisches’ personal 
friends also supported them.984 In 1973, the Trobisches wrote up a history of FLM and 
clarified for supporters what their contributions would finance: “Support of the Banyolak 
family in Douala, Cameroun, Correspondence with readers of our books and listeners to 
                                                 
980 Walter Trobisch, “Story of Family Life Mission,” July 1979, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. “Dieter 
Endres, Gottlob Hess, Burghard Siede and Willi Wiedemann were the four pastors of the steering 
committee. Willi Wiedemann was Mennonite, the others are Lutheran. They were very important for 
establishing contacts to churches, especially to the Lutheran Church of Bavaria and to its Mission. Walter 
got a part-time contract, which obliged him to do some services and conferences in the churches. In return 
he received a modest salary but remained free to continue his own ministry.” Hans-Joachim Heil, email to 
author, 22 November 2011. 
981 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, 9 March 1972, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
982 “Family Life Mission,” May 1973, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, 
ELCA Archives. 
983 Morris Sorenson to Dieter Endres, 14 December 1972. “Family Life Mission,” May 1973, 
“Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
984 Walter Trobisch to Morris Sorenson, 10 April 1973, Ingrid Trobisch Papers, Walter and Ingrid 
Trobisch to friends, December 1972, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
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our radio programs. . . [and] Travel costs for seminars and lecture tours.”985 For the rest of 
the decade, until Walter’s sudden death in 1979, the Trobisches continued to carry on the 
work of FLM from their home in the Lichtenberg.  
 
A Turn Towards the United States 
 Ironically, right as the Trobisches were setting up FLM as an organization with a 
specific focus on Africa, they began to focus their own attention on North America. The 
Trobisches had always kept one foot in the United States. After all, Ingrid was American. 
Most of her family lived in the United States, so the Trobisches would make periodic 
visits to the country to visit her family.986 However, while Walter was employed with the 
LWF from 1968 to 1971, the focus of the Trobisches’ work was on marriage guidance in 
Africa. With the termination of Walter’s LWF contract at the end of 1971, the Trobisches 
became freer from an occupational perspective and more needy financially. This 
facilitated a turn to the United States. They began to spend a greater percentage of their 
time and to direct a greater percentage of their theological reflection to sexual guidance 
among evangelical college students in the United States. 
                                                 
985 “Family Life Mission,” May 1973, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, 
ELCA Archives. In future years, they would also support the work of Teklemariam and Sieglinde Getahun. 
Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, February 1977, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
986 Also the Trobisches missionary employment in Tcholliré and Libamba had been under the 
American Lutheran Church, and they had spoken at American churches as part of their furlough obligation 
in 1957-1958. In addition, both Ingrid’s On Our Way Rejoicing (1964) and Walter’s I Loved a Girl (1965) 
and I Married You (1971) were published by the American publisher Harper & Row. 
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After his trip to the United States in February of 1972, Walter received invitations 
to speak at several small, Christian colleges.987 IVCF offered to fly the entire Trobisch 
family to the States during the summer of 1973, in exchange for Walter and Ingrid 
leading seminars for the IVCF staff. However, the Trobisches ended up deciding that the 
trip would be too hard on the children. “We see the danger that it might be even harder on 
our children when they find both parents present and at the same time completely 
absorbed by talks with other people,” Walter wrote to the director of IVP.988 The 
Trobisches’ oldest daughter had by this point graduated from high school, but their 
remaining four children were still in school. Their youngest daughter, age 11, was in 
sixth grade. Two of their sons, ages 16 and 14, attended boarding school. Their youngest 
son, age 12, attended the village school close to their home in the Lichtenberg.989 Thus 
instead of making their next trip to the United States in the summer of 1973, the 
Trobisches made the trip the following February, when the children had gone back to 
school.  
In February of 1974, Walter spoke at Augsburg College and Barrington College. 
The Trobisches also led a family life seminar at Augustana Lutheran Church in 
Minneapolis. This church represented for the Trobisches the continuity of their life’s 
work. Walter and Ingrid had met at Augustana College. Ingrid had been commissioned as 
a missionary with the Sudan Mission at Augustana Lutheran Church in Minneapolis. 
                                                 
987 The Walter Trobisch Collection at the ELCA archives contains several letters, including one 
from Whitworth College and one from Regent College in Vancouver, BC. 
988 Walter Trobisch to Jim Nyquist, 30 June 1972, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary 
Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
989 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, December 1972, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
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After the Trobisches founded FLM, the church processed contributions to FLM for them. 
On this visit in 1974, the couple was commissioned for their work in marriage 
counseling. Afterwards, the Trobisches flew to Jackson, Mississippi, to lead a seminar for 
student couples. Then Ingrid left and Walter led two retreats for couples in Georgia and 
Colorado.990  
The Trobisches and the director of IVP, Jim Nyquist, felt that the best strategy for 
spreading the Trobisches’ message about love, sex, and marriage would be for them to 
train IVCF staff to be “multipliers” of their message on college campuses. Thus during 
the trip to the United States in February of 1974, the Trobisches led a seminar for several 
IVCF staff and spouses in Chicago. During this seminar the Trobisches delivered their 
classic message on love, sex, and marriage.991 They also tailored their message to the 
audience. Walter discussed the content of the letters he had received since his last visit to 
the United States, since these letters revealed the major issues young people were facing 
on the college campuses where the IVCF staff worked.992 Walter also talked with the staff 
about the counseling techniques he used with students, since it was his one-on-one 
counseling sessions which had proven to be the most helpful in empowering students to 
follow through with changes in their sexual behavior.993 The Trobisches also used a new 
                                                 
990 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, October 1974, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
991 See pp. 167-70 of this dissertation for a discussion of the content of their message on love, sex, 
and marriage. 
992 Walter Trobisch to Jim Nyquist, 26 May 1972, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary 
Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
993 Walter Trobisch to Jim Nyquist, 26 May 1972 and 30 June 1972, “Trobisch, Walter and 
Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
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marriage counseling tool called the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis test.994 The 
IVCF staff responded positively to the Trobisches’ seminar and requested that it be 
duplicated for other staff members in years to come.995  
The decision of IVP to promote the Trobisches’ books and counseling techniques 
among college students reinforced the Trobisches’ new focus on the United States. In 
1974, two American college students offered to come live with the Trobisches in order to 
help answer the letters from the United States.996 In 1975, the Trobisches led seminars for 
IVCF staff in Chicago, Spokane, and St. Paul.997 Staff praised the Trobisches. “They held 
me spellbound,” wrote Rebecca Herman.998 Jim Hibma said that the practice he got 
talking about love, sex, and marriage made him “much more at ease in talking with 
students about their sexuality and being able to guide them.”999 Sid Lindmark praised 
Walter for being “concrete, specific and helpful.”1000 Such positive feedback caused the 
                                                 
994 The Trobisches likely learned about the JTA during the time they spent studying at Paul 
Popenoe’s American Institute of Family Relations (AIFR) in Los Angeles. Popenoe and his associates used 
the JTA with all of their clients. The JTA “purported to distill the human personality down to nine traits, 
each described as a binary of extremes.” A client would answer a series of questions and then a counselor 
would go over the results with the client in order to shed light on marital issues. Jim Nyquist to Walter 
Trobisch, 3 December 1973, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives, 
Rebecca L. Davis, More Perfect Unions: The American Search for Marital Bliss (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2010), 122. 
995 The Walter Trobisch Collection at the ELCA Archives contains a packet of evaluations from 
the Trobisch seminar to North Plains IVCF staff in 1975. Although there were no evaluations from 1974, it 
can be inferred that the Trobisches received a positive response then, as well, since they were invited back 
in 1975.  
996 Elizabeth Goldhor stayed for two years and Marie de Putron, for one. Walter and Ingrid 
Trobisch to friends, Easter 1975, Ingrid Trobisch Papers.  
997 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, February 1976, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
998 Rebecca Herman, “Trobisch Seminar Evaluation,” in Ron Nicholas to Walter Trobisch, 13 
October 1975, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
999 Jim Hibma, “Trobisch Seminar Evaluation,” in Ron Nicholas to Walter Trobisch, 13 October 
1975, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
1000 Sid Lindmark, “Trobisch Seminar Evaluation,” in Ron Nicholas to Walter Trobisch, 13 
October 1975, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
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IVCF to invite the Trobisches to give another seminar for IVCF staff in 1979 in Camp 
Spalding, Washington.1001 
During the 1970s the Trobisches received numerous invitations to speak in other 
venues, but they usually declined unless these invitations could be coordinated with 
IVCF trips.1002 There were several reasons for this. Firstly, independent trips to the United 
States continued to be inconceivable financially. Secondly, the Trobisches liked to 
reserve time in their schedule for writing literature, which they considered to be central to 
the work of FLM.1003 Thirdly, even though marriage guidance for the United States now 
formed an important component of their work, their interest in Africa always remained 
primary.1004  
 
The Trobisches’ Appeal Among American Evangelicals 
Walter’s lectures in the United States were coordinated by InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship (IVCF), many of his books were published by IVP, and his and Ingrid’s 
seminars were given to IVCF staff. Since IVCF was (and continues to be) an “evangelical 
campus mission,” it is safe to conclude that the cross-section of American society most 
interested in the Trobisches’ message on love, sex, and marriage was that of evangelical 
                                                 
1001 Ingrid Trobisch to friends, March 1980, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
1002 For example, in 1977 the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church in NYC invited Walter to speak. 
Walter did not even answer the letter until May of 1978, at which point he said there might be a possibility 
to come speak in January of 1979. William Hill to Walter Trobisch, 4 September 1977, Walter Trobisch to 
William Hill, 31 May 1978, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
1003 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, October 1978, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
1004 Walter Trobisch, “Story of Family Life Mission,” July 1979, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
Throughout the decade, they continued to conduct marriage guidance in Africa and to ensure that the letters 
Africans sent to them were answered. 
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students and those who ministered to them.1005 The Trobisches provided young, American 
evangelicals with tools to navigate changing sexual norms of the mid-twentieth century.  
 
Frank Discussion of Sex and Practical Advice for Remaining Chaste 
The Trobisches were some of the only evangelicals in the mid-twentieth century 
who were willing to talk about sex. When Walter submitted his I Loved a Girl manuscript 
to Editor Ed Sammis at Harper and Row, Sammis told his boss that because I Loved a 
Girl addressed sex in a frank, honest manner it “could fill a real need and could sell 
fabulously.”1006 Indeed, after Harper & Row published I Loved a Girl in 1965, it did sell 
“extremely well.”1007 When Sammis was reading the I Loved a Girl manuscript in 1964 
and urging Harper and Row to publish the book, he was right to conclude that, 
“Curiously enough, there is very little frank, effective literature on this subject [sex].”1008  
A year after I Loved a Girl came out, Masters and Johnson electrified the 
American public with their publication of Human Sexual Response. 1009 And in 1972, 
Alex Comfort’s The Joy of Sex was at the top of the New York Times bestseller list for 
eleven months.1010 In the evangelical world, however, it was still uncommon to speak or 
                                                 
1005 IVCF describes itself as “an evangelical campus mission” on its website:   
http://www.intervarsity.org/. Besides the boxes of correspondence in the ELCA archives, which testify to 
the interest of evangelical young people in the Trobisches’ message, informal interviews the author has 
conducted with several evangelicals who read the Trobisches’ books in the 1970s also attest to the fact that 
young evangelicals appreciated the Trobisches’ message about love, sex, and marriage. 
1006 Ibid. 
1007 Hugh Van Dusen to Ingrid Trobisch, 5 August 1966, Ingrid Trobisch Papers.  
1008 Edward Sammis to Melvin Arnold, 9 November 1964, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
1009 For a helpful description of Human Sexual Response and an analysis of its reception, see Ruth 
Brecher and Edward Brecher, eds., An Analysis of Human Sexual Response (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 
1966). 
1010 Keith Justice, Bestseller Index: All Books, by Author, on the Lists of Publishers Weekly and the 
New York Times Through 1990 (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 1998), 75. 
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write frankly about sex. David Mace, a pioneer in the field of marriage counseling, 
encouraged Christians to break their silence. Christians, he said, must be willing to open 
“up the subject of human sexual behavior for full and continuing discussion.” 
The taboo is gone, and the ‘conspiracy of silence’ must end. . . The greatest need 
of all is to have free-flowing two-way communication across the generation gap . 
. . There is no other way to make good the damage done by centuries of evasion 
and silence.1011 
 
Despite Mace’s call for the ‘conspiracy of silence’ to end, few evangelicals 
immediately commenced giving young people helpful advice about sex. Letha Scanzoni 
was one of the few evangelical writers during the 1960s and ’70s who was willing to talk 
about sex.1012 She remembers the Trobisches and “the impact they were having on many 
young people in the 1960s and 1970s.” She believes they were having such an impact 
“because of the Trobisches’ open and frank discussion of topics many other Christians 
(evangelicals and Roman Catholics especially) hesitated to talk about at the time.”1013  
Most evangelical leaders were content to affirm premarital chastity as the 
Christian ideal without actually addressing the real issues young people faced. For 
example, few evangelical leaders were willing to give detailed, practical advice for how 
one could remain chaste. The Trobisches filled this void in the evangelical world. They 
gave detailed advice for remaining chaste. For example, in his popular book Love is a 
Feeling to be Learned, Walter suggested that a basic rule of thumb for remaining chaste 
                                                 
1011 David R. Mace, The Christian Response to the Sexual Revolution (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 
1970), 126-28. 
1012 For example see Letha Scanzoni, Sex and the Single Eye (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 
1968). 
1013 Letha Dawson Scanzoni, email to author, 2 February 2010. 
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would be to refrain from lying down and from undressing.1014 And in I Loved a Girl, 
Walter recommend channeling sexual energy into creative activities like writing, making 
music, or traveling.1015 This clear, practical advice was unique and contributed strongly to 
the appeal of their books both in the West and in Africa. Hans-Joachim Heil, a theology 
student who helped Walter with his books and correspondence and who was one of the 
Trobisches’ counselees, remembers that in Germany: 
There had been very few writers on themes like sex etc. [These writers] gave 
some theological reflections but didn’t give practical help. Walter and Ingrid were 
the first to write and speak frankly. . . As counselors they had to be ‘practical.’ 
That’s what nobody had done before, neither in Africa nor in Europe. And that’s 
exactly what counselees need!”1016 
 
The letters the Trobisches received suggest that young people appreciated the Trobisches’ 
frank discussion of sex and practical advice for how to remain chaste. As one girl wrote 
to Ingrid, “I was ready to give up my virginity last night and then . . . I read your 
husband’s article I Loved a Girl and want to thank him for his frank and helpful 
comments. It helped to reaffirm my own position and I now desire to ‘save’ myself for 
the young man whom I shall love someday.”1017  
During the 1970s, the Trobisches decided to tackle the topic of masturbation, 
which, like premarital sex, was receiving only scant attention from evangelicals of the 
period.1018 The Trobisches had corresponded at length with a European woman who was 
                                                 
1014 Trobisch, The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 133. 
1015 Ibid., 41-43. 
1016 Hans-Joachim Heil, email to author, 22 November 2011. 
1017 Quoted in Ingrid Trobisch to Michael Foxell, 4 February 1966, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
1018 Letha Scanzoni and Charlie Shedd were two other evangelicals in this period who were willing 
to address the topic of masturbation, but most evangelicals steered clear of this issue. See Letha Scanzoni, 
Sex Is a Parent Affair (Glendale, California: G/L Publications, 1973), 180-93, Phil Landrum, "But What 
About Right Now?," Campus Life, March 1972. 
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struggling to overcome the habit of masturbating. They obtained the young woman’s 
permission to edit and publish the correspondence.1019 In the book, the Trobisches 
encouraged the woman, Ilona, “to distinguish between necessary and unnecessary” 
masturbation: 
Our suggestion would be, for the time being, to set yourself a preliminary goal; in 
other words, to avoid m. [abbreviation for masturbation] when it is avoidable. . .  
Only you can judge when m. is avoidable and when it is not. We are not your 
judges. It is very difficult to give any general rules about dealing with m. because 
sexual pressure is for some people stronger than others. . . This is why one has to 
deal with each person differently and in a way you have to become your own 
‘therapist.’1020 
 
Throughout the book, the Trobisches helped Ilona (and others who read the 
correspondence) to analyze what masturbation was. They argued that it was a typical 
behavior, which corresponded to the “autoerotic” stage of development.1021 Sex, they 
advised Ilona, was meant to be a means of communication between two people. Since 
masturbation only involved the self, it was an inferior and immature form of sexuality.1022 
The Trobisches also helped Ilona uncover why she felt the need to masturbate and gave 
her advice about how to gradually overcome her dependence on it.   
 
Moral Complexity and a Situational Approach to Counseling 
The Trobisches’ correspondence with Ilona illustrates another aspect of their 
appeal among American evangelicals. For most evangelicals, masturbation was simply 
                                                 
1019 Walter Trobisch, My Beautiful Feeling (Kehl/Rhein, West Germany: Editions Trobisch, 1976). 
1020 Trobisch, The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 282. 
1021 Ibid., 273-74. In the back of the book, they refered the reader to Rudolf Affemann’s 
Geschlechtlichkeit und Geschlechtserziehung in der modern Welt (Gütersloh: Gerd Mohn Verlag, 1970) for 
more information about the autoerotic, homoerotic, and heteroerotic phases of human development. 
1022 Ibid., 270-71. 
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wrong, case closed. For the Trobisches, it was “very difficult to give any general rules” 
about masturbation. They believed masturbation was wrong, but they recognized that 
individual counselees had different needs and different abilities and were at different 
stages in their spiritual journeys. They took these things into consideration when they 
counseled people. In the preface to one of Walter’s books, he wrote about the need to get 
to know a person’s situation prior to offering counsel:  
We would have to engage in a lengthy correspondence. . . We would have to 
consider the circumstances in which each one lives, get acquainted with the 
people around them, discuss their experiences in the past and in the present and—
last, but not least—consider the relationship of each one with God, learn the 
biography of their faith.1023  
 
            One of the IVCF staff members who attended a Trobisch seminar in 1975 took 
note of Walter’s situational approach to counseling. She remembered Walter constantly 
telling them, “Now, don’t be legalistic about this—you don’t always have to do it this 
way.”1024 Another helpful example of this situational approach to counseling can be found 
in Walter’s correspondence with an InterVarsity worker in Cameroon. She had written to 
him in order to ask, “Please could you tell me whether what is sometimes called ‘petting 
to climax’ is a sin when the two people concerned are not married.”1025 Walter responded 
by asking her series of questions about herself and her boyfriend. After doing so he said:  
I apologize to you for asking all these questions. But I do not ask them out of 
curiosity. It is easy to set up a law and then say: that's it. But in order to really 
                                                 
1023 Ibid., 257. 
1024 Rebecca Herman, “Trobisch Seminar Evaluation,” in Ron Nicholas to Walter Trobisch, 13 
October 1975, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 




help you I have to know your situation and your story, and then I think I can find 
the answer which Christ has prepared for you and for your personal way.1026 
 
As was previously mentioned, a situational approach to sexual ethics became 
popular among Christians after the publication of Bishop Robinson’s book, Honest to 
God. Although Walter never allowed the situational approach to justify premarital sex as 
some Christians were doing, his use of the situational approach to sexual ethics earned 
him a hearing with those evangelicals who found the situational approach appealing. In 
effect, Walter’s approach bore enough similarity to the relativistic sexual climate of 
mainstream America to make it seem fresh and cutting edge. However, by refusing to 
surrender Christian sexual ideals like premarital chastity, he conveyed a sense of the 
uniqueness of evangelical Christian identity. This approach fit well with the developing 
consciousness of evangelicals who, during the 1970s, wanted to both engage American 
culture as well as distinguish themselves from it. 
Walter knew his situational approach to sexual ethics would be criticized by 
conservative evangelicals, but this did not stop him from using it. He wrote in the preface 
to his book on masturbation, “We know in advance that our comments will be too 
conservative for the ‘liberals’ and too liberal for the ‘conservatives.’”1027 As long as he 
believed what he was doing was right, Walter had never been afraid of offending people. 
                                                 
1026 Walter Trobisch to M. B., 28 January 1969, Box 14, Folder B, Walter Trobisch Collection, 
ELCA Archives. 
1027 Trobisch, The Collected Works of Walter Trobisch, 259. The Trobisches often found 
themselves occupying the ground between the right and the left. After a trip to Zimbabwe in 1978, they 
wrote with frustration about how the WCC was helping to fund leftist forces in the country while American 
evangelicals were helping to fund rightist forces. Meanwhile, the Trobisches had met with some six 
hundred Christians from various backgrounds for a family life conference. Trobisch, My Journey 
Homeward, 64.  
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He especially did not mind offending church elders if it gained him a hearing among 
Christian youth. For example after a trip to Africa, he had remarked,  
Generally, we had the choice of either offending the older generation, including 
pastors and church leaders, by being too ‘frank’, or of being accused by the 
younger generation of hiding information from them. Therefore we chose the first 
alternative, foreseeing the danger of the church losing contact with the younger 
generation by the inflexibility of some of their leaders.1028  
 
Walter believed that an inflexible position on masturbation would simply alienate the 
young people he sought to address. He believed that only full disclosure would help them 
process and move beyond masturbation. He was willing to take criticism from older 
evangelicals for being too flexible or too frank in his advice if it meant preserving a 
relationship with the younger generation. 
Walter’s use of situational ethics in the United States during the 1960s and early 
1970s had a lot in common with the emphasis on contextualization that was developing in 
mission circles at the time. From the middle of the nineteenth century until the middle of 
the twentieth, a church started by missionaries was considered to be a fully-functioning 
indigenous church when it had indigenous Christians running it, paying for it, and 
extending it through missionary outreach.1029 But in the 1960s and ’70s, western 
missionaries and Christians from the global south had begun to challenge this 
understanding of an indigenous church. They pointed out “that churches operating 
                                                 
1028 Walter Trobisch, “Report on trip to Cameroun October—November 1969,” “Trobisch, Walter 
and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
1029 The theory of the self governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating church was called the 
“three-self theory” and was developed by Henry Venn of the Church Missionary Society and Rufus 
Anderson of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. 
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according to western patterns are not indigenous even though run by nationals.”1030 They 
stressed the need for “contextualization,” for missionaries and indigenous Christians to 
take seriously the context in which the particular church existed.1031 Walter was aware of 
these conversations and even contributed to them through his articles in Practical 
Anthropology, a journal that played a key role in developing missionary thinking about 
contextualization.1032 Thus while many evangelical marriage counselors in the United 
States in the 1960s were uncomfortable with the notion of situational ethics, especially 
regarding sexual ethics, Walter was not. His participation in the contextualization debate 
made it natural for him to apply situational ethics to the sexual questions posed to him by 
young people in the United States. 
Walter had initially fallen into a situational approach to sexual ethics in Africa 
when he began to reflect on the inadequacy of the church’s response to the practice of 
polygamy in Africa.1033 He argued that polygamy “cannot be dealt with in a general way. 
We rather have to decide individually and deal with every single case separately.”1034 This 
was essentially the same approach he took to the issue of masturbation. He believed it, 
like polygamy, was not a moral ideal, but he also believed that issuing a blanket 
                                                 
1030 Dr. Charles H. Kraft, “Contextualisation Theory in Euro-American Missiology,” accessed 12 
July 2012, http://www.lausanne.org/en/documents/all/haslev-1997/307-contextualisation-theory-in-euro-
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1032 See Trobisch, "Church Discipline in Africa.", Trobisch, "Pre-Marital Relations and Christian 
Marriage in Africa.", Walter Trobisch, "Attitudes of Some African Youth toward Sex and Marriage," 
Practical Anthropology 9, no. 1 (1962). 
1033 See pp. 163-65 of this dissertation. 
1034  Walter Trobisch to Paul Hansen, 14 December 1963, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. Walter said a 
similar thing at the All-Africa Lutheran conference in 1965:  
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condemnation of the practice was not the most effective way to bring people into a 
deeper relationship with Christ, which was his ultimate aim as a missionary. “To help the 
individual in the name of the God of peace we need both the rules and the exceptions,” he 
said.1035  
One of the most effective ways that Walter communicated both the rules and the 
exceptions to anxious American evangelicals was through the genre of story. Story-
telling allowed him to give advice in a less preachy tone. Many of his stories came from 
Africa, which increased their appeal for some readers. When Walter was negotiating the 
contract for the American edition of I Loved a Girl with Harper & Row, his editor 
suggested Americanizing the characters in I Loved a Girl. Walter replied, “I would never 
agree to making the American edition an ‘Americanized edition’. I’m sure that one of the 
reasons for its appeal to American young people is that it’s addressed to Africans and not 
to Americans directly which would make young people rebel only.”1036  
Stories also allowed Walter to communicate the complexities of making moral 
decisions. Walter’s stories did not present an abstract list of rules that should be followed 
in order to pursue the Christian life. Rather, Walter’s stories presented the moral 
ambiguities of life in the modern world and the way in which young people in different 
parts of the world were seeking to navigate a fulfilling and morally upright life. Many of 
Walter’s stories were presented as a series of letters.1037 This gave them a sense of 
rawness and urgency. The story did not seem over-processed, cleaned up, and smoothed 
                                                 
1035 Trobisch, “Congregational Responsibility for the Christian Individual,” 106. 
1036 Walter Trobisch to Edward Sammis, 7 April 1964, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
1037 For example, I Loved a Girl, My Beautiful Feeling, and A Baby Just Now. 
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out around the edges. This attribute had drawn African young people to I Loved a Girl, 
and it had the same effect on American young people.  
In fact, some of Walter’s stories—most notably I Loved a Girl—ended in tragedy. 
In that tale, François and Cecile could not convince Cecile’s father to lower the bride-
price he demanded for his daughter. Since paying the bride-price would have put 
François into massive debt, the lovers felt they had no choice but to elope. Walter 
believed that the tragic ending of I Loved a Girl was part of the reason people were 
drawn to the book. It communicated the difficulty of making moral decisions and the fact 
that things did not always work out in the end. 
Interestingly, when Walter was in negotiating the publication of I Loved a Girl for 
American readers, his editor at Harper & Row recommended that he change the tragic 
ending of the story. Rather than having the lovers elope, the editor favored a restoration 
of the relationship with Cecile’s father. Walter refused to change the text. He argued that 
the tragic ending made the story more attractive to readers. “Excuse me for saying this,” 
he wrote to the American editor, “but your reaction is typically American, because the 
American lacks a sense of tragedy. Everything has to work.”1038 He went on, “I am sure 
that the negative ending . . . counts at least partly for its success. In the moment you give 
a ‘happy ending’ it becomes a cheap Christian tract where two and two make four.”1039 
The discussion over the happy ending continued over a span of months, and Walter stood 
his ground.  
                                                 
1038 Walter Trobisch to Edward Sammis, 7 April 1964, Ingrid Trobisch Papers.  
1039 Ibid.  
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At stake, for Walter, was the truth of the gospel: “A happy-end,” he said, 
suggested theologically that:  
all problems can be solved. Consequently if you have unsolved problems, you do 
not believe, God is not with you. . . In contrast to this I want to show in my book 
how to live close to God with conflicts, how to exist as a Christian before an 
impossibility. . . I believe that this message, that God is with him in his dilemma . 
. . is the essential Christian message—the message of the Cross, while the happy-
end theology is not only not helpful, but even disastrous and the denial of the 
Living God.1040 
 
In the end, I Loved a Girl went to the press with the unhappy ending. The editors did, 
however, get Walter to compromise a little. They had Walter write a pastoral note “To 
the Reader,” in which he explained the tragic ending and gave some theological advice 
for living before God in the midst of discouraging circumstances. 
 
Moral Clarity and An Invitation to Confess  
The Trobisches’ recognition of the complexities in making moral decisions surely 
attracted readers to their books, but interestingly so did their moral clarity. Most young 
evangelicals in the 1960s and ’70s continued to believe that premarital sex was a sin, but 
they were also strongly drawn to the arguments of the new morality. The problem for 
them was knowing which sexual acts were allowable and which sexual acts were not. 
Walter’s correspondence with a young woman from Grace Bible College 
demonstrates the way in which young people accepted the new morality and attempted to 
blend it with traditional, Christian sexual ethics. The young woman, Laura, told Walter 
that although she had been “infatuated before. . . my present boyfriend and I feel we are 
                                                 
1040 Walter Trobisch to Melvin Arnold, 23 November 1964, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
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in love.”1041 She then elaborated on what she meant by love. “When I say ‘in love’ I mean 
that we experience the desires and emotions of love. I seek to meet my boyfriend’s 
emotional needs; we share important things in our lives plus the trivia; we don’t play 
threatening games to try and get the other one jealouse [sic], etc.” Laura described herself 
as a “strong Christian” even though she had what she knew to be a questionable sexual 
history, by Christian standards. Although she and her boyfriend had “never had 
intercourse,” they had “done everything else.” In her letter, Laura seemed to justify the 
sexual component of her relationship by the fact that she and her boyfriend were “in 
love” and by the fact that they were not “going all the way.” Essentially, she was piecing 
together the old morality of chastity before marriage with the new love ethic.  
In their books and lectures, the Trobisches cleared up any confusion about what 
was meant by “going all the way.” They argued that heavy petting was not acceptable 
from a Christian perspective. “I know Christians who believe that they can outwit God in 
this way,” wrote Walter. “After all, they have not gone ‘all the way’!” He continued, “It 
does look like an ideal solution, but it isn’t. It is barking up the wrong tree. It’s a dead-
end road.”1042  
The Trobisches challenged students who argued that a Christian commitment to 
chastity was a legalistic doctrine violating the gospel of love. They argued that premarital 
chastity actually protected love, by allowing it to develop in a gradual way. Having sex 
right away, they suggested, was like “picking the blossoms in April and therefore never 
                                                 
1041 L.W. to Walter Trobisch, 20 September 1978, Box 1, Folder W, Walter Trobisch Collection, 
ELCA Archives. 
1042 Trobisch, The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 135.  
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harvesting the apples.”1043 The Trobisches promised young people that remaining chaste 
prior to marriage would create a much more satisfying foundation for sex within 
marriage. They argued that, contrary to common opinion, the new morality degraded 
women rather than freeing them.1044 In lectures and books, they shared stories from 
people with whom they had corresponded. Many of these people said they were 
dissatisfied with their decision to become sexually active. “I had a bad conscience when I 
said ‘yes’ to my boy friend,’ Karin told Walter. “I just pretended to be happy, but I really 
felt like sobbing and weeping.”1045 In sharing stories like Karin’s, the Trobisches hoped to 
encourage other young people to listen to their conscience and save sex for marriage.   
The Trobisches also had a message for those young people who, like Karin, had 
already become sexually active but wished they had not. The Trobisches invited these 
people to confess their sexual sin and seek to live a new life. So many of the people who 
met with Walter while he was on their college campus or who wrote to him after reading 
his book believed that premarital sex was wrong, but despite this belief they continued to 
be sexually active. Thus they were plagued by guilt and low self-esteem. For example, 
one girl wrote to Walter that since her boyfriend and she “couldn’t marry right away 
[they] began some pretty heavy petting to try to satisfy our desires. It only brought further 
frustrations and some terrible terrible guilt feelings on both of our parts.”1046 Still, they 
lacked the resolve to change their behavior.  
                                                 
1043 Ibid., 127. 
1044 Ibid., 123. 
1045 Ibid., 136. 
1046 K.M. to Walter Trobisch, 29 January 1979, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives.  
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It was people like these who responded most eagerly to Walter’s message. When 
they read Walter’s I Loved a Girl or heard Walter speak on their campuses, these 
individuals encountered someone who told them they were right to feel guilty about 
premarital sex. It was wrong. However, Walter also told them that they could get rid of 
guilt by confessing their sin and seeking to live a new life.1047 Such was the good news of 
the gospel that Walter had been proclaiming as a missionary in Africa. For many anxious, 
American college students, it was as if they were hearing the gospel for the first time. The 
gospel, as Walter told it in I Loved a Girl, reset for them the boundaries of what was 
acceptable and what was unacceptable behavior. It helped to resolve their confusion, 
released them from feelings of guilt, and empowered them to change their behavior. For 
the students who wrote to Walter or who met with him when he was at their school, 
Walter became for them a sign of their new commitment to a life of premarital 
chastity.1048 
                                                 
1047 Confession and forgiveness had long been important to Walter. He wrote about forgiveness in 
1950 in a piece called “Of Flight and Forgiveness” (The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 717-723). He 
spoke about confession in his series of talks for the annual conference of the Sudan Mission in 1954. He 
kept an editorial on confession from the Lutheran Herald (dated April 21, 1959) in his files (currently 
located in box 12, folder 39, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives). Walter wrote and spoke about 
confession a lot during the 1960s (see “Church Discipline in the Light of Law and Gospel” in The 
Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 728-736, “Church Discipline in Africa” Practical Anthropology 8, no. 
5 (1961): 200-06, and “Congregational Responsibility for the Christian Individual” in Addis Ababa: A 
Record of the Third All-Africa Lutheran Conference, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Oct. 12-21, 1965). In 1975, 
confession was a topic he addressed in a little booklet called Martin Luther’s Quiet Time (Downers Grove, 
Ill.: InterVarsity Press, 1975). Confession was also an important part of African spiritual practice, both in 
African traditional religion and in the East African Revival. See Karanja, "Confession and Cultural 
Dynamism in the East African Revival."  
1048 See H. D. to Ingrid Trobisch, 21 January 1980, Ingrid Trobisch Papers, as well as Walter’s 
correspondence with K.M., L.W., and N.B., Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives. 
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After his trip to the United States in 1972, Walter remarked, “The greatest need 
on all the campuses I visited was the cry for forgiveness.”1049 In the years to come, the 
letters Walter received from numerous students expressed the same cry. And they attested 
to the relief that forgiveness granted. The letters thanked Walter for his message, which 
sliced through the relativism of the age and called young people to premarital chastity. 
One young man wrote to Walter in 1977: 
Having lived through the tempestuous late 60’s and early 70’s as a college student 
on the East coast and having suffered the consequences of the ‘new morality,’ I 
can testify to the critical need of your message for my contemporaries. Becoming 
a Christian in 1973, your books brought a new hope and balm to the cynicism this 
period brought about for me, and I know countless other American young people 
have similarly found comfort in your books.1050 
 
Another girl wrote to tell Walter that she felt “a great sense of freedom since confessing 
my sins to you.” 1051 She also said her confession had helped her know what to say to a 
friend of hers who had “an overwhelming desire to confess.”1052 Another girl confessed to 
Walter her habit of masturbating. She then wrote him a letter expressing how good the 
confession made her feel: “I felt a great relief and I praise the Lord for the time I spent 
with you that weekend.”1053  
Walter had long maintained that marriage guidance was “a door for the gospel” in 
Africa. It was a way of proclaiming the gospel in a pragmatic way. As the Trobisches 
became more informed about sexual behavior among American college students and as 
                                                 
1049 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, 9 March 1972, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
1050 William Hill to Walter Trobisch, 4 September 1977, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
1051 M.W. to Walter Trobisch, 22 March 1979, Box 1, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA 
Archives. 
1052 Ibid. 




they spent more time addressing American college students through letters, lectures, and 
seminars for IVCF staff, they became convinced that sexual guidance was just as much 
“a door for the gospel” in the United States as it was in Africa. Reflecting on the 
situation, Walter wrote to his friend and editor, “Young people today, (although they 
don’t admit it) are longing for rules—maybe for only one reason—to have something 
which they can overstep. It is merciless in a world where all rules have broken down to 
refuse to give rules and simply say: Rely upon your conscience.”1054 The evangelical 
students Walter counseled showed him time and again that they craved moral standards. 
They thanked Walter for debunking the new morality and defending the ideal of 
premarital chastity, and they welcomed his offer to confess sexual sin.  
 
Promotion of Natural Family Planning  
 The Trobisches’ arguments against the new morality, defense of premarital 
chastity, advice for remaining chaste, and invitation to confess were all tools they offered 
evangelicals who were trying to respond to the sexual revolution of the 1960s and ’70s. 
These tools were especially helpful for unmarried evangelicals of the period. However, it 
was the Trobisches’ advocacy of the natural family planning method of birth control that 
was an especially helpful tool for married evangelicals who were seeking to navigate 
changing sexual norms of the mid-twentieth century.  
                                                 
1054 Walter Trobisch to Edward Sammis, 7 April 1964, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
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 The Trobisches had first become interested in natural family planning (NFP) 
when they were living in Tcholliré, northern Cameroon.1055 At that time, the Trobisches 
began to stay abreast of the current research on NFP, hoping to find a more reliable 
method than that of the rhythm method.1056 In 1968, they read an article in an Austrian 
medical journal that caught their attention.1057 It was written by Dr. Josef Roetzer, who 
had spent twenty years researching women’s cycles and who, as it turned out, “lived only 
a few miles from our home.”1058 The Trobisches quickly got in touch with Dr. Roetzer to 
learn more about the sympto-thermal method of NFP, which he proposed.1059 When they 
discovered that this method was far more reliable that the rhythm method, they wasted no 
time in publicizing it in Africa. Walter wrote about it in one of his “Here is My Problem” 
booklets, which were intended for use in marriage counseling in Africa.1060 He also spoke 
about NFP in his radio program for Radio Voice of the Gospel, which broadcast from 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.1061 Ingrid lectured about NFP at their next family life seminar in 
South Africa in May of 1969.1062  
                                                 
1055 See pp. 50-51 of this dissertation. 
1056 Even though condoms were available at the time, they were not readily available in rural 
Africa. Moreover, the Trobisches found that many Africans had an aversion to condoms and many African 
governments at the time had outlawed artificial contraception. Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, 42. 
1057 “Report of Activities” in Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to Dr. Morris Sorenson, 23 August 1971, 
“Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
1058 Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, 42. 
1059 The Sympto-Thermal Method taught women how to determine their fertility by taking their 
basal body temperature, observing their cervical mucus and the position of her cervix, and observing other 
bodily markers of fertility like pain in the uterus and tender breasts. For description of method see Josef 
Roetzer, "The Sympto-Thermal Method: Ten Years of Change," Linacre Quarterly, November 1978.  
1060 See p. 177 of this dissertation for a discussion of Walter’s “Here is My Problem” series. 
1061 “Biographical Profile,” Human Life Foundation, Ingrid Trobisch Papers.  




 Walter talked about NFP when it came up in his lectures and counseling 
correspondence, but Ingrid was the one who put the most time and energy into 
researching, writing about, and advocating NFP. She made a point of attending 
international conferences, which might educate her or allow her to educate others about 
NFP. In 1971, she attended the Third International Congress of Psychosomatic Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, and she lectured on NFP at the group’s next conference three years 
later.1063  In 1973, both Ingrid and Walter attended an International Symposium on 
Natural Family Planning, “convened by the Human Life Foundation in Washington, D.C. 
. . . [and] underwritten by United States AID.”1064 At this meeting, the International 
Federation for Family Life Promotion (IFFLP) was established. Ingrid spoke at an IFFLP 
conference in Florence, Italy the following year. 
 In the midst of travel, speaking engagements, and family responsibilities, Ingrid 
also worked on a series of five booklets, which explained elements of the female life 
cycle from a female perspective.1065 She and Walter envisioned the booklets being read by 
African husbands in order to better understand their wives. The series, which she called 
“Understanding Your Wife,” was essentially a summary of the lectures she gave in their 
family life seminars. In the first booklet she described a woman’s ovarian cycle. After 
                                                 
1063 “Report of Activities” in Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to Dr. Morris Sorenson, 23 August 1971, 
“Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary Personnel Files, ELCA Archives, Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to 
friends, October 1974, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. Ingrid’s paper was entitled “Inter-Cultural Family Life 
Education.” Dr. M. Lancet to Ingrid Trobisch, July 1974, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary 
Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
1064 Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, 60-61. 
1065 She wrote the first two of these booklets in 1969. The five booklets were on a woman’s cycle, 
a woman’s sexual response, pregnancy, childbirth, and breastfeeding. “Report of Activities” in Walter and 
Ingrid Trobisch to Dr. Morris Sorenson, 23 August 1971, “Trobisch, Walter and Ingrid,” Missionary 
Personnel Files, ELCA Archives. 
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learning about the sympto-thermal method of NFP, she incorporated information about 
determining fertile days into the first chapter.  
As Ingrid interacted with people at international conferences and at marriage 
seminars she and Walter led for couples in Europe, she began to realize that many 
westerners were just as interested in natural means of birth control as Africans.1066 
Despite the availability of condoms, IUDs, and the birth control pill, Ingrid found that 
many people “were ill at ease with the methods offered to them in dealing with their 
fertility.”1067 The prevalence of abortion proved to her that people were not satisfied with 
the birth control methods available. “If the proposed methods of conception control were 
as safe and as satisfying in their application as is often claimed,” wrote Ingrid, “the 
problem of unwanted pregnancies should actually no longer exist.”1068 With these things 
in mind, Ingrid began to rework her “Understanding Your Wife” series for a western 
audience. In the process of conducting research for her book, she visited the headquarters 
of SERENA, a Canadian organization dedicated to teaching couples NFP.1069 The success 
                                                 
1066 They gave premarital education to several European couples and led family life seminars for 
married couples in Austria and Germany. “Biographical Profile,” Human Life Foundation,” Ingrid Trobisch 
Papers.  
 1067 Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, 43. This continued to be the case into the 1980s. 
According to Tone, "A 1985 poll found that 60 percent of American women were dissatisfied with 
contraceptive options." Andrea Tone, Devices and Desires: A History of Contraceptives in America (New 
York: Hill and Wang, 2001), 266. 
 In the 1970s, hesitancy to use the Pill or the IUD was likely due to the side-effects and health risks 
associated with these methods. Pill use grew steadily during the 1960s, but in the late 1960s concerns about 
its safety came to the fore (especially after the publication of Barbara Seaman’s book The Doctors’ Case 
against the Pill in 1969). After 1973 the number of pill-users began to decline. Also during this time, IUDs 
were causing illness in hundreds of women and even led to the death of eighteen women. Tone, Devices 
and Desires: A History of Contraceptives in America, 203, 47, 49, 71.  
1068 Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, 43. Writing thirty years later, Tone would make the 
same point: “Fully 60 percent of all pregnancies in the United States are unplanned or unwanted” and this 
in spite of “a dizzying array of new, effective female technologies." Tone, Devices and Desires: A History 
of Contraceptives in America, 286. 
1069 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, October 1974, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
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of this organization during the 1960s and ’70s further convinced Ingrid that there was a 
growing desire in the West for a natural method of birth control.1070  
Ingrid first published her “Understanding Your Wife” series in German through 
Editions Trobisch, the publishing arm of FLM. In 1974, she published the five booklets 
as a single text, Mit Freuden Frau sein.1071 After it was well received in Germany, Ingrid 
began negotiations with Harper & Row for its publication in the United States. Harper & 
Row released the book in 1975 under the title The Joy of Being a Woman . . . And What a 
Man Can Do. Again, the book was well received.1072 It was soon published in French, 
Spanish, Danish, Slovenian, Dutch, Polish, and Amharic.1073  
When Ingrid published The Joy of Being a Woman, Walter called it the first sex 
manual to be written by a woman. He wrote in the foreword,  
Most best-selling sex manuals of our time are written by and for men, within the 
narrow horizon of a man’s perspective. But, as Lillian Roxon has put it, ‘The 
warm and loving book by the warm and loving woman has yet to be written.’ I 
believe it can be truly stated that the message my wife proclaims in this book has 
never been said before.1074  
 
Ingrid’s book was actually not the first sex manual written by a woman, but it was the 
first sex manual written by an evangelical woman. In the 1970s, non-evangelical women 
were turning to a book called Our Bodies, Ourselves for information about female 
                                                 
1070 For more information on Serena, which was founded in 1955, see Serena, “History,” accessed 
12 August 2011, http://www.en.serena.ca/AboutSerena. In 1975, Serena had “trained more than 250 
teacher-couples . . . [who had] informed more than 150,000 people.” Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, 
61.  
1071 This text can still be found in a couple of African libraries, including the Africa School of 
Missions in South Africa and the Botswana National Library Service. WorldCat, accessed 16 August 2012, 
http://www.worldcat.org/. 
1072 It was republished in 1980 and 1995. 
1073 Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to M. S. Mikhail, 17 January 1974, Ingrid Trobisch Papers. 
1074 Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, x. 
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sexuality, birth control, pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, and other women’s health 
issues. Published by a group of Boston women who were frustrated by the lack of 
information on these topics, the book sold a remarkable 250,000 copies between 1970 
and 1973.1075 When Ingrid’s The Joy of Being a Woman came out in 1975, it was the first 
book to discuss female sexuality, birth control, pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, and 
menopause from a Christian woman’s perspective.  A sex manual by the popular 
evangelical couple Tim and Beverly LaHaye also came out in 1976, but it was more 
narrowly focused on birth control and sex and did not cover the whole lifecycle of a 
woman.1076  
After the publication of The Joy of Being a Woman, Ingrid received numerous 
letters from western readers requesting more information about NFP.1077 This confirmed 
her suspicions about the widespread discontent with condoms, the pill, and other artificial 
forms of birth control. It also stimulated her to take her role as an NFP promoter even 
more seriously. Because of her relationship with Joseph Roetzer and others pioneers in 
NFP research, such as Drs. John and Evelyn Billings, Ingrid was aware of the most up-to-
                                                 
1075 The Boston Women's Health Book Collective, Our Besides, Ourselves: A Book by and for 
Women, 2nd ed. (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1979), 11, Linda Gordon, The Moral Property of 
Women: A History of Birth Control Politics in America (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2002), 
323.  
1076 Tim LaHaye and Beverly LaHaye, The Act of Marriage: The Beauty of Sexual Love (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1976). During the next few years, evangelical presses published an increasing 
number of sex manuals. Davis, More Perfect Unions: The American Search for Marital Bliss, 206-7. 
1077 Ingrid had included the address of the Human Life Foundation in an appendix to the book for 
those who wanted further information about NFP. The Assistant Director of the Human Life Foundation, 
Mary Kay Williams, had become a good friend of Ingrid’s over the previous few years. In response to the 
letters that did begin pouring in to the Human Life office, Williams sent out books on the sympto-thermal 
method and advised people to get in touch with a qualified teacher. Williams forwarded many of the letters 
the foundation had received and the responses she had written so that Ingrid could read them. Mary Kay 




date research on NFP.1078 She worked this research into a sequel to The Joy of Being a 
Woman, which she co-authored with Dr. Roetzer’s daughter, Elizabeth.1079 This book was 
essentially a question-and-answer guide to using NFP. It answered criticism from people 
who said the method was unreliable. It shared testimonies from people who were pleased 
with the method. It included sample charts from women who had used NFP successfully 
and unsuccessfully. And it explained why these women had been successful or 
unsuccessful.  
Ingrid was a pioneer in promoting NFP among western Protestants. John and 
Sheila Kippley, Catholic advocates of NFP, cited The Joy of Being a Woman as being the 
first Protestant book to support NFP.1080 After its publication, “both Walter and Ingrid 
soon became welcomed speakers within the growing NFP community.”1081 In 1977, 
another well-known Protestant couple, Larry and Nordis Christianson, advocated NFP in 
their primer on Christian marriage.1082 They echoed Ingrid’s argument that NFP enhanced 
                                                 
1078 Drs. John and Evelyn Billings developed and promoted the “Ovulation Method” of NFP, 
which relied on analysis of cervical mucus to determine fertile and non-fertile days. This method has also 
become known as the “Billings Method.” The Billings published some of their findings in 1964, but their 
first primer on the method—Atlas of the Ovulation Method—was not available until 1973. Ingrid visited the 
Billings in Melbourne, Australia in August of 1975 in order to become better acquainted with their work. 
Walter and Ingrid Trobisch to friends, February 1976, Ingrid Trobisch Papers, Billings, "The Quest: 
Leading to the Discovery of the Billings Ovulation Method."”  
1079 Mit Freuden Frau sein 2 (Wuppertal: R. Brockhaus, 1977). It was translated into English as An 
Experience of Love: Understanding Natural Family Planning (Old Tappan, N.J.: F.H. Revell Co., 1981). 
1080 After Pope Paul VI’s 1968 encyclical Humanae Vitae forbid Catholics from using artificial 
methods of birth control, the Kippleys founded the Couple to Couple League to teach couples NFP. The 
Couple to Couple League, “About CCL,” accessed 15 August 2011, http://www.ccli.org/aboutccl. 
1081 “Not Just for Catholics,” accessed 15 August 2011, http://nfpandmore.org/notjustfor.shtml. 
1082 Larry and Nordis Christenson, The Christian Couple (Minneapolis, MN: Bethany Fellowship, 
1977). Larry Christenson had written a best-selling book on family in 1970, called The Christian Family 
(Minneapolis, MN: Bethany Fellowship). 
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personal and marital satisfaction by helping a woman to “live in harmony with her 
cycle.”1083 
The description in the Christianson’s book about how they came to be aware of 
NFP and why they liked it helps to shed light on why other American evangelicals in this 
period were interested in NFP. The Christiansons wrote: 
When we were married in 1951, we didn’t consider very deeply or seriously 
how to limit our family. We probably started out like most Protestant couples 
of that era. I went to the doctor for a premarital exam and was fitted with a 
contraceptive device. . . Later we came to feel that our experience with 
commonly used contraceptives was not entirely satisfactory. 1084  
 
Nordis got in touch with Dr. Konald A. Prem, who taught them about NFP.1085 And when 
they began using NFP, their experience of sex improved. Nordis wrote, “We love and 
delight in each other more. Sexuality has become a more enjoyable, natural part of my 
life.”1086 Most evangelicals in the 1960s and ’70s were thankful for the availability of the 
birth control pill and had no qualms about its use among married couples.1087 But for 
those who felt that the pill “was not entirely satisfactory,” NFP was an attractive 
                                                 
1083 The title of the chapter on NFP in The Joy of Being a Woman. See also Larry and Nordis 
Christenson, The Christian Couple, 85. Although The Joy of Being a Woman advocated NFP primarily as a 
means to personal and marital fulfillment, the Trobisches had another reason for advocating NFP. They 
believed that the birth control pill was the first step “on the course to death” (Trobisch, My Journey 
Homeward, 62). In other words, they believed social acceptance of the pill would lead to sterilization, 
abortion, euthanasia, and assisted suicide, all of which were, in their opinion, highly objectionable.  
1084 Christenson, The Christian Couple, 71-72. 
1085 Dr. Prem helped the Kippleys develop the methods used by the Couple to Couple League to 
educate couples on NFP. 
1086 Christenson, The Christian Couple, 74. 
1087 Several articles in the evangelical magazine Christianity Today defended the use of the pill 
among married couples, including Robert P. Meye, “The New Testament and Birth Control,” Christianity 
Today, November 8, 1968, 10-12 and M. O. Vincent, “A Christian View of Contraception,” Christianity 
Today, November 8, 1968, 14-15. In 1968, twenty-five evangelical scholars signed “A Protestant 
Affirmation on the Control of Human Reproduction.” Christianity Today, November 8, 1969, 18-19. 
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alternative, especially when it was advocated with convincing, scriptural arguments by 
well-known evangelicals like the Trobisches and the Christiansons.1088   
Evangelical interest in NFP in the 1960s and ’70s can be seen as part of a wider 
North American movement against the medicalization of pregnancy and birth. According 
to Judith Walzer Leavitt, between 1750 and 1950, physicians had increasingly taken the 
place of midwives in the birth process and women were told to have their babies in 
hospitals.1089 Between the 1930s and 1960s, it was normal for women to be fully 
anesthetized with “twilight sleep” during childbirth.1090 This treatment erased any 
memory of the experience of childbirth. During the 1950s, however, some women began 
“to demand an active role in the birth of their babies.”1091 They eagerly read Childbirth 
without Fear by Dr. Grantly Dick-Read, who had been advocating natural childbirth in 
England since the 1930s.1092 They read Marjorie Karmel’s book Thank You, Dr. Lamaze, 
which described her birth experience with the French Dr. Fernand Lamaze.1093 Dr. 
Lamaze had developed a method of childbirth that consisted of “childbirth education 
                                                 
1088 For example, Ingrid argued that “artificial methods [of birth control] do not correspond to the 
nature of the human being as a creation of God.” Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, 60. 
1089 Judith Walzer Leavitt, Brought to Bed: Child-Bearing in America, 1750-1950 (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1986). 
1090 Elisabeth Bing, "Lamaze Childbirth: Then and Now," accessed 14 August 2011, 
http://www.lamaze.org/AboutLamaze/History/ElisabethBing/tabid/490/Default.aspx. The Good 
Housekeeping Book of Baby and Child Care told women that “some anesthetic is commonly given” in the 
first stage of labor and “a general anesthetic is usually employed during the second stage of labor.” Holt, 
The Good Housekeeping Book of Baby and Child Care, 20. 
1091 Elisabeth Bing, "Lamaze Childbirth: Then and Now," accessed 14 August 2011 
http://www.lamaze.org/AboutLamaze/History/ElisabethBing/tabid/490/Default.aspx, Rebecca Jo Plant, 
Mom: The Transformation of Motherhood in Modern America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2010), 136. 
1092 Ibid., 137. Marjorie Karmel and Elizabeth Bing founded Lamaze International in 1960. The 
organization was originally called the American Society for Psychoprophylaxis in Obstetrics (ASPO). 
Lamaze International, "History of Lamaze," accessed 14 August 2011, 
http://www.lamaze.org/WhoWeAre/History/tabid/104/Default.aspx. 
1093 Marjorie Karmel, Thank You, Dr. Lamaze (Philadelphia: Lippincott, [1959]). 
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classes, relaxation, breathing techniques and continuous emotional support from the 
father.”1094 In the 1960s, more books were published and organizations founded to 
support the natural childbirth movement. Sheila Kitzinger combined the Lamaze and 
Read methods in The Experience of Childbirth.1095 Dr. Robert Bradley insisted on the role 
of the husband in childbirth in his Husband-Coached Childbirth.1096 By the 1970s, 
expectant couples who were interested in natural childbirth had numerous books to 
choose from and support groups to join. 
As the natural childbirth movement got underway, a movement to reinstate 
breastfeeding also took off. In the 1950s, most women bottle-fed their baby with formula, 
rather than breastfeeding. In 1956, only 21% of American mothers “left the hospital 
nursing their infants,” and 62% of mothers had decided only to bottle-feed.1097 Frustrated 
by this trend, a group of women in Chicago formed an organization to encourage women 
to breastfeed. They called their organization La Leche League and in 1958 published the 
first edition of The Womanly Art of Breastfeeding.1098 By 1964, La Leche League groups 
were meeting in the United States, Canada, Mexico, and New Zealand.  
It is easy to see the connections among the movements for natural childbirth, 
breastfeeding, and NFP. People had grown frustrated by the medicalization and 
                                                 
1094 Lamaze International, "History of Lamaze."  
1095 Sheila Kitzinger, The Experience of Childbirth (New York: International Publication Service, 
1964). 
1096 Robert Bradley, Husband-Coached Childbirth (New York: Harper & Row, 1965). The Bradley 
method differed from the Lamaze method in that it did not advocate certain breathing techniques. Ingrid 
included both Kitzinger’s and Bradley’s books on the reading list she distributed at seminars. 
1097 Cone, 200 Years of Feeding Infants in America, 86. 
1098 La Leche League International, "A Brief History of La Leche League International," accessed 
14 August 2011, http://www.llli.org/lllihistory.html. This was the first bound format of the book. It had 
been published in loose-leaf form in 1958. 
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commoditization of fertility, pregnancy and birth. They wanted to affirm women in their 
natural capabilities. As Ingrid asked in The Joy of Being a Woman, “Why should a 
healthy and normal woman be forced to become a patient when she wants to deal with 
her fertility?1099 
In family life seminars with Walter, Ingrid gave the most up-to-date information 
about NFP. In The Joy of Being a Woman, she brought the work of SERNEA, Lamaze 
International, and La Leche League to the attention of the evangelical community.1100 She 
pointed evangelical women to the resources available to them in these organizations. 
Since the organizations were not explicitly Christian, Ingrid’s book was a help for many 
evangelical women in the way it advocated NFP, natural childbirth, and breastfeeding 
from a Christian perspective.1101 Women could find information about women’s health 
                                                 
1099 Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, 53. 
1100 Since The Joy of Being a Woman was published by a secular press, it makes sense to ask 
whether it was read outside the evangelical community. For that matter, were Walter’s I Loved a Girl and I 
Married You—also published by Harper—read outside the evangelical community? The simple answer is 
yes. Given that Harper was interested in publishing these books, it must have meant that the secular press 
believed the books would appeal to a wide audience and would be profitable. The topics the books dealt 
with—love, sex, marriage, femininity—were certainly topics that interested the general American public 
during the 1970s. These topics held wider appeal than say, Martin Luther’s Quiet Time, a book of Walter’s 
that IVP published in 1975.  
Unfortunately, Harper & Row has been unable to provide any statistical information about the 
publication and reception of the Trobisches’ books (Michael G. Maudlin, Vice President and Editorial 
Director of HarperOne, email to author, 9 August 2010). It would be interesting to see how sales of an 
explicitly Christian view of love, sex, and marriage sold in comparison to a secular discussion of these 
topics, but the data is not available to make such a comparison possible. One thing is certain: The Joy of 
Being a Woman never appeared on the New York Times Bestseller list like Helen Gurley Brown’s Sex and 
the Single Girl or Alex Comfort’s The Joy of Sex (Keith Justice, Bestseller Index: All Books, by Author, on 
the Lists of Publishers Weekly and the New York Times Through 1990 [Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 
1998], 53, 75). However, the letters the Trobisches received and their partnership with IVCF make it clear 
that their books did speak to American evangelicals, and that is why this chapter has focused on this 
subgroup.  
1101 Helen Wessel’s Natural Childbirth and the Family (New York: Harper & Row, 1963) argued 
for natural childbirth from a Christian perspective, but Ingrid’s The Joy of Being a Woman was the first to 
do this for NFP. For the rest of her life, Ingrid promoted NFP and natural childbirth. She was especially 
busy the year after The Joy of Being a Woman was published. In June of 1976, she spoke at the ninth 
biennial convention of the International Childbirth Education Association, at an International Symposium 
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issues in Our Bodies, Ourselves. But many evangelical women would have been 
uncomfortable using this book since it was clearly the product of the feminist movement 
and had no problem with masturbation, homosexuality, and abortion.1102 For evangelical 
women, The Joy of Being a Woman offered a more conservative, but still informative, 
introduction to sexuality and women’s health issues. 
 
A Nuanced Perspective on Femininity 
 Besides being a conservative introduction to sexuality and women’s health issues, 
The Joy of Being a Woman also presented evangelicals with a nuanced perspective on 
femininity. This perspective, just as much as Ingrid’s promotion of NFP or Walter’s 
defense of premarital chastity, was a tool the Trobisches offered evangelicals to help 
them navigate changing sexual norms.  
When The Joy of Being a Woman came out in 1975, American evangelicals were 
in the midst of a heated debate about the role of women in church, family, and society. In 
fact, it could be argued that the “woman question” was one of the most important factors 
in forming evangelical identity in the 1970s. In the 1950s, as evangelicals had begun to 
distinguish themselves from fundamentalists, evangelical identity had been largely 
shaped by the desire to develop the life of the mind and reach wider swaths of the 
                                                                                                                                                 
on NFP for teachers, counselors, medical personnel and clergy, and at the National Seminar for beginners 
in natural family planning (“Activities, Summer 1976,” Box 20, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA 
Archives). In 1977, she went to Cali, Colombia for an IFFLP meeting (Trobisch, My Journey Homeward, 
24). In 1978, she spoke at the International Society for Study of Prenatal Psychology (Box 20, Walter 
Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives). From 1980 to 1986, she sat on the Board of the ILLFP. Trobisch, 
On My Way Home, 163. 
1102 The Boston Women's Health Book Collective, Our Bodies, Ourselves, 47, 81-97, 216-38. 
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American public.1103 During the 1960s, evangelical identity had been shaped by the 
debate about the inerrancy of scripture.1104 But during the 1970s, the “woman question” 
came center fore. As Balmer writes in his brief history of evangelicalism, “No issue has 
caused evangelicals more consternation in the second half of the twentieth century than 
feminism.”1105 Should women view themselves as autonomous individuals, rather than 
simply as wives and mothers? Should they seek self-fulfillment? Should women work 
outside the home? Should they be able to be priests? Should abortion be legal? Second 
wave feminists answered these questions with a resounding “yes!” Mainline Protestants, 
for the most part, also answered these questions in the affirmative.1106 But among 
evangelicals in the1960s and ’70s, the verdict was still out.1107  
Conservative evangelicals like James Dobson, Elisabeth Elliot, Bill Gothard, and 
Marabel Morgan perceived a major incongruity between feminist and biblical views of 
gender. They were uncomfortable with the tendency among feminists to minimize the 
difference between men and women. Elisabeth Elliot perceived in feminism a “faceless, 
colorless, sexless wasteland.”1108 Conservative evangelicals discouraged wives from 
                                                 
1103 Marsden, Reforming Fundamentalism: Fuller Seminary and the New Evangelicalism, 167. 
1104 Ibid., chapters 11 and 12. 
1105 Randall Balmer, Blessed Assurance: A History of Evangelicalism in America (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1999), 71. 
1106 Susan Hartmann, "Expanding Feminism's Field and Focus: Activism in the National Council 
of Churches in the 1960s and 1970s," in Women and Twentieth-Century Protestantism, ed. Margaret 
Lamberts Bendroth and Virginia Lieson Brereton (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2002), W. 
Bradford Wilcox, Soft Patriarchs, New Men: How Christianity Shapes Fathers and Husbands (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2004), 10, chapter 2. 
1107 David R. Swartz, "Identity Politics and the Fragmenting of the 1970s Evangelical Left," 21, 
no. 1 (2011): 97. 
1108 Elisabeth Elliot Leitch, “Feminism or Femininity?” Cambridge Fish 5 (Winter 1975-1976): 6, 
quoted in Margaret Lamberts Bendroth, Fundamentalism and Gender, 1875 to the Present (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1993), 126. 
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working outside the home. They encouraged husbands to lead and wives to submit.1109 
Bill Gothard taught that the “chain of command” in marriage ran from God to man to 
woman.1110 Marabel Morgan taught that the way to marital bliss was for a woman to 
center her life on her husband, to entertain, serve, and submit to him. “It's only when a 
woman surrenders her life to her husband, reveres and worships him and is willing to 
serve him, that she becomes really beautiful to him. She becomes a priceless jewel, the 
glory of femininity, his queen!”1111  
Conservative evangelicals have a history of uniting around a common enemy, and 
in the 1970s that enemy was feminism.1112 Conservative evangelicals blamed the feminist 
movement “for abortion, the rising divorce rate, the proliferation of sexually transmitted 
diseases . . . and a general moral decline in the country.”1113 In his popular book What 
Wives Wish their Husbands Knew About Women, James Dobson blamed feminism for 
making housewives feel depressed about their lot in life. It was because of feminism, he 
wrote, that women’s “traditional responsibilities have become matters of disrespect and 
                                                 
1109 See Jill Renich, To Have and to Hold (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1972) and Timothy Foster, 
Dare to Lead (Glendale, CA: G/L Publications, 1977), both of which were favorably reviewed in the 
evangelical magazine Christianity Today in the 1970s. See also James C Dobson, What Wives Wish their 
Husbands Knew About Women (Wheaton, Ill.: Tyndale House, 1975), which was reprinted in 1992. For an 
especially conservative, evangelical perspective see Judith M. Miles. The Feminine Principle (Minneapolis: 
Bethany Fellowship, Inc., 1975). Miles argued that “the most simple principle of the true feminine nature” 
was to give pleasure. Her book described the duties of "woman as pleasure-giver, primarily to men, but also 
to other women and to children” (14).  
1110 Bill Gothard, Institute in Basic Youth Conflicts (Institute in Basic Youth Conflicts, 1979), 25. 
1111 Marabel Morgan, Ohio History Central: An Online Encyclopedia of Ohio History, accessed 6 
December 2011, http://www.ohiohistorycentral.org/entry.php?rec=1767. 
1112 “In the 1920s, the devil was Darwin. From the 1930s to the 1960s, it was communism.” D. 
Michael Lindsay, Faith in the Halls of Power: How Evangelicals Joined the American Elite (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2007), 52. 
1113 Balmer, Blessed Assurance: A History of Evangelicalism in America, 88. 
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ridicule.”1114 And it was because of feminism that women were abandoning their home 
responsibilities and contributing to the deteriorization of family life in America. 
Conservative evangelicals like Dobson believed that the way to restore healthy family life 
in America was for men and women to uphold the male-breadwinner, female-housewife 
gender roles.1115 
In the early 1970s, the Equal Rights Amendment provided the perfect opportunity 
for conservative evangelicals to express their opposition to feminism and their support of 
traditional gender roles. Many conservative evangelicals lined up behind Phyllis Schlafly 
in opposition to the ERA, convinced that the amendment would violate the God-given 
identity of men and women.1116 The “STOP ERA” movement was so effective in its 
tactics that although twenty-two of the required states had ratified the amendment in 
1972, there were “only eight ratifications in 1973, three in 1974, one in 1975, and none in 
1976.”1117 In 1977, the highly publicized and government-funded meeting of the National 
Women’s Conference offered conservatives another opportunity to express their 
opposition to feminism. While 1,842 delegates met at the National Women’s Conference 
to “identify barriers that prevent women from participating fully and equally in all 
aspects of national life,” 15,000 conservatives met in an arena nearby to assert what they 
                                                 
1114 James C. Dobson, What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew About Women (Wheaton, Ill.: 
Tyndale House, 1975), 25. 
1115 Davis, More Perfect Unions: The American Search for Marital Bliss, 177-78. 
1116 Donald G. Mathews and Jane Sherron De Hart, Sex, Gender, and the Politics of ERA (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 162.  
1117 Roberta W. Francis, “The History Behind the Equal Rights Amendment,” accessed 17 May 
2012, http://www.equalrightsamendment.org/era.htm, Mathews and De Hart, Sex, Gender, and the Politics 
of ERA, chap. 3. 
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called traditional views of gender.1118 They called their three-hour rally the National Pro-
Family Rally, and speakers expressed their opposition to the ERA, abortion, and gay 
rights. 
Not all evangelicals, however, opposed feminism and feminist political causes. 
During the 1970s, a growing group of progressive evangelicals called themselves 
Christian feminists. Although these people upheld core evangelical beliefs like biblical 
inerrancy, they came to a different conclusion on the women question. They believed the 
Bible supported women’s leadership in the church and the equal partnership of husband 
and wife in marriage. Christian feminists like Letha Scanzoni, Nancy Hardesty, and Paul 
Jewett strove to convince their fellow evangelicals that the Bible supported 
egalitarianism, both in the church and in marriage.1119 In 1975, Scanzoni and her husband 
spoke to 2,500 evangelical Christian leaders at the Continental Congress on the Family, a 
conference organized by Dr. J. Allan Petersen “to address marriage and family issues and 
form national strategies to support and encourage marriages and families.”1120 Different 
perspectives on gender roles were represented, but the Congress overall “carried a 
cautiously progressive tone.”1121 Also in 1975, the evangelical and interdenominational 
                                                 
1118 William Martin, With God on Our Side: The Rise of the Religious Right in America (New 
York: Broadway Books, 1996), 163, 65. A few conservatives attended the National Women’s Conference 
and were horrified by the pro-lesbian messages expressed at the conference. Beverly LaHaye, Who but a 
Woman? (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1984), 46. 
1119 See Letha Scanzoni and Nancy Hardesty, All We're Meant to Be: A Biblical Approach to 
Women's Liberation (Waco: Word Books, 1974), Paul K. Jewett, Man as Male and Female (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1975).  
1120 The Relationship Resource Group, "A Vision," accessed 11 July 2012, 
http://www.betterrelationships.com/about/history.html. 
1121 Turner, Bill Bright and Campus Crusade for Christ: The Renewal of Evangelicalism in 
Postwar America, 155. 
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Fuller Seminary began to hire “only teachers who are committed to women’s 
ordination.”1122  
Just as the ERA and the National Women’s Conference gave conservative 
evangelicals a platform for expressing their opposition to feminism, in 1976 Christian 
feminists held a national conference that allowed them to express their position on the 
relationship between evangelicalism and feminism. Some 360 evangelical men and 
women attended this conference, which organizers named the Evangelical Women’s 
Caucus. The theme of the conference was “Women in Transition: A Biblical Approach to 
Feminism.”1123 Participants at the Caucus saw themselves as directly opposing the Total 
Woman seminars of Marabel Morgan. They endorsed the ERA and expressed hope about 
the future of an egalitarian evangelicalism. Although the Evangelical Women’s Caucus 
was much smaller than the National Pro-Family Rally held by conservatives, the 
Evangelical Women’s Caucus was well-organized and passionate. It made itself heard in 
the evangelical world, if not in American society at large.1124 
Although they were nowhere near as numerous as the conservatives, the Christian 
feminists of the 1970s had a real chance to make headway in evangelical culture at large. 
Sociologist Bradford Wilcox points out that the Christian feminists “hail[ed] 
disproportionately from intellectual centers of evangelicalism like colleges, Christian 
                                                 
1122 Julie Ingersoll, Evangelical Christian Women: War Stories in the Gender Battles (New York: 
New York University Press, 2003), 22. 
1123 “Carol Prester McFadden, “Christian Feminists: ‘We’re on Our Way, Lord!’” Christianity 
Today, December 19, 1975, 36-37.  
1124 David Harrington Watt, A Transforming Faith: Explorations of Twentieth-Century American 
Evangelicalism (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1991), 108, 13-14.  
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publishing, and the evangelical media.”1125 This meant that they had the capacity to 
influence the next generation of evangelicals. That they were influencing the next 
generation was evidenced by the positive response to feminism taken by Richard 
Quebedeaux in his 1974 book, The Young Evangelicals. “The Young Evangelicals 
believe that their churches should give equal representation to women on their governing 
boards, in the ministry (where their salaries should equal those given to men), and in 
denominational and interdenominational hierarchies where female executives are most 
rarely encountered.”1126  
The Trobisches held a position on women that was between the conservative and 
feminist poles. They shared the widespread conservative quest to assert femininity and 
masculinity against the perceived threat of androgyny. As Ingrid wrote in The Joy of 
Being a Woman: 
There are two kinds of women’s movements today: those which try to eradicate 
the differences between the sexes and urge women to be like men, and those 
which fully appreciate the uniqueness of womanhood. I want to dedicate this book 
to the latter group. I want to help the liberated woman to retain her femininity.1127  
 
Like other conservative evangelicals in this period, the Trobisches believed God had 
created men and women with unique traits and roles. For example, when they 
encountered young women who were wearing pants, they often encouraged these women 
to wear a skirt instead. They saw skirt-wearing as a sign that a woman was secure in her 
                                                 
1125 Wilcox, Soft Patriarchs, New Men: How Christianity Shapes Fathers and Husbands, 60. 
1126 Richard Quebedeaux, The Young Evangelicals: Revolution in Orthodoxy (New York: Harper 
& Row, 1974), 114. 
1127 Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman, xi.  
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God-given identity as a female.1128 They were also content with the allocation of certain 
societal roles to certain sexes. Thus, when one of their sons asked Walter, “Do you have 
to be a pastor if you want to be a missionary?” Walter replied, “No, you certainly don’t. . 
. You can be a doctor, a builder, a mechanic, or even an airplane pilot. And a girl can be a 
nurse or a teacher.”1129 
However, the Trobisches were far less antagonistic to the feminist movement than 
conservative evangelicals like Dobson, Elliot, Gothard, and Morgan. During their years 
in Africa, the Trobisches had developed a sensitivity to issues of male dominance and 
female oppression. They grew especially concerned with the way in which what they 
called “the garden concept of marriage” dehumanized women.1130 They became 
convinced that their “main mission in Africa was to replace the image of a woman as a 
‘thing’ or a ‘fruitful garden’ with the contrasting image that expresses her humanity and 
individuality and the fact that she is made in the image of God, just as man is.”1131  
One of the ways Walter advocated the full humanity of women was by asserting a 
woman’s right to sexual fulfillment.1132 The issue of women’s sexual fulfillment had been 
brought to his attention at the All-Africa Lutheran conference in Addis Ababa in 1965. 
Many of the men who came to see him for private consultations during the conference 
complained that their wives had no feeling during sexual intercourse. Since he had not 
                                                 
1128 ———, The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 288.  
1129 Trobisch and Trobisch, The Adventures of Pumpelhoober in Africa, America and Germany, 19. 
1130 Trobisch, The Complete Works of Walter Trobisch, 387. 
1131 Trobisch, My Journey Homeward, 86. For a discussion of the “garden” concept of marriage, 
see p. 169 of this dissertation.  
1132 He wrote in the introduction to Jean Banyolak’s My Wife Has Lost Interest in Sex, “In many 
African societies, especially also among Moslems, sexual pleasure is considered as a male privilege only. 
To declare that a woman too is entitled to sexual enjoyment and fulfillment is, as far as Africa is concerned, 
revolutionary in itself.” 
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heard of the same complaint in West Africa, Walter developed a theory that lack of 
sexual response in African women was related to the practice of female circumcision. In 
an extensive article, which he never published, he asked, “Can a woman without a clitoris 
still arrive at a vaginal orgasm?”1133 When Walter found out about the work of Dr. Kegel, 
who claimed to have found a way of improving female sexual response by strengthening 
the pubococcygeus muscle, he enlisted Dr. Kegel’s advice about clitoridectomy.1134  
Walter also spoke with numerous women about the relationship between 
clitoridectomy and their perceptions of womanhood. He found that the original purpose 
of clitoridectomy was “a means of emancipation, necessary for self-respect and maturity, 
the condition sine qua non for full womanhood.”1135 However, because it inhibited 
women sexually and modern men expected their wives to be able to achieve orgasm, the 
clitoridectomized woman found herself “in a psychological dilemma: Without the 
operation she does not feel ‘clean’ and desirable; with the operation she experiences that 
she is not desirable either, because of her unsatisfactory sexual response. The very 
operation which was supposed to make her feel mature now makes her feel immature.”1136 
American evangelicals who read the Trobisches’ books would not have been aware of 
Walter’s work on clitoridectomy, as it does not appear in any of his published 
                                                 
1133 Walter Trobisch, “Clitoridectomy in Its Relationship to Female Sexual Response as a Special 
Problem of Marriage Counselling in Africa,” p. 27, Box 13, Folder 16: Clitoridectomy Papers, Walter 
Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives.  
1134 Arnold H. Kegel to Walter Trobisch, 2 February 1966, Box 13, Folder 16: Clitoridectomy 
Papers, Walter Trobisch Collection, ELCA Archives. 
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materials.1137 However, it illustrates the extent to which the Trobisches were aware of 
cultural practices that oppressed women and sought to assert the full humanity of women. 
The Trobisches carried their awareness of female oppression with them when they 
spoke and wrote to westerners. Given the persistence of male dominance in African 
marriages and the practice of clitoridectomy, the Trobisches generally considered western 
women to be better off than African women. However, the Trobisches also believed that 
some discrimination against women persisted in western society. In a letter to a 
colleague, Walter wrote, “As a matter of principle, I would be very glad from now on in 
your correspondence if you would always refer to both of us. In European society we still 
have a discrimination of women and this is unfortunately also very evident in the 
Christian Church.”1138  
Unlike conservative evangelicals in this period, the Trobisches did not assert 
women’s submission in marriage as the best way of restoring healthy family life.1139 
Rather, they held that communication and forgiveness would be far more effective in 
improving marital relationships. Walter had a story he liked to tell about the importance 
of communication and forgiveness. On one of their trips to Africa to lead a marriage 
seminar, Walter was so busy meeting with counselees and telling them how to improve 
their marriages that he neglected his own. Ingrid confronted him, and they proceeded to 
                                                 
1137 It also does not appear that Walter actively preached against the practice of clitoridectomy, 
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spend some quality time together.1140 This story did not depict the submissive wife 
described in conservative evangelical literature of the day. On the contrary, the 
Trobisches’ stories expressed the importance of a wife being assertive.  
The Trobisches taught that it was possible and desirable for a Christian woman to 
be both feminine and independent. While Marabel Morgan and numerous other 
conservative evangelicals taught women to subsume their own identity into that of their 
husband, the Trobisches taught that a woman could have her own identity, could have 
career goals outside the sphere of being a good wife and mother, and could have ambition 
to reach these goals. This message did not attract crowds comparable to those generated 
by Marabel Morgan and Bill Gothard. “It was not unusual in the 1970s for Gothard to 
pack-out auditoriums with capacities of 10,000 to 20,000 people.”1141 And Marabel 
Morgan’s The Total Woman was “the best-selling nonfiction book of 1974,” selling more 
than three million copies between 1974 and 1977.1142 The Trobisches had nowhere near 
this kind of appeal among conservatives. However, because their message was a more 
nuanced message than the strict hierarchy proclaimed by conservatives, they could reach 
a more diverse audience. By advocating a woman’s joy in marriage and motherhood, the 
Trobisches won themselves favor among conservative evangelicals who clung to 
traditional roles. Their affirmation of femininity assured conservative readers that they 
appreciated the God-given uniqueness of the sexes. However, by advocating marital 
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partnership and a woman’s right to have interests outside the home, the Trobisches also 
won favor among progressive evangelicals and mainline Protestants.1143  
The Trobisches’ nuanced perspective on womanhood was one shared by most of 
the staff of IVCF during this period. The founder of IVCF, Stacey Woods, supported 
women’s leadership in the church and in society, and this set the tone for the organization 
at large.1144 The importance of intellectual development for men and women was stressed 
in IVCF in a way that it was not stressed in Campus Crusade for Christ, another campus 
ministry.1145 IVCF staff urged students to use their college years to stretch themselves 
academically, rather than simply viewing college as an opportunity to find a mate.1146 The 
Trobisches’ understanding of Christian womanhood fit well within IVCF’s mission.  
But the Trobisches’ understanding of Christian womanhood also fit with the 
mission of the more conservative Campus Crusade for Christ. Bill Bright, the founder of 
Campus Crusade, initially did not hire women to work for the organization. Later, when 
he did begin hiring women he still made sure that only men could found new chapters 
and that women did not serve in positions of authority over men.1147 After the Continental 
Congress on the Family in 1975, Bright began a ministry called FamilyLife.1148 The 
message at FamilyLife marriage conferences placed Campus Crusade squarely within the 
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conservative evangelical camp. Speakers at these conferences “articulated the need for 
Christians to recognize the divine roles that God had assigned to men and women, 
respectively.”1149 Although the Trobisches challenged gender roles more than most 
conservatives, their appreciation of the God-given uniqueness of the sexes made their 
books acceptable for members of Campus Crusade.  
In the 1970s, both the Trobisches and IVCF strove to maintain the tension 
between femininity and female independence and thus avoided being characterized as 
either conservative or liberal. In their history of IVCF, Keith and Gladys Hunt have 
argued that the British roots of IVCF protected it from being characterized as either 
conservative or liberal. “IV student work was seen as an import, and as such it did not 
have ties to anything that was suspect to either the conservatives or the liberals.”1150 
Similarly, the Trobisches’ international and missionary identity protected them somewhat 
from being characterized as conservative or liberal. They were also protected by the fact 
that they did not take a strong position on women’s ordination, which was a particularly 
divisive aspect of the debate between conservatives and progressives at the time.1151 
 
Conclusion  
During the 1970s, American evangelicals were struggling to respond to the sexual 
revolution and second wave feminism. The Trobisches gave these evangelicals tools to 
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navigate changing sexual norms. Their advocacy of NFP and their nuanced perspective 
on Christian womanhood were especially relevant tools for married evangelicals of the 
period. For unmarried evangelicals, their arguments against the new morality were more 
significant. Those who had already succumbed to the new morality found in Walter 
Trobisch a counselor who answered their “cry for forgiveness” and imparted helpful 
advice for remaining chaste. The Trobisches coupled clear, moral ideals with the 
recognition of the complexity of making moral decisions. This ability to hold in tension 
both “the rules and the exceptions” had contributed to their success in Africa, and it also 
accounted in large part for their warm reception in the United States.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion: The Trobisches as Shapers of Global, Christian Sexual Ethics in 
the Mid-Twentieth Century 
 
A Unique Moment in the History of Sexuality 
The story of the Trobisches’ life and work illuminates a unique historical 
moment, both in the history of sexuality and in the history of Christian mission. 
Unbeknownst to the Trobisches, a global reevaluation of gender relations was well 
underway when they first arrived in Cameroon in 1953. Cultures around the world were 
simultaneously experiencing the socially disruptive forces of industrialization and 
urbanization.1152 Traditional means of controlling sexuality and organizing family life 
were less feasible in urban environments. As a result, more children were born out of 
wedlock, more young people expressed the desire to choose their own spouse, more 
couples opted to divorce, and more women expressed the desire to regulate their fertility. 
The Trobisches’ worldwide popularity stemmed from their ability to help Christians 
respond to these global trends. They developed a Christian defense of premarital chastity, 
monogamy, spouse self-selection, the intimacy and spiritual equality of husband and 
wife, the integrity of a marriage even without children, the right of couples to regulate 
their fertility (albeit with natural over artificial means), and the primacy of nuclear over 
extended family ties. For young people who were locked in ideological impasses with 
their elders over these issues, the Trobisches’ message was welcomed advice. 
The Trobisches’ own interest in gender relations was piqued as they interacted 
with African couples in rural Tcholliré, but it was not until their move to Libamba in 
1957 that they really became aware of the way in which industrialization and 
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urbanization were transforming gender relations for Africans. Walter wrote his book J’ai 
Aimé Une Fille as a way of helping young Africans make sense of these changes. In it he 
advocated spouse self-selection, premarital chastity, monogamy, and the equal worth and 
dignity of men and women and gave practical advice for how to uphold these sexual 
ethics. 
The Trobisches got a sense of the global relevance of their work as demands for 
translations of J’ai Aimé Une Fille poured in from many corners of the globe throughout 
the 1960s and ’70s. As they explained to friends in 1968, “The cultures are approaching 
each other so rapidly that the problems become more and more alike. Intercontinental 
travel, intercultural exchange of students, intercultural marriages, the rapid progress of 
industrialization, newspapers, books, radio and TV—all are contributing factors to this 
phenomen[on].”1153 In a form letter they sent to friends and family in 1970, after giving 
marriage seminars in Asia, Africa, Europe, North America, and Australia, the Trobisches 
stressed the global impact of their work: “Everywhere marriages suffered under the same 
problems and stress situations. Yet what strikes us even more is that we could proclaim 
exactly the same message wherever we were. . . A Bible verse written almost 3000 years 
ago spoke to people in all parts of the earth today and gave them a real answer to their 
problems.”1154 The Trobisches’ own sense of the global relevance of their message was 
confirmed by the ten thousand letters they received from counselees around the world, 
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people who appreciated their arguments in favor of women’s rights, premarital chastity, 
marrying for love, and natural family planning.   
 
A Comparative Perspective on the Global Changes in Gender Relations  
 The global nature of the Trobisches’ work offers both a glimpse of the role of 
missionaries in shaping global changes in gender relations and a comparative perspective 
on the changes in gender relations themselves. Chapter three of this study has already 
addressed the role of missionaries in facilitating social change in Africa, but it falls to this 
chapter to relate the situation in Africa to that of the United States and to argue that the 
Trobisches contributed to social change in both contexts.  
Education was one of the significant causes of change in gender relations in both 
Africa and the United States during the twentieth century. In the United States, “the 
number of women college students doubled” in the 1960s.1155 Even fundamentalists, who 
had traditionally been hesitant to send their children to college, began to do so. The 
presence of newly independent, unmarried evangelicals mingling together in a 
coeducational environment created a context not unlike that of mid-twentieth-century 
Africa, where young people from rural backgrounds moved to the city to attend school. In 
both contexts, the strict sexual norms young people had grown up with did not seem to 
apply to their new context.  
In Africa, the independence movement, the independence of young people from 
extended kin networks, and the need to figure out how to navigate life on their own bred 
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a desire for independence in interpersonal relationships as well. Young people began 
expressing the desire to choose their own spouse. The Trobisches strongly approved of 
the right to choose one’s own spouse and encouraged young people to do so in their 
books and personal counseling.  
The desire for personal choice was also central to the changes in gender relations 
in the United States. There the desire to choose was expressed most strongly in women’s 
use of the birth control pill, which allowed them to regulate when and how many children 
to have. Even though the Trobisches preferred the natural family planning method of 
birth control over the birth control pill, they still approved of the right of couples to 
choose when and how many children to have. And they affirmed this right as they 
counseled both Africans and Americans on the issue of family planning.   
Another trend uniting Africans and Americans during this period was the 
changing definition of womanhood. No longer was womanhood to be solely or primarily 
defined by the ability to have and raise children. Even as this theoretical definition of 
womanhood continued to be supported in both Africa and evangelical communities in the 
United States, the actual lives of individual women in both locations challenged the 
definition. For example, educated women in Africa often married later and had fewer 
children.1156 In the United States, the advent of the birth control pill allowed women to 
effectively separate sex from procreation, so they too began to have fewer children.1157 
The feminist movement further encouraged women to find their identity outside of home, 
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children, and husband and to enter the realm of paid employment. For their part, the 
Trobisches supported the changing definition of womanhood. They believed valuing 
women primarily for their ability to bring forth children objectified women. They used 
their books and letters to advocate for women’s humanity as a more primary 
characteristic than her fecundity. 
 
The Trobisches’ Influence on Global, Christian Sexual Ethics 
During the 1970s, young people in both Africa and the United States tended to 
view Christian sexual ethics as either outdated or insufficient. In Africa, most young 
people knew the church opposed premarital sex, polygamy, and adultery, but they had yet 
to find a church elder who would help them think theologically about marrying for love, 
while also trying to balance parental expectations and the bride-price. In the United 
States, young people knew the church opposed premarital sex, but they rarely found 
someone who would give them concrete advice for how to remain chaste or how to 
recommit oneself to chastity if one had already become sexually active.  
When Walter published J’ai Aimé Une Fille, it was for many young people the 
first time that they had encountered a relevant and convincing argument for why they 
should pursue Christian sexual ethics like premarital chastity, marrying for love, and 
treating their spouse or potential spouse as an equal. As a girl from Oregon wrote after 
reading I Loved a Girl in serial form in HIS magazine, “Never before have my girl 
friends and I read anything on morals . . . that we have been fully interested in, moved by, 
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and wanted to remember. We would each like a copy to share with our friends.”1158 A 
pastor at a church in Addis Ababa where Walter delivered a lecture in 1967 expressed 
essentially the same sentiment when he said, “The fact that ‘taboos’ in the field of sex 
and marriage were studied in a Church in a reverent spirit was a major breakthrough for 
the Ethiopian Christian scene and a new revelation to the young who often feel that the 
Church maintains the basic realities shrouded in a mystery.”1159   
Many of the young people the Trobisches counseled in both Africa and the United 
States had grown up in the faith but had taken steps away from it as they aged. They 
perceived that the church was out of touch with the times and was not answering the 
questions that were to them most pressing. Because the Trobisches were willing to take 
on the most pressing questions regarding love, sex, and marriage, they gained a hearing 
among young Africans and young Americans and often succeeded in drawing these 
young people back into the fold. Without such a message, many of these young people 
would likely have simply continued to drift away from the faith.  
Many of the letters the Trobisches received attested to the fact that their books 
had served as a catalyst for a kind of second conversion or recommitment to the core 
values of Christian faith. “Both of you – through your books – “The Joy of Being a 
Woman” and “I Loved a Girl” have made a very real impact on my life at a time when I 
was questioning many things and striving to understand what God had created us for in 
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the male-female relationships,” wrote a young woman to Ingrid.1160 She continued, “The 
wisdom and insight in your husband’s book gave my husband and me the ‘reason’ to 
remain chaste before marriage.” Young people were especially spurred to reform when 
they were personally counseled by Walter.1161 Many young Africans and young 
Americans welcomed Walter’s invitation to repent of their past sexual misdeeds, 
accepted his proclamation of forgiveness, and told him they planned to live out a new life 
in the power of the Holy Spirit.1162   
 
A Unique Moment in the History of Christian Mission 
The Trobisches believed marriage guidance was “a door for the gospel.” They 
used marriage guidance to teach people about life in Christ. They invited people to 
confess sexual sins and then assured those people that their sins had been forgiven. They 
unpacked the meaning of Genesis 2:24 and adapted their particular illustrations of this 
verse to the context in which they were speaking. Over the course of their ministry, the 
Trobisches maintained that marriage guidance was not only one of many ways to spread 
the gospel but that it was the best way to spread the gospel, given the global confusion 
about sexuality in the modern world. “The family is the best landing place for the 
gospel,” wrote Ingrid in her autobiography.1163 
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The Trobisches were not unique in their recognition that home life has the 
potential to illustrate Christian teaching. Generations of missionary wives have believed 
as much and have justified their own participation in mission on this basis.1164 The 
uniqueness of the Trobisches lies in the fact that they as a couple placed marital and 
sexual counseling at the center of their entire missionary life together. Most 
missionaries—even those who have been deeply attuned to the evangelistic potential of 
Christian family life—have put some other aspect of mission such as church work, 
medicine, school teaching, or Bible translation at the center of their work. The 
Trobisches’ emphasis on marriage guidance as “a door for the gospel” is therefore 
unusual in the history of Christian mission. Christianity has always had implications for 
family life, but the Trobisches were unique in putting sexual ethics at the heart of 
Christian mission.1165  
That the Trobisches did so was due both to their own personal journey and to the 
circumstances of their time. The global reevaluation of gender roles during the mid-
twentieth century created the need for marriage guidance. The Trobisches’ experiences as 
missionaries in Tcholliré and Libamba gave them the knowledge to develop a relevant 
message on marriage and sexuality. The East African Revival of the 1930s and ’40s and 
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the marriage guidance work of the International Missionary Council paved the way for 
the reception of the Trobisches’ message in Africa. By the 1960s, the IMC, the All Africa 
Conference of Churches, and the Lutheran World Federation were all interested in 
supporting African marriage guidance work. It was right at this time that the Trobisches 
were realizing the capacity of marriage guidance to spread the gospel. The IMC, AACC, 
and LWF became official sponsors of the Trobisches’ work, thus enabling the Trobisches 
to reach a wider audience with their own particular take on African Christian marriage 
and to shape the overall marriage guidance movement in Africa. Just as the Trobisches 
were losing the backing of ecclesiastical organizations in Africa, InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship in the United States began to sponsor their work among American college 
students and facilitate their transition to marriage counseling in the United States.  
  
Walter’s Death and the End of an Era 
On October 13, 1979, Walter died suddenly of a heart attack at the age of fifty-
six.1166 Although Family Life Mission continued the marriage guidance work after 
Walter’s death and Ingrid went on to publish several books dealing with grief, femininity, 
and Christian identity, these topics are beyond the scope of this dissertation.1167 This 
dissertation has been concerned to tell the story of the Trobisches’ work between 1952 
and 1979 and to argue that together the Trobisches helped shape global, Christian sexual 
ethics during this period.  
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There are several ways in which Walter’s death in 1979 might be seen as marking 
the end of an era. Firstly, Walter’s death corresponded with a declining interest in 
marriage guidance among mainline Christians in Africa. Marriage guidance had been a 
central concern of the AACC at its meetings in 1958 and 1963. During the late 1960s, the 
AACC had sponsored a series of Leadership Training Seminars on Marriage and Family 
Life. And in 1974, mainline Protestants and Catholics in Africa had hosted Familia ’74. 
But by the late 1970s, most of the energy that had been directed toward marriage 
guidance was instead being directed toward ending the discrimination against women in 
church and society. This trend had begun at the Abidjan meeting of the AACC in 1969. 
At Abidjan the Department on Church, Family and Society, which had carried out all of 
the Christian marriage work during the 1960s, was abolished. A new Department of 
Women was established in its place.1168 While marriage was certainly a concern of the 
Department of Women, its emphasis was on women’s issues in society and in the church. 
During the 1970s and ’80s, the Department of Women organized several consultations, 
one of which was held immediately prior to the fourth meeting of the AACC in Nairobi 
in 1981.1169 At the Nairobi Assembly there was significant discussion about the need to 
liberate women in society and involve them in church leadership but little discussion 
about family life. Delegates acknowledged that “the Christian home must provide the 
inspiration and play a vanguard role” in the development of a “new community,” but 
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there was no discussion of what Christian home life should look like.1170 The era of 
marriage guidance had come to an end.  
The shift from family life to women’s rights was even more apparent at the end of 
the 1980s, when the WCC proposed an ecumenical decade of the churches in solidarity 
with women. In 1989, one year into the ecumenical decade of women, the AACC’s 
Department of Women held its first continent-wide consultation for African women. At 
this consultation, the emphasis was on “strengthening the unique role of women in the 
life and structure of church and society.”1171 Women’s experience of marriage was not a 
central concern. And men’s experience of marriage was not a concern at all. Whether a 
similar transition from Christian marriage work to women’s liberation occurred in other 
places during the 1970s, ’80s, and ’90s is a question that demands further research.1172 
According to Musimbi Kanyoro, the LWF’s secretary for women in church and society, 
the WCC’s decade of solidarity with women was primarily about “the removal of the 
obstacles which hinder the full participation of women in church and society.”1173 Thus 
wherever national councils of churches participated in the WCC’s decade of women, they 
probably emphasized women’s issues in church and society over the issues of the 
Christian home.  
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Just as Walter’s death in 1979 marked the end of an era of marriage guidance in 
Africa, so too it can be seen as marking the end of an era in the United States. During the 
1960s and ’70s, there was room in American culture for the Trobisches’ understanding of 
sexuality, which was a unique blend of feminist and conservative Christian ideals. During 
the 1980s, however, the Trobisches’ middle-way perspective was eclipsed by each of the 
two poles that they had held in tension. A “culture war” developed between secular 
feminists and conservative evangelicals.1174  
During the 1970s, evangelicals had been divided over the question of gender 
roles. It had been unclear whether the conservatives or progressives would make the most 
headway in the 1980s. The rise of the Christian Right and its marriage to the Republican 
party, however, pushed most American evangelicals into the conservative camp. Due to 
its masterful use of religious media, the Christian Right was able to get evangelicals to 
rally around a male headship vision of gender roles and to fight for this model of family 
life in political and cultural arenas.1175  
As the male headship view of gender came to dominate the evangelical world, the 
secular feminist understanding of sex and gender was also gaining momentum. This was 
evident, for example, in the expanding influence of the feminist book Our Bodies, 
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Ourselves. Between 1970 and 2007, Our Bodies, Ourselves was translated into twenty 
languages and sold more than four million copies.1176 The influence of secular feminists 
was also evident in President Jimmy Carter’s 1980 White House Conference on Families. 
Many of the delegates to the conference supported the secular feminist agenda of 
abortion on demand, gay rights, passage of the ERA, and a broad definition of what 
constituted “family.”1177 Conservative evangelicals, who had managed to win only 250 of 
the 1,500 delegate slots, came to believe that the White House Conference on Families 
was “a liberal stacked deck.”1178 Many of them felt so frustrated at their inability to 
influence the conference that they staged a walk-out.1179  
The Trobisches’ middle-way perspective on sexual ethics was all but lost in the 
“culture wars” of the 1980s. Conservative evangelicals argued that “feminism” and 
“women in the work force” were two of the “forces of evil” that were “attacking the 
family.”1180 Secular feminists argued that religion was at best peripheral, and at worst 
antagonistic to the feminist project.1181 Gone were the days when people like the 
Trobisches could garner a significant following for a vision of sexual ethics that merged 
feminist and conservative Christian ideals.    
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 During the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s, the Trobisches developed a message about sex, 
love, and marriage that blended feminist, Christian, African, and western ideals. 
Although the Trobisches held paternalistic attitudes common among western missionaries 
of their generation, their vision of sexuality helped Christians around the world to 
navigate changing sexual norms of the mid-twentieth century. The Trobisches gained 
worldwide acclaim with Walter’s book J’ai Aimé Une Fille and influenced global sexual 
ideals and behavior through this book and others, as well as through their extensive 
correspondence ministry. In both Africa and in the United States they shaped theological 
reflection about sexual ethics and also influenced larger cultural conversations about 
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